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This issue (Vol. 23, No. 3/4) is the last of the
2002 volume year. For 2003, three issues will
be published. Two will contain proceedings — of
EuroTEX 2003 and of TUG 2003; there will be one
regular issue.

We are unfortunately not able to set a definitive
schedule for the appearance of the next few issues.

TUGboat is distributed as a benefit of mem-
bership to all members.

Submissions to TUGboat are reviewed by vol-
unteers and checked by the Editor before publica-
tion. However, the authors are still assumed to be
the experts. Questions regarding content or accu-
racy should therefore be directed to the authors,
with an information copy to the Editor.

Submitting Items for Publication

Owing to the lateness of the present issue, and
the scarcity of material submitted for future is-
sues, suggestions will be accepted and processed as
received.

Manuscripts should be submitted to a member
of the TUGboat Editorial Board. Articles of general
interest, those not covered by any of the editorial
departments listed, and all items submitted on
magnetic media or as camera-ready copy should be
addressed to the Editor-in-Chief, Barbara Beeton,
to the Managing Editor, Robin Laakso, or to the
Production Manager, Mimi Burbank.

The TUGboat “style files”, for use with either
plain TEX or LATEX, are available from CTAN.
For authors who have no network access (browser
or FTP), they will be sent on request; please
specify which is preferred. Send e-mail to TUGboat@

tug.org, or write or call the TUG office.
This is also the preferred address for submitting

contributions via electronic mail.
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works on any other topic that might be useful to
the TEX community in general. Provision can be
made for including macro packages or software in
computer-readable form. If you have any such items
or know of any that you would like considered for
publication, send the information to the attention
of the Publications Committee at tug-pub@tug.org
or in care of the TUG office.
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General Delivery

From the Board of Directors

Karl Berry (Director)

Greetings,
Welcome to another issue of TUGboat! Due to

TUGboat’s unfortunately-delayed publishing sched-
ule, this general delivery will mostly cover events
in 2002, despite being written in December 2003.
(We do have hopes for TUGboat to catch up to
present time, as will be discussed in the Editorial
Comments.)

2002 board meeting

The TUG board of directors met in Portland, Ore-
gon on July 20, 2002. (Several directors lived in that
area.) Two notable events from that meeting:

• The bylaws were amended to provide for more
timely decisions by email, based on our experi-
ence over the past years. In particular, instead
of requiring a full two weeks of discussion fol-
lowed by a full two weeks of voting, there is
now a one-week period of discussion, followed
by at most one week of voting. The result is
announced as soon as it is determined, i.e., a
majority of directors have voted.

The full bylaws are available on the TUG web
site: http://tug.org/bylaws.

• We retroactively supported the 2002 EuroTEX
conference sponsored by GUST with a dona-
tion of $2,000. TUG has traditionally supported
EuroTEX conferences with this amount. We re-
gret overlooking making the donation in time
for the conference itself.

A number of other items from the meeting were
discussed in the general delivery for the last regular
TUGboat issue (volume 22, number 4).

Board resignations

In October 2002, Patricia Monohon and Wendy Mc-
Kay resigned from the board for personal reasons.

We appreciate their service, and were especially
grateful that they remained on the TUG 2003 con-
ference committee, and in fact performed the bulk
of the work for that conference.

Project Gutenberg

Finally, I would like to mention a worthy text (and
TEX) project: Distributed Proofreaders (http://
www.pgdp.net) is the main source of public domain

electronic books. It is part of Project Gutenberg
(http://www.gutenberg.net). The project always
needs savvy TEX and LATEX folk to correct OCRed
texts, especially of math books.

Thus, if you have Internet access, a browser,
and a spare ten minutes now and then, you can make
a significant contribution to mathematics. The fin-
ished e-books are free, downloadable, and computer-
searchable. Sign up at the web site, http://www.
pgdp.net.

The TUG board welcomes input or questions at
any time; please email us at board@tug.org.

⋄ Karl Berry (Director)
685 Larry Ave. N
Keizer, OR 97303
USA

karl@tug.org
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Editorial Comments

Barbara Beeton

EX 3.141592, METAFONT 2.71828

On December 23, 2002, Don Knuth posted new ver-
sions of TEX, METAFONT, Tangle, VFtoVP and re-
lated files. Here are the highlights of the new distri-
bution.

TE 3.141592 contains fixes to four bugs: tw
affecting leaders, and tw affecting alignments.

METAFONT 2.71828 has one fix for the auto-
rounding of huge paths.

Tangle 4.5 contains trivial change re numeric
comments, “possibly unnecessary”.

VFtoVP 1.3 has one small correction to the out-
of-range error correction.

For , and ,
only the uncopyright notice has changed, to clarify
under what conditions the file may be copied, mod-
ified and redistributed. (Copying and redistribution
of the unmodified files is unlimited; modifications
are permitted, but only if the name of the resulting
file is changed. “Everyb dy’s file should
be the same, worldwide.”)

For , and , small
changes were made to improve robustness. The
shape of the numeral is altered slightly in
through . metrics are affected.
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Details of the changes are recorded in the
files errata.tex, tex82.bug, mf84.bug, cm85.bug,
errorlog.tex and errata.ten.

Most changes will not affect most users, so up-
grading is not urgent. The new versions will be in-
cluded in the 2003 edition of TEXLive.

Glitch in TUGboat 22:4

Again a glitch. . .
The article on “Eukleides: A geometry drawing

language”, by Christian Obrecht (pages 334-337),
was published without the proper graphics, only the
graphics calls. (It was processed without using Eu-
kleides, which was required.)

A corrected version appears in this issue.

Farewell, Michael Downes

Michael John Downes, the principal author of the
AMS-LATEX packages, and an employee of the Amer-
ican Mathematical Society since 1985, died on March
8, 2003. He had been diagnosed with an aggressive
form of brain cancer in December 2002.

Michael was born August 2, 1958, grew up in
Lansing, Michigan, and attended Michigan State
University, graduating from the University’s honors
program with a degree in Russian and a minor in
mathematics. After graduation, Michael moved to
Rhode Island, where he worked for 17 years as both
an editor and a publications technical specialist.

Members of the AMS may have seen Michael
at several annual meetings, where he presented ses-
sions for AMS authors in the use of AMS-LATEX;
he also wrote an article on this topic for the AMS
Notices (TEX and LATEX2ε, volume 49, number 11,
December 2002, pages 1384–1391). He was a mem-
ber of the LATEX team, helping to plan its future
direction; this involvement led to the acceptance of
AMS-LATEX as a “required” component of LATEX.

Michael was active in his church and commu-
nity, and looked for opportunities to help others. He
leaves three daughters, his former wife, his mother,
four brothers, three sisters, and many nieces, neph-
ews, aunts, uncles and cousins. He will be greatly
missed.

Last cartoon by Roy Preston

This issue contains the last of the type-related car-
toons drawn by Roy Preston that we’ve been able
to enjoy for the past few years. Roy has “retired”
from cartoon-drawing for personal reasons. We will
miss his wit and wry observations.

Thanks for brightening our days, Roy.

A web site for Arabic typography

The web site http://www.arabictypography.com

is a non-commercial site that was developed as an
academic project in the Netherlands. Designed and
maintained by a young Lebanese designer, it pro-
vides information on typography and calligraphy,
recommendations for resources, links to related sites,
and animated examples. A Flash plugin is required
to view the site.

Recognition for the Plantin Museum

The Plantin Museum, in Antwerp, Belgium, has been
entered in UNESCO’s Memory of the World Regis-
ter. This lists documentary heritage which has been
deemed of world significance. The citation for the
Plantin Museum reads as follows:

The Officina Plantiniana can be regarded as the

most important printing and publishing house that

Belgium has ever had. It was founded in 1555 by

Christoffel Plantin who, in one of the most turbu-

lent periods of Western history, succeeded in mak-

ing himself the greatest typographer of his day, and

was continued until 1876 by his descendants, the

Moretuses.

The rise and the heyday of the Officina in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries coincide with

an era in which scholars from the Low Countries—

present-day Belgium and Holland— were able to

play an extremely important part in the develop-

ment of Western thought.

The history of the Officina Plantiniana is there-

fore more than an account of the fortunes of a large

capitalist enterprise: it also reflects and is part of

the great cultural currents of the West. Since the

business archives of the house have, providentially,

been preserved almost intact it is possible to illu-

minate three hundred years of book history in all

its aspects and problems with an incredible wealth

of detailed and accurate data.

The Register can be accessed at http://www.unesco.
org/webworld/mdm/; in the panel to the left, click
on the entry Memory of the World: Register.

The museum is well worth a visit, both for the
ambience of an early printing house and type foundry
and for the exhibits from the extensive library, in-
cluding not only works printed there, but also many
other important early books.

The museum’s web site is found at http://

museum.antwerpen.be/plantin_moretus/.

An alphabet game for children of all ages

Another web offering is this charming little puzzle
made in Flash: http://www.orgdot.com/abc/.
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It invites one to construct letters of the alpha-
bet from line segments that rotate on a grid. In
addition to the usual 26 letters of English, there’s a
bonus (it was created in Norway): Ø, Æ, and Å.

Making TEX Work on CTAN

A free html version of Norm Walsh’s book, origi-
nally published by O’Reilly, is given in the file info/
makingtexwork/mtw-1.0.1-html.tar.gz.

The root of the html tree is makingtexwork/

html/index.html in the expanded archive.
Many thanks to Norm for submitting this pack-

age to CTAN.

TEX for the Impatient

This book was originally published in 1990 by Ad-
dison-Wesley, written by Paul Abrahams, Kathryn
Hargreaves, and Karl Berry. It contains tutorial
and reference information on primitive and plain
TEX, as well as introducing Eplain (http://tug.
org/eplain/). It does not discuss LATEX.

It has been officially declared out of print and
Addison-Wesley has reverted all rights to the au-
thors, who decided to make the book available in
source form, under the GNU Free Documentation
License, as their way of supporting the community
which supported the book in the first place.

The book will be included in future editions of
TEX Live. It is also part of the GNU Project.
Primary distribution point:
ftp://tug.org/tex/impatient

CTAN location:
http://ctan.org/tex-archive/info/impatient

Source repository: http://savannah.gnu.org/

projects/teximpatient

Email contact: impatient@tug.org.

Information about the free edition is included
in the preface, the copyright page, and the README.

The authors would be interested in hearing about
any projects undertaken with this material. They do
not plan to make any further changes or additions
to the book, except for correction of any outright er-
rors reported to them, and perhaps inclusion of the
illustrations.

¦ Barbara Beeton

American Mathematical Society

201 Charles Street

Providence, RI 02904 USA

bnb@ams.org
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Hyphenation Exception L

Barbar Beeton

This is the periodic update of the list of words
that TE fails to hyphenate properly. The full list
last appeared in TUGboat 16, no. 1, startin on
page 12, with an update in TUGboat 22, no. 1/2,
pages 31–32. The present list contains exceptions
found since the last update.

This list is specific to the hyphenation patterns
that appear in the original , that is,
the patterns for US English. It is been subdivided
int tw parts: English words, and names and
non-English words that ccur in English texts.
The first listed column gives results from TEX’s

; entries in the second column
are suitable for inclusion in
list. In most instances, inflected forms are not
shown for nouns and verbs; note that all forms must
be specified in list if they
ccur in your document.

Thanks to all wh h ve submitted entries to
the list. Since some suggestions demonstrated

lack of familiarity with the rules of the
hyphenation algorithm, here is short reminder
of the relevant idiosyncrasies. Hyphens will not be
inserted before the number f letters specified by

, nor after the number of letters
specified by . For US English,

and ; thus
no word shorter than five letters will be hyphenated.
(For the details, see The TEXb ok, page 454. For

digression on other views of hyphenation rules,
see below under “English hyphenation”.) This
particular rule is violated in some of the words
listed; h wever, if word is hyphenated correctly by
TE except for “missing hyphens at the beginnin
or end, it has not been included here.

Some other permissible hyphens have been
omitted for reasons of style or clarity. While this is
at least partly matter of personal taste, an author
should think of the reader when decidin whether
or not to permit just one m re break-p int in s me
obscure or confusin word. There really are times
when bit of rewriting is preferable.

One other warning: Some words can be more
than one part of speech, dependin on context, and
have different hyphenations; for example, ‘analyses’
can be either verb or plural noun. If such word
appears in this list, hyphens re shown only for the
portions of the w rd that would be hyphenated
the same regardless of usage. These words are
marked with ‘*’; additional hyphenation points, if



needed in your document, should be inserted with
discretionary hyphens.

The reference used to check these hyphenations
is Webster’s Third New International Dictionary,
Unabridged.

English hyphenation

It has been pointed out to me that the hyphenation
rules of British English are based on the etymology
of the words being hyphenated as opposed to the
“syllabic” principles used in the U.S. Furthermore,
in the U.K., it is considered bad style to hyphenate
a word after only two letters. In order to make TEX
defer hyphenation until after three initial letters,
set \lefthyphenmin=3.

Of course, British hyphenation patterns should
be used as well. A set of patterns for UK English
has been created by Dominik Wujastyk and Graham
Toal, using Frank Liang’s PATGEN and based on a
file of 114925 British-hyphenated words generously
made available to Dominik by Oxford University
Press. (This list of words and the hyphenation
break points in the words are copyright to the
OUP and may not be redistributed.) The file of
hyphenation patterns may be freely distributed; it
is posted on CTAN in the file
tex-archive/language/hyphenation/ukhyph.tex

and can be retrieved by anonymous FTP or using a
Web browser.

Hyphenation for languages

other than English

Patterns now exist for many languages other
than English, including languages using accented
alphabets. CTAN holds an extensive collection of
patterns in tex-archive/language/hyphenation

and its subdirectories.

Converting this list into

a list of hyphenation exceptions

Werner Lemberg has created a script that will
convert this article into a real \hyphenation block
that can be incorporated into a document either
directly or by inputting a file. His work has
necessitated some changes to the macros used to
format the list, but the appearance of the list will
not change. Many inflected forms will be included
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automatically, some evident in the printed version,
but many included silently.

The script, hyphenex.sh, runs under Unix and
is posted on CTAN, in
tex-archive/info/digests/tugboat/hyphenex.sh

The List —English words

an-ti-holo-mor-phic anti-holo-mor-phic
au-toround-ing auto-round-ing

biomed-i-cal bio-med-i-cal
book-seller book-sell-er

caller call-er
coas-so-cia-tive co-asso-cia-tive

dam-selfly(ies) dam-sel-fly(ies)
falling fall-ing
geostrophic ge-o-strophic
halfway half-way
hotbed hot-bed
id-iosyn-cratic(ally) idio-syn-cratic(-i-cal-ly)
in-stallers in-stall-er
lovestruck love-struck
metabo-lite me-tab-o-lite

nephews neph-ews
nephrite(ic) neph-rite(ic)
pheny-lala-nine phenyl-ala-nine
pho-tooff-set pho-to-off-set
pro-peller pro-pel-ler
pro-pelling pro-pel-ling
quasiequiv-a-lent qua-si-equiv-a-lent
rect-an-gu-lar rec-tan-gu-lar
seller sell-er

speller spell-er
spelling spell-ing

teller tell-er
wingspan wing-span

Names and non-English words

used in English text

Florid-ian Flor-i-d-ian
Ghostscript Ghost-script
GhostView Ghost-View
Grass-man-nian Grass-mann-ian
Lo-jban Loj-ban

Maxwell Max-well
Mi-crosoft Mi-cro-soft

Netscape Net-scape
Palatino Pala-tino
Pfaf-fian Pfaff-ian
philosophis-che phil-o-soph-i-sche
Rad-hakr-ish-nan Ra-dha-krish-nan

⋄ Barbara Beeton

American Mathematical Society

bnb@ams.org
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Donald Knuth: All questions answered

University of Oslo, 30 August 2002

Tom Lyche: It is a great pleasure for me to in-
troduce Professor Donald Knuth. Professor Knuth
is a Professor Emeritus in The Art of Computer
Programming at Stanford University. He is one of
the leading researchers in computer science, and has
made many fundamental contributions in many ar-
eas, including combinatorial algorithms and discrete
mathematics. His monumental books, The Art of

Computer Programming, have been seminal in com-
puter science, and his typographical system TEX is
used heavily, especially in journals requiring math-
ematical typography.

He has many honors. He is a member of three
national academies in the United States, and he is
a foreign associate of the French, Norwegian and
Bavarian science academies. He has received the
Turing Award, the National Medal of Science, the
John von Neumann Medal, the Steele Prize, the
Adelsköld Medal, and the Kyoto Prize from Japan,
moreover the Harvey Prize, . . . , I hope I get them
all. He holds honorary doctorates from Oxford Uni-
versity, the University of Paris, the Royal Institute
of Technology in Stockholm, the University of St.
Petersburg, the University of Marne-la-Valée, Masa-
ryk University, St. Andrews University, Athens Uni-
versity of Economics and Business, the University of
Tübingen, and from Monday, also from the Univer-
sity of Oslo. [applause]

Professor Knuth has a long-lasting and close re-
lationship to Norway. In ’67 he came to an IFIP

conference in Oslo where, among other things, SIM-

ULA67 was presented. He spent the academic year
’72–73 at the Univerity of Oslo, and this visit was
influential for further development of computer sci-
ence in Norway.

So, a little bit now about this session. The for-
mat of this session is informal. Anybody who has
questions will ask them directly to Professor Knuth;
also, those who had sent me questions before can
pose them directly to Professor Knuth, and he will
repeat the question for the recording. And I’ll start
by asking a question myself. [laughter]

This Q&A session was held in conjunction with the celebration
of the bicentennial of the birth of Niels Henrik Abel, as well
as the 25th anniversary of Oslo University’s computer science
department.

Thanks to Dag Langmyhr for providing a copy of the
recording and especially for correcting the Norwegian refer-
ences.

The video can be accessed at http://www.ifiuio.no/

aktuelt/arkiv/2002/09/allquestions.html.

When you came here in 1972, you gave a proof
that Norway should not become a member of the
European Union. [laughter]

DEK: yeah, yeah, yeah . . .

Lyche: Is this proof still valid?

DEK: [laughs] Okay, very good question, Tom. Yes,
I came, and I gave a tongue-in-cheek lecture — it was
my first lecture at the University— and I didn’t re-
alize that it was something that you shouldn’t joke
about, because as I rode the trikk1 back to my apart-
ment, I noticed that I was moving from “Stem nei”
to “Stem ja”2 country.

The idea of the lecture was really mathematical.
It’s interesting to economists, the study of a three-
way duel, where there are three players. And in
my presentation, if I remember correctly from 1972,
there were three players; they were named Petersen,
Quisling, and Rasmussen, and they had probability
p, q, and r that when they fire a gun, they would hit
the person they shoot at. So I worked out the theory
of what’s the probability of survival as a function of
p, q, and r. And the answer was that the one who
had the smallest probability had the best chance of
living, that the big powers were shooting each other,
and then the other one would be left. Anyway, that
was my “proof”, and it had nothing really to do
with the Common Market. And I’m not sure I’m
glad you brought it up or not. [laughter]

It does, in fact, seem to happen only with three
players; the phenomenon doesn’t occur with two or
with four, and economists are still unsure about this,
but maybe that’s the reason . . . In English we have
a word “truce”, and it seems to start with “tr”,
which is the prefix for “three”. There’s this uneasy
truce, where actually all players do best by firing in
the air, every time it’s their turn to fire. But the
result doesn’t seem to be true for other numbers.3

We’re trying here to get the connection to the
Internet going, so that I can show you my home
page. Before I start with more questions, I just want
to say how much “jeg elsker dette landet.”4 [laugh-
ter] My ancestors came from Schleswig-Holstein,
which is a little bit close to Scandinavia, but my
academic ancestors are almost entirely Norwegian.
The first time I came to Norway, in 1967, I fell in
love with the country and decided I wanted to be
here a lot. My academic ancestors . . . my thesis

1 electric tram
2 “Vote no”, “Vote yes”; this refers to the 1972 referendum

on whether to join the European Union.
3 Journal of Recreational Mathematics 6 (1973), 1–7.
4 “I love this country” —a play on the Norwegian national

anthem, which begins, “Yes, we love this country.”

http://www.ifiuio.no/aktuelt/arkiv/2002/09/allquestions.html
http://www.ifiuio.no/aktuelt/arkiv/2002/09/allquestions.html
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adviser was an American, but his adviser was Øys-
tein Ore, at Yale University, and Ore was a student
of [Thoralf] Skolem, Skolem was a student of [Axel]
Thue, Thue was a student of Elling Holst, who was
a student of Sophus Lie, and Sophus Lie was a stu-
dent of [Carl] Bjerknes, and next week I’m going to
find out who Bjerknes was a student of,5 and so on.
[laughter] But anyway, in that sense I’m a son of
Norway.

And pretty soon we’re going to be able to see
my home page . . .

The other thing I should say before we start
out is that I want to pay respect to Ole-Johan Dahl.
We had, of course, a special memorial session for him
this morning, and both Dahl and [Kristen] Nygaard
are extremely important in computer science. I had
a very close relationship with Ole-Johan; he’s one of
the five people who had the strongest influence on
my whole life. We were very close personally, and
I invited him to Stanford for a year after he had
invited me to Norway for a year. I looked at my
diary before coming here, and found out that on my
previous trip to Norway, which was 1994, I spent
five nights at his house playing piano with him.

[laughter; DEK looks at screen at the front of
the room, which shows a regular television channel.]

So we have a real hacker here getting us to the
outside world. Well this is great — maybe I can get
a copy of this video.

When this building was dedicated, Ole-Johan
and I played the piano in the lounge, and we . . .
[looks at screen again] X-watch —all I want is Net-
scape!

Eskil Brun (AV technician): I’ll log in as me, in
case you don’t remember your password. You only
got your account yesterday.

DEK: This is true. You don’t have to log in. Just
get me Netscape, and I’ll destroy your files.

Brun: It’s only 4.75.

DEK: The reason I wanted to know is if I can use
Ghostview if necessary.

Let’s get to my home page. Let’s just see what
you’ve got here under bookmarks. You don’t have
any bookmarks. [laughter] [up comes Google on the
screen, then DEK’s home page6]

Today my subject is called “All questions an-
swered”, and it’s based on an idea that was started
at Caltech when I was on the faculty there. It was
started by Professor Feynman. At the end of all his

5 The list is given on DEK’s web page. Bjerknes was a

student of Bernt Holmboe, who was a student of Søren Ras-

mussen, who was self-taught.
6 http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/

physics classes, the last day of class was optional;
students didn’t have to come if they didn’t want to,
but if they came, he would answer any questions
they had, on any subject except religion or politics.
I liked that idea too, and I kept it up when I went to
Stanford. If any of you ever were there in one of my
classes, you’ll know that the last day of my class was
always called “All questions answered” on anything
except religion or politics. Or the final exam — that
was the other excluded thing.

Now today I already talked about politics, and
it was a disaster. [laughter] I’ll talk about religion
only if there’s a strong feeling for it, but basically,
I want to answer any question that anyone in this
room wants to ask— except the “Frequently asked
questions”, because you can always look up the an-
swers on my home page. So ask me an “Unfre-
quently asked question” preferably. [looks at mon-
itor] What else have we got here . . . Recent news
. . . I was a million years old at the beginning of
the year [Web page for 1 000 0002 year Knuthfest7

pops onto screen] , if you use binary notation. And
there are other things that are on this page — you
can explore these things to your heart’s content.

This page8 shows all the books that I’ve got
out there, with errors in them, and anybody who
finds an error the first time, I really want to know
about it. Then I write you a check if you’re the
first one, and if I believe that it’s an error. And
unfortunately, it usually is. [laughter] But the way I
write books, I try to maximize my chance for error.
I mean, a book is more useful when there are more
ways that it could have been wrong. And so, instead
of saying that something is better, I say, “oh, it’s
12.8% better.” And maybe it really is 12.7% better,
so that’s an error. So there’s many chances all the
way through to be wrong, and I try to get it right
the first time, but the fact is, when I was a college
student, I did not get 100% on all of my exams.
Sometimes I would get 99, you know. Now, with
several hundred chances to make an error on every
page, you can see how many errors there probably
are in my books. I’m trying to get them fixed. And
also the errors in software — there’s a rumor that
somebody found the first error in TEX since 1994,
and if so, I have to pay $327.68, which is an amount
that kept doubling until it reached 215, and then I
froze it at that point. [laughter] So anyway, now I’m
ready for real questions. If you ask in Norwegian,
somebody here will translate, so don’t be afraid.

7 http://forum.stanford.edu/events/knuthfest02.

html
8 http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/books.

html

http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/
http://forum.stanford.edu/events/knuthfest02.html
http://forum.stanford.edu/events/knuthfest02.html
http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/books.html
http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/books.html
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[Q]: [in Norwegian; translated]

DEK: Do I think Sweden is a better country than
Norway?

No, but it’s interesting.
They have some good . . . What was the name

of the . . . I was a fan of one of the skiers. Goodness,
I’m forgetting . . . [some prompting] In the winter
Olympics that were held in Lillehammer, there was
. . . I sort of fell in love with this one Swedish skier.9

[more prompting and laughter] I can’t even remem-
ber any more, so I . . . but I never got to meet her.
I did meet the king once; that was nice, and he said
that his daughter likes computers. To me, when I
was here, living in Norway, we went to all parts of
the country, and it’s certainly the greatest year in
my life.

[Q]: [paraphrased by DEK] The question is about
generic libraries, what is the role of little toy algo-
rithms, instead of staying on the high level?

DEK: I think, in all fields, not only computer sci-
ence, people can make the mistake of saying you
should always stay on the high level. Everyone who
is best at their field seems to forget the way they
learned it, and they’ll find out that some parts of
the things they learned are more useful to them in
later life. So then they’ll say, I won’t bother my
students; they won’t have to learn all the stuff I
had to do when I started. And as a result, I think
their students are missing a lot. And I think that
even more so in computer science, it’s very impor-
tant to keep track of many levels at once. What was
the word that your professor had for this? Good-
ness, now I can’t even remember the name of the
man who spoke about it,10 but he had coined a new
word, which sort of means “look at things at all lev-
els”. The professor on information design. [prompt-
ing from audience] “Polyscopic”. It’s more than a
telescope — it’s a polyscope. So you see, the people
who are the best computer scientists have a certain
kind of talent that is not very strong in the general
population. I think one of the properties of this tal-
ent is the ability to shift levels, to see something in
the small at the same time you’re seeing it in the
large — to know that in order to solve a big prob-
lem you want to add 1 to a little counter. And in
order to add 1 to a counter, it’s actually better to
have it in a certain cache or something like this — to
understand what’s going on at many levels at once,
and effortlessly to convert, to chain. So the high
levels are great, but in principle, the more that part
of our brain is also able, if necessary, to open the

9 Pernilla Wiberg
10 Dino Karabeg

box and look under the covers and see what’s there,
the better we are. And the people who have that
skill discover that it also correlates well with being
able to make computers do tricks, and they can re-
ally resonate with computers. I mean, like Eskil here
had to go back into a config file and change all kinds
of settings on monitor and things like this, so he had
to dive down into rather low levels of the system in
order to get these pictures on the screen. That’s
not an isolated event. Every day, I’m still going to
things that are at low level, even though I’m using
high-level stuff all the time too. So I believe when
you build a building, you start from the foundation
and you build up. You don’t start at the roof and
build down.

I spent a lot of time five years ago designing a
computer to replace the MIX computer in my books.
My book, The Art of Computer Programming, when
I started writing it— that was 1962, 40 years ago — I
knew that I had to have a low-level machine in there,
and I took all the machines that I could find in the
world in 1962 and I found something that would be
nicer than all of them but similar to all of them. I
put that into the book, and now it’s extremely ob-
vious that’s it’s quite different from the machines of
today. And machines, in fact, . . . computers went
through a period where they got to be horrible to
program at the low level, because people stopped
doing much assembly programming. When almost
all the programs were being written by compilers,
then people changed the design of the machines so
that only compilers could enjoy writing programs.
But when RISC computers came out, and I read the
book of Hennessy and Patterson about ten years
ago, I was so happy, because all of a sudden you
could have a real . . . today’s computers were actu-
ally beautiful. You could look at the programs and
you could enjoy seeing what the bits were actually
doing in the low level. And so there was a window
in time when machine language was nice again, al-
though it will probably get bad before long. I mean,
the Itanium seems to be a disaster from this point
of view. But I was glad that I could find a computer
for the present time and explain its low-level opera-
tion, and give an entire machine design that I could
use instead of MIX, and that’s this MMIX machine.

If you look here [displays MMIX web page11 on
screen] this book is just the documentation of all the
software that goes with it and makes it appear as if
it was a real computer. It’s just a textbook com-
puter, but I had a lot of people helping me on the

11 http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/

mmixware.html

http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/mmixware.html
http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/mmixware.html
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design of it —people who designed the MIPS chip
and the Alpha chip both worked with me on MMIX. I
believe that the future will prove that students who
learn something about what’s going on at this low
level are going to turn out to be the ones who are
going to be important in their careers, and the stu-
dent who never learns about those levels and only
learns how to apply somebody else’s generic meth-
ods is not going to be of fundamental importance.
The number of people who have the skill that I men-
tioned, of going through all these levels, is a small
part of the population. The percentage seems to
have been constant, as far as I know, at about 2% —
one person out of 50 who’s born seems to have this
combination of abilities that makes them really res-
onate with computing. That’s not enough people
to solve all the problems that computers are able to
solve. So those who have it should be sure to buy my
books [laughter] and to use it. But the rest of the
world, they should make friends with geeks like us,
and then the other people can use these things. But
just staying on the top level is as bad as a mathe-
matician who only knows the statement of theorems
and not the proof of theorems.

I gave too long an answer to that question, but
it’s something I feel rather strongly about, that you
don’t want to cut out either the low level or the high
level.

[Q]: Is it true that you believe that it’s not desir-
able to have bugs in programs? And what do you
think about a new law in the United States that
companies should be able to say that they don’t take
responsibility for any [problems]?

DEK: I didn’t know about this law, but there have
been a lot of worse laws passed, probably. As I said,
politics — I have no talent for it whatsoever. I like to
try to think, though, what is the best for the world
eventually, and I came to the conclusion that it’s al-
most impossible to get a program that doesn’t have
bugs in it. The reason is, I’ve never seen a program
that exceeds a certain size that I could really say
was bug-free. So we have to learn to live with pro-
grams that aren’t 100% debugged, no matter how
much I love to have programs that are bug-free. I
would love to have TEX be one of the first exam-
ples of a program of more than a hundred lines —
it’s 15,000 lines of code or something is all —but I
would love to say that this is one program that is
absolutely solid. It hasn’t been proved correct, but
that doesn’t mean anything. Well, it means some-
thing, but it doesn’t mean that you’re at the end,
because there might be a mistake in your proof.

When I looked at the first published papers on
proving correctness of programs, Tony Hoare’s pa-
per12 on proving that the find program was correct,
there were two bugs in it. He had proved it correct,
but there were two bugs in his original proof. So
I’m a strong believer that formal methods are help-
ful, but I don’t ever want to say that now I’ve done
this and I’ve got it right. You can prove the pro-
gram meets its specifications, but how do you know
the specifications are correct? It’s almost as hard to
write specifications as to write a program. So when
you get to saying that something has no bugs in it,
it seems to be impossible to get to that level. We
could just say we want to get as close to that as
humanly possible, or something. A friend of mine
works for the government —he’s the head of all the
software that goes into air traffic control; there’s a
team, but he’s the leader of it. He’s based in Califor-
nia — he’s being mandated by Congress that these
programs have to be completely bug-free. And the
Senators don’t want to believe that this is impos-
sible, so they’ll only listen to the people who tell
them it’s possible, and the people who tell them it’s
possible just are saying this because they know that
it’ll pay their salary.

I wrote a paper called “The Errors of TEX”,13

which was the entire history of the debugging of
this small-scale program that I wrote for typeset-
ting. The beginning of the paper said, “I make mis-
takes. I always have made mistakes and I probably
always will.” I have to learn how to live with a life
where I’ll never be sure that I’ve got it right, but
still get better and better.

Another friend of mine works for what we call
BART around San Francisco; it’s the subway system.
They’re building a new extension that goes to the
San Francisco airport. And his boss is requiring him
to have no bugs in this software. I don’t know . . .
you’ve seen the movies, you hear the message that
says “This airplane is being flown completely auto-
matically, but don’t worry, it can’t go wrong, can’t
go wrong, can’t go wrong. . . ” The thing is, Norway
has a history of innovative ways to improve the . . .
The man (wasn’t he in Bergen?) 20 years ago who in-
troduced “bebugging”,14 where he would say I have
a program, and you want to see how robust it is, so
you introduce random errors in it and see actually
how long it takes before anybody notices. As a way
to get some feeling as to how well you’ve checked
out a program —I can’t remember the name of the
product — but anyway, that was quite influential.

12 Communications of the ACM 14 (1971), 39–45.
13 Software— Practice & Experience 19 (1989), 607–685.
14 Tom Gilb, Software Metrics (1967).
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So anyway, I think if lawyers have to get into
it, they should have some way so that an insurance
company can’t say it doesn’t have to take a risk for
being sued that somebody’s saying, “Well, my child
died because of a bug in this program, and you’re
at fault.” There’s a certain level of care that is rea-
sonable to expect, but another level that I would
say is unreasonable. So it’s not necessarily impossi-
ble to have some reasonable law around the problem
that you describe. But I would say the chances that
we’ve found the right balance at the beginning are
very low. I don’t know the details of the law.

Okay, good questions.

[Q]: Relating to a problem in the Norwegian gov-
ernment where there are a lot of legacy systems,
where they want to have them cooperate and work
together, is it better to start over from scratch
instead of trying to run the programs that were
patched together over the years?

DEK: In my personal experience, every time I
started over from scratch I was happier afterward
that I did it. In fact, TEX I scrapped entirely. Af-
ter five years I took everything I learned and said,
okay, let me start over again, and I’m not going to
try to be compatible with the other. If this system
is going to be important, it won’t be more than a
year or two before there will be more users of the
new system than ever care about the old system,
never heard about it. So no matter how much time
had been invested in the other, it would be a small
percentage compared to how much better the new
one would be. I know many, many anecdotes over
the years where this is true, and very few of the op-
posite, where preserving the past turned out to be
successful. And part of is because of this problem
of bugs. Every time you look at the old programs,
you see that they don’t really do what you thought
they were doing.

Ken Thompson15 told me, at Bell Labs he went
through one of Bell Labs’ most important applica-
tions that had been built up over a period of years —
I don’t remember if it was something about how they
charge for telephone lines, or what it was —but he
took this program and took a look at it and within
one month he had identified several serious bugs and
he had also been able to make it much smaller, more
reliable, give more flexibility to it, and so on.

When I was a college student, one of my first
jobs was to . . . There was a company in Cleve-
land, Ohio, that made what they called bearings;
it’s part of the motor of a car. This company had
what they called a “load study” program that would

15 In the talk, DEK mistakenly said Ken Knowlton.

study . . . the engineers would put in the design of
one of the bearings and they would simulate on the
machine whether it would be strong enough to take
the pressure of the thing. This was one of the leading
manufacturing companies in the United States, and
they had been using this program for some years. I
was hired by Burroughs Corporation, who wanted
to sell a Burroughs machine, because the engineers
had an IBM computer before. So I took the program
that was running on their IBM computer, and all I
had to do was convert it to the Burroughs language.
I thought, okay, it paid $200 or $300, I can make
some money, I’m a student; but I didn’t realize that
the Burroughs computer didn’t have floating point
subroutines, so I had to take a month to write pro-
grams to calculate arctangent and everything else
that Burroughs didn’t have in its library. I finally
got to the point that I could take the program from
the IBM and put it into the Burroughs machine; and
I didn’t get the same answer as they did.

I figured out how their program worked, and I
made it run . . . supposedly it was running faster;
instead of being able to have four parameters, I was
able to give it ten parameters; and so on. But
I didn’t get the same answer. I was going nuts
about it, so I finally found a place that had an
IBM machine, and it traced the program line by line,
through thousands of instructions, and printed it out
on an old line printer —nowadays you can’t imag-
ine what people had to cope with back then —and
I compared the intermediate results with my pro-
gram on the Burroughs machine, until I finally got
to a point in the middle of the thing where the en-
gineers’ IBM program was overlaying some of their
floating point data with a machine language instruc-
tion. I hadn’t realized this conflict of the code. So
what happened was that they were . . . if I had to
get the same answer as their program, I would have
to clobber a Burroughs floating point number with
some IBM machine language instruction. [laughter]
So I had to come to the engineers and say, “Well,
you know, do you realize that your answers have
been more than 10% off all the time you’ve been
using this program? And wouldn’t you prefer to
have the correct answer?” [laughter] I should have
charged another $50 probably for this [laughter] but
this was just my first experience of many where, ev-
ery time I took an existing program, I found that it
was less work and a better result— you know, total
work— to redesign it and to not . . . Now, you still
have to deal with the problem of old data files, and
being able to deal with different formats, but that’s
as far as I would go, and I would get out of the old
data format as soon as possible.
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[Q]: How does “second system syndrome” impact
on the answer to this question?

DEK: You must define for me “second system syn-
drome”, which sounds like a great thing I should
have known. [laughter]

[Q]: It’s something that Frederick Brooks wrote in
the Mythical Man Month.16 The “second system
syndrome” is the tendency of the person who has
written a system once and is trying to rewrite an
equivalent system a second time, to try to do all the
things that he didn’t do in the first one, so Brooks’s
theory is that the second system of one particular
type that you write is almost always a disaster. The
first one works, but is limited, and the second one
is a disaster, and the third one, you learn from both
the first and the second.

DEK: Okay. I knew that Mythical Man Month was
sort of a “three-M”, but I didn’t realize that he also
had his “three s”s in there. Of course, I read that
book so I should have remembered. I have a great
admiration for Fred Brooks, and he has lots of ex-
perience as a manager, which is orthogonal to mine,
because my experience has been with small groups
of people. I mean, to me, having a group as large
as two —Dahl and Nygaard— is impossible; it’s the
only example I know in the whole world where you
have two people with a strong personality comple-
menting each other and working together to make a
great product.

But it is certainly true that if you . . . When
I went, for example, to make the second version of
TEX, I did not want to go much further than the
first. It’s very easy to be tempted, after you’ve un-
derstood one problem, to say okay now, that’ll scale
up, and in my new project I will be able to, now
that I understand the small thing, now I know ev-
erything and so I can try a much bigger project, and
my superior knowledge is going to make this bigger
project really fly. So that’s an important danger to
watch, to extrapolate on your own knowledge. Like
my MMIX computer, which I have here now, is my sec-
ond system, actually. I started out with the design
of MMIX ten years ago and it was a 32-bit computer;
I realized it should be a 64-bit computer. But then I
tried to hold back on things that I was putting into
it just because they seemed to be cute. It’s a strong
tempation to do that, so I had to have a large focus
group sort of keeping the control on.

Before I stop on this screen, by the way, I want
to mention MMIX to people who are doing curriculum

16 Frederick P. Brooks, The Mythical Man Month: Essays

on Software Engineering (Addison-Wesley, 1975). Second
edition, 1995.

here. I would hope that somebody here would take
a look at this, because it’s become quite a . . . There
are several universities in Germany that are using it
thoroughly in their teaching now, and a new book is
coming out in German next month— introduction
to computer programming, where they learn MMIX

before they learn Java. They learn how to do sim-
ple programming, they get a feeling for how caches
behave, and so on. Because in this computer you
can design computers that we don’t know yet how
to build. You put in not only your program, but
you put in a specification, a configuration of the ma-
chine. You say how many types of cache you have
with different caching strategies, how many func-
tional units you have, how much parallelism you’re
going to have, how many instructions are you go-
ing to execute simultaneously, and find out if that
speeds up your programs very much. It’s a meta-
computer; it’s a computer that has many parame-
ters in it, and, well, John Hennessy said it was the
cleanest design he ever saw of a machine language.
I tried to make it so that it wasn’t hard to learn
and to keep in your mind. And the programs are
kind of fun to write. So it’s also a machine that
I still think is five or ten years ahead of the state
of the art, as far as actually building the chip for
it. But the main idea was to make it of maximum
use in the educational environment and for experi-
mental purposes, so that people could play around
with it. Now we’ve got a C compiler — it’s in the
gcc standard distribution now —to get code for it,
as I understand, and a lot of good tools have been
made for simulating it, and we had some experimen-
tal tools for visualizing the pipeline. It’s something
I recommend people here taking a look at, because I
think it has use especially in pedagogy and learning
things that are going to stay with people who make
a career of computing.

[Q]: You commented that you haven’t worked in
many very large groups. But a lot of modern soft-
ware development, especially in the open source
world, is done by very, very large groups if a lot of
people are contributing source, and basically [ . . . ]
each other. How do you view the success of these
projects, especially from the scale of the projects
themselves.

DEK: So the question is about large projects. I
mentioned that in my own case, I was the only coder
of the TEX system. I was more restrictive in that
sense. I mean, Linus Torvalds is still supposed to
approve every line of code for the kernel, right? And
I was even more of a filter than that. But people
would suggest code. I’m not even sure how many
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lines of code are in TEX and METAFONT compared
to the Linux kernel, but he doesn’t have to read
through all the drivers, I’m sure.

But the question is, how does this work with the
open source movement. Now, I’ve had nothing but
great personal success in the dealings I’ve had with
open source, but other cases where you have a large
number of programmers working have tended to be
less successful, in my experience. So somehow, open
source is doing it better than all these other things
that I had met in my life before. And certainly, when
Fred Brooks wrote his book, he was reflecting on
IBM’s experience of trying just to throw more people
at the job of writing software without realizing that
this might make the project get worse instead of
better. So there’s something . . . Part of it is the
pattern that has developed for communicating, but
I think still, in the open source world, you still have
somebody who’s the czar, you know. I met the guy
who is gdb, and I met the man who’s in charge of the
C library. And, you know, I’ve met various people
over the years who are really the gurus of individual
parts of GNU Linux. So, my experience with open
source has been, as I say, it was very good. I would
find a problem in one of the programs; one of the
examples was — oh, gosh, what’s it called— rtf, the
alternative to xterm, and it wasn’t behaving the way
it said in the man pages, and so on, and so I sent out
a message. Within three hours, I had three answers
from people who said one of my problems, oh yes,
that’s already been discovered, and it’s fixed in our
beta version if you want to try it. Pretty much all
my experiences except for the GNU Pascal compiler
have been a success. The GNU Pascal compiler has
not yet been . . . I decided to give up on that for the
moment.

It’s depressing if we have to come to the con-
clusion that no large-scale software efforts could be
successful. But I found that developing a first-gener-
ation system, the fewer people, the better. A system
like SIMULA couldn’t have been developed— I just
refuse to believe that it could have been developed
by more than two people — the very first. After it’s
understood, then it’s ready for a larger thing. But
the closer something is to the source, and to being
a breakthrough idea, the amount of bandwidth that
you need to communicate what you’re doing will eas-
ily swamp things. I can explain, for example, with
TEX.

My very first draft of TEX I wrote in a long, . . .
I stayed up late, all night, and I wrote this thing,
and I thought I had specified it completely. I gave it
to two students, and they were going to implement
it while I went to China for a month. So I came back

from China, and they hadn’t finished implementing
TEX. I couldn’t believe it —what’s wrong? They
had gotten a subset going, and they could typeset
one line on one page, or something like that. But
then my sabbatical year began, and immediately af-
ter starting to write the implementation myself I
realized what the problem was. Because this was
breaking new ground, this was a totally different
system than had been before. And I found out as I
started to write it, when I had written the specifi-
cations, I thought it was clear, but there’s a million
things you don’t realize when you write in natu-
ral language; you don’t understand that you’re only
answering a small part of the thing, and when you
start writing code, then you realize all kind of things
come up. So I started to write the system myself—
I’m on my sabbatical— and instantly I discover, oh
yeah, that question isn’t answered. I have to make
a decision. Now if my students . . . So here’s why a
lot of projects have failed this way — the students,
suppose I had farmed that out to them and I’m not
on sabbatical. But I give it to the students, and
I’m not in China, so they come to this point where
they say, “Oh, what did he mean? What should I
do there? Okay, I’ll schedule an appointment with
Professor Knuth, and I’ll see him next Tuesday.” So
they’ll come to my office, and then they’ll start to
explain the problem to me. And in fifteen minutes
they’ll tell me, and I’ll say “Oh yeah, that’s right. I
meant to say this.” So then I can send them back to
work, and they can start again. And then, another
five minutes later, they would come up with another
question and would start to make another appoint-
ment with me. The thing is, these questions are
coming up all the time, so if I’m the one who gets
to ask the questions and answer them, I’m saving
a factor of 10, 20, . . . So a first-generation system
really needs to have a small number of things, and
the people, the lines of authority that they have to
make decisions, and then publish them afterwards,
has to be chopped up so that there’s very little com-
munication needed.

[Q]: In the U.S., you have laws like the DMCA

Copyright Act and so on. These laws encourage
not full disclosure [sic] on bugs and problems, and
so on, and you have several researchers in several
countries not especially wanting to say what kinds
of bugs they have come into their programs. Tell me
about these problems.

DEK: Everything I know about the Digital Millen-
nium Copyright Act, it’s apparently a total disaster
from start to finish. I just hope that, you know,
that we recover from it, and come to our senses.
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One ray of hope was that they did scrap the ini-
tial idea for the Clipper chip and such things for en-
cryption, after they thought about some of the more
subtle issues. So what happened then? This Rus-
sian man found a very weak encryption in Adobe’s
book-reading program, or something like that, and
then he got thrown in prison and certainly lost a lot
of time and had to pay all kind of legal fees and so
on— it was horrible. And even after Adobe said we
made a mistake, we didn’t mean to sue.

There are many parts of life where I like to say
well, gosh, I’m so glad I’m only a scientist, and I
don’t have to think about how to interface with all
the lawyers of the world. I had only once so far
to do anything associated with the law, and it was
because of the public key encryption. Apparently,
since I was at Stanford University at the time, I
could be forced to spend a lot of time being what
they called “deposed”.

But I have a standing offer for consulting fee
with respect to legal issues. In my own life, I con-
sider the thing that I do best is write The Art of

Computer Programming. I’ve got at least 20 years of
work to do on that, and if I’m lucky, I’ll live another
20 years, so why should I do anything else? Well, I
like to get an honorary doctorate, okay, so I come
to Norway. But otherwise, I’d be home writing The

Art of Computer Programming, and so if Bill Gates
wants me to be a consultant to Microsoft, I say well,
okay, but this costs $10 million a day, payable to
Stanford University. But my fee for lawyers is $20
million a day. So you have to understand, I don’t
have this great connection with anything that has
to do with suing people and things like that.

And I’m not a big fan of patents, either. I wrote
an open letter to the U.S. Patent Office at Richard
Stallman’s request about ten years ago, and it was
published with the CWEB manual; and basically I
was saying, look, with software, if everything in the
world is patented, then progress starts to go to zero,
and almost none of the programs that are used ev-
ery day would have even existed if they had been
created in an environment of patenting. And I espe-
cially dislike patents on trivial ideas, that we would
expect any student to come up with. I can under-
stand patents for tough stuff, for difficult ideas. So
when it comes to intellectual property, I see that the
system is bad for reimbursing people. In some pro-
fessions, people have to rely on getting paid because
of royalties, because they aren’t well compensated.
As a scientist, I have a job where I can be paid,
you know, to do research, by the government, be-
cause science is good for the community. But if I’m
a musician, I can’t be paid for practicing my music,

or if I’m an author of novels, I’m not supported —a
novelist isn’t considered good for the community the
way a scientist is. A font designer —we have a Na-
tional Science Foundation; we don’t have a National
Font Foundation. So somebody who wants to design
the things that we use all the time for reading, and
do them better, has to rely on royalties somehow. I
think that there are some flaws in the way people
are compensated.

Then when we get to royalties, then it becomes
one of these things where it’s feast or famine. When
you get a royalty for something, or you get a patent
on something, then all of a sudden you’re supposed
to be rewarded to such an effect that you don’t have
to do anything more in your life — the money is sup-
posed to come in for fifty years for an idea you had,
for some work that you did in one year. So things
are kind of mixed up in that area. I don’t have the
answers; all I know is that lots of stuff isn’t fair and
to me, it’s better to pay people for what they do and
the services they provide, instead of how lucky they
were in doing something once.

I don’t have all answers to all questions, I guess.

[Q]: What do you think about the Microsoft .Net
strategy? Would you support it?

DEK: I don’t know what the Microsoft .Net strat-
egy is . . . [applause]

I have to limit my . . . I don’t think I’ll need
to write about it in the The Art of Computer Pro-

gramming. [laughter] As I say, I only have 20 years
to go.

[Q]: What is your thought about quality in today’s
operating systems? Do you think there can be any
huge development in the next 20 years, any break-
through?

DEK: First of all, I have to say that the main rea-
son why I’m happy with Linux is that my computer
hasn’t crashed. I haven’t had to do anything special
since last October, when I think it was because the
electricity went down in the building, or something
like that. It’s very robust for the kind of things
that I do. So I tell my friend— we were at a picnic
a week ago — and the man’s wife said, “okay, why
aren’t computers easier to use, and more reliable,”
and things like that. I said, “you should get Linux.”
“Oh! What’s that?” And then we talked a little bit
more, and she said, “but how am I going to use . . . I
have to use Intuit software” (which is a proprietary
system I don’t think works with Linux). I didn’t
have an answer for her on that.

But now you’re talking really about the operat-
ing system, which lies underneath. I think . . . I’ve
never been involved with operating system research.
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I think in MMIX probably the Achilles’ heel at the mo-
ment is that with the machine design I have right
now, it’s not easy to make a virtual operating sys-
tem, where somebody could have their own oper-
ating system and pretend to have authority to do
privileged instructions. The machine, it’s actually
very similar to the Alpha design as far as the pro-
tection mechanism goes, but it’s enough different
that it might . . . , anyway. I have a dream though,
that if there’s gonna . . .

If a brand new breakthrough is going to come
through in operating systems, I think it would be, it
would probably come from a small group of people
who start from scratch, and just say, let’s re-examine
all the old assumptions. Is it really true that what
we should have is, you know, shared libraries of a
certain kind, or something like that, when programs
are running. What if we . . . you know, all kind of as-
sumptions. The operating systems we use today are
based on the operating systems we used ten years
ago, and those were based on the previous ones, and
they’re based on hardware assumptions, as to what
is cheap and what is fast, and so on. So all the pa-
rameters are changing so rapidly, I think it would
be worthwhile to rethink everything. For example,
with MMIX I designed an assembler for it that is very
primitive, so that anything can be assembled in one
pass. And the assembler goes so fast that it com-
petes with the loader. So what if you kept your pro-
gram in source form instead of in binary? Because
then you could have conditional instructions in there
saying, you know, well I can allocate registers dif-
ferently; I might give myself more global registers in
this routine, depending on how many other routines
have been loaded with it. All kind of things can be
done, if your assembler is fast.

And so it might be a good idea to rethink the
whole idea of an operating system, saying, well, let’s
say we don’t have loading routines the way loading
routines have worked for 40 years. And if you don’t
do that, then you probably aren’t going to come
up with major breakthroughs. Also if you do it, you
might find out that, well, the old way is really better.
But I think that would be an interesting thing for a
group of people who have tenure, so that they don’t
have to risk their career on it, to spend five or six
years just seeing what would happen if they could
start over, all the way. Klaus Wirth did that fifteen
years ago with his group in Zürich and Utah.

Other questions? Nobody’s going to ask me
about Volume 4?

Let me preempt the one question that I was
thinking somebody would certainly ask. Let’s see,
here we go. [looks at monitor and starts to type]

Oh, we don’t have much here . . . Anyway, let me
just say something that’s new, because I’ve actually
been working this year on The Art of Computer Pro-

gramming and getting pages out of Volume 4 that
are ready for beta test. So anybody who’s interested
in seeing what might appear in Volume 4 someday
is welcome to try looking at these pages. In fact,
before coming here I also finished 40 more pages
that I haven’t announced yet, so if you can figure
out how to get at them —there is a way —but the
thing is, I’ve put here on my news page, I’ve put
a list of exercises that nobody yet has commented
on in the ones that I’ve put on line. I’m extremely
grateful, hundreds of you have taken time to read
these drafts, to detect and report the errors that
you find, . . . I’m getting . . . the Internet is amaz-
ing! Within a week of posting these pages I had
mail from all over the world; a fourteen-year-old boy
in Nuremberg, Germany, wrote to me and told me
I had spelled ‘Nuremburg’ wrong. [laughter] But
some of the parts I worked the hardest on, nobody
yet has commented on, so either I got it right the
first time, or they’re saying, well, this is too hard
for me. So I’m soliciting here for people to tell me
that they’ve actually looked at it and they think it’s
okay. If they have time.

In order to finish my book in 20 years, I’m go-
ing to have to be able to write a page a day, and I
haven’t been able to reach that rate. I’m only get-
ting about 60% of a page in a day. So I have to lower
the standard of quality, to do less original work on
the pages that I’m writing. But these pages I regard
as a fundamental section, so I’ve put more time into
it; I’ve got original material in there that hasn’t ap-
peared in any other publication, and I’d like to have
somebody vet it, and check it out.

[Q]: Are you surprised that TEX is still used, that
no new system has come along that has surpassed
the quality of TEX?

DEK: Actually, there are systems that surpass the
quality of TEX but they still haven’t apparently
taken over. Now the one that’s most . . . There’s
the ε-TEX, which has greatly improved features for
things like combining right-to-left typesetting with
left-to-right typesetting. So I imagine people who
are doing typesetting in Hebrew or Arabic are mak-
ing use of these improvements. And there’s Omega,
which is Unicode-based and it’s a work in progress.
There’s pdfTEX, I think a lot of you know. But
those are still 100% compatible with TEX if you
don’t use the extra features. I can understand why
it’s difficult for any other system to displace it, be-
cause a lot of the things that have been improved
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over TEX really don’t matter that much to other
people. So TEX only goes 99% of the way. Still,
that 1% is like noise, as far as . . . So why should
I switch to another system if I only have to work a
little harder 1% of the time?

I’m totally surprised that TEX has been used
as much as it has in so many different parts of the
world. I mean, I downloaded a paper two weeks
ago from a new journal in mathematics called the
Moscow Mathematical Journal. I got this paper,
and I printed it out, and I have to admit really feel-
ing a thrill that it looked so good. [laughter] You
know, here were people halfway around the world
and they were using this system that I had done
years ago, and what had come out was something
that was aesthetically pleasing to me as well as the
mathematics — it was what I wanted to read. And
there are fifty chapters of TEX user groups around so
many parts of the world. And I’m getting newslet-
ters that are published, you know, in Greek, in In-
dian languages, it’s a thrill, and that’s a big surprise
to me. But I’m not surprised that it’s been harder
to improve on TEX, because I know how much work
there was to get it going.

Excuse me, I haven’t been paying attention to
people in this part of the world . . . [goes to another
part of the audience to ask for a question]

[Q]: What do you think is the single most impor-
tant problem that is left unsolved in computer sci-
ence?

DEK: Well, computer science has so many sub-
fields that it’s really hard to . . . Now, if we want to
compare it to what Abel did, however, since that’s
timely, well, Abel solved, you know, the major open
problem of his time: Can you express the solution to
every polynomial equation of fifth degree with plus,
minus, times, and taking roots? And he showed no,
you can’t. And it’s very hard to prove that some-
thing is impossible. After he worked on that, Abel
worked on Fermat’s Last Theorem, he worked on
xn + yn 6= zn when n > 2, and he proved that if
x and y and z do exist, they are so huge you could
never write them down. He worked on that.

So the question is, if you wanted to be Abel
now, and solve the most important problem, it has
to be the question about whether P = NP or not.
And that is whether or not all the things that we
can do with a polynomial number of guesses can be
done in polynomial time without guessing. Now, I
know only one person who is really working on that
seriously at the moment and has a chance of suc-
ceeding. In my opinion, that’s Andy Yao, who’s a
professor at Princeton, and inspired by another fa-

mous Princeton professor who solved Fermat’s Last
Theorem. And Andy might very well get it in the
next five years. There’s a man in Russia who sent
me e-mail saying that he has a proof, but, as I say,
my life is too short to check everything that comes
in.

There was a proof in a Chinese journal a couple
of years ago that P = NP, and at first I couldn’t find
a mistake in it. I worked on it for three hours with
some students until we found a bug, and I wrote to
the author; still, he didn’t believe that I’d found any
bug.

But the thing is, that experience made me re-
alize that the problem is academic; it’s not going
to really be practical. He had given an algorithm to
solve the clique problem: If you’re given a graph and
certain pairs of vertices are adjacent, others aren’t,
you want to find the largest set of vertices that are
mutually adjacent to each other. And he had an al-
gorithm that supposedly solved the clique problem
in n12 steps. And it was very hard to test that algo-
rithm out because, even if n = 100 that’s 10012 and
that’s way bigger than I could . . . And in order to
send him a counterexample, to show that he hadn’t
got it right, I had to send him an example that we
couldn’t really run on a computer. Still, n12, that’s
a polynomial of terribly low degree.

Now, it might very well be that the follow-
ing scenario happens. Somebody proves . . . Ac-
tually, there was a big questionnaire sent out to all
members of SIGACT, the Special Interest Group on
Theory in the ACM, and saying, what did people
think is going to happen, you know, how long be-
fore somebody resolves this problem? And so on.
And I encourage you to read it, it was in the cur-
rent issue of SIGACT News, or the second-last is-
sue.17 And the opinions went all over the map. But
my opinion— which was shared by one other person
independently— was that probably in the next fifty
years, somebody will prove that P = NP, because
there are only finitely many obstructions that would
keep it from being unequal. So that means that
there exists a polynomial time way to solve every-
thing, but that we don’t know what the polynomial
is. We might just know that there’s some exponent
so that everything can be solved in N to that ex-
ponent time. However, we may never know what
the algorithm is, or the exponent. All we know is
that P = NP. Now, that would be the worst possi-
ble solution to the problem, because it could never,

17 William I. Gasarch, “The P = ?NP poll”, SIGACT News

33, 2 (June 2002), 34–47.
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ever have any use at all, it just would mean that the
question was the wrong question to ask.

People make mistakes all the time of misunder-
standing the connection between finite things and
infinite things. And even computer scientists have
trouble understanding that things don’t always ap-
proach infinity the same way. And when we make
judgments about something that’s true in the limit,
it might have absolutely no connection with our life-
times.

In the back . . .

[Q]: As advice to the young people here, if you
were given a second chance and you were starting
out fresh in computer science as a graduate student,
with all your present experience, what would you
do, which things would you go for, and how would
you organize your life to achieve that? [laughter]

DEK: That’s a great question.
Suppose I’m starting all over completely, how

would I reorganize my life? One of the things Abel
said, and I guess he got inspired by Lagrange, he
said, “Read the masters.” He said, in order to learn
stuff, don’t try to look at everything by yourself, but
do look at what other people have done, written in
their own words, through the years. But follow your
own inclination for sure.

Now, Abel made a bit of a mistake: He didn’t
take care of having a job, and there is a problem.
I was very lucky that I was riding on the crest of
waves, so I could get scholarships to go . . . I mean,
I came from a family where nobody had gotten an
advanced degree in college, but I passed exams okay
in high school so I was able to get a scholarship to
go to a university. Then at the university I could
get into computers —computers were just new. So,
exciting thing, I found out that I was in this 2% of
people who had the ability to think about comput-
ers, so I could get jobs, I could get $200 for con-
verting a computer program. Then in the middle of
graduate school I was offered to drop out of college
and write compilers for a living at an annual salary
of $100,000 in 1962 dollars. That would correspond
to about $10,000,000 a year now or something like
that, not quite as much as a CEO — but anyway I
was offered, leave graduate school and get rich, and
I decided, you know, I really wanted to spend my
life not maximizing the total amount of money that
I got. I wanted to do things that were interesting to
me, that I thought would be useful to others. And I
found that money was a threshold function. If you
don’t have enough of it, you need it; but after that
point, then it’s just a problem because you really
have to enjoy having money and figuring out what

to do with it responsibly, which is something that I
never wanted to do.

So my basic idea is to say, whoever you are,
you’ve got a unique combination of talents that’s
been given to you. Don’t decide . . . Your life is
kind of like a binary search, you try things and find
out you did well in this, you try other things, you
find out you didn’t do so well in that, you go on and
continue discovering what are the best ways to use
the abilities that you were born with instead of what
you think they ought to have been. And you also
read what other people have done, and try to learn
from that and extend abilities that you have in ways
that appeal to you. And then, . . . My experience
was, once things start to click, then you can start
producing and other people will be able to make use
of what you did, and you can help them along in
the same way. It sounds idealistic, but that’s really
been the pattern all the way through my life, and
it was based on this sort of idea, saying, well, just
learn what you’re good at, and what you can do that
other people might be able to use, that’s fun for you.

[Q]: Why can’t I type floating point numbers in my
MMIX assembly code?

DEK: The reason was, it was too hard for me to
. . . , although I do have the subroutine in there that
reads them, I wanted to keep the assembler simple.
I didn’t see any reason to . . . Basically, I was over
my page budget; I didn’t have that much room to
explain what the rules were, so I decided not . . . I
really believe that an assembler should be stripped
down, and that it should be considered as a . . . Cer-
tainly the second system syndrome could affect as-
semblers, and I didn’t want to get caught with that.

[Q]: Do you see the concept of design patterns as
important for programming in the future?

DEK: Design patterns . . . I think of all these
things as . . . In my own experience I don’t follow
them religiously, but I follow them as motivating
ideas for things that I do without using the official
tools. I react negatively to somebody who presents
me with a tool that’s supposed to solve all of my
problems, because there are too many people doing
these tools, and each one is . . . I mean, Linux is a
great system, but it’s also Unix. Another definition
of Unix is “200 definitions of regular expressions sit-
ting in one box”. Every part of it is slightly different
from every other, and I remember when I first got
the manuals for XView and Motif, and you know
there were all these things in there; and my reac-
tion was, they call these open systems because the
only way to use them is to have twelve books open
simultaneously. [laughter]
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So the mistake that I see people making is that
they say, oh, I’m able to find some pattern, and
then I provide hooks so people can plug in, and
then they’ll be able to use this and it’ll do every-
thing. And that, I find, is much less useful than it
seems. It’s like the analogy I made before, where
you place too much reliance on a mathematical the-
orem, you’re not supposed to have to know anything
about the proof. My experience is the opposite, my
experience is that it is a great surprise to me when
I come across a mathematical problem that exactly
fits the hypothesis of a mathematical theorem. Usu-
ally, it matches almost perfectly to something that
I find in a book, but then I have to see how to cus-
tomize it to my problem. And this . . . When I see
reusable code, it should be reusable with a little bit
of editing, is the way it seems to work for me. I re-
alize my opinion is heretical, but I just have to tell
you the way it has been in my own experience.

The architect in Berkeley who came up with the
inspiration for design patterns,18 I’ve read a couple
of books of his, and I think they’re quite inspiring.
But that doesn’t mean I just adopt everything he
says. I think everybody adapts what they learn to
the things that they were destined to do in their life.

[Q]: I see that you have problems, in your texts,
with level 50. How many of these problems have
you solved.

DEK: In The Art of Computer Programming I
have some problems listed at level 50 —these are
research problems. How many have been solved?
Well, actually, the only one I can remember is Fer-
mat’s Last Theorem, so I’ve replaced it by another
one, which is w

n + x
n + y

n = z
n, for n ≥ 5. So I

think that will last for awhile.
But anything more than 45 is an unsolved prob-

lem. And some of the 46’s and 47’s have gone down.
And one I just changed two weeks ago; the man in
Poland, Marcin Petkovic19 — I can’t remember his
name for sure — but he . . . The question was, the
smallest number of comparisons needed to sort 13 el-
ements, and I had conjectured that it could be done
in 33 comparisons. No way was known to do it in
better than 34; he proved 34 is the best. See, it’s
kind of a scandal. If you look at optimum sorting,
the very fewest comparisons in a comparison-based
method of sorting, there’s a bound from informa-
tion theory that says the number of comparisons
you need is at least the binary logarithm of n!, be-
cause if you make binary decisions and you have 13!

18 Christopher Alexander, A Pattern Language (1979)
19 Marcin Peczarski, Lecture Notes in Computer Science

2461 (2002), 785-794.

possibilities, then you have to make log 13! compar-
isons, and that was 33. And the best-known way
to do even 16 elements is the following: Pick 10 of
them; sort those 10 elements by a way that takes
log 10! steps, and that way is known. Then take the
other 6, and one by one, insert them among the 10
by a binary search. So that’s four more comparisons
for each one. And I didn’t believe that by the time
you got up to 13 you wouldn’t be able to think of
something better than to put in numbers 11, 12 and
13 each with four. And I still don’t think you have
to go all the way to 16 this way, but nobody knows
a better way to sort 16 elements than to start with
10 and to plug in the other six one by one. But that
was a research problem that recently got upgraded.
And this guy was a student, and he won the best stu-
dent award paper in the ESA — what is it called?—
the European Symposium on Algorithms; I think
it’s being held this week or next week.

Another question is, when do you folks get to
go home? [laughter]

[Q]: I’m a person that doesn’t have an operating
system question to ask. What do you think of the
quality of today’s programming languages?

DEK: The quality of today’s programming lan-
guages . . .

Well, they always seem to be . . . All program-
ming languages have this nth-system syndrome,
where they take what they know how to do well,
and they clean it up, and then they add a new fea-
ture, that they don’t understand. [laughter] And
all the time this has been true. Nobody has ever
said, no, I’m not going to add any new features in
my new language, I’m just going to do everything
better. I mean, like if you take the subset of Ada
that corresponds to Pascal, you have a beautiful lan-
guage compared to Pascal. And there’s a big prob-
lem with Java being inherently unstable, because
the library, if I understand it correctly, it’s impos-
sible for a user program to create a subroutine that
isn’t in the main Java library, for which the peo-
ple to whom you want to distribute this program
can use exactly the same syntax they would use if
it were in the standard library. They have to use a
different syntax for your system than when they’re
using a real certified subroutine. And so every time
somebody finds that there’s a gap in the standard
library, they have to add to the standard library,
and every year the standard library is going to have
to get bigger and bigger, unless they . . .

I worked hard in METAFONT so that this would
never happen, that somebody could add an exten-
sion to METAFONT in such a way that a primitive
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would look as if it had been built in. Apparently
the designers of Java did not do this. But I’m not
an authority on that because I never read all the
details of Java. My experience is that there’s never
been any stability in the programming language I
need to use, so I started writing programs in C−−,
which is the subset of C that I like. [laughter] And
then I discipline myself to keep information private
that’s supposed to be private, and things like this.
But I’m not using . . . All of today’s languages suf-
fer from some serious problems, and I don’t see that
the situation will stabilize unless developers come to
a situation where they don’t want to do something
new, they just want to take the things that they
really understand . . .

With TEX it was a different . . . Why did TEX
become stable? The reason was kind of stupid, but
because I didn’t want TEX to do everything. You
know, I wanted most of all to find the cheapest way,
to implement the least I could possibly do, so that
I could get out of it without being totally irrespon-
sible, and go back to writing The Art of Computer

Programming . But quite seriously, I didn’t want
to spend my life coming out with something better
and better and better for typesetting. I wanted to
get something that would go only to a certain level,
and I spent five years on the endgame, always asking
“How am I going to stop, to keep it so that I don’t
have to do it again?”

I thought I had found a stopping point, and
then I learned about Europe. No, not really. [laugh-
ter] But I hadn’t made it easy to do the Norwegian
alphabet, and other things that needed 8-bit codes.
I had assumed that nobody would ever design key-
boards where it was easy to enter 8-bit codes. And
as soon as it became easy to enter such codes, there
was pressure from all over the world saying, well,
let’s be able to do that with TEX, so I had to spend
another six months making TEX as if it had been
designed for 8-bit codes in the beginning. That was
a big . . . But my attitude was never to wake up in
the morning and say, well, how can I improve TEX
to make it typeset better? No, my attitude in the
morning was, how can I finish this and get it off my
back? [laughter]

That’s the only recipe that I have for having a
system that’s going to become stable.

Tom Lyche: Well, I think we’re ready for this to
come to an end. I’d like to thank you very much
for this lecture, and I won’t ask if there are any
questions. [DEK laughs, along with the audience]

Professor Knuth will also be here on Tuesday,
where I will remind you that he is giving a lecture,

a scientific lecture here on Tuesday. I hope many of
you will attend that. So I think we give him a big
round of applause.

[extended applause]

Narve Trædal:20 Here is a little symbolic gift from
the University: two small wine glasses, with the Uni-
versity logo on them. [DEK: Oh, great!] Thank
you for your support today and through many years.
We are deeply honored and grateful. Thank you so
much. [applause]

20 head of department administration
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Floating point numbers and ,

, EX, and PostScript ype

fonts

Claudio Beccari

Abstract

Some features related to , ,
and TEX, concerning the ability of such programs to
perform calculations, are discussed and the oppor-
tunity, not to mention the necessity, of extendin
these programs t handle real numbers with float-
in points calculations is strongly (and hopefully)
suggested.

Introduction

Every TEXie knows, or should know, that Donald
Knuth, the Grand Wizard of TE and ,
designed these wonderful programs using only inte-
ger arithmetic. There are and there were at the be-
ginnin of the eighties several reasons to ch ose this
solution. The many calculations TE and -

have to do in order t compose page or,
respectively, render the pixels of character, are, or
were, certainly faster if integer arithmetic is used.

But perhaps the most stringent argument that
convinced Knuth to follow this strategy was not
speed, but the fact that by the beginnin of the
eighties the various platforms where TE and -

were supposed to run had different real word
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lengths, different real encodings, and, most substan-
tially, different precisions, so that the same source
program could not be guaranteed to have the same
results on different platforms, which was of para-
mount importance for Knuth’s goal of portability.

I must admit that even today that choice is
strategically perfect and very few people have expe-
rienced any drawback caused by this “limitation”.

Nevertheless, there are some fields where float-
ing point arithmetic is important, especially if we
consider that nowadays there has been a great deal
of standardization in the internal representation of
floating point numbers, and compilers are much
more uniform than twenty years ago. Certainly
there is no guarantee that the same input data pro-
cessed by the same input program on different plat-
forms yields the same results, but the probability of
getting the same results is much higher.

2 Fixed radix vs. floating point numbers

Both in TEX and in METAFONT (and later on, in
J. Hobby’s METAPOST) Knuth needed fractional
quantities and decided to use fixed radix notation.

2.1 Real numbers in TEX

Lengths, glues, muglues and the like are all intrin-
sically real quantities consisting of a measure and a
unit of measure. To implement fixed radix real num-
bers in practice, Knuth converted all these quanti-
ties into “scaled points”; a scaled point is the frac-
tion 1/216 of a printer’s point. Since this is the
smallest unit of measure used in TEX, and is such
a small quantity (it equals approximately 200 bil-
lionths of an inch and 5 millionths of a millime-
ter, more precisely 53.6 Å, a small fraction of the
visible wavelengths) this unit was correctly taken
as an indivisible part. Thus, any other unit, any
other length, glue or muglue could be thought of as
an integer number of scaled points. This in sub-
stance is the idea of a fixed radix number, a number
that has a fixed number of fractional bits and is ex-
pressed by an integer number which is the multiple
of the least significant bit. And this is precisely the
reason why a 32-bit word can hold limited quanti-
ties which amount to, in our case, a maximum1 of
(214

− 1)pt = 16 383pt. Since this huge number of
points approximately equals 19 feet or 6 meters, it
appears that the fixed radix notation is more than

1 Since 16 bits represent the fractional part, there remain
16 bits available for the integer part; one bit is used for the
sign (or equivalent) and the other is for special purposes; there
remain 14 bits available for the integer part of a fractional
number, hence the maximum value is 214

− 1.

adequate for representing every useful piece of typo-
graphic information.

The transformation between input data (in dec-
imal notation with a variable number of decimal dig-
its) into a fixed radix number is done in the mouth
of TEX, I suppose; that is when input data is being
tokenized for further processing in TEX’s stomach.

The allowed operations that TEX can perform
on numerical data are addition, subtraction, multi-
plication and division, but with strong limitations;
counters can be assigned integer values, including
the contents of length registers, where the lengths
have already been transformed into fixed radix num-
bers, that is into integers. Lengths, glues and mu-
glues may be added, subtracted, and may be mul-
tiplied or divided by integers; in the input stream
they can be “multiplied”, or should I say “scaled”,
by a real number; this means that if you have a
length variable named, say, \foo, containing some
value, you can write something like this in your in-
put stream

\foo=0.67\foo

or in LATEX

\setlength{\foo}{0.67\foo}

by which the contents of \foo is substituted with its
previous contents multiplied by 0.67.

All of the graphic extension packages to TEX
and LATEX, such as PICTEX, have to produce some
sort of calculation between real numbers; TEX was
not built for that, but by means of some “dirty
tricks”, such as the ones described in Appendix D
of The TEXbook [1], the task becomes possible. For
example a multiplication is performed as such: the
first factor “scales” the fixed length of 1 pt and is
assigned to a length variable; this length variable
is scaled by the other factor, and finally the result
is extracted by means of the primitive \the and
stripped of the ending pt unit of measure. Divisions
are more complicated because of the possibility of
dividing by zero and because they might give rise
to oversized results (this can happen as well with
multiplications). The extension package calc.sty

helps the user in specifying the calculations to be
performed on the fly, but does not extend the pos-
sibilities offered by TEX primitive commands. Close
examination of the various other extension pack-
ages available in the CTAN archives clearly shows
the many efforts spent by several TEXies in order to
help making calculations a little more comfortable
and reliable.

Notice that LATEX’s New Font Selection Scheme
frequently performs this kind of calculation, includ-
ing stripping the pt part from \the output.
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Another extension that makes heavy use of real
numbers is the graphics package, which needs to
determine the transformation matrix coefficients for
rotations by means of the trigonometric functions.
By reading the code, I discovered marvels of nu-
merical computation; even considering that the TEX
community includes many people with varying com-
petence and skill, I must admit that these sorts of
numerical procedures are difficult to find even in the
specialized literature.

For this reason, writing any extension package
that requires any kind of calculation becomes very
difficult and error prone.

2.2 Real numbers in METAFONT

METAFONT works with integer and real numbers
in a very efficient way; actually all numbers may
be thought of as real numbers. It performs any
kind of operation and allows the user to specify also
some ordinary irrational and transcendental func-
tions such as the trigonometric ones, logarithms and
exponentials; it actually deals with complex num-
bers, whose real and imaginary components are real
numbers, but users not skilled in complex analysis
need not worry about them. Whoever has done any
work with METAFONT cannot but be surprised in
discovering its endless resources.

Nevertheless, even METAFONT uses fixed radix
real numbers and the largest one, according to The

METAFONTbook, is 4095.99998, which, taking into
account the fractional part, equals 4096−2−16. Now
since 4096 equals 212 Knuth reserved four bits of the
integer part for the sign and other internal META-
FONT requirements. If that number is considered
as a number of points, that is almost 5 feet or one
meter and a half, certainly more than sufficient for
drawing any character. The same limitations hold
true for METAPOST.

If the instructions given to METAFONT, or to
METAPOST, are correct, very rarely are they forced
to issue overflow or underflow messages; nevertheless
sometimes it happens. One such instance happened
when trying to convert the METAFONT description
of very large math delimiters into Type 1 PostScript
format, since the program that does this conversion
runs METAFONT with a pixel density large enough
to fit the 1000 × 1000 PostScript coordinate space.

3 Floating point numbers

A floating point number, for those who are not fa-
miliar with this terminology, is a real number writ-
ten down in a special way and may be thought of as
being made up of two parts: the mantissa and the
exponent. For example the decimal number 105.234

may be written in the form 0.105234 · 103; 0.105234
has a null integer part, as any other floating point
number, so that the significant information is con-
tained in the mantissa “105234” and in the expo-
nent of 10, “3”, and these two numbers are all that
is needed to identify a floating point number. Since
the exponent may be very large in absolute value
and the mantissa can contain many digits, the float-
ing point representation can deal with an extremely
wide range of numbers.

So, what is the difference between fixed radix
and floating point numbers, neglecting their range
and coding system? The main and fundamental dif-
ference is the precision: fixed radix numbers have
a fixed number of fractional digits, leading to a
fixed absolute precision, while floating point num-
bers have a fixed number of significant digits, lead-
ing to an approximately fixed relative precision. The
minimum distance between two consecutive fixed
radix numbers is 2−16, while the minimum distance
between two consecutive floating point numbers2 is
2−24 times the base 2 raised to the exponent of the
floating point number.

Floating point numbers are essential for engi-
neers, physicists, technologists, etc., whose achieve-
ments wouldn’t even exist (or at least would be much
less impressive) if they had to work with fixed radix
numbers. Engineers in particular are the masters of
approximation, the “artists” of approximation; en-
gineering theories are based on reasonable simplifi-
cations and approximations so as to render the more
exact physical theories applicable and useful. As an
engineer— did you have any doubt? — I like float-
ing point numbers, even if I appreciate the efforts
made by the mathematicians and by Knuth in par-
ticular for producing such wonderful masterpieces of
the “art of computer programming” given by TEX
and METAFONT.

4 New typesetting systems

As every reader of TUGboat knows well, there are
several teams that are working on “upgrades” of

2 A word length of 32 bits, the same as with fixed radix
numbers, is divided in two parts: 24 bits for the mantissa
and 6 bits for the exponent (let me skip the technicalities)
plus two bits, one for the sign of the mantissa and one for the
sign of the exponent. This means that exponents of the bi-
nary base 2 can range from −63 to +63. High level languages
such as Pascal or C (the two languages that TEX is commonly
translated to from its original WEB literate programming lan-
guage) also support double precision floating point numbers
(64 bits) and sometimes even quadruple precision (128 bits);
such representations allow for increased precision mantissas
and an even larger range for the exponents, but I think they
are excessive for our purposes with TEX and METAFONT.
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TEX. I am not aware of any work going on for up-
grading METAFONT, but maybe I am wrong.

As every reader knows well, Knuth declared
some years ago that TEX and METAFONT are frozen;
any further modification will simply correct existing
errors, but the programs will not be modified so as
to add new functionality. But Knuth himself en-
courages downward compatible new programs that
can do things that the actual TEX and METAFONT

cannot do.
The very popular pdfTEX offers the opportu-

nity of producing portable document formatted doc-
uments directly from a tex source; this is not the
only new functionality, because pdfTEX improves
the already excellent TEX paragraph line breaking
algorithm by implementing a hanging punctuation
facility and variable width font justification. TUG-

boat readers may have enjoyed the transcript of Hàn
Thé̂ Thành’s PhD thesis on this subject [4].

ε-TEX [6] is another approach to extending TEX:
it removes the limitation of 256 counters, lengths,
glues, . . . , it allows bidirectional typesetting, this
feature being very useful for mixing languages such
as Latin/Cyrillic/Greek scripts with Hebrew and/or
Arabic ones, plus many other improvements, too
many to go into a detailed description. I directly
asked Phil Taylor, one of the authors of ε-TEX within
the NT S working group, to examine the possibility
of extending the program functionality to floating
point numbers, but he very humorously refused in a
unquestionable way.

Another ongoing project is Ω, by Plaice and
Haralambous, together with its companion Λ; the
former extends TEX while the latter is the Ω exten-
sion of LATEX. Besides removing the limitation of
256 counters, lengths, etc., Ω can deal with Unicode
fonts because it can address glyphs in a set of 215

instead of being limited to the 256 characters per
font we are all used to. The many other enhance-
ments offered by Ω are described in [7]. A shorter
but extremely good description of Ω and Λ is in [8,
chap. 10].

Maybe one day all these project extensions of
TEX will be merged in the successor of TEX; but as
far as I know none of them deals with floating point
numbers. Very nasty situation for a fond appreciator
of floating point numbers such as myself.

But what I am asking is nothing special: it sums
up to introducing the notion of floating point num-
bers, with the associated fpcounters, and a set of
rules for operating on them: (a) the usual arith-

metic operations, (b) the trigonometric functions,3

logarithm, exponential, square root (as they are pro-
vided by Pascal and C), (c) a set of rules for mixed
mode calculations, and (d) extension of the allow-
able TEX expressions as they are defined in ε-TEX,
although ε-TEX now accepts all numerical quantities
except real numbers.

I propose the usual operations on numbers with
different operand types, such as: any arithmetic op-
eration between floating point and integer numbers,
the result being floating point; truncation of a float-
ing point number to an integer; scaling of lengths
by floating point numbers, the result being a length;
the assignment of a length to a floating point vari-
able, where the implied fractional separator is taken
into account; the same operations on glues (with
the same limitations); and so on. Most of these op-
erations are already hardwired in the high level lan-
guages, so that their implementation is quite simple;
the remaining ones imply operations (multiplication
and division) between floating point numbers and
fixed radix ones, which should not be a problem at
all.

Nothing should be changed in the way this sug-
gested extension to TEX formats paragraphs and
pages for at least one obvious reason: it should yield
exactly the same results as TEX, in order to be a
downward compatible extension producing the same
results for existing documents. But the extension to
real numbers could produce simpler and more effi-
cient extension packages, especially those that have
to deal with graphics, and with PostScript and pdf
output.

5 Real numbers and METAFONT

As I explained above, METAFONT already uses real
numbers, although they are internally represented
with fixed radix ones. I believe that the modification
of METAFONT into a new program that uses floating
point real numbers could avoid some of the actual
limitations on the size of the quantities dealt with,
with negligible impact on the shape of the characters
being produced.

When Knuth decided to use fixed radix real
numbers in METAFONT, computers used to behave
in different ways and by the start of the ’80s were
rather slow compared to modern computers. Back
in 1985 my 286 AT computer with an 8 MHz clock
needed a few minutes to produce any one of the
128 character fonts of the Computer Modern family.

3 The default angle unit should be the nonagesimal de-

gree, as in METAFONT, not the radian.
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Now my Pentium based laptop requires a few sec-
onds to produce any one of the 256 character fonts
of the EC family, although my laptop is rather “old”
and runs with a clock of 233 MHz. Back in the ’80s
integer arithmetic (as the fixed radix representation
substantially is) was much faster than floating point
arithmetic; modern CPUs have special facilities for
floating point arithmetic so that the number of float-
ing point operations per second is not dramatically
different from the corresponding number of integer
operations as it was in the past.

At the same time the implicit rounding involved
in any fixed radix multiplication (and division) im-
plies that results are “never” precise, but always ap-
proximate; if you ask METAFONT to show the result
of the expression (1/3)*3 it will display 0.99998,4

instead of 1.00000 as shown on page 62 of The

METAFONTbook [2], together with many other cal-
culations that exhibit the same sort of “error”. With
floating point numbers the situation would not be
any worse, because with 24 bits available for the
mantissa, floating point real numbers have from 6
to 7 “precise” significant decimal digits (the rela-
tive error ranging approximately from 6 · 10−8 to
10−6).

But in my opinion the opportunity to change
METAFONT to floating point arithmetic arises from
the strong arguments connected to section 7.

6 Real numbers and METAPOST

METAPOST also works with fixed radix arithmetic
(although nothing is said about in the user manual
[3]), but since its purpose is to output graphics of
different kinds in PostScript format, and since Post-
Script uses floating point arithmetic, the arguments
discussed in section 7 become even more compelling
for extending METAPOST to floating point arith-
metic.

7 PostScript and floating point arithmetic

The PostScript language uses both integer and real
numbers, the latter being operated upon as floating
point numbers.

When Knuth wrote TEX and METAFONT, Post-
Script, and in particular PostScript fonts, were in
their infancy. Printers that could interpret the Post-
Script language were expensive and relatively slow,
to the point that when Tom Rokicki wrote his ex-
cellent translator from dvi to PostScript, he stated
that “pk fonts produce better results and run faster

4 With floating point numbers having 24 bits for the man-
tissa the same calculation would yield 0.99999994 with a rel-
ative error of 6·10−8; the fixed radix calculation has a relative
error of 2 · 10−5.

on PostScript printers”.5 When Rokicki originally
wrote his translator, this was true, in the sense that
processors and language interpreters mounted on
the PostScript printers and phototypesetters of that
age were much slower that modern printers and pho-
totypesetters.

At that time there was no Portable Document
Format (pdf), so PostScript output was originally
used only for printing. Previewing was made possi-
ble by Ghostscript (by Peter Deutsch) and Ghost-
View (by Tim Theisen), respectively a PostScript
interpreter intended to be resident on the computer
instead of the printer and capable of driving a va-
riety of output devices, and a graphic interface for
displaying the PostScript output on the screen with
the ability of moving within the virtual document.

Nowadays, pdf has become a standard for mov-
ing typeset documents from one computer to an-
other along the infinite routes of the Internet, with
the assurance that each document will be viewed,
and possibly printed, in the same way on any plat-
form, running under any operating system. The
TEX suite has been complemented with the pdfTEX
typesetting program [4], with its pdfLATEX variant,
with the hyperref.sty extension package, so as to
make available internal and external cross-linking,
and so on.

On the other side the PostScript output pro-
duced by dvips may also be converted to pdf for-
mat with Adobe Distiller, by Ghostscript itself (by
specifying the suitable output driver and the other
necessary pieces of information), and other tools.

But this is the real point: viewers for pdf docu-
ments display bitmapped fonts very poorly. At the
same time, pdf documents are to be read (primar-
ily) on the screen, irrespective of the screen pixel
density and size. On large screens the reader may
want to keep more than one window open, so that
resizing windows implies the simultaneous resizing
of what is contained in the window itself. Bitmaps
are very poor suited to this task, and bitmapped
fonts may become almost unreadable even if orig-
inally they were produced with high pixel density
settings. Printing the documents does not suffer so
much from the poor quality of bitmapped fonts on
the screen, because the physical page cannot be re-
sized at will.

In other words TEX, LATEX, and other TEX di-
alects, have to drop the bitmapped fonts, as well as
pdfTEX, pdfLATEX, etc. All these programs must be
capable of using Type 1 PostScript fonts.

5 I am quoting by heart, because the last documentation
on his translator dvips, [9], does not contain this statement
any more.
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This explains why recently the CTAN archives
have seen a variety of package extensions that make
available complete PostScript fonts to TEX and, es-
pecially, to LATEX; I am referring myself to the excel-
lent txfonts (Times extended) and pxfonts (Pala-
tino extended), that are complete in the sense that
they contain all the glyphs, ligatures, symbols that
are used by LATEX with the amsmath extension, plus
many more; if the T1 encoding is specified the font
glyphs corresponding to the 256 character TEX en-
coding are all present, and if the textcomp exten-
sion package is invoked, the Text Companion glyphs
become available. All families, series and shapes
are available and are designed in such a way that
blend together without the difficulties experienced
in the past when the standard PostScript fonts were
adapted via several patches (and several omissions)
for use with TEX. Another precious set of Type 1
fonts is the collection of the CM-super fonts; these
are Type 1 fonts including the Latin and the Cyrillic
alphabets, all the math fonts and the Cork encoded
fonts. In a near future it should include also my
Greek fonts, at least the author is working on it.
The Latin Modern font collection is an even more
recent development, not to mention the CM-LGC
font collection that contains the PostScript versions
of the CM Latin, Greek and Cyrillic fonts. Both
available in the CTAN archives.

But this trend is going to cut off METAFONT

from the TEX community if it does not upgrade to

output PostScript format.

This is the real point I would like to stress in
order to support my request for floating point arith-
metics in TEX, METAFONT, and METAPOST.

8 METAFONT, METAPOST, and Type 1

PostScript fonts

The CTAN archives contain many different fonts de-
signed with METAFONT; such fonts are generally of
a very high quality, unless they were just filling the
role of patches for supplying certain glyphs not avail-
able elsewhere.

It is possible to convert the METAFONT gen-
erated fonts to PostScript format in a variety of
ways, most of which are also applicable to convert-
ing bitmapped fonts obtained by optically scanning
original specimens. Some information is available in
the paper [18]; more recently Karl Berry has written
a detailed paper which appeared in TUGboat [10],
showing some of what can be done with the software
tools available today.

Here I summarize some of these tools and add
some of the information I collected either by direct
experience or from the documentation. In any case

I must warn the reader that most of these programs
are native on UNIX or Linux platforms. However, by
means of the environment cygwin [11] such programs
can be operated also on Win32 platforms (some-
times with minor limitations); therefore, it is not
a problem to load and use these programs even if
one doesn’t have a Unix or Linux platform.

8.1 METAPOST and roex

METAPOST can directly read METAFONT programs
and produce PostScript files —but they have to be
edited quite a bit in order to make PostScript fonts,
and then the result is not of Type 1, but of Type 3.
The main difference is that every connected part
of each glyph in Type 1 fonts is described by just
two contours, the external one and the internal one,
while METAFONT, and thus METAPOST, produce
the glyphs as a superimposition of several strokes
that intersect or join superimposing some of their
parts, so that they may only be classified as Type 3.
But this limitation can (sometimes) be overcome, so
read on:

CTAN holds an extension to METAFONT that
allows for redefining the filldraw and stroke META-
FONT commands at shipout time, so as to join
several strokes into a single stroke with one exter-
nal and one internal contour. This makes the out-
put suitable for further processing by METAPOST to
produce PostScript files that conform with Type 1
format, as described above. The resulting files still
have to be edited and merged in order to have a
single file describing the whole font. The exten-
sion package for removing overlaps and expanding
strokes in METAFONT fonts is contained in the file
roex.mf available from CTAN within a zipped file
roex.zip that contains other valuable information
and examples [19]. The drawback is that this pro-
cedure is not suitable for processing existing META-
FONT fonts because roex is not infallible and some
editing of the source code may be required.

8.2 Autotrace

The Internet offers a mighty program, autotrace

[12] by Martin Weber, together with a graphical
front end frontline (available from the same home
page as autotrace) that may be used for deter-
mining the contours of arbitrary stroked lines, and
therefore of character glyphs. You may refer to Karl
Berry’s paper [10] for a short description of the pos-
sibilities of this software.

The essential point is that autotrace can de-
termine the third order Bézier splines that make up
the internal and the external contours of every con-
nected part of a glyph, so as to output the node and
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control points of such splines, which in turn are the
only information PostScript requires for drawing the
glyph. The input to autotrace must be a bitmap in
certain specialized formats; the most likely for our
purposes is the ‘portable network bitmap’ (.pnm).

8.3 Pfaedit

The superb interactive graphical font editor pfa-

edit by George Williams [13] supports creating and
editing PostScript and TrueType fonts. It is capable
of importing bitmaps, including the gf format that
METAFONT outputs, and of invoking autotrace so
as to trace them.

By the end of the tracing task the designer
already has the contours of each and every glyph
already set in its graphical window, so that she
can optionally edit the contours and/or simplify the
set of nodes; add kerning and ligature information,
write the initial PostScript preamble information;
and eventually output the font file in pfa (printer
font ASCII), pfb (printer font binary), TrueType,
or other formats.

8.4 textrace and mftrace

In spite of the apparent simplicity of the operation
with autotrace through frontline or pfaedit, it
is even easier and faster to operate through one of
two other front-end scripts that make the necessary
preliminaries, launch the programs, and output the
desired font files.

The Perl script textrace [14] can analyze a
bitmapped drawing and build up the contours com-
prising it. It produces the bitmap file in pnm format
with the necessary scaling for the 1000× 1000 Post-
Script coordinate space, and launches autotrace

with suitable parameters. It eventually assembles
the PostScript font and outputs its file in the de-
sired format. As far as I know, most of the META-
FONT fonts now available on the CTAN in PostScript
format have been produced by using textrace or
similar programs. Also the EC fonts, as produced
with textrace, have been available on the CTAN

for some time (but I can’t give credit to the author
because his/her name is encrypted in his/her e-mail
address).

The Python script mftrace by Han-Wen Nien-
huys [15] was formerly known as pktrace; the name
was changed to the present one after some interac-
tion with its author who was so kind to introduce
some specific extensions so as to allow me to use the
program in a cygwin environment without resorting
to the teTEX distribution (available with cygwin),
but by using the MikTEX distribution that I had on
my laptop. mftrace is a Python script explicitly

designed for translating METAFONT fonts to Post-
Script format. It starts by generating the tfm file,
if it’s not already available (this operation must be
done by hand under cygwin with MikTEX); from this
file it computes the magnification to feed to META-
FONT in order to scale the generated bitmap in gf

format to suit the 1000×1000 PostScript coordinate
space. It then transforms the gf bitmaps to the pnm
format and feeds such new bitmaps to autotrace

with suitable parameters. Next, it feeds the gener-
ated code to pfaedit with suitable parameters and
optionally with the specification of an encoding, so
as to optionally simplify the contours and to fill up
all the necessary information in the font preamble;
the output is finally written to a pfa or a pfb file.
Nothing else should be necessary for using the font,
because the TEX metric file was available or was
explicitly generated during the process, except for
adding the font name to a font map that dvips, or
pdftex, or dvipdfm can access and read.

8.5 Metafog

Finally there is metafog, a program for doing ex-
actly the direct passage from METAFONT to Post-
Script. It was written by Richard Kinch, who also
wrote a paper on the subject [16]. From what I
know, it is not in the public domain, in that it is
only available by buying Kinch’s TrueTEX product.

- * -

I have used mftrace and obtained good results
in very little time; since I have available a cygwin

environment, I can draw fonts with pfaedit, or I
can do the work with METAFONT and then pass
the result to mftrace. Being accustomed to META-
FONT, I find it more comfortable to use the the latter
method, but I always verify the result with pfaedit

and possibly make some little corrections.

9 Proposal for a PostScript-enabled

METAFONT

But if metafog, mftrace, and the like already do
the conversion, why am I pleading in favor of the in-
troduction of floating point arithmetics in TEX and
especially in METAFONT and METAPOST? Well, on
one side metafog is not publicly and freely available
as are all the other pieces of software that belong
to the TEX distributions. On the other, it’s a philo-
sophical position: I find it stupid to start with a
beautiful piece of software such as METAFONT, that
has so many facilities for finding the contour points
and for describing the third order Bézier arcs in or-
der to draw the glyph strokes, to proceed with ras-
terization that loses all this information even if it
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smoothly handles the arbitrary (convex) pen shape,
and to try to recover it from the rasterized draw-
ing when you had all the information from the very
beginning.

Unfortunately I can’t program in a decent way
either in Pascal or in C; my knowledge of META-
FONT is greater than the average user’s, but it is
far from perfect. My geometrical competence is
nowhere near that of John Hobby, just to mention
the author of METAPOST and the contributor of
the algorithm for finding the control points of the
third order Bézier splines as described by Knuth on
pages 130–131 of The METAFONTbook. Therefore
I cannot give any suggestion to someone who might
want to try to work on a New METAFONT.

Such a New METAFONT should be downward
compatible with the “old” METAFONT, of course,
just as ε-TEX and pdfTEX are downward compati-
ble with TEX. But one of the modes should be a
ps mode, by which a font pfb file is produced to-
gether with the usual TEX font metric file. The files
produced this way should be quite a bit smaller and
the scalable fonts should be drawn in a simpler way,
since the splines are generated directly by META-
FONT with the minimum number of points; anybody
who has designed a font knows well that rarely does
a particular glyph require more than a dozen triplets
of z points; some simple strokes require just a couple
of triplets, because the control points are determined
by METAFONT itself. Altogether, most glyphs may
be drawn with less than two dozen points for the
inner and respectively the outer contour, which is
much less than what you get when using mftrace

or textrace or any other interface to autotrace.
Not only that, but the New METAFONT might

be capable of producing Multiple Master fonts with
little or no effort; in fact the Computer Modern
fonts by themselves are a collection of several master
fonts, cmr5, cmr6, cmr7, cmr8, cmr9, cmr10,

cmr12, cmr14, cmr17; every stroke is described by
the same METAFONT statements, only the dimen-
sional parameters are varied from one master to the
other, giving rise to a set of fonts that are not ob-
tained one from the other by simple scaling opera-
tions.

The EC fonts by Jörg Knappen do even bet-
ter: the parameters are defined in a single file as
vectors of data in univocal correspondence with the
design size. EC fonts have master files that contain
in their name the design size, so that ecr1440.mf is
the master file for the serifed upright medium font
and its design size of 14.40 pt is set by a statement
contained in this master file. But nothing forbids
copying and editing that file into another one, say

ecr3125.mf where the design size assignment is cor-
rected to 31.25 pt, run it and get the font designed
at that very size, without any magnification.

The CB Greek fonts, in this respect, are even
simpler, in the sense that the design size is directly
determined by the font name, stored in the jobname
variable, that contains in the last four characters
the design size multiplied by 100. Therefore the CB

Greek master files have all the same contents, be-
cause they need not be edited in order to redefine
the design size.

Well, the New METAFONT might be able to
read all the font master files starting with the same
literal preamble, for example all the cmr5.mf ...

cmr17, get all the parameters and produce a single
Multiple Master Type 1 PostScript font, named, say,
cmr; the same could be done with the EC fonts or
the CB Greek ones.

On this subject there is an extension package,
together with its documentation, that already sort
of simulates Multiple Master fonts with METAFONT;
see [17] for further details.

All these capabilities are already embryonically
present in METAFONT and METAPOST: why not
to try to develop them and bring them to light?
METAFONT and METAPOST are powerful tools for
font (and graphic) design, much more powerful than
most other extant programs for font design. Why
should we, the texmf community, give them up in
favor of less sophisticated programs?

10 Conclusion

The line of thought of introducing floating point
numbers in TEX, METAFONT, and METAPOST car-
ried me further, into discussing the urgent need to
think also to a New METAFONT program capable of
directly producing Type 1 PostScript fonts, possibly
even Multiple Master fonts. In this way it is possi-
ble to keep both TEX and METAFONT up to date
with the modern necessities of document produc-
tion, compatible with the Portable Document For-
mat. In fact, by its very nature, it suggests that doc-
uments are directly read from the computer screen,
a task that today’s METAFONT fonts are not partic-
ularly good for.
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The Octavo Package

Stefan A. Revets

Abstract

The Octavo package is a modification of the standard

LATEX book class, written to help produce books of clas-

sical design, format and layout. The page sizes made

available are the classical octavo sizes and the margins

are calculated according to late Gothic precepts. An at-

tempt is made to maintain the uniformity of the printing

grid, and display is kept unobtrusive.

−− ∗ −−

1 Introduction

Donald Knuth developed TEX because of his grow-
ing dissatisfaction with the commercial typesetting
of his books ‘The Art of Computer Programming’
[4]. The program grew into a typesetting system,
with a great deal of attention and ingenuity devoted
to the calculations of the placement of letters, words
and paragraphs on the page. The preface of the
TEXbook begins with the words ‘This is a handbook
about TEX, a new typesetting system intended for
the creation of beautiful books . . . ’ [3]. More people
began to use TEX, and, with the advent of LATEX,
ready-made class files became part of the system.
The standard style and class files tended to show
off the capabilities of the system, rather than con-
form to good design. Philip Taylor put it with some
humour and considerable precision: ‘Knuth, in his
closing exhortation, wrote: “Go forth now and
create masterpieces of the publishing art.” Nowhere,
so far as I can trace, did he write: “and let every
one of them shriek ‘TEX’ from every page”. . . ’ [9].

Class files have been proposed and are available
from CTAN which give the more fastidious user the
means with which to moderate at least some of the
excesses of these standard LATEX styles. The KOMA

package is a good example [7], and so is the excellent
Memoir class of Peter Wilson [15]. The manual of
Memoir is an especially worthwhile read, as publi-
cations on design and style in bookmaking are not
necessarily easy to obtain or consult.

Nevertheless, class files continue to allow the
user substantial leeway in design and layout, a de-
gree of freedom which has lead and continues to lead
to TEX-shrieking pages.

2 Background

To make a book is an interesting and somewhat in-
volved process [10]. The text is set in type and
printed on paper. The printing is done on large
sheets of paper, which may have to be cut before
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Table 1: Classical English sheet sizes

Sheet Broadside Octavo
(in) (mm) Ratio

Foolscap 131/2 x 17 108 x 171 1.588
Crown 15 x 20 127 x 191 1.500
Post 151/4 x 19 121 x 194 1.605
Large Post 161/2 x 21 133 x 210 1.571
Demy 171/2 x 221/2 143 x 222 1.556
Medium 18 x 23 146 x 229 1.565
Royal 20 x 25 159 x 254 1.600
Super Royal 21 x 27 171 x 267 1.556
Imperial 22 x 30 191 x 279 1.467

they are folded into signatures. The printed sheets
are gathered, folded into signatures, and passed on
to a bookbinder who sews the signatures into the
book proper. The bound books are finally cut and
covered.

As is so often the case with old and venerable
crafts, a florid terminology developed which facil-
itated contacts between the guilds of printers and
binders, while at the same time inspiring some sort
of grudging respect in the uninitiated, keeping them
at bay.

2.1 The paper sheets

The sheets of paper, the broadsides, come in a lim-
ited number of more or less standard sizes. Labarre’s
‘Dictionary and encyclopedia of paper and paper-
making’ [5] is an absorbing mine of information,
listing amongst many other fascinating details, the
names used to designate particular sheets of pa-
per. In the Anglo-Saxon world, sheets are known
as Foolscap, Crown, Post, Demy, Medium, Royal,
Super Royal and Imperial (table 1).

Of course, different countries adopted their own
habits and standards. It is well known that typo-
graphic standards in France developed in a different,
separate way. The Didot point and the Cicero (some
7% larger than their Anglo-Saxon point and pica
equivalent), the ‘modern’ typefaces with their char-
acteristic vertical shading and hairline serifs, con-
tinue to exert their influence on European typeset-
ting. It is therefore not surprising that there are also
French sheets of paper (table 2).

Western typesetting began with Johannes Gut-
enberg, and the Germanic tradition is fundamental
to the printing of books. The development and in-
teractions with the other European styles of typog-
raphy is engrossing and complex (McLean sketches
some aspects of this history [6]; some informative ar-

Table 2: Classical French sheet sizes

Sheet Broadside Octavo Ratio
(mm) (mm)

Cloche 300 x 400 100 x 150 1.500
Tellière 340 x 440 110 x 170 1.545
Coquille 440 x 560 140 x 220 1.571
Carré 450 x 560 140 x 225 1.607
Couronne 460 x 720 180 x 230 1.277
Royal 480 x 630 157 x 240 1.529
Raisin 500 x 650 162 x 250 1.543
Jésus 560 x 760 190 x 280 1.474
Colombier 620 x 850 212 x 310 1.462
Soleil 580 x 800 200 x 290 1.450
Grand Aigle 700 x 1040 260 x 350 1.346

Table 3: Classical German sheet sizes

Sheet Broadside Octavo Ratio
(mm) (mm)

Propatria 340 x 430 108 x 170 1.574
Bienenkorb 360 x 450 112 x 180 1.607
Bischof 380 x 480 120 x 190 1.583
Register 420 x 530 132 x 210 1.591
Kl.Median 440 x 560 140 x 220 1.571
Regal 440 x 670 167 x 220 1.317
Lexicon 500 x 650 162 x 250 1.543
Regal 500 x 720 180 x 250 1.388
Super Royal 540 x 680 170 x 270 1.588
Imperial 570 x 780 195 x 285 1.462

ticles on the subject can be found in Klein [2]; and
there is also a good discussion in Williamson [14]).
It does not come as a surprise then to find that dif-
ferences and divergences extend to the dimensions
of the sheets of paper printed on (table 3).

Folding the sheets adds another set of terms:
a single fold yields a folio, a double fold a quarto,
a triple fold an octavo and so on (fig. 1). Hence,
the combination of a sheet name and the number
of folds denotes a particular and precise size of the
book [5, 14].

Jan Tschichold devoted his life to typography,
and to the design and production of books. Over
the years, he wrote extensively about many of his
(changing) views and discoveries. Later in life, he
assembled his findings in an overview, discussing in
a more coherent, concentrated fashion many of the
questions which face anyone wishing to make a book
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Table 4: Modern sheet sizes

Sheet (in) (mm) Ratio

letter 81/2 x 11 216 x 279 1.292
legal 81/2 x 14 216 x 356 1.648
executive 71/4 x 101/2 184 x 267 1.451
A4 81/4 x 113/4 210 x 297 1.414
A5 57/8 x 81/4 148 x 210 1.414
B5 7 x 97/8 176 x 250 1.420

[12]. Of particular interest is his analysis of size and
proportions of page, text and margins [11].

Through his historical investigations, he made
a very strong and convincing case against the ‘mod-
ern’ tendency of making squarish books. His ele-
gant, eloquent and well illustrated discourse remains
valid today and guides us away from the ugliness
of the convenient but rather square A format (pro-
portion 1:

√

2) back to the more rectangular formats
with proportions tending towards the Golden Ra-
tio (1:1.618). It is certainly no accident that the
octavo-folded sheets of paper traditionally used in
the printing of books show proportions which fall
very nicely within this range (as you can see in tables
1 to 3). The traditional sheets yield two proportion
groups, i.e., broadsheet, quarto, sextodecimo form
the first set, while folio, octavo, trigesimo-secundo
make up the other set. A crown sheet, for example,
will change from a 3:4 proportion to a 2:3 propor-
tion and back. In contrast, the ISO A series has
the (dubious) advantage of retaining its proportions
no matter how often it is folded. The price for the
convenience of the 1:

√

2 proportion is the ugliness
of its squarish look. Comparing the entries in table
4 with the other tables shows the prevalence of this
‘square’ nature in the modern standard sheets.

Broadside

Folio

Quarto

Octavo

Figure 1: Folding terminology

Table 5: Rosarivo’s page division to text area

text to page length text area

6:9 44%
7:10 49%
8:11 53%
9:12 56%
10:13 59%

2.2 The spread

The size and the proportions of the typeblock, and
their relations to the page, have greatly exercised
the minds of the makers of books, and much ink has
been spilled arguing in favour of and/or against any
design. An excellent illustration of the plethora of
designs is found in the second chapter of Wilson’s
manual of his memoir class [15]. He shows some 32
(!) different page designs which have been used in
actual books, made between 1087 and 1995.

Tschichold realised that the first printers looked
for the size and proportions of page and typeblock
to the handwritten books. He reasoned that this
would have led to the establishing of secret canons
known only to the initiated of the workshops. He
set out on the laborious task of trying to rediscover
these canons through measuring many, many histor-
ical books. Tschichold succeeded, and published his
findings in 1953. He found two methods, one preva-
lent in the Middle Ages, and a different, late Gothic
one. It turned out that the latter canon had also
been arrived at through a different construction by
Van de Graaf [13] (fig. 2, on the left), adapting the
method of the Picardian architect Villard de Hon-
necourt, who was active in the twelfth century. This

Van de Graaf Rosarivo

Figure 2: Methods of determining margins
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method has been brought back to attention in mod-
ern times by Hans Kayser [1].

Rosarivo confirmed this determination through
his own, independent discovery of another method
which, happily, yielded the same results [8]. Ros-
arivo’s method is very easy to use and implement
algorithmically: divide the height and width of the
page into an equal number, assign one part to make
up the inner and upper margins, and two parts to
make up the outer and lower margins, with the re-
mainder defining the area available for printing the
body text (fig. 2, on the right).

The area occupied by the text block relative
to the total area of the page follows directly from
the number of divisions, as shown in table 5. It
comes as something of a surprise to notice that only
about half the area of a page is occupied with text.
And yet, for centuries, the 6:9 division of page di-
mensions was very much the norm. Both Town and
Williamson discuss the matter of margins at some
length, and deplore the shrinking of white space with
the advent of ‘modern, economical’ times [10, 14].

2.3 The typeblock

Determining the right amount of leading between
lines of print is not a straightforward matter. It de-
pends very much on the nature of the fount, its size,
and the length of the line. Founts with very short ex-
tenders (of which Times is an example) require more
leading than founts with normal or long extenders.
The reader benefits considerably from more leading
when the text is made up of long lines. But what-
ever leading is arrived at, it should remain fixed for
the entire text, yielding a constant, regular grid of
lines. At least, that has been the position of Eu-
ropean printers. American printers took a different
point of view, and preferred to maintain the unity
of the printed block as a whole. Thus they have
been prepared to upset the leading between or even
within paragraphs in order to maintain the overall
size of the printed area. Knuth developed TEX to
deal especially with books containing mathematics,
a notoriously difficult task for typesetters. The inge-
nuity required to deal algorithmically with this task
is truly considerable, and compromises could hardly
be avoided. The regularity of the printing grid was
one victim of the solutions arrived at.

It should be clear by now that the standard
book class included in LATEX requires a fair amount
of adjustment to reflect the design principles just
highlighted. The Octavo package is an attempt to
provide such a class file.

3 Rationale

For a great many decades, octavo-size books were
the most prevalent of all, and it seemed apt to use
the name for an attempt to join and hopefully revive
this tradition. The Octavo class is a modification
of the standard LATEX book class, with a similar,
but limited, number of options and choices. These
limitations are built in quite deliberately: it is the
very point of this class to assist in the making of
books following the particular design principles and
guidelines which helped to produce beautiful books
during the Renaissance.

The idea behind Octavo is to have a quiet, un-
obtrusive design which is not meant to shout at the
reader, but rather gently helps her along. Three
major features characterise Octavo:

• The page sizes are the classical octavo sizes.

• The margins are defined as the late Gothic ones.

• An attempt is made to maintain a uniform grid
for the entire text.

Some of the lesser features are the following;

• All display is produced as quiet, unostentatious
lines.

• Chapters and lower-order sections are left un-
numbered.

• Figures, tables and equations are consecutively
numbered throughout the document.

• Tables of contents, of figures, etc., do not use
dotted lines.

• A title page is not made but can be requested.

More discussion of these points follows.

3.1 Page sizes

The definition of octavo-sized pages and the calcu-
lation of margins in harmony with the dimensions
of the page is the necessary first step for the mak-
ing of a beautiful book. It provides the canvas and
the frame that will be with the reader for the entire
length of the book. Their beauty, even if only sub-
liminally noticed or appreciated, does contribute to
the pleasure of holding and reading the book.

3.2 Margins

The margins are calculated by applying Rosarivo’s
method and dividing the page dimensions into ten,
with seven parts for the text and three for the mar-
gins, which yields 49% area of the page with printed
text. This is somewhat more generous usage of the
page than the medieval tradition of a ninefold divi-
sion with only 44% of the page covered by text, but
such lavish margins would likely startle the modern
reader. Headers and footers are placed outside this
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block, and thereby help to create a feeling of balance
between occupied and white space on the page. Es-
pecially the consistent placing of the folio centered
at the foot of all pages has such a beneficial effect.

3.3 Title page

A title page is an integral and very necessary part
of any book. However, producing a satisfactory ti-
tle page is not as straightforward a matter as it may
seem at first. Even a superficial perusal of the many
pages and examples devoted on the subject in the
already cited works by Tschichold and Williamson
will convince the reader that making a proper ti-
tle page is not something to be done automatically
[12, 14]. From a design perspective, it is neither fea-
sible, nor desirable, to lay down hard and fast rules
for the organisation or the placement of the various
elements needed on a title page.

Apart from any design considerations, there are
also some good practical reasons to make the title
pages as a separate document. A great deal is gained
by treating title pages as an integral part of the end-
papers. When binding (good) books, endpapers ful-
fil both a functional and an æsthetic role [10]. The
‘W’, or ‘zig-zag’ endpaper in particular is a most
useful and efficient kind of endpaper, and one which
benefits considerably from the insertion of an extra
folded sheet. This is the very place to put a title
page sequence.

Ideally, a separate folio should be made, bear-
ing on the first recto page the bastard title, on the
verso possibly a frontispiece, or failing something
suitable, left blank. The next recto bears title, au-
thor, publisher and the like, and the final verso pro-
vides space for the biblio or imprint. The equiva-
lent should be done for the endpaper at the back of
the book. It provides a good opportunity of bring-
ing the colophon back into use: a folio bearing the
colophon ought to be inserted in the back endpa-
per. By producing these pages separate from the
main document, there is no interference with the
page numbering, nor does it upset the way in which
the signatures are assembled.

4 Implementation

4.1 Class options

The options available in Octavo are largely the same
as those of the standard book class. However, their
content and default settings are often different.

page size The predefined page sizes are, from
smallest to largest: foolscap, crown, post, large-
post, demy, medium, royal, superroyal and im-
perial. The default size is crown.

fount size The size options are the standard 10pt,
11pt and 12pt, with the default size set to 10pt.
The choice of a fount size loads parameters and
measures which depend on this size from one of
the three class option files.

final/draft Similar to the book class: draft puts
black marks where lines are overfull on the copy.
The default is final.

(no)titlepage Contrary to the book class, the pro-
duction of a title page is not encouraged: the
default is therefore notitlepage. If you do wish
to have a titlepage, you still have to issue the
\maketitle command in your text.

open(right/any) New chapters normally start on
a recto page, but some kinds of books, e.g., nov-
els, may well be better off with chapters starting
on either side. The default is openright.

(one/two)column The option to set text in two
column is possibly useful in conjunction with
the two or three largest page sizes (imperial,
superroyal and royal). The default is onecol-
umn.

leqno,fleqno These two options deal with the set-
ting of mathematical formulæ. leqno sets the
equation number to the left of the formula, in-
stead of the default right position. fleqno re-
defines the math display environment, setting
equations flush with the left margin and in-
dented by a \mathindent amount.

4.2 Printing grid

An attempt is made to maintain a uniform print-
ing grid across the text. This means that ways and
means had to be found to counteract the behaviour
of some of the ingenious TEX algorithms. Rather
than attempt what would amount to a rewriting of
part of the TEX code, which really is too daunting
a task, it seems possible to subvert the TEX algo-
rithms and make it do our bidding after all with a
judicious setting of parameters, lengths and sizes.

The first step taken is to set the textheight to
an exact, natural number of \baselineskip. Next,
\parskip is set to zero with no ‘glue’ extension, so
that TEX will not be tempted to put extra leading
between any paragraphs.

Dealing with the space surrounding headings
in the text is somewhat more involved. The solu-
tion adopted is to use where at all possible multiples
(and fractions) of the \baselineskip, and allow for
some adjustments by specifying negative glue only.
Inclusion of stretchable, positive glue may prompt
TEX to stretch beyond the measure stated (under
protest, but it will happen nevertheless), while TEX
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will never shrink glue beyond the measure given.
A similar trick is applied to the space surrounding
lists. In contrast, the definition of space surrounding
floats does contain a modicum of stretchable glue,
with the hope that TEX will fill in with a bit of white
space around the float but leave the grid of printed
text undisturbed.

Nevertheless, there will be times when the ac-
tual text, the parameters defined by Octavo, and
TEX conspire to produce truly horrible results. Such
misfortunes call for direct intervention, or, the user
willing, suggestions of improving the definitions of
the parameters proposed here for the Octavo class.

4.3 Quiet, unobtrusive design

Octavo yields quiet, gentle-looking texts thanks to a
number of design choices. One highly effective deci-
sion was to avoid the use of bold founts altogether:
none of the display uses it at all. Headers are set
above the text in small capitals, following a sugges-
tion by Williamson: it is both effective and discreet.

The headings used by chapters and sections are
kept low-key as well, and are differentiated through
the surrounding white space and their position away
from the margin. Section headings are centered and
set in small capitals, using the \Large fount size.
Subsection headings are placed 1 em from the left
margin and set in normal size small capitals. Sub-
subsections are likewise placed 1 em away from the
left margin, but have less white space above and
below and are set in normal size italics.

An example of the layout produced by Octavo is
probably more eloquent than this verbal description.
Figure 3 is a reduced copy of a page spread made
with Octavo, showing a chapter opening and various
section titles, as well as the relation of the type block
to the pages.

Numbering is either simplified or has been
done away with altogether. None of the headings
bear numbers, as Octavo sets \secnumdepth to −2.
This can be reset in the preamble of the text, if
numbered chapters and sections are absolutely re-
quired. Figures and tables are numbered consecu-
tively throughout the book. The excellent capabil-
ities of TEX to make and maintain cross-references
leaves little in favour of maintaining a chapternum-
ber.figurenumber type of scheme. With some trep-
idation, this numbering system is also applied to
equations. There seems to be a substantial tradition
of having a numbering system for equations which
incorporates chapter and section numbers. As far
as I can see, there is no particular need for such
a system, once again bearing in mind the powerful
cross-referencing capabilities of TEX, and it would

Collecting

wherever water can be found. The necessary wa-

ter spans expanses from no more than the thin

film of raindrops clinging to some mosses on a

wall, over a puddle alongside a grassy bank, to a

large lake or an ocean.

Picking up

The simplest way of collecting hopefully protist-

containing samples is by picking up some likely

substrate. Little is needed beyond a knife, a spoon

and some containers.

Terrestrial protists

Moss cushions can be picked up from soil or eased

off stones with a knife, leaves decaying in puddles

picked up, and a spoon will assist in scooping up

some surface mud from the bottom of a pool. The

felty scum covering stems and leaves of submerged

water plants can be shaken into a container, or

recovered by stripping or cutting bits off.

Dry land

The terrestrial environment, with its for protists

highly complex structure and often intense envi-

ronmental pressures, deserves more attention as a

2

Collecting

Before setting out to collect, it is well to pause

first and reflect where protists prefer to lead their

lives. We are fortunate in being no longer doomed

to spend many hours of fruitless searching. Many

have gone before us, and much has been learned

about the favourite haunts of our organisms. Hap-

pily, thanks to the accumulation of records of oc-

currences we can discern a number of recurrent

themes, of requirements and generalisations which

help and guide us in our searches, especially when

we leave the already well-trodden paths.

As is the case for any organism, protists require

water to live. Because they are single cells, with

just a single plasma membrane to shield them

from the world outside, they are very sensitive

to any kind of dehydration. And so the first gen-

eralisation is arrived at: protists are to be found

1

Figure 3: Example of Octavo output

also be inconsistent with the numbering system used
for tables and figures.

A final, minor point is that tables of contents
do not display the ugliness of dotted lines separating
entries and page numbers. However, these can be
brought back if required, by resetting \@dotsep to
a smaller number.

5 Some hints on the making of books

Thanks to excellent works on bookbinding such as
the book by Lawrence Town [10], the physical mak-
ing of books lies well within reach of anyone caring
to make the effort. With the availability of a number
of additional programs from CTAN, it is a straight-
forward matter to organise and print out a text in
signatures. Here are some of the means which have
proven both useful and effective.

The four smallest paper sizes defined by Oc-
tavo, i.e., foolscap, crown, post and largepost, can
be made to fit in pairs on an A4 sheet. Hence it is
within reach of anyone with a run-of-the-mill printer
to produce books in these formats. All that is re-
quired is a way in which to organise the pages into
a sequence so that signatures can be made. This
requires a few careful but simple adjustments.

The problem lies in the imposition of the pages
on an A4 sheet. The four formats mentioned are all
narrower than an A5 sheet, and hence extra space
is left at the outer margins. This is not a problem
with the odd-numbered pages, as their inner mar-
gin is made to coincide with the inner margin of the
A5 sheet. However, even-numbered pages have their
outer margin made to coincide with the outer mar-
gin of the A5 sheet, the latter of course being too
wide. What is required is for the inner margins of
the sheets to coincide. The simplest solution is to
add the single line to the preamble of the document:
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\addtolength{\evensidemargin}{offset}

(where offset is 148.5 mm − \textwidth with A4
paper, and 139.7 mm − \textwidth with letter pa-
per) rather than try to reposition the even-numbered
pages with dvidvi, dvips, and the like. Once this
is done, the production of signatures is straightfor-
ward.

Three steps are needed when using dvips:

1. dvips -ta5 〈file〉

2. psbook -s16 〈file〉.ps 〈file〉.tmp

3. psnup -pa4 -Pa5 -l -2 -s1.0

〈file〉.tmp 〈file〉.ps

while dvihplj or similar drivers can be instructed
by setting a number of switches, e.g.,

prthpljh texfile +columns:2 +rows:1

+section-size:4 +full-last-section

+page-width:148.5mm +page-height:210mm

+landscape-mode +double-sided:odd[even]

It may be necessary to instruct the printer to shift
each page a little on the sheet to ensure perfect
register, and a little experimenting is thus called
for. These sets of commands and switches yield sig-
natures made up of 16 pages on 4 sheets, just as
one would expect from traditional printing on sheets
which would be folded into an octavo format. Such
an arrangement is very effective and handy when
binding the book.

When sewing these signatures in library style,
and particularly when opting for a hollow back, the
amount of paper that tends to ‘disappear’ into the
binding seldom exceeds 1 mm. It is therefore un-
necessary to worry about shifting the pages varying
amounts in function of their place in the signature.

6 Availability

Octavo is available from a CTAN near you, in the
directory /macros/latex/contrib/octavo, under
the LATEX Project Public License. The distribu-
tion consists of .dtx and .ins files, which will gen-
erate the octavo.cls, oct10.clo, oct11.clo and
oct12.clo files.
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Philology

The teubner LATEX package:

Typesetting classical Greek philology

Claudio Beccari

Abstract

The teubner package provides support for typeset-
ting classical Greek philological texts with LATEX,
including textual and rhythmic verse. The special
signs and glyphs made available by this package may
also be useful for typesetting philological texts with
other alphabets.

1 Introduction

In this paper a relatively large package is described
that allows the setting into type of philological texts,
particularly those written about Greek literature or
poetry. Such texts require a large number of special
symbols, including the possibility of setting diacrit-
ical marks on every letter.

The first section explains my connection to the
Greek alphabets and my involvement with this par-
ticular project. I then explain why and how I de-
cided to design a new Greek font, inspired by the
typefaces used by the printing company Teubner.
The name of the package was chosen to honour this
small printing company that is so praised by philol-
ogists.

We then delve into the package functionality by
showing and briefly describing the plethora of dia-
critical marks and special accents that philologists
need.

These accents are not the only signs philolo-
gists require; they also need special marks for indi-
cating their interpolations or elisions from the cited
text specimens, for marking special pronunciations
or special alphabetic glyphs that are not present in
the standard alphabets.

Next, the environments for setting poetry are
examined; not only those for setting specific verses
with numbered lines, but also the metrae, verse in
which the syllables are substituted by their value for
the rhythmic and melodic declamation of poetry.

I conclude with some personal remarks about
the fact that the current package is a starting point,
not a finished work; feedback from philologists and
others will inspire further evolution of teubner.

2 Background

My connection to Greek fonts and Greek typesetting
dates back several years, when a friend of mine, a

professor of classical Greek in a nearby classical high
school, was complaining that she could not typeset
her class tests in Greek, as she could do in Latin.
I stated that with LATEX she should not have any
difficulty, but when I started searching on CTAN, I
could not find anything really suitable for her. At
that time I found only the excellent Greek fonts de-
signed by Silvio Levy [1] in 1987 but for a variety of
reasons I did not find them satisfactory for the New
Font Selection Scheme that had been introduced in
LATEX in 1994.

Thus, starting from Levy’s fonts, I designed
many other different families, series, and shapes,
and added new glyphs. This eventually resulted in
my CB Greek fonts that now have been available on
CTAN for some years. Many Greek users and schol-
ars began to use them, giving me valuable feedback
regarding corrections some shapes, and, even more
important, making them more useful for the com-
munity of people who typeset in Greek—both in
Greece and in other countries.

Then, one day I received an e-mail from a young
man, Paolo Ciacchi, from Trieste, Italy, who was
about to start work on his master’s thesis in classi-
cal Greek philology, and needed some extensions to
the available fonts and to the macros provided by
the babel option for typesetting Greek with multi-
accent spelling (i.e., with the polutoniko babel lan-
guage attribute when the greek language option is
selected).

Over time, his requests became quite extensive:

• a different typeface for purposes of emphasizing
quoted phrases or sentences;

• a multitude of commands for setting the specific
and quite specialized philological marks in the
critical text;

• these marks, where applicable, had to be usable
with both the Latin and the Greek alphabets;

• special signs for typesetting the metrae, the se-
quences of long and short marks that give the
rhythm of Greek and Latin verses;

• environments for typesetting poems with verse
numbering—even double numbering;

• new symbols for representing ancient monetary
and/or measure entities.

Ciacchi would also have liked to have the fa-
cilities offered by the package edmac, by John Lav-
agnino and Dominik Wujastyk [2]. Unfortunately,
edmac is based on the Plain TEX format and I was
not able to transfer them to the new LATEX2ε pack-
age I was writing for Ciacchi. Aside from my in-
expertness at tinkering with the output macros of
the LATEX format, I don’t think it is a good idea to
fiddle with these internal macros, unless one likes
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>En Ćrqň ľn å Lìgoc, kaÈ å Lìgoc ľn präc tän Jeìn,
kaÈ Jeìc ľn å Lìgoc. oÞtoc ľn ân Ćrqň präc Jeìn.
pĹnta difl aÎtoÜ âgèneto, kaÈ qwrÈc aÎtoÜ âgèneto oÎdà
ãn ç gègonen. ân aÎtÄ zwŸ ľn, kaÈ Ź zwŸ ľn tä fÀc
tÀn Ćntrÿpwn. kaÈ tä fÀc ân tň skotÐa faÐnei, kaÈ Ź
skotÐa aÎtä oÎ katèlaben.

Figure 1: Sample text set with the Olga-like Greek
typeface

to get into trouble and, if he’s lucky, end up with
something that is working with the current version
of LATEX— but may very well be incompatible with
the next version. In my opinion, this sort of opera-
tion can be carried out only by the LATEX team.

I must add that recently the package poemscol

by John Burt [3] was made available to the TEX
community. This package is dedicated to printing
anthologies of selected poems with adequate com-
ments and retrieval information of the sources. I
find it is a versatile instrument in the hands of a
scholar, suitable for publishing well designed poetry
books. This package has some of the philological
functionality that is missing from teubner, but it
deals only with poetry with numbered verses and
with end-notes; in other words, poemscol can set
end-notes whose numbers correspond to the verse
numbers. This could be implemented also in teub-

ner but I have preferred to avoid end-notes, since I
consider it unwieldy to look up the notes in a differ-
ent place from the current page.

poemscol provides the structures required to
produce a critical edition of the kind specified by
the Modern Language Association’s Committee on
Scholarly Editions, whereas these are not contained
in teubner; the latter is primarily dedicated to new
symbols and to low-level commands for formatting
philological text, in particular when the Greek al-
phabets are used.

3 The new typeface for emphasis

The standard “italic” Greek typeface used with ba-

bel when the CB fonts are used is an imitation of
the rather modern Olga typeface introduced by the
Greek Font Society and fully described in the in-
valuable book Greek Letters—From Tablets to Pix-

els [4]. A sample text composed with such a font
appears in figure 1.

However, classical philologists are rather con-
servative when it comes to typesetting, by and large,
and like to see their works typeset in the traditional
fonts that have always been used by the best pub-
lishing houses for this purpose. In this regard, I
discovered that the most authoritative publishing

>En Ćrqň ľn å Lìgoc, kaÈ å Lìgoc ľn präc tän Jeìn,

kaÈ Jeìc ľn å Lìgoc. oÞtoc ľn ân Ćrqň präc Jeìn.

pĹnta difl aÎtoÜ âgèneto, kaÈ qwrÈc aÎtoÜ âgèneto oÎdà

ãn ç gègonen. ân aÎtÄ zwŸ ľn, kaÈ Ź zwŸ ľn tä fÀc

tÀn Ćntrÿpwn. kaÈ tä fÀc ân tň skotÐa faÐnei, kaÈ Ź

skotÐa aÎtä oÎ katèlaben.

Figure 2: The same sample text, set with the
Lipsiakos Greek typeface

house is the B.G. Teubner Verlagsgesellschaft of Lip-
sia. The Greek typeface used by this publishing
house is very elegant and is highly praised by read-
ers; see, for example, [5]. In [4], the Teubner font
is thoroughly described, including explanations as
to why it is so widely used in scholarly works. This
font became so widespread that it received in Greece
the definitive name “Lipsiakos”.

Paolo Ciacchi eventually persuaded me to adopt
the Lipsiakos as the default typeface for emphasis
with teubner. As it happened, I had already started
remaking the Lipsiakos typeface with METAFONT.
By the end of this long process, I had also received
the assistance of Dimitrios Filippou who gave me in-
valuable suggestions for second order corrections of
each glyph. Eventually, the typeface design ended
up in a “final” version available on CTAN in both
METAFONT and PostScript Type 1 format. The
sample text of figure 1 reset with the Lipsiakos type-
face is shown in figure 2.

The teubner package automatically substitutes
the default “italic” Olga-like Greek typeface with
the more traditional Lipsiakos one, and defines new
commands and environments that extend the ba-

bel options available for typesetting Greek. Specif-
ically, it provides the commands \textDidot for
typesetting its argument in the “regular” upright Di-
dot Greek typeface, and \textLipsias for typeset-
ting its argument with the Lipsiakos typeface, and it
redefines \textlatin for inserting a phrase in Latin
characters within a text typeset in Greek.

All of these commands (and the declarations
\Lipsiakostext and \NoLipsiakostext), as well
as selecting a particular font, change the current
font encoding and the default language so that when
their action is finished the previous default encod-
ing and language are re-established. In this way
it is straightforward for scholars to write an article
mainly in, say, German, while inserting short (or
long!) text samples in Greek within the work.

4 Accents and other diacritical marks

Philologists need to stack several accents and/or di-
acritical marks over or under alphabetic signs. The
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Table 1: Accent macros

Example Syntax Example Syntax

Ă \‘{〈letter〉} »aw \ut{〈letters〉}

Ĺ \’{〈letter〉} ’ffia \Ab{〈letter〉}

~a \~{〈letter〉}1 ‘ffia \Gb{〈letter〉}

ð \"{〈letter〉} Vffia \Arb{〈letter〉}

ffia \u{〈letter〉} Cffia \Grb{〈letter〉}

Ůai \U{〈diphthong〉} ffîa \Asb{〈letter〉}

ffla \={〈letter〉} _ffia \Gsb{〈letter〉}
Ą \r{〈letter〉} ’ffla \Am{〈letter〉}
Ć \s{〈letter〉} ‘ffla \Gm{〈letter〉}
ò \Ad{〈letter〉} ~ffla \Cm{〈letter〉}
ñ \Gd{〈letter〉} Vffla \Arm{〈letter〉}
ó \Cd{〈letter〉} Cffla \Grm{〈letter〉}
Ľ \Ar{〈letter〉} @ffla \Crm{〈letter〉}
Č \Gr{〈letter〉} ffl̂a \Asm{〈letter〉}
Ś \Cr{〈letter〉} _ffla \Gsm{〈letter〉}
Ł \As{〈letter〉} \ffla \Csm{〈letter〉}
Ń \Gs{〈letter〉} >ffla \Sm{〈letter〉}
Š \Cs{〈letter〉} <ffla \Rm{〈letter〉}
í \c{〈letter〉} a| \iS{〈letter〉}
ú \semiv{〈letter〉}2 p. \d{〈letter〉}
�a \ring{〈letter〉}2 ffi"vi \bd{〈letter〉}

1 The circumflex accent may be obtained with \~ only if the

attribute polutoniko is specified for the Greek language with

babel v.3.7.
2 Most commands may be used also with Latin letters.

most obvious instance is when they have to typeset
poems (or even prose) inserting rhythmic accents
and melodic accents simultaneously; for example, a
grave accent over a macron. In other situations,
it is better (and recommended) to address the spe-
cific accented glyphs without resorting to the liga-
ture mechanism embedded into the CB Greek fonts.
We will discuss this later.

Thus, teubner defines stacking accent macros
that take into account the font slant in skewing the
accent stack. Also, end user macros are available
so as to allow the typesetter to put multiple accents
over any glyph. Philologists must also be able to put
accents over consonants, so even simple accents have
their own macros that accept any symbol as the al-
phabetic symbol to mark. It is therefore not partic-
ularly difficult to typeset ’ffia (\Ab{a}) or ‘fflw (\Gm{w})
or even s̀ (\‘{s}).

The sample text displayed in figure 2 has a
glitch: compare the words aÎtoÜ and aÎtÄ.1 They
display an evident difference in the initial diphthong;
for the first word, the marked upsilon has been ob-

1 This is the situation referred to earlier where it is best

to access accents directly. The glitch in the composition of

the sample text was intentionally not corrected in order to

show this difference.

Table 2: Accented vowel macros

\aa Ĺ \ag Ă \ac Ř

\asa Ł \asg Ń \asc Š

\ara Ľ \arg Č \arc Ś

\arai Ŋ \argi Ğ \arci Ţ

\ai ø \ar Ą \as Ć

\asi Ę \aai Ň

\ari Ě \agi Ď \aci Ť

\asai Ő \asgi Ŕ \asci Ű

\ha ă \hg Ÿ \hc ĺ

\hsa ć \hsg ń \hsc ł

\hra ą \hrg č \hrc ľ

\hrai ě \hrgi ğ \hrci ŋ

\hi ù \hr Ź \hs Ž

\hsi đ \hai ď

\hri İ \hgi Ĳ \hci ň

\hsai ę \hsgi ŕ \hsci ő

\wa ÿ \wg ř \wc À

\wsa ž \wsg ż \wsc Â

\wra ź \wrg ş \wrc Á

\wrai ¡ \wrgi ů \wrci Å

\wi ú \wr ś \ws š

\wsi ű \wai ĳ

\wri ţ \wgi ť \wci Ä

\wsai ¿ \wsgi £ \wsci Æ

\ia Ð \ig È \ic Ø

\isa Ò \isg Ó \isc Ú

\ira Ñ \irg Ë \irc Ù

\ir É \is Ê \id ð

\ida ò \idg ñ \idc ó

\ua Ô \ug Ì \uc Ü

\usa Ö \usg Œ \usc Þ

\ura Õ \urg Ï \urc Ý

\ur Í \us Î \ud ô

\uda ö \udg õ \udc œ

\ea è \eg à \er á

\esa ê \esg ë \era é

\es â \erg ã

\oa ì \og ä \oR1 å

\osa î \osg ï \ora í

\os æ \org ç
1 For homogeneity with the other command definitions the

command \oR should be spelled \or, but then it would pro-

duce incompatibilities due to the TEX primitive of the same

name.

tained with the accent macro \s{u} (the mnemonic
‘s’ stands for ‘smooth breath’), while for the second
word the ligature mechanism was invoked by writing
simply >u. With other typefaces you hardly notice
the difference, but with the Lipsiakos face the shape
of the upsilon makes it very evident that the kerning
between the initial alpha and the marked upsilon in
the second case is not effective.
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This is a drawback of the ligature mechanism,
which is otherwise so useful for keying in text: TEX
metric files only support kerning and ligature in-
formation for two characters at a time. Therefore,
some information is lost when you key in a>u, be-
cause it involves three characters, directly processed
by TEX. On the other hand, no information is lost
when you key in a\s{u} because, thanks to the pow-
erful LATEX2ε commands, \s{u} is mapped directly
to the glyph that represents Î, without resorting to
the ligature >u=⇒Î. Of course these refinements can
be thought of as second order refinements so as to
obtain the very best typesetting. For speeding up
the keying process in this particular case, there is
also available the command \us, but of course then
you must type a\us␣t~w| in order to obtain aÎtÄ.

Accent commands and accented vowel macros
are collected in tables 1 and 2. The mnemonics are
quite transparent; in any case, the package docu-
mentation accompanying teubner gives more details.
I would like to stress that these accent and accented
vowel macros are for fine-tuning the final typeset-
ting; the typesetter should not trouble to use them
before reaching the final step, and then only if some
irregularities are found in the letter kerning of spe-
cific words.

5 Philological signs

It would take us too far afield to describe here each
and every command related to the special philolog-
ical signs. In general, let us recall that philologists
insert such signs when they want to stress the point
that some letters in the transcription of an ancient
manuscript, papyrus, tablet, or the like, has been
replaced or interpolated by the scholar, or perhaps
that the original spelling is thought to be wrong
and the correction is specially marked. All these in-
stances received technical names and the commands
to produce them correspond to their full names or
are abbreviations; most are Latin names, but some-
times it’s difficult to distinguish a real Greek or
Latin name from a Latinized version of a Greek
name. In any case, philologists know very well their
meaning and can distinguish very easily which com-
mand to use for producing which sign.

Table 3 contains most, though not all, of the
specific commands defined in teubner. Some of them
have been already described, others are used for in-
serting the philological signs, and still others are
used for defining special signs used in philology.

In table 4, we have the commands and the lig-
atures that provide access to all the special symbols
that are included among the 256 glyphs of every CB

Greek font. Some of these symbols are accessible

Table 4: Greek and general symbols

” � (( { )) }
\GEodq „ \GEcdq “ : :
\GEoq ‚ \GEcq « ? ?
\ENodq “ \ENcdq ” ; ·
\stigma � \varstigma � \Stigma ̣
\coppa � \koppa � \Coppa ̧
\sampi � \Sampi ̩ \permill �
\digamma � \Digamma ̥ \euro €
\f � \F ̥ \shwa ə

through babel commands, so there is no need to re-
sort to the teubner extension package. Nevertheless,
it is useful to have them collected in a single table, so
as to know the differences between variants. Some
of these glyphs are used by the babel commands
\greeknumeral and \Greeknumeral: the teubner

package redefines both commands in order to rep-
resent the value ‘6’ with the digamma sign (which
is traditional with philologists), and it defines new
variant commands that use the stigma sign for the
value ‘6’ (which is more common in ecclesiastical
writings). The result can be seen in the following
examples:

if you type \greeknumeral{1996} you get ßaff«Şþ

if you type \Greeknumeral{1996} you get ßA�–Ãþ

if you type \greeknumeral*{1996} you get ßaff«˚þ

if you type \Greeknumeral*{1996} you get ßA�–—þ

6 Environments for poetry

teubner defines two kinds of environments for type-
setting poetry: the first deals with actual verse and
has three variants; the second deals with metrae,
which are the metric patterns describing rhythms of
verses and/or stanzas.

6.1 Environments for verse

The first verse environment, with the Latin name of
versi, typesets verses in block mode, with a sepa-
rator between each verse. Over the separator is a
sequence number. The left margin of the block may
be set with a descriptor, generally the overall refer-
ence to the group of verses. The result is as follows:

Mer. fr. 4 ênjfl å màn e[Êsplh]
68

jÌn Merìpwn kÐen. Ź

[dà dia]
69

prä aÊqemĺi sjĺtoc [êlassen.]
70

ç dfl âxèqutfl; oÎ gĂr [åmoØai ] [Ć]
71

jĹnatai

jnhtaØsi bol[aÈ katĂ]
72

gaØan Łsin. prh[[m]]n[ĺ-

c d. . . ]
73

thse. mèlac dà perie.[. . . ]
74

rw
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Table 3: Extended commands in teubner

Example Syntax Example Syntax

BaqÔlidec \textLipsias{〈text〉} {abg} \lesp{〈text〉}
BaqÔlidec \textDidot{〈text〉} • \LitNil

text \textlatin{〈text〉}
´
g \cap{〈letter〉}

(BaqÔlidec) \frapar{〈text〉}
)

\Coronis

( \lpar ! \lmqi

) \rpar : \rmqi

(?) \qmark !abg: \mqi{〈text〉}
v. v. v. \Dots[〈number〉] ? \lmqs

v. v. v. \DOTS[〈number〉] ; \rmqs

` ` ` \Dashes[〈number〉] ?abg; \mqs{〈text〉}

` ` ` \DASHES[〈number〉]
︷ ︷

abg \zeugma{〈text〉}
foo \ap{〈text〉} abg

︸ ︸

\siniz{〈text〉}

s \sinafia \paragr
.. \: \dparagr
... \; ⊗ \FinisCarmen
.... \? y \crux
.. .. \antilabe ‘abg ’ \apici{〈text〉}
| \| \apex

|| \dBar ∼ \responsio

||| \tBar
∫

\Int

[ \lbrk *a \star

] \rbrk **a \dstar

[abg] \ladd{〈text〉} ***a \tstar

[[abg]] \lladd{〈text〉} | | | | \,

<abg> \Ladd{〈text〉} | | || \!

<<abg>> \LLadd{〈text〉}  \OSN{〈digits〉}“ ”
abg \nexus{〈text〉}

^^^
abg \nesso{〈text〉}

AB
⌣

\Utie{〈2 letters〉} ahb \h

ajb \yod ab \shwa

aqb \q AÃB \F

aŞb \f í \semiv{〈letter〉}
hv \skewstack{〈base〉}{〈apex〉} ē. \md{〈letter〉}
ĕ. \Ud{〈letter〉} ‹̄e \mO{〈letter〉}

‹̆e \UO{〈letter〉} ‹e \Open{〈letter〉}

«
e \nasal{〈letter〉} d \cut{〈b |d |g〉}

D \dracma E \denarius

C \stater G \etos

A \hemiobelion B \tetartemorion
+
s \splus

×s \stimes

k>v \kclick

The second environment, Versi, sets verses in
display and separates stanzas with a blank line, just
as the standard verse LATEX environment. The pri-
mary change is that Versi labels the verses with a
numeric sequence which is printed every fifth ele-
ment. The result is like this:

 ta; prìsje qeirÀn bÐan

de[Ð]xomen; tĂ dfl âpiìnta da[Ðmo]n srineØ.
tìsfl eÒpen Ćrètaikmoc ąrwc;

t]Ĺfon dà naubĹtai
f]wtäc ÍperĹfanon

 j]Ĺrsoc; <AlÐou te gambrÀi qìlwsen łtor

The third environment, VERSI, is similar to
Versi with the addition that verses can be num-
bered according to two sequences: the outer one dis-
plays every fifth element, as before, while the inner
one may be turned on and off, but when it is on
displays every element. This composition looks like
this:
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 kèlomai polÔstonon

 ârÔken Õb rin; oÎ gĂr Ńn jèloi-

mfl Łmbroton ârannän >Ao [Üc
 ÊdeØn fĹoc, âpeÐ tinfl Žðjè [w

︸ ︸

n

 sÌ damĹseiac Ćèkon-

 ta; prìsje qeirÀn bÐan

 de[Ð]xomen; tĂ dfl âpiìnta da[Ðmw]n krineØ.“
 tìsfl eÚpen Ćrètaiqmoc ąrwc;

 t]Ĺfon dà naÔbatai
 f]wtäc ÍperĹfanon

  j]Ĺrsoc; v. v. v. v.

See the teubner package documentation for de-
tails on the input syntax.

6.2 Environment and commands for

metrae

Typesetting metrae requires both an alphabet— a
special font with the necessary symbols —and a se-
ries of commands and environments. Table 5 shows
most of the symbols that can be used within the
metric commands and environments.

Most commands define a single ‘note’, but a few
define frequently used rhythmic sequences and the
rhythms of common verses. Most important of all,
teubner provides a defining command \newmetrics,
similar to \newcommand, for defining new metric se-
quences. (More details are given in the documenta-
tion of the teubner package, as usual.) The impor-
tant point is thus not to memorize the multitude of
metric commands (although their names are either
full names or abbreviations that are commonly used
in philological texts), but rather to remember that
with the help of \newmetrics, one can encapsulate
frequently used sequences in a particular verse, so
as to save a substantial amount of input keying.

Metrae can generally be typeset within the
standard LATEX verse environment, but sometimes
it is necessary to use special constructs. In partic-
ular, a new environment bracedmetrics has been
defined in order to typeset metrae well aligned and
grouped together. With the help of this environ-
ment, it is not difficult to align various rhythms and
to group with vertical braces some rhythmic variants
that may appear in particular stanzas. For example,
the following metrae can be obtained with a bit of
work and attention:

blbblbbll
blbll

lbblbb
︷ ︷

ll
lbll
lbl||











lbblbbll
lbblbbl

}

bbld|||

Table 5: Metric symbols

Command Metric symbol

\longa l
\bbrevis c
\ubarbrevis d
\ubarsbrevis f
\corona »
\catal g
\anceps X
\ancepsdbrevis Z
\brevis b
\barbrevis i
\ubarbbrevis e
\coronainv –
\ElemInd »
\ipercatal h
\ubrevislonga k
\banceps Y
\hiatus H

\iam ilbl
\enopl blbblbbl
\aeolchorsor l

︷ ︷

bbbb
︷ ︷

bb
\2tr lblX lblX
\chor lbbl
\4MACRO llll
\hexam lbblbblbblbblbbll
\pentam ljljl||lbblbbl
\aeolicbii I
\aeolicbiii J
\aeolicbiv K

7 Conclusion

The teubner package is a complex project whose ulti-
mate usefulness may be evaluated only by the philol-
ogists. In my own opinion, some highly useful fea-
tures are still missing; in particular, integration with
the edmac Plain TEX package. As I explained in the
introduction, I believe that the particular function-
ality for setting footnotes in continuous lines with
the references tied to the line number of the critical
text must be implemented by the LATEX team only;
otherwise, sooner or later incompatibilities would
certainly show up.

I hope that the special arrangements for switch-
ing language and alphabet provided by teubner, to-
gether with its wealth of special symbols, will be
appreciated by scholars who can now typeset their
works in their mother tongue or another “language of
the trade”, while inserting specimens of philological
material written in another language with another
alphabet.
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As for the future of the teubner package, as long
as I am able I intend to implement whatever addi-
tional features I can, and certainly try to correct any
errors found by the users. At this writing, I have had
feedback from half a dozen philologists and the ac-
tual version 2 of this package is the result of their
constructive criticism.
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Typesetting in Bengali script using TEX

Palash B. Pal

Abstract

I will discuss various problems regarding typeset-
ting in Indian languages, with special reference to
the Bangla script. These problems include: con-
junct vowel symbols; conjunct consonants; non-
linear placement of glyphs; minimum glyph set not
unanimously agreed upon. I will also discuss how
an almost phonetic transcription in the input file
can produce true Bangla output.

1 Introduction

TEX was originally designed [1] to be an efficient
typesetter for scientific documents. The basic, or the
default, font was Roman, and mathematical symbols
appeared as control sequences. Some diacritical
marks and a few special symbols were also included
in the original TEX, making it possible to typeset
documents in most major languages of Western
Europe. The macro packages derived from TEX, like
the versatile LATEX or more specialized packages to
meet the needs for a specific society or a specific
journal, also inherit these characteristics of TEX.
Henceforth, whenever I mention TEX, it will mean
the original, unadorned TEX in addition with macro
packages like LATEX.

The design of TEX fonts is done through META

FONT [2]. Once one masters this language, one can
create any font containing any design, or shape, of
“letters”. Therefore, it was straightforward to create
Cyrillic fonts, Gothic fonts etc., as well as many
different font-shapes for the Roman font, such as the
blackboard bold fonts, the calligraphic fonts, etc.

Apart from the easy typesetting of mathemati-
cal formulas, TEX has many useful features. I need
not go through all of them, only indicate a few. TEX
files do not have any hidden commands (what you
see is what you have ordered); one can use macros to
make typesetting simple; the contents, the running
page headings etc can be programmed, and so on.

For many of these reasons, it was desirable to
create fonts so that the languages using other scripts
can also take advantage of TEX —not only to write
mathematical articles in these scripts, but also for
simple typesetting of the plain text of a novel, for
example. In addition, several macro packages were
necessary so that the default fonts, styles, etc., for
TEX can be set for these scripts.
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� �✂✁ ✄ ☎✆ ✝ ✞
✟ ✠ ✡ ☛

☞ ✌ ✍ ✎ ✏✑ ✒ ✓ ✔ ✕✖ ✗ ✘ ✙ ✚
✛ ✜ ✢ ✣ ✤✥ ✦ ✧ ★ ✩✪ ✫ ✬ ✧ ✭✮ ✯ ✰ ✱ ✲✳ ✴ ✵ ✶ ✷

Figure 1: The Bangla alphabet. The vowels first,
the consonants second.

Recently, I have developed such a package for
our language Bangla∗ [3]. The purpose of this article
is to outline the development of this package, and to
discuss some issues arising from it.

2 The writing system

2.1 The alphabet

The Bangla alphabet derives from the Brahmi and
Kharoshthi alphabets that were in vogue more than
two thousand years ago. (The same can be said
about most other alphabets used in India today.)
The arrangement of letters in these alphabets follow
a very logical pattern—the vowels and the conso-
nants are kept separately, and the consonants are
arranged according to the point of articulation of
the corresponding phonemes. In Fig. 1, I show the
Bangla alphabet.

To create the fonts, one might start with coding
the letters in the alphabet, but troubles arrive even
at this stage. Some people might want to say that
in the list of vowels, there should be one more,
indicated by the suspicious gap in the second row
of vowels. Indeed, in older primers of the language,
this space used to be occupied by another “letter”
which stood for the vocalic /l/ sound as in the final
syllable of the English word little. This was a legacy
of the Vedic language, and neither the letter nor the
sound was ever used in Bangla. Even those who
would like to include it in the alphabet would agree
that it has no function in writing Bangla. So most

∗ Bangla (or “Bengali”, as it is often written in English) is
a language with more than 200 million native speakers. It is
the national language of Bangladesh, and the state language
of two Eastern states of India— West Bengal and Tripura.
The Bangla script, with minor variations on a few letters,
is used to write other languages of northeastern India, e.g.,
Assamese.

primers and dictionaries now omit this letter from
the alphabet, and we find it reasonable to do so.

Once this decision is taken, one can design the
letters in a straightforward manner. However, the
story just starts there. There are two important
issues to be addressed before the font design can
be complete. First, we see that the number of
vowels and consonants are much larger than that
in the Roman alphabet. So one has to decide how
to access the letters from the keyboard. Second,
a font does not contain only letters. There are the
punctuation marks, the numerical symbols, possibly
some diacritical marks, and so on. All such symbols,
together with the letters, are called glyphs. Before
constructing a font for a certain script, one thus has
to determine what is the minimum glyph set. This
is a non-trivial task for an Indian script like Bangla,
as we will discuss in detail below. Most of these
issues are not specific to Bangla, but are common to
other Indian scripts.

We will address the second issue first, and then
come back to the first one.

2.2 Conjunct vowel symbols

We have already shown the vowels in Fig. 1. How-
ever, these symbols are used only if the vowel sound
occurs alone in a syllable, or at the beginning of a
syllable, i.e., if the syllables are of the form [V] or
[VC].† Examples:�✂✁ ✩

ām ( mango )✆✸✖
ut. ( camel )

However, if the syllable has a vowel elsewhere, e.g.,
has the form [CV] or [CVC], the vowel symbol at-
taches itself to the preceding consonant symbol, and
takes a different form. For example:✩ ✁

mā ( mother )✖ ✹ ✥
t.up ( sound of dripping water )

Notice the differences. The /ā/ sound is written
as ✺ �✂✁✼✻ in a [V] or [VC] syllable, but only as ✺ ✁✼✻
attached to the preceding consonant symbol in [CV]
or [CVC] syllables. The sound /u/ appears as a
little attachment to the bottom of a consonant if
this consonant is in the same syllable. And so on
for other vowels as well.

So far, this means that we need to double
the number of vowel glyphs to accommodate the
conjunct vowel symbols as well as the pure vowel
symbols. It need not be as simple as that, as we will
see.

† We will denote syllables by square brackets, where V
will denote a generic vowel sound and C a consonant sound.
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2.3 Conjunct consonant symbols

The consonants also often do not appear in their
simplest form in writing. If two consonant sounds
occur within a word which are not separated by any
vocalic sound, the two are often represented by a
conjunct symbol. Let me provide a few examples:✽✿✾❁❀❃❂❅❄❇❆ ❈❉✾❊❈❋❂❍●■❆ ❏❑✾▼▲◆❂❅❖◗P
Roughly speaking, the first consonant takes an ab-
breviated form which attaches itself to the top or to
the left of the second consonant symbol.

Although not all possible combinations of two
consonants are used in writing, the number of al-
lowed combinations is huge. Moreover, there can be
conjuncts of three consonants as well, although in
this case the third one must be the member of a few
select consonants: /y/, /r/, /l/, /w/. For example:❏❑✾▼❘❊✾▼❙❚❂❱❯❲❆❳❘❨✾❁❘❨✾❁❩❬❂❱❭❲❆❳✽✿✾❁❀■✾❁❙❬❂❫❪
All such combinations need to be accommodated in
the font in some way or other, and it is no easy task.

2.4 A short history of the Bangla glyph set

Large scale printing started in Bengal in the 19th
century. From the beginning to about the middle
of the 20th century, printing was done exclusively
on letter presses. In these machines, one used a
rectangular matrix mold for each character. These
matrices were arranged one after another to produce
a line of text. The matrix molds for one line
of text were then held between two metal plates,
usually called “lead”. Such lines were then arranged
vertically to form a page. All lines in a page were
finally held together by a piece of string and the
impression of the page was taken on paper.‡

The matrix molds for single characters could
not be placed vertically on one another without
a lead separating them. This posed a problem.
Conjunct consonants are stacked vertically in most
cases. It was impossible to use the matrices for
single consonants and stack them vertically to ob-
tain the conjunct consonants. Therefore, one had
to have matrices not only for the simple consonants,
but separate ones for each possible conjunct.

This list included not only the conjunct con-
sonants, but some conjunct vowels as well. For
example, consider the symbol for the sound /u/ in
the non-initial positions in a syllable, which will be
represented by the symbol /+u/. The symbol is
called u-kar. It looks like a little knot below the
consonant. It was impossible to produce this effect
by using a separate matrix for the u-kar. One had

‡ In fact, one did not take an impression of a single page

but of several pages together, but this detail is irrelevant for

us.

to have separate matrices for /ku/, /bu/, /mu/, and
many more. What was worse, one needed separate
matrix molds for the u-kar attached to conjunct
consonants such as /s+t/, /s+t+r/ and so on. The
same problem existed for other conjunct vowels, and
in each case one had to have a complete set of
matrices for all consonants attached to this vowel.
In the middle part of the 19th century when Ishwar
Chandra Vidyasagar standardized the glyph set,
about 1000 glyphs were necessary for typesetting
Bangla.

The situation improved a bit with kerned
molds, but the real revolution in Bangla printing
occurred in the 1930s, when lino printing was intro-
duced. In a lino machine, one uses mirror images
of the matrices for different glyphs, arrange them
to form a line of text, and pour molten metal on
it to produce a matrix mold for the entire line.
The problem was that lino machines had room for
only about 200 glyphs. Hence it was necessary to
devise new strategies for typesetting Bangla in lino
machines.

Two main strategies were employed. First,
symbols like u-kar appeared not vertically to the
bottom of a consonant but slightly to the bottom
right corner of it. This eliminated a few dozens
of matrix molds for u-kar attached to various con-
sonants and conjunct consonants. If you add the
reduction from other conjunct vowel symbols, the
reduction amounted to several hundreds.

Second, the conjunct consonants themselves
were typeset a little differently. Rather than the
two consonant symbols joining in the vertical direc-
tion, the first consonant was typeset in a somewhat
midget form to the left of the second one. For
example,

✽✿✾❁❘❵❴❑❛
→ ❜ ❘❝❆ ❏❑✾❁❞❝❴❢❡

→

❖❣❞
The advantage was that, the same glyph for a
“broken” /n/ could now be used in front of any other
consonant. So, instead of all glyphs of the form /n/
plus some other consonant(s), one could make do
with just a single glyph for /n/.

With these two strategies, the number of nec-
essary glyphs were reduced to the number that a
lino machine could support, and Bangla typesetting
entered into a new era.

2.5 Non-linear arrangement of glyphs

There was another big problem, which was not
solved by lino printing.

Consider the conjunct vowel symbol for the
vowel sounds /+e/ and /+i/. We show how they
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appear when they attach themselves to the conso-
nant ❤ , representing the sound /k/:

❤❨✐❊❥❧❦❱♠♥❤✂♦ ❤❊✐▼♣q❦srt❤
The problem now shows. The conjunct vowel sym-
bols for these two vowels appear before the conso-
nants, although phonetically the vowel sounds ap-
pear later. In other words, the glyphs cannot be
typeset in the order in which the sounds appear in
the spoken word.

The problem continues with some other sym-
bols for conjunct vowels. What happens with the
/+o/ sound is curious:§

❤❨✐❊✉✈❦❱♠◗❤❁✇
Notice that the symbol for /+o/ appears in two
parts — one part (which looks like the symbol for
/+e/) goes to the left of the consonant, whereas
the other (which looks like the symbol for /+ā/)
goes to the right. There are two special conjunct
symbols for the diphthongs /+oi/ and /+ou/, which
also have this problem of non-linearity.

3 Matters of outlook

When one starts to design a typeface for any script,
one has to face several questions; and if the typeface
is to be constructed with a new technology, the
questions become more intriguing.

Take an example from the Roman typeface.
Typewriters had monospaced fonts, i.e., all charac-
ters had equal width. Consequently, the symbols for
the number zero (0) and the capital letter O looked
pretty similar, sometimes identical. This created
a problem for computers, because substituting one
for the other would send incorrect signals to the
computer. However, looking at the file, it would
be difficult to spot the error. So, in the early days
of line printers, the number zero started to appear
with a cross mark through it. This was a welcome
change, because it reduced confusion.

Then came laser printers. Try to imagine a
person trying to develop a font for this new tech-
nology. The print quality of laser printers is much
better than that of typewriters or line printers, and
the fonts need not be mono-spaced. So maybe,
even without a cross mark through zero, the two
symbols could be distinguishable. The font-maker
would now face the question: should he go back
to the traditional design where the difference would
now be appreciable, or should he maintain the cross
mark running through zero in order to make the
distinction more pronounced, something that will be
obvious even in handwriting? To my knowledge, all

§ By /o/, we represent the vowel sound of the word ‘role’,
not that of ‘rock’.

laser fonts have taken the former option, and I think
it is a pity. There are similar issues regarding ‘2’ and
‘z’ (where the second one is often hand-written with
a horizontal cross mark in the middle in order to
avoid confusion), or regarding the number one (1)
and the lowercase letter ‘ell’ (l), which had a single
key on most typewriters.

There will be many such questions for Bangla.
One class of questions would involve the shapes of
the glyphs. As I already mentioned, lino printing
simplified the shapes a lot. The change in that case
was prompted by the restriction on the total number
of glyphs. In a computer font, one can accommodate
much larger number of glyphs. Therefore the first
question is: should we forget about the reforms
implemented by lino printing, or should we go back
to the traditional designs?

The answer need not be a clear yes or no. In
some cases, it is easy and convenient to go back
to the traditional design. Consider for example the
issue about the u-kar. It is easy for METAFONT to
define a glyph with zero width where the character
appears to the left of the cursor. In other words,
while processing the u-kar, the cursor does not move
further to the right, so that the symbol for u-kar

appears below the preceding consonant.

①♥② ③⑤④⑦⑥ ⑧⑩⑨ ③❷❶ ❸ ❹ ❺ ❸ ❹⑦❻ ❼ ❼ ❻ ❽ ❼ ❾ ❽ ❼ ❿ ➀ ❼ ➁ ❻ ❻➃➂ ➄ ➅ ➆◗❾ ➇➉➈⑦➊ ➄ ➋ ➄ ➌ ❹ ➆ ➋⑤❾ ❾ ➁➎➍ ➊ ➋ ➄ ➏ ➐⑦➄ ➑ ❸ ➑ ➒ ➄ ➋ ➓

➔➔➔➔ ➔
➔

➔➔➔ ➔
➔

➔➔➔➔ ➔
➔

→ ➣↔ ➣↕ ➣➙ ➣ ➛ ➣
➜ ➣

↔↕➙ ➛
➜

→ ➝↔ ➝
↕ ➝

➙ ➝ ➛ ➝

➜ ➝
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Figure 2: Design for the conjunct vowel symbol
for /+u/. The vertical line denotes the cursor.

In some other cases, however, I felt it would
be preferable to keep the lino reform. There were
some conjunct consonants which, in the traditional
method, were non-transparent. This means that,
looking at the glyph for the conjunct consonant, one
could not make out which consonant sounds they
contain, because the glyph for the conjunct did not
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resemble a superposition of the glyphs of the compo-
nent consonants. In the lino style, such glyphs were
discarded in favor of two different glyphs, a “broken”
one for the initial consonant and the full one for
the later one. They were therefore transparent, and
it would make more sense to keep these reformed
shapes.

In fact, in some cases we can do better than
the lino. Consider for example the symbol for the
sound /r/ when it appears as the final component
of a conjunct consonant cluster (we will call it the
symbol for /+r/). It then shows as a curvy line at
the bottom of the rest of the cluster, like this:

❰ÐÏ▼Ñ❃Ò➴Ó▼Ô ÕÖÏ▼Ñ❃Ò×ÕØ
Lino fonts had to have separate glyphs for each

such conjunct. However, in our computer fonts, only
one curvy line, extended to the left of the cursor
in a zero-width character, can do most of the job.
Notice that consonants like

❰
(/p/) or

Õ
(/g/) have

a vertical bar near the right end. If the distance
between this vertical bar and the right end is kept
the same for all such consonants, it is trivial to
adjust the glyph for /+r/ so that it attaches exactly
to the bar.

An important comment has to be made here. It
is to be understood that we are trying to reduce the
number of glyphs, but not in order to avoid more
work in the design stage. Neither are we doing it as
a desperate solution for accommodating all glyphs
into a standard font which can contain 256 charac-
ters. The point is that one doesn’t need unnecessary
complication. A more advanced technology should
be capable of making more adjustments, and so a
fewer number of glyphs might be able to produce
the same (or even a better) output than what could
have been done by a less advanced technology with
a larger number of glyphs.

4 Input of characters

4.1 Posing the question

We now come to a question which was raised earlier
but was not addressed. After we create the font,
how do we input the characters into a file?

The question is serious for Bangla and other
Indian languages firstly for the sheer number of
glyphs. Even after cutting down on the number
through various techniques as described above, it
is not possible to fit all glyphs on a keyboard unless
one is ready to deal with a much larger keyboard.
This is the main reason why good typewriters did
not develop for the Indian scripts. As a result, the
input procedure of characters remains unsettled.

However, the number of glyphs is not the only
problem. There are others. Take, for example, the
letters corresponding to the sibilant sounds. In the
Roman alphabet, there are two of these: /s/ and
/z/ — the first one unvoiced and the second voiced.
In Bangla, there is no voiced sibilant consonant.
There are two unvoiced sibilant phonemes, a palatal
sound (like /sh/ in English ‘shot’) and an alveolar
one (like /s/ in ‘sit’), and two letters for them.
However, Sanskrit had also a retroflex sibilant sound
and a letter for it, as do some modern South-
Indian languages. Bangla and other northern Indian
languages do not really have the retroflex sound but
carry the letter as a legacy to Sanskrit. So, in total,
there are three sibilant consonants. Add with them
the ‘broken’ forms which can be used as the initial
component in a conjunct consonant, and you have
six. Let us now ask the simple question: how are
we going to input these six different things into a
computer file?

This is less of a problem in WISYWIG word
processors. You could have the six things bound
to certain keys so that pressing those keys would
give you these characters on the screen. But for
TEX, the issue is different. Here, the input file
contains ASCII characters only. Thus it is desirable
to have the input file in such a way that the phonetic
correspondences are recognizable. In other words,
if we choose the upper-case ‘Y’ to represent the
letter for the alveolar /s/, it would not be very nice
because the source file will not be readable. It would
be extremely difficult to edit such a file.

4.2 Use of control sequences

To my knowledge, there are two alternatives for
producing a TEX input file which is at least roughly
phonetic. One is to use control sequences.

This was indeed the strategy taken by an earlier
Bangla font designed by Abhijit Das [4]. To use
his font, one can type \kh to obtain the consonant
‘ Ù ’, or \th to obtain ‘ Ú ’. Indeed, the consonant ‘ Ù ’
pronounces like an aspirated /k/, and ‘h’ can be
taken as the indication for aspiration. The usual
rules for the Roman transcription of Bangla (and
other Indian) names uses ‘kh’ to denote this letter.

So this looks like a pleasant solution, until you
realize that TEX has to know where the control
sequence ends, so you need to leave a space in
the input file right after using this sequence. The
space has to appear even if the intended letter
appears at the beginning or in the middle of a word.
Consequently, the words will not appear together
in the input file, and it will be a constant problem
while trying to edit the file. If, on the other hand,
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one protects the control sequence within braces, it
will mean too much typing for producing just one
letter —five to be precise, including the open and
closed braces, the backslash, and the letters ‘kh’.

The use of control sequences terminating with
a non-letter character could have been a more eco-
nomic solution. For example, the macro for the
intended character could have been \kh. instead
of \kh without the period. While typing, four
keystrokes would have been needed, and words could
have been kept together as well. But this solution
was not taken by the package created by Das [4].

Of course it is not mandatory to input the letter
as a control sequence; instead, one may input the
letter directly. In this case, the letter in question
occupies position number 75 in his font, the number
which is taken by the capital letter ‘K’ in ASCII.
Thus, within the font, if one types ‘K’ (i.e., shift+k),
one will also obtain the same letter. One can then
take capitalization (in the input file) as a sign of
aspirated consonants.

Unfortunately, this approach would not take us
very far. In fact, the previously cited \th, which is
an aspirated form of the consonantal soft /t/ sound
and pronounces almost like the consonant in the
English word ‘thaw’, occupies position number 122,
which in ASCII is the place for lower case ‘z’. If
we have to write ‘z’ in place of the sound /th/ in
the input file, we will be far from a phonetic input
file. Moreover, since the sheer number of characters
exceeds the number of keys on the keyboard, there
will always be some characters which could not be
typed directly from the keyboard.

4.3 Use of ligatures

For the reasons stated above, I have not used control
characters at all. Instead, I have used ligatures. In
the input file, if we have ‘k’, TEX gets ready to
typeset the letter for the /k/ sound (Û ), but also
receives information from the ligature table not to
do it quite yet. If the next input character happens
to be ‘h’, it forgets about the letter it picked up, and
picks up the letter for the /kh/ sound ( Ü ) instead.

The method is used for the Roman fonts as
well, and is described in the METAFONT book [2].
However, the number of ligatures necessary in a
Roman font is very few — ‘fi’, ‘ff’, ‘ffi’, ‘fl’ and ‘ffl’.
On the other hand, for my Bangla font, there are
ligatures starting with about 80 characters, and in
most cases there are multiple possibilities for the
completion of the ligature.

Of course, when there are so many ligatures,
one has to be very careful not to create too many.
For example, if you want to use ‘kh’ as a ligature,

you have to be careful that the need for typesetting
‘k’ and ‘h’ separately will either not arise at all or
will arise only very rarely, in which case the ligature
must be broken manually, by enclosing one of the
letters within a pair of braces. This, in my opinion,
was the hardest part in the design of the fonts,
but so far I have not heard any complaint about
it. For the most part, I have been able to use the
standard combinations which are used in Romanized
transcription of Bangla words.

Things would have been easier if METAFONT

had one additional feature. In the ligature file,
you can replace any combination AB (of course the
letters are symbolic here) by only A, or by only B

(i.e., tell TEX to ignore one of the components of
a ligature), or by C (i.e., tell TEX to forget both
and use a third one). However, I found no way of
replacing AB by CD, i.e., by two (or possibly more)
new characters. It could have helped very much,
although I managed somehow without it.

4.4 The missing vowel symbol

There is another interesting aspect of the Indian
scripts that we have not touched before. The first
vowel of the alphabet, whose sound will be denote
by /a/ (in Bangla, it sounds roughly like the vowel
sound in the English word ‘rock’), is left out of
the written representation when attached after a
consonant in a syllable. In other words, just the
consonant letter written by itself implies that the
vowel sound /a/ is attached to it. Thus, for example,
if you want to typeset ‘rock’ in Bangla (there is such
a word, although it means something completely
different), it would be sufficient to typeset ‘rk’. But
obviously that will not look very phonetic.

I found a solution to this problem when I re-
alized that no special sign needs to be created for
/+o/. As already mentioned, the symbol for /+o/
is a combination of the symbols /+e/ and /+ā/.
Thus, the space for ‘o’ is “free” in some sense, and
so I have put a null letter in its place. It means
that if you type an ‘o’ in your source file, it will
not produce anything in the output. Therefore, you
can type ‘rok’ to obtain the word which sounds like
‘rok’, and certainly it looks phonetic.

I have to make a special comment about other
Indian languages here. In most other major lan-
guages of India, the first vowel is not pronounced
as it is in Bangla. Rather, it is pronounced like
a short /ā/, something like the vowel sound of the
English word ‘mud’. For these languages therefore,
my solution will not be very attractive. For Bangla,
however, it seems quite acceptable.
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4.5 The question of non-linearity

Finally, the question of non-linear arrangements of
characters has to be addressed. As I mentioned
earlier, the conjunct vowel signs for /e/ and /i/
appear before the related consonant, and the sign for
conjunct /o/ appears on both sides. For example,
suppose we want to write the word ‘pen’ in Bangla.
(This word has been borrowed from English, so it
is a Bangla word as well.) How would we have to
typeset it? Not as pen, but as epn. Needless to say,
this is not phonetic.

I have used a control sequence to get rid of this
trouble. I have made the following definition:

\def\*#1*#2{o\null{#2}{#1}}

In short, it reverses the order of two things. Thus,
the word ‘pen’ can now be typeset as ‘\*p*en’,
because the symbol after the second star sign would
be typeset first, as needs to happen for Bangla.
The advantage is that one can disregard the star
signs while reading from the screen, thus obtaining
a phonetic transcription.

5 Afterthoughts

The quality of a font is of course ultimately deter-
mined by its users. It is not easy to foresee a time
when commercial editions of Bangla novels would be
typeset in TEX, just as it is difficult to find many
English novels which have been typeset in TEX.
However, there are many academic books in English
and other European languages which are typeset
in TEX. If this can be done in Bangla as well, it
will be reap great benefits. The publishers will love
it if the authors write their books in LATEX which
they won’t have to typeset. In a limited market like
that for Bangla books, the resulting savings in the
typesetting cost can prove to be very valuable.

The first Bangla book that came out in my fonts
is a book on Bangla phonetics authored by me [5].
It is easy to say that it is the first, because it came
out before I made the fonts public. It might even
be the first book in any Indian language typeset in
LATEX. I am happy to say that since then, a few
other books have come out as well, including some
which are not written by me. Let’s see what lies in
the future.
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interactiveworkbook: LATEX-based

interactive PDF on the Web

Jonathan Kuhn

Abstract

The package interactiveworkbook gives the user
the ability to write LATEX documents which, ulti-
mately, create interactive question-and-answer
Portable Document Format (PDF) tutorials meant
to be used by Internet distance learning students
(Kuhn, 1999).

1 Introduction

Combining interactivity with the display of math-
ematical notation is important for online distance
learning. The interactive PDF (Adobe, 1999a;
Adobe, 1999b) tutorials created using interactive-

workbook are meant to mimic a classroom discus-
sion situation. The interactive PDF tutorial pro-
gram responds in either a positive or negative way
to an Internet student’s answers to a variety of ques-
tions, including multiple choice (multiple and single
answer), fill-in-the-blank, true/false and matching
type problems. The fact that the interactive PDF tu-
torial is LATEX-based allows both the program ques-
tions and responses to student answers to be very
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explanatory and, in particular, to freely use mathe-
matical notation.

Achieving interactivity with the display of
mathematical notation is difficult on the Internet.
The Internet is presently based on the Hypertext
Markup Language (HTML) which essentially does
not allow for mathematical notation. Not surpris-
ingly, a fair bit of effort has been devoted in the
last few years to finding a solution to this problem.
The World Wide Web Consortium, which manages
HTML, has prepared a Mathematical Markup Lan-
guage (MathML) (Sutor and Dooley, 1998; W3C,
2001). The computer company IBM has produced
a plug-in for Netscape Navigator and Microsoft
Internet Explorer called techexplorer Hypermedia

Browser (Sutor and Dooley, 1998). The interac-
tive PDF approach used in this paper has been used
by others, in particular, D.P. Story (1999) and T.
Merz (1998). An initial version of interactive-

workbook, called pdfflash, was written by A. Mont-
gomery (1998).

2 Creating an interactive PDF question

A simple example of the use of interactivework-

book, to create an interactive PDF multiple choice
question with multiple answers using check boxes, is
given below.

\documentclass[dvips]{article}

\usepackage{interactiveworkbook}

\begin{document}

\questionandresponses{check}

{ques1.pdf}{questionindex.pdf}{ques3.pdf}

{Question 2. $\;$ This is a multiple

check box question where more than one

answer can be correct.\\

\begin{center}

\checkone {\boldmath $0.94$}

\answercheckone{Off} $\;$

\checktwo {\boldmath $0.95$}

\answerchecktwo{Off}$\;$

\checkthree {\boldmath $0.96$}

\answercheckthree{On} $\;$

\checkfour {\boldmath $0.97$}

\answercheckfour{Off} $\;$

\checkfive {\boldmath $0.98$}

\answercheckfive{On}

\end{center}

}

{Yes, correct.}

{No, try again.}

\end{document}

Using a LATEX → DVI → PS → PDF process,
three PDF pages (which, together, are called an in-
teractive PDF question), are generated by this sam-
ple LATEX file. These three pages include a question
(first) page, correct response (second) page and in-
correct response (third) page. In addition to the
question text and check boxes, there are a number
of navigational buttons appearing at the bottom of
all of these pages. Depending on the navigational
button clicked, the user is passed either between the
three pages of this interactive PDF question, or out-
side of this interactive PDF question, to another in-
teractive PDF question.

2.1 The \questionandresponses command

The command \questionandresponses used in the
sample LATEX file above has seven arguments.

The first argument, “check”, tells interactive-

workbook that check boxes are used in this partic-
ular question. This first argument may take on one
of four values: check, popup, field or radio.

The second, third and fourth arguments name
the PDF files that a user passes to when clicking
on the Previous, Index and Next navigational but-
tons, respectively. In this case, a user passes back
to the first question, ques1.pdf, when clicking on
the Previous question, ques3.pdf, when clicking on
the Next button.

The question asked is given in the fifth ar-
gument. Five check boxes, \checkone, . . . ,
\checkfive, are used, where the five possible
choices are 0.94, . . . , 0.99. The third and
fifth choices, in this case, are correct, because
\answercheckthree and \answercheckfive are
“On” and the other three are “Off”. The correct
answers are not displayed to the user on any of the
three pages of the interactive PDF question, and are
only shown on the two response pages after clicking
on an Answer button.

Correct response and incorrect response com-
ments are given in the sixth and seventh arguments,
respectively. The correct response comment, in this
case, is “Yes, correct.”, whereas the incorrect re-
sponse comment is “No, try again.”. These com-
ments appear below the question on the correct re-
sponse and incorrect response pages, respectively, of
the interactive PDF file.

2.2 Interactive index PDF page

In addition to the interactive PDF question, there
is one other kind of interactive PDF document gen-
erated by interactiveworkbook, called an inter-
active PDF index page. The interactive PDF index
page can be used to tie a collection of interactive
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PDF questions into an exercise of related questions.
Consider the following example.

\documentclass[dvips]{article}

\usepackage{interactiveworkbook}

\begin{document}

\exerciseintroduction{Index. This is an

index of four interactive PDF questions.}

\vspace{.2in}

\exerquessetupone{ques1.pdf}

\exerquessetuptwo{ques2.pdf}

\exerquessetupthree{ques3.pdf}

\exerquessetupfour{ques4.pdf}

\begin{center}

\begin{tabular}{|lc|} \hline

Question 1. & \exerquesone \\ \hline

Question 2. & \exerquestwo \\ \hline

Question 3. & \exerquesthree \\ \hline

Question 4. & \exerquesfour \\ \hline

\end{tabular}

\end{center}

\end{document}

The introduction to the exercise, begin-
ning “Index. This is an . . . ”, is given as the
argument of \exerciseintroduction. Also,
\exerquessetupone, for example, specifies the
user passes to the first interactive PDF question,
ques1.pdf, when clicking on a rectangular button
defined by \exerquesone.

3 interactiveworkbook

The two sample LATEX files given above were written
using the WinEdt editor. They have been executed
using the MiKTEX version of LATEX on a Pentium
II 32 Meg RAM, 6 Gig hard disk, 266 MHz Aptiva
PC. One style file, interactiveworkbook.sty, was
located in the /tex/latex/graphics directory and
a number of supporting Encapsulated PostScript
(EPS) files (Adobe, 1999c; McGilton and Campione,
1992; Flanagan, 1998) were located in the same di-
rectory as the two sample LATEX files.

The package interactiveworkbook.sty, EPS

files, some sample interactive PDF files, and a
readme are contained in the self-extracting zip
file, interactiveworkbookzip.exe, which can be
downloaded from

http://www.pnc.edu/faculty/jkuhn/research/

research.html

or from CTAN at
http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/macros/

latex/contrib/interactiveworkbook.

After making sure Adobe Acrobat 4.0 or later is
installed and setting the File | General Preferences
| Magnification | Default Zoom preferences to “Fit
in Window”, click on one of the PDF files, such as
ndex.pdf, say, to begin the interactive session.
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Font Forum

Multiple Master math extension fonts

D. Men’shikov, A. Kostin, and M. Vulis

Abstract

From its inception, TEX has relied on the concept
of extensible (composite) characters to implement
large glyphs that occur in mathematical typeset-
ting. While thousands of papers have been suc-
cessfully written using this technology, it neverthe-
less has obvious shortcomings. This article demon-
strates them, as well as an alternative solution, free
from the problems.

1 Problems with the traditional approach

The extensible glyphs in TEX are composed out of
several smaller characters, and, in some cases, rules.
The construction itself is carried either by code in-
side the TEX compiler itself, using the special infor-
mation in the .tfm files, or by macros, implemented
as part of the format. We will consider each in turn.

1.1 Extensions done by TEX

An example of extensible glyphs constructed within
TEX is the construction of large delimiters, such as
brackets. In this case, a vertical segment is inserted
to stretch the delimiters vertically:

Figure 1: Vertical delimiters

One of the shortcomings of the extensible char-
acters is that some character shapes do not lend
themselves to the insertion of extension pieces; for
example, angle brackets are not extensible. Thus,
when used to encompass a large formula, they would
not scale to the required size. For example, the in-
put:1

1 \emptyfbox is a macro which makes a frame box of the

specified width and height, used to avoid printing large black

squares in this journal.

$\left< \emptyfbox{1cm}{1cm} \over

\emptyfbox{1cm}{1cm} \right>$

results in

〈 〉

.

A variant of the situation is TEX’s treatment
of the radical symbol: while the vertical extension
is driven by the .tfm information, the horizontal
bar is supplied by the TEX program itself— and in
this case, the bar is a rule, rather than an extension
character.

Figure 2: Radical delimiters

In the above picture, the rule component is
shown filled.

The problem with the use of rule components
in building a composite symbol is that rules are
subjected to different roundoff rules than charac-
ters. With DVI files and bitmap fonts, these round-
off errors could in principle be handled by careful
calculations within the TEX program and the DVI

driver; but in the modern world of scalable fonts and
PS/PDF targeting this becomes an impossibility.

For instance, the picture below shows a snap-
shot of a square root constructed by PdfTEX:
The underlying TEX code is simply

$ \sqrt{\emptyfbox{1cm}{2cm}} $

Depending on factors such as the magnification
used in the PDF previewer and the resolution of the
output device, the rule may be thinner, or thicker,
or above, or below the part of the sqrt glyph it
is supposed to connect to smoothly. Sometimes it
might even fit correctly.

The root of the problem is that glyph rounding
is subject to font hinting, while the thickness and
positioning of rules is not precisely controllable by
the PS/PDF rendering.
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Figure 3: Incorrect radical

1.2 Extensions done by macros

The second type of extension mechanism is via TEX
macros. This is typically used to construct long hor-
izontal symbols, as done by commands similar to
\underbrace:

Figure 4: Underbrace extension

Once again, we get mismatches in the width
and positioning of the connecting rules comparing
to that of the symbols used in the middle and at the
ends of the long brace. A snapshot:

Figure 5: Incorrect extensible braces

1.3 Shading characters

A third problem with extensible characters is that
sometimes (usually, in slides) it is desirable to out-
line, or shade characters; this cannot be done cor-
rectly with composite characters. In fact, the dia-
grams above that show the structure of extensible
characters, are unintended output of an attempt to
stroke extensible symbols, making them suitable for
this article, but not for a use within a slide.

Summarizing, we have identified three separate
problems with the TEX approach to the extensible
symbols:

• Some delimiters (angle brackets, for example)
cannot be correctly scaled.

• Rules and characters together cannot be cor-
rectly aligned.

• Composite symbols cannot be shaded or cor-
rectly stroked.

All these problems can be solved, however, if
we switch to a different mechanism of constructing
large symbols: Multiple Master fonts.

2 Multiple Master fonts

For those unfamiliar with MM fonts, they represent
a PostScript world answer to METAFONT. Just as
METAFONT allows creation of different designs from
the same font program, so does the MM technology.
While MM fonts are less flexible than METAFONT,
they are easy to use. The output of MM font in-
stancing is a Type 1 outline font, whereas a generic
METAFONT emits bitmapped fonts. (See [3,6] for
additional information on MM fonts.)

MM technology was introduced by Adobe in
1991; the first description appeared in PC Week [4].
The first MM font was Myriad (1992), with two axes:
weight and width.

Since 1992 Adobe has designed at least 36 MM

font families with about 100 fonts. Perhaps the most
successful is the Minion family.

While Adobe originally intended to include MM

in the OpenType specifications, this effort has been
abandoned, and Adobe has stopped making new
MM fonts. The last Adobe MM font, VerveMM,
was designed in 1998; Adobe had announced that it
was giving up on MM technology at the 1999 ATypI
Congress.

Following the Adobe announcement, an article
in MacObserver lamented [5]:

Was it necessary for Multiple Masters

to die? Probably not. Several factors

contributed: inexpert and uninteresting

designs; a purportedly “open” technology

that was in fact proprietary; and inadequate

interface support early on to Aldus, Quark

and Macromedia. None of this had to be.

Pity, pity, pity!

Despite its abandonment by Adobe, MM fonts
still represent a very convenient technology for use in
typesetting applications like TEX. While MM func-
tionality is not supported within PDF documents,
instances of MM fonts are, and the entire MM font
can be made available to the TEX document.
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VTEX has supported MM fonts since 2001, and
the use of MM fonts in math extension fonts builds
on the existing MM support; we will start by outlin-
ing the current support.

VTEX recognizes MM fonts by the name of the
font; a font name that includes the bracket char-
acter is taken as an instance of a Multiple Master
font. This does not represent much of a restriction
on the font name selection, since use of brackets in
file names is not common and is in fact invalid on
some operating systems.

The left bracket in the font name is followed by
the instancing parameters. For example:

\font\sm=xo______

\font\mm=xo______[300,10]

The \sm font declaration defines the default shape
of the Multiple Master CrononMM font; this is the
“normal” way to use the typeface. The second dec-
laration, however, defines an instance of this MM

font to be constructed dynamically.
In the above example, the first definition makes

VTEX to load the usual TFM metrics file, namely
xo______.tfm; the second declaration causes VTEX
to load the multiple font metrics file xo______.mfm

and generate the instance metrics on the fly. Be-
cause of the use of .mfm files, providing metrics for
each instance becomes unnecessary.

In some MM fonts, all the instances of the font
have the same metrics; if so, it is possible to use
the ordinary .tfm file. In most MM fonts, however,
the metrics of each instance are different, and this
made the development of the new metrics format
necessary.

Upon seeing a MM font used in the document,
VTEX automatically uses its built-in PostScript in-
terpreter GEX [1] to instance it. Since the instanc-
ing is done within PostScript, the instance font is
always built correctly. The TEX compiler then au-
tomatically packs it into the output PDF file.

Additional details on the MM support can be
found in the mmsupp.pdf document in VTEX distri-
butions.

3 Math extension Multiple Master fonts

Supporting math extension MM fonts requires sev-
eral additional steps.

First, of course such fonts need to be developed.
At this writing, two such fonts exist: cmex10mm and
paex10mm. The first is intended for use with Com-
puter Modern, the second for use with the alterna-
tive PaMATH fonts, available from MicroPress.

Math extension MM fonts include symbols for
vertical delimiters, long horizontal symbols (like the

ones constructed by the \underbrace macro), and
the radical symbol. Since the radical requires two
MM axes, the entire font is a two-axes MM font,
even though the majority of symbols are actually
“one-dimensional”.

Specific sizes of delimiters can be constructed
by loading the font with different instancing param-
eters. For example, for the \overbrace symbol, we
can use font commands such as

\font\f=cmex10mm[30,100] \f \char"7A

\font\f=cmex10mm[30,300] \f \char"7A

\font\f=cmex10mm[30,500] \f \char"7A

\font\f=cmex10mm[30,700] \f \char"7A

\font\f=cmex10mm[30,900] \f \char"7A

obtaining the shapes

100:

300:

500:

700:

900:

(Only the second instancing parameter is used in
long horizontal symbols.)

Since the symbols are built from single glyphs,
they do not suffer from the problems listed at the
beginning of this paper.

Since TEX supports \overbrace and other long
horizontal symbols entirely through macros, switch-
ing TEX to supporting MM instances requires only
changes to the macros. One of the tasks of the
mathexmm style is to therefore redefine these macros.

Supporting vertical delimiters and radicals re-
quires more, well, radical changes: the .tfm mecha-
nism of extensible characters needs to be replaced by
an MM alternative. We accomplish this as follows:

First, we prepare an alternative metrics file,
cmex10m, which is mostly the same as cmex10, ex-
cept that

• The TFM CODINGSCHEME is MMEXTENSION; this is
the signal to the TEX compiler that what nor-
mally would be interpreted as exten instruc-
tions in the .tfm instead should be seen as
pointers to MM glyphs. (It is unfortunate that
the .tfm syntax does not allow for new flags;
this is what forces us to use the CODINGSCHEME

field.) In a .PL file, this appears as:

(CODINGSCHEME MMEXTENSION)

• Each exten specification in the .tfm is replaced
by the glyph number of the character to use
in the cmex10mm MM font. For example, the
original cmex10.pl listing contains
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(CHARACTER C 0

(CHARWD R 0.875003)

(CHARHT R 0.039999)

(CHARDP R 1.760019)

(VARCHAR

(TOP C 0)

(BOT O 100)

(REP C B)

)

)

specifying that the character 0 is to be built
from glyphs 0, ‘100 and B. In cmex10m.pl, how-
ever, we have

(CHARACTER C 0

(CHARWD R 0.875003)

(CHARHT R 0.039999)

(CHARDP R 1.760019)

(VARCHAR

(REP O 303)

)

)

which means that the character 0 is to be built
as an instance of the glyph ‘0303 in the corre-
sponding MM font (cmex10mm).

• cmex10 and cmex10m are otherwise identical.

The mathexmm LATEX style, when used, loads the
font cmex10m instead of cmex10. Unless extensible
characters are involved, it functions in exactly the
same way as cmex10; but when TEX is about to build
an extensible character, it instead builds an appro-
priately-sized instance from the cmex10mm MM font.

From the user’s point of view, this is all in-
visible, and no action is required except for adding
\usepackage{mathexmm} in the document preamble
for LATEX2ε, or \input mathexmm for plain TEX and
AMS-TEX.
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TrueType fonts in PostScript

Thomas H. Barton

1 Introduction

Many TrueType fonts are available at no cost; for
example, 328 fonts came with my copy of Win-
dows 2000. Unfortunately, TrueType fonts cannot
be directly employed with the versions of PostScript
currently in use, levels 1 through 3. With Adobe’s
introduction of Open Type fonts, this situation may
change in future versions of PostScript but at the
moment TrueType remains a resource that cannot
be used directly in PostScript. This problem has
been addressed by various authors by programs
that convert TrueType to PostScript Type 1 fonts.
At the time of writing, three, ttf2pfb, tfmpk, and
ttf2pt1 are currently listed on CTAN in the directory
fonts/utilities.

Early in the life of level 2 PostScript, which
was introduced in 1994, with version 2.013, Adobe
transformed the situation with regard to TrueType
fonts by introducing a new PostScript font speci-
fication, Type 42. The specification is contained
in Adobe Technical Note 5012, which can be ob-
tained from: http://partners.adobe.com/asn/

developer/technotes/fonts.html.
In its opening paragraph, the technical note

states that conversion to Type 42 yields better print

quality than can be achieved by converting a True-

Type font to a Type 1 or Type 3 font.
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Note 5012 indicates that the font conversion
is a fairly complex process but fortunately Ghost-
script has already done it via its internal procedure
.loadttfont. Pointed to the TrueType font file in
the form of a file object as its sole argument, this
procedure loads on the user stack the dictionary of
the font’s Type 42 equivalent. This dictionary can
be used directly within Ghostscript, but if the aim is
to create a program to run under Adobe PostScript,
information must be extracted from it.

This article describes a PostScript program
which does that and outputs two PostScript files,
one a PFA file containing the Type 42 font and
another which will print a list of the names and
appearances of all the glyphs defined by the font
on any PostScript printer capable of using Type 42
fonts. The second file is useful because many True-
Type fonts define far more glyphs than are usual in
a Type 1 PostScript font, e.g., the TrueType font
arial.ttf defines 1296 glyphs.

While there may well be others, I am only aware
of one other program which accomplishes this task,
To42.ps by Christof Labouisse. This program is not
easy to find; for example, at the time of this writing
a Google search using the keyword to42 produces
nothing. I obtained my copy via an appeal on the
PostScript newsgroup by the kindness of Michael
Piotrowski.

2 The program

The program is contained in a PostScript file called
TrueTypeToType42.ps which is intended to be run
under Ghostscript. It will not run under Ghostview.
Because it uses the Ghostscript internal procedure
.loadttfont, it will not run under a standard Post-
Script interpreter, whether in a printer or RIP. The
program is available on CTAN in fonts/utilities/

TrueTypeToType42.
Apart from using some Ghostscript internal

procedures, it is a standard PostScript program, and
so should run on any platform provided a recent
version of Ghostscript is installed. I am not sure
of the precise meaning of recent but I have run
it under Ghostscript versions 6.5 and 7.0. The
program is extensively commented, so much so that
for regular use it would be advantageous to remove
the comments.

2.1 The Ghostscript command line

The invocation of this program from the command
line uses the -- (double hyphen) option:

<Path to \GS{} executable>

-I<Path to \GS{} main folder>

-- <Path to conversion program>

<Path to \TT{} font>

(This is intended to be typed on a single command
line, it has been folded only to fit the text width.)

I am currently using Ghostscript 7.00 on a PC

under Windows 2000. The full path name of my
Ghostscript Windows executable is:

C:\GS\GS7.00\bin\gswin32.exe

All my TrueType fonts are in the directory
C:\TrueTypeFonts, and TrueTypeToType42.ps is
in the directory D:\Fonts\TrueType\Utilities.
So, my command line is:

C:\GS\GS7.00\bin\gswin32

-IC:\GS\GS7.00

-- D:\Fonts\TrueType\Utilities

\TrueTypeToType42.ps

C:\TrueTypeFonts\<\TT{} font file>

2.2 Output

While running, the program writes extensive com-
mentary to the Ghostscript standard output, and
creates three files in a directory of your choice.
These three files are:

1. The Type 42 equivalent of the TrueType font.

2. A PostScript file which, when downloaded to a
PostScript printer, will produce a hard copy of
all the glyphs defined by the font together with
their names in ASCII sort order.

3. A text file which is a permanent record of the
comments made to standard output.

The root name of the Type 42 file is the Post-
Script name of the font and its extension is .pfa.
For example, if you are creating the Type 42 equiv-
alent of times.ttf, whose PostScript name is Times
NewRomanPSMT, the file’s name will be TimesNew

RomanPSMT.pfa. The translation from the binary
TrueType file to the ASCII pfa file results in an
approximate doubling of file length.

All the usual pfa operations can be carried out
with the Type 42 file, e.g.,

• included in the prologue of a PostScript pro-
gram;

• stored on a printer hard disk;

• re-encoded by changing the encoding vector;

• renamed by changing the /FontName key.

The glyph file is called ShowAllGlyphs.ps. It
is self-contained, having a copy of the Type 42 file
in its prologue, and will produce hard copy when
downloaded to a printer containing an Adobe Post-
Script interpreter version 2.013 or later. It can also
be viewed in recent versions of Ghostview. The
output is a list of all the glyphs defined by the
font together with their names in ASCII sort order.

fonts/utilities/TrueTypeToType42
fonts/utilities/TrueTypeToType42
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This is useful since many TrueType fonts define very
large numbers of glyphs; e.g., my copy of times.ttf
defines 1296 glyphs, and my copy of garamond.ttf
defines 663 glyphs.

The text file is called TrueTypeToType42.txt

and provides a permanent record of the progress of
the program as signalled on the Ghostscript stan-
dard output. This file is useful if things go wrong.

2.3 Program defaults

The program needs to know where to put its output
files. The file names are as just described and the
path for them is defined in the program as the value
of the key /Path. In the program, this is set to
the string (D:\\Temp\\). This must be reset to
whatever you wish to use. In your editor, search
for ‘\Path’ and change the contents of the string to
whatever suits your needs. ‘/Path’ will be found
in the setup section of the program. Note that
Ghostscript requires that the backslash in Windows
paths must be replaced by double backslashes. Note
also that the terminating path separator must be
included.

The program is set up for simplex printing from
paper tray 3. If you wish to change this, open the
program in your editor, search for ‘setpagedevice’
and change the values of /Duplex and /Media

Position to suit your needs. The value of /Duplex
is the boolean true or false. The value of /Media
Position is an integer, the number of the printer
tray from which paper will be taken.

2.4 Running under Windows

I run the program on a PC under Windows 2000.
It can be run from the Windows command prompt
with the command line given above but I prefer to
work in Windows Explorer. I have a Windows batch
file called TTF2T42WE.bat, which is included with
the program on CTAN. Place a copy of this file in
your SendTo folder. Mine is in:

C:\Documents and Settings\Thomas H. Barton

\SendTo

(Again, this is folded over two lines only because of
the text width.)

To use this batch file:

• Start Windows Explorer.

• Move to the folder containing the TrueType file.

• Right click on the TrueType file. This displays
a list of activities.

• On this list, click on SendTo to display another
list of activities, one of which is TTF2T42WE.

• Left click on TTF2T42WE. This invokes the con-
version program. The three output files are

placed in the folder specified by the /Path key
in program TrueTypeToType42.ps.

The TrueType fonts which came with my copy
of Windows 2000 are automatically stored in the
folder:

C:\Winnt\Fonts

This folder has special properties for working with
the Windows font software which make it unsuitable
for conversion. I therefore copied the font files to the
folder C:\TrueTypeFonts and convert them from
there.

2.5 Obtaining the files

The CTAN directory

/fonts/utilities/TrueTypeToType42

contains four files:

1) the program itself;

2) TrueTypeToType42.ps;

3) the Windows batch file, TTF2T42WE.bat;

4) and ReadMe files in text and HTML format.
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The Kerkis font family

Antonis Tsolomitis

History

The history of the Greek language in TEX and “its
friends” starts with the Greek fonts for the math-
ematics mode created by Donald Knuth. Many
people (mainly Greek) being unable to typeset es-

sentially in Greek they used the mathematics mode
for short (and sometimes long) Greek passages. The
first serious attempt for a Hellenized version of TEX
was made by Silvio Levy and his Greek font based on
Fermin Didot’s Greek. Since then, several attempts
have been made, not to forget among them Kostas
Dryllerakis’ and Yannis Haralambous’ fonts. The
latest and most widely used method for typesetting
Greek is based on Babel and uses the fonts by
Claudio Beccari. The fonts are again based on Didot
Greek and the language support macros in Babel
were created by Apostolos Syropoulos.

American Mathematical Society Subject Classification

68U15
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All of these attempts were lacking in the same
regard: they are all based on METAFONT fonts.
And although METAFONT is, to my opinion, by
far the best program for font design, sticking to it
leaves excellent font families unavailable to the TEX
world. In addition, users of the Greek language
were not able to create a “decent” PDF file since
METAFONT fonts render poorly on Acrobat Reader.
There is more to say here; many colleagues in
several mathematics departments around Greece
were complaining that the Didot design, although
excellent for philological work, was too cursive for
mathematics.

This was the framework in which the Kerkis

font family appeared. Since our main expertise is
not in font design we did not concentrate on how
beautiful the new font will be. The targets were

1. to provide a free font in the Type 1 format for
LATEX supporting the Greek language through
Babel,

2. to provide a design less cursive than the Didot
Greek,

3. to provide the necessary tools for installing any
Type 1 font that includes Greek (e.g., encoding
vectors),

4. to enable users of the Greek language to create
decent PDF files that include Greek (via ps2pdf
or pdf LATEX),

5. to provide information on how to install fonts
in other formats like TrueType or OpenType.

One could argue that it would be simpler to trace
METAFONT fonts with programs such as Autotrace
[5] and use the resulting Type 1 fonts for PDF

generation. This may be true but such programs
were not available when Kerkis started (at least in
the open source community). More than that, I
believe that the cb fonts (cb for Claudio Beccari) and
the cmr fonts are very light for screen previewing.
So we must add one more target to the above list

6. the new font must be heavier than cmr and
cb and thus be optically compatible (from
the weight point of view) with other Type 1
families, such as Times.

For context in the following detailed discussion,
here are examples with both mathematics and text,
in both serif and sans serif variants, of the Kerkis
font in its current form:

The font’s name

Kerkis (Κέρκηc) is the name of the highest mountain
of the Aegean sea. Its altitude is  meters and it
is located in West Samos, the island of Pythagoras,
Aristarchus, Epicurus, Aesop and others. Samos is

If

f (q, n, r) =
∑

r1+···+rn=r

Γ(qr1 + 1) · · ·Γ(qrn + 1)

r1! · · · rn!
(1)

then

∫
‖x1 + · · · + xs‖

qr

q dµ ≤ c(n, r, s, q)f (n, q, r).

Figure 1: Kerkis serif example.

If�✂✁☎✄✝✆✟✞✠✆☛✡☛☞✍✌ ✎✏✒✑✔✓✖✕ ✕ ✕ ✓✝✏✘✗✚✙✝✏
✛ ✁☎✄✠✡✚✜✣✢✥✤✦☞★✧✟✧✟✧ ✛ ✁☎✄✩✡✔✪✫✢✥✤✦☞✡✚✜✭✬✟✧✮✧✟✧☛✡✔✪✂✬

(1)

then✯✱✰✳✲ ✜ ✢✴✧✮✧✟✧✵✢ ✲✦✶✷✰✟✸ ✏✸✺✹✠✻✽✼✿✾ ✁☎✞✠✆✟✡❀✆✳❁❂✆✟✄❃☞✦�✷✁❄✞✠✆☛✄✝✆✟✡☛☞✮❅
Figure 2: Kerkis sans serif example.

situated in the East Aegean Sea (just off the Turkish
coast) and it is part of the Greek state. The island
hosts the School of Sciences of the University of the
Aegean.

Choice of base font

We looked around to see what Latin and freely
distributed fonts were available. We thought that
URW Bookman was a good choice, since we had seen
Greek versions in print that looked compatible with
the Latin ones, and satisfied items 2 and 6 above.
Since we did not have the resources to redesign
everything from scratch, we were pleased to find a
suitable font with the Latin glyphs already done. We
immediately contacted URW and they kindly gave us
the permission to redistribute their Bookman inside
Kerkis. Thus we could immediately start working
on the Greek part.

The font’s structure

Kerkis is a purely neoclassical font:

Its stroke is modulated that is, of uneven width.

The axis is rationalist that is, vertical.

The serifs are adnate that is, they stem out of
the penstroke in a gradual way (look at the
letters b, f in Figure 3 and α in Figure 4). This
leads the reader’s eye smoothely on the text
line.
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a b p f
o e c

Figure 3: Sample of Latin letters: modulated
penstroke (all letters), neoclassical (vertical)
primary axis (axis of symmetry of the penstroke
width), humanized (oblique) secondary axis
for some letters (here the letter e), lachrymal
terminals (here the letters a and top of f), adnate
serifs (here the letters b and the bottom of f),
moderate aperture (letter e and c)

α ϐ Ϲ

δ ο ε
Figure 4: Sample of greek letters: modulated
penstroke (all letters), neoclassical (vertical)
primary axis (axis of symmetry of the penstroke
width), humanized (oblique) secondary axis
for some letters (here the letter ζ), lachrymal
terminals (here the letters ζ and δ), adnate serifs
(here the letters α), moderate aperture (letter ε)

The terminals are lachrymal that is, with tear-
drop shapes (look at the letters a, f in Figure 3
and δ, ζ in Figure 4).

The aperture is moderate (look at the letters c
and e in Figure 3 and ε in Figure 4).

The italic is fully compatible with the roman. The
serifs are on the baseline and at the x-height. Kerkis
(as well as its predecessor Bookman) does not have
serifs below the baseline with the only exceptions
being the Greek letter chi (χ) and the Latin p and q.

The tools we used

Several Greek characters are the same as the Latin
ones or close to some of them. For example the

Greek omicron o is identical to the Latin o o and
thus there was no need to be redesigned. Similarly,
the Latin k can be transfered into the Greek kappa κ

by lowering the top ascender of k. On the other hand
letters like lambda λ or xi ξ have no counterpart in
the Latin glyphs and had to be newly designed. All
these letters were first drawn on paper and scanned
with sane on a Linux machine. For templates we
did use parts of the Latin font; for example the
lachrymal terminals of the Latin part were used
again for some of the Greek letters. Likewise with
the serifs. The output was imported to the excellent
program PfaEdit by George Williams [6] and traced
there, either by hand or by the Autotrace program
through the interface that PfaEdit provides. Then
the splines were corrected by hand.

All of the functions one needs to create a font
are provided by PfaEdit except one: the “change
weight” function provided by commercial programs
like Fontographer [7]. This is certainly a complex
function, but absolutely useful for the creation
of the bold and the small caps. For the small
capitals we first apply a scaling with respect to
the origin of the capitals at % (this can be
done with PfaEdit). Then we apply the change
weight function of Fontographer but we check the
boxes “do not change the character’s width” and
“do not change the character’s height”. With
these restrictions many characters acquire the wider
penstroke required by small capitals. For example,
think of the letter O. This is constructed with two
elliptical curves. The effect of the above method
is that the inner ellipse becomes smaller (smaller
axes) and the outer ellipse remains the same. Other
letters, such as ones with serifs need manual tuning
after these transformations. Finally there are cases
where the above fails. For example, the sans
serif letter I. The above procedure will leave such
characters unaltered, and then intervention by hand
is required.

All the bold glyphs (except the ones already
provided by URW) and the full set of small caps
were edited by hand, glyph by glyph, to bring them
to the right look. However, one must be careful with
Fontographer, as it fails to save kerning information
for glyphs after position .1 This means that the

1 If you buy a commercial font that includes Greek you

should check if the company uses Fontographer for the font

generation. If true, ask for both the TrueType and the Type 1

fonts. Fontographer saves the kerning pairs in the TrueType

format and you will be able to extract this information with

PfaEdit. The resulting afm file is the correct one that must be

used with the supplied pfb file. It is better to stay with the

provided pfb file, since transforming the TrueType to Type 1

results in information loss for the glyphs.
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program was used only for the splines and we had
to preserve the afm files that PfaEdit provided.

Many kerning pairs are defined in the Kerkis
fonts and this was done with the metrics dialog of
PfaEdit. This is for example the case for Greek
capital letters like Α, Υ, ∆ and Λ. Compare

ΑΥΛΟΣ, ΛΥ∆ΙΑ (kerned) with

ΑΥΛΟΣ, ΛΥ∆ΙΑ (unkerned).

More important are the kernings for accents
in polytonic Greek. For example, although Kerkis
contains the letter Ἀ pre-composed, Babel cannot
use this pre-composed character (there is not enough
space in the virtual font table) and so composes it by
placing the letter A after the accent. At this point
we again need to define a kerning pair otherwise
the result is bad. Compare the kerned Ἀ with the
unkerned ᾿Α.

The provided glyphs

Let us begin with the Latin part. URW Bookman
is by no means complete for the Latin part. For
example, it does not contain standard ligatures like
ff, ffi and ffl. These were added and provided by
Kerkis. Even further, Kerkis provides �, ĳ and the
more exotic � (for example “�i”). In addition,
Bookman does not provide true small caps (if you
use the package bookman.sty you will get fake small
capitals). Kerkis provides true small caps for the
Latin characters too:

True Small Capitals

FAKE SMALL CAPITALS

Αληθινα Πεζοκεφαλαια

ΨΕΥΤΙΚΑ ΠΕΖΟΚΕΦΑΛΑΙΑ

(However, the metrics of the small capitals of
Kerkis need to be loosened. They are too tight in
the current release.)

Finally, the Latin part of Kerkis contains many
pre-composed accented letters that do not exist in
URW Bookman. All fonts are provided in three
weights: normal, bold and semi-bold.

Let us go now to the Greek part. This part
supports the Greek language fully. Both monotonic
and polytonic support is provided for all shapes and
series. Here is an example:

῞Ηρης, ϑυµίαµα ἀρώµατα.

Κυανέοις κόλποισιν ἐνηµένη, ἀερόµορφε,

῞Ηρα παµβασίλεια, ∆ιὸς σύλλεκτρε µάκαιρα,

ψυχοτρόφους αὔρας ϑνητοῖς παρέχουσα προσηνεῖς,

ὄµβρων µὲν µήτηρ, ἀνέµων τροφέ, παντογένεθλε

χωρὶς γὰρ σέθεν οὐδὲν ὅλως Ϲωῆς ϕύσιν ἔγνω

κοινωνεῖς γὰρ ἅπασι κεκραµένη ἠέρι σεµνῷ

πάντων γὰρ κρατέεις µούνη πάντεσσί τ’ ἀνάσσεις

ἠερίοις ῥοίζοισι τινασσοµένη κατὰ χεῦµα.

ἀλλά, µάκαιρα ϑεά, πολυώνυµε, παµβασίλεια,

ἔλθοις εὐµενέουσα καλῶι γήθοντι προσώπῳ.

The fonts inside comply to the third version of
the Unicode standard. Moreover, there are some
special features that need to be mentioned:

Greek numerals Kerkis supports all of Ba-
bel’s commands for Greek numerals, such as
\greeknumeral and \Greeknumeral. For ex-
ample, \greeknumeral{9999} gives ͵ϑϡϟϑ΄ and
\Greeknumeral{9999} gives ͵ΘϡϟΘ΄. Of course,
these commands produce the numbers as they were
written by the people in the Hellenistic era and
not by ancient Greeks. Ancient Greeks wrote
only in capitals using special glyphs —which Kerkis
provides. They are accessible with the \athnum

command provided by the package athnum2 by A.
Syropoulos; athnum is part of Babel. For ex-
ample, the numbers 1, 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500,
1000, 5000, 10000 and 50000 are Ι, ΙΙ, Π, ∆, ϴ, Η,

ϵ, Χ, Ϸ, Μ, ϶., while \athnum{9999} produces
ϷΧΧΧΧϵΗΗΗΗϴ∆∆∆∆ΠΙΙΙΙ.

For the numerals used after the Alexandrian
grammarians, Kerkis tries to clean up a little bit.
The letter � from the cb fonts was added to Greek by
the christian church (Hebrew letter “koph”) and has
nothing to do with the ancient Greek language. So
this design was removed from Kerkis and replaced by
the true qoppa which is ϟ and accessed with \qoppa

(this glyph is also available by the cb fonts for the
number , although not by default). The situation
is similar for the number . cb fonts give �. Again
this symbol is non-existent in ancient Greek. The
correct symbol for  is digamma and Kerkis provides
this as the default: \greeknumeral{6} gives ϝ΄.

Glyph variations This is a unique feature of the
Kerkis family. Greek typography has some letters
whose shape varies, depending upon their position
in the word. One such is sigma. When a sigma is at

2 There has been a confusion about the Greek numerals.
For reasons not to be explained here (see [8]), the true Greek
numbers are known as Athenian numbers and these are the
ones accessed with the athnum package.
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the end of a word it changes from σ to ς. The same
is true for several other letters when they appear at
the beginning of a word. Thus we have ϐβ, Ϲζ, ϑθ,

ϱρ, ϕφ plus two forms for π and ε. For example,
compare
βιβlίο, ζιζάνιο, θυµήθηκα, ρόπτρο, φαφlατάc

with
ϐιβλίο, Ϲιζάνιο, ϑυµήθηκα, ϱόπτρο, ϕαφλατάς

The second form of ϱ (the initial one) will be
reworked as the difference with the first form is not
clear in small sizes. The second form of π is under
construction.

Finally, the second form of ε poses a “virtual
font” problem that is worth being mentioned. This
form is ϸ (compare with ε). This second form is
used when epsilon was followed by iota or iota-tonos
(iota-dashed). So we would like the combinations ει

and εί to have the second form of epsilon, that is
ϸι and ϸί. However, this appears to be impossible
for the εί combination (in the previous lines ϸ

is accessed directly with a \symbol command).
The ligature mechanism provided by virtual fonts
provides only the =|> and =|>> operators which
make the mechanism skip letters forward. But we
need to rescan for ligatures skipping to the left! An
operator (denoted, say, by =|< and =|<< ) would
enable the ligature mechanism after constructing
iota-tonos (as the ligature of tonos and iota) to skip
backwards(!) and recognize εί as a new ligature to
act upon. We think that this addition would help
the installation of complex typefaces in TEX. We
would welcome such an addition to the virtual font
mechanism.

The small capitals series

As said before, Kerkis provides true small capitals
for both the Latin alphabet and the Greek alphabet.
When writing in capitals we do not write accents
in Greek. However, Kerkis provides accented small
capitals as a stylistic alternative: α ε η ι ο υ ω and ά

έ ή ί ό ύ ώ.
The small capitals font includes the old style

numbers. Thus 0123456789 are accessed with

\textsc{0123456789}.

Small capitals are available in oblique form as well:
0123456789αβγ. kerkis.sty provides the commands
\scslshape and \textscsl{} for accessing these
glyphs.

The semi-bold series

The semi-bold series is as complete as the normal

weight series. It is accessed by the commands

\sbseries and \textsb{}. Here’s an example

showing the different weights:

᾿Εκ ∆ιός αρχόµεσθα (normal)

᾿Εκ ∆ιός αρχόµεσθα (semi-bold)

᾿Εκ ∆ιός αρχόµεσθα (bold)

The italic shape is also available:

᾿Εκ ∆ιός αρχόµεσθα (normal)

᾿Εκ ∆ιός αρχόµεσθα (semi-bold)

Ἐκ ∆ιός αρχόµεσθα (bold)

The italic shape

Kerkis provides a true italic (not just the roman
slanted). The Latin part is again based on URW

Bookman but completed with missing glyphs such
as the f-ligatures, as before. The Greek is also a
true italic with the exception of ορφω which are
essentially the roman slanted (this was easily done
with PfaEdit). Nonetheless, those letters with two
forms have a true italic for the second form: ϱ ϕ.

The upright italic shape

An upright italic shape is available through skew-

ing. The shape can be called with the commands

\textui{} and \uishape. It looks like this:

The brown fox jumps (n/ui)
The brown fox jumps (n/it)
The brown fox jumps (sb/ui)
The brown fox jumps (sb/it)
The brown fox jumps (b/ui)
The brown fox jumps (b/it)

The sans font

Kerkis Sans is the companion sans serif face that
comes with Kerkis. The font is based on Avant
Garde. The Latin part comes from a free font
found on the Internet. We improved it considerably
by simplifying curves and adding missing ligatures.
The Greek part was again newly designed to match
the Latin part. Again PfaEdit was the main tool
plus Fontographer for its “change weight” function.

The choice was made on the basis of common
elements in the structure of Avant Garde and
Bookman. They are similar in spirit, aperture, eye
size and, based on personal judgment, they go nicely
together.

Kerkis Sans fully supports the Greek language
through Babel. Here is an example:
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᾿Εκ ∆ιος ἀρχώµεσθα, τὸν οὐδέποτ’ ἄνδρες ἐῶµεν

ἄρρητον· µεσταὶ δὲ ∆ιὸς πᾶσαι µὲν ἀγυιαί,

πᾶσαι δ’ ἀνθρώπων ἀγοραί, µεστὴ τὲ ϑάλασσα

και λιµὲνες· πάντη δὲ ∆ιὸς κεχρήµεθα πάντες.

The euro

The symbol for the Euro is provided with the \euro
command while in Greek text (in the lgr encoding):

Roman € € € €

Sans € € € €

Usage tips

This section is set with Kerkis Roman and Kerkis Sans

as a sample, using both fonts. If one uses Kerkis

for mathematical texts s/he can use the Times math

fonts (mathptm.sty) and still draw the math alphabet

from the Kerkis Italic font (kmath.sty). For slides one

can use the Kerkis Sans with mathematics from

the cmbright.sty package. In both cases kerkis.sty and

kmath.sty must be loaded after the above packages.

Here is a sample with Greek:

Οι περίλαµπροι Ναοί, οι εκπληκτικοί κοινωνικο-

πολιτικοί ϑεσµοί των Αθηνών και της Σπάρτης, τα ϑεϊκά

αγάλµατα, η παιδευτική τραγωδία, η εξυψωτική Φι-

λοσοϕία, ήσαν οι καρποί µιάς µακράς συνειδησιακής

διεργασίας που επιτελέσθηκε στην προχριστιανική Ελ-

λάδα. ΄Οµως ο απλός ϑαυµασµός, η ϐαριά νοσταλγία,

ή η διαλεκτική µόνο ενατένιση του παρελθόντος δεν

οδηγούν παρά σε στείρα προγονολατρεία.

Αυτό που απορροφά το δικό µας ενδιαφέρον,

είναι οι ϱίζες των συλλήψεων που εδηµιούργησαν το

µεγαλείο του Ελληνικου Εθνους. Μας ενδιαφέρει ο τρό-

πος που ο κάθε «πολίτης» ή «όµοιος» αντιλαµβάνετο

τη Φυση και τον εαυτό του, µας ενδιαφέρουν τα συν-

αισθήµατα, τα όνειρα και οι προθέσεις που οδήγησαν

στη µυθοπλασία, τη λογική σύλληψη του Κόσµου και

στο µεγαλείο της ϕιλοσοφικής διανοήσεως. (The text

is from http://www.diipetes.gr.)

Conclusion

Kerkis was, and remains, an experiment of how a
Type 1 font with Greek glyphs may be used with
LATEX. Of course there are still many design issues
but all the necessary information for installing and
using a Type 1 font is available to users of the Greek
language. This also includes the encoding vectors.
The project triggered several articles written in
the journal of the Greek TEX users group ΕÖτυπον
[1, 2, 3].
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Euler-VM: Generic math fonts for use with

LATEX

Walter Schmidt

Abstract

The Euler math fonts are suitable for math typeset-
ting in conjunction with a variety of popular text
fonts which do not provide math character sets of
their own. Euler-VM is a set of virtual fonts based
on Euler and Computer Modern, accompanied by a
macro package for easy use with LATEX.
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The Euler math fonts

“With Donald Knuth’s assistance and encourage-
ment, Hermann Zapf, one of the premier font de-
signers of this century, was commissioned to create
designs for Fraktur and script, and for a somewhat
experimental, upright cursive alphabet that would
represent a mathematician’s handwriting on a black-
board and that could be used in place of italic. The
designs that resulted were named Euler, in honor of
Leonhard Euler, a prominent mathematician of the
eighteenth century. Zapf’s designs were rendered
in METAFONT code by graduate students at Stan-
ford, working under Knuth’s direction. [. . . ] Knuth
also noticed that the style of some symbols in the
Computer Modern extension font, in particular the
integral sign, was too slanted to be attractive with
Euler, and consequently he prepared a new (partial)
extension font for use with Euler.” [3]

Knuth’s book Concrete Mathematics [1] was
typeset using the Concrete font family for text and
the Euler fonts for the formulas. With LATEX, the
particular math font setup of this book can be
mimicked through the package euler.sty [2]. Later
it became obvious that the Euler math fonts match
other text font families equally well.

Unfortunately, the Euler fonts do not comprise
all symbols required for mathematical typesetting
with LATEX. As a result, the euler package needs
to redefine most of LATEX’s math font setup, so
that certain symbols are taken from Euler, whereas
others come from Computer Modern. This has
resulted in many problems and prevented the wide-
spread use of the package beyond its initial purpose.

A new interface to the Euler fonts

Euler Virtual Math (Euler-VM) is a set of virtual

fonts based primarily on the Euler fonts. The miss-
ing symbols are “stolen” from Computer Modern
through the virtual font mechanism, rather than
at TEX level, and the encoding follows that of the
classical Computer Modern math fonts as far as pos-
sible. This approach has several advantages over im-
mediately using the real Euler fonts, as implemented
in the euler package. Most noticeably, less TEX
resources are consumed, the appearance of various
math symbols is improved, and there are (almost) no
more compatibility problems with other packages.
Thus, Euler-VM constitutes, together with the re-
lated macro package eulervm, a “generic” math font
set for LATEX.

The initial reason for creating Euler-VM was
the fact that the euler package does not provide a
usable \hbar or \hslash, and the \hslash from

the amssymb package cannoted be used, because
the latter follows the CM Roman style (rather than
matching Euler). This made the beautiful Euler
fonts essentially unusable for physics and related
fields. The only way to fix this was to provide
a “faked” Euler-style \hslash through the virtual
font mechanism. As a beneficial side effect, it
was possible to make the layout of the new virtual
fonts compatible with Computer Modern Math to
a large extent, and—since the style file had to
be rewritten anyway— many further improvements
were introduced.

Typographical considerations

From a technical point of view, the Euler fonts can
be used together with arbitrary text fonts. From a
typographical point of view, however, it is obvious
that this will not always yield an attractive result.
In particular, using Euler with Computer Modern is
not a good idea at all!

Beside the above-mentioned “Concrete”, the
typeface families Palatino, Aldus and Melior blend
well with Euler. This is not surprising, since they
were also designed by H. Zapf. One might think of
using Optima with Euler, but the typefaces are too
similar, thus making formulas hard to read.

The Euler math fonts have also proven to go
sufficiently well with other typefaces, such as Min-
ion, that exhibit a similar weight (stroke width) and
x-height.

Unfortunately, the popular “Garamond-style”
typefaces Adobe Garamond and Stempel Garamond
do not go well with Euler, because their x-height is
too small. A Garamond descendant that yields a
more pleasing result together with Euler is Sabon,
because of its somewhat larger x-height.

Using the Euler math fonts in conjunction with
a sans serif typeface for text is possible, too. The
only sans serif typeface which I know so far to work
well is “Syntax”; of course there may be others.

The LATEX macro package eulervm

Loading the eulervm package redefines LATEX’s math
font setup, so that the Euler-VM fonts and the
default body font are substituted for CM Math and
CM Roman. Roughly:

• CM Math Italic is replaced with Euler Roman.

• CM Calligraphic is replaced with Euler Script.

• “Large” operators and delimiters are replaced
with alternative symbols matching the Euler
style.

• In numbers and operator names, CM Roman is
replaced with the default text font.
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The model has the parameters fi, Ei, C and
r (0 6 r 6 1). The oscillator strengths fi and
the atomic level energies Ei should satisfy the
constraints

f1 + f2 = 1 (1)

f1 lnE1 + f2 lnE2 = ln I (2)

The parameter C can be defined with the help
of the mean energy loss dE/dx in the following
way: The numbers of collisions (ni, i = 1, 2 for
the excitation and 3 for the ionisation) follow
the Poisson distribution with a mean number
〈ni〉. In a step ∆x the mean number of colli-
sions is

〈ni〉 = Σi∆x (3)

The mean energy loss dE/dx in a step is the
sum of the excitation and ionisation contribu-
tions

dE

dx
=



Σ1E1 + Σ2E2 + Σ3

Emax+I∫

I

E g(E) dE





(4)

Figure 1: Using the Palatino typeface for text
and the Euler fonts for the formulas via the
package eulervm.

For instance, to use Palatino for text and Euler
for the formulas, you would need only the following
commands:

\renewcommand{\rmdefault}{ppl}

\usepackage{eulervm}

Figure 1 shows an example, using these typefaces.
The packages amssymb or eufrak can be loaded

to provide extra math symbols and the Euler Frak-
tur letters, and eulervm is also fully compatible with
with AMS-LATEX, i.e., amsmath.sty.

The package provides a number of options and
non-standard facilities which are described in detail
in the accompanying documentation. The present
article will focus only on two features:

Scaling Loading the package with the option small

causes the Euler fonts to be loaded at 95% of their
nominal size, thus blending better with certain text
font families, for instance Aldus or Minion. The
option acts also on the AMS symbols and Euler
Fraktur fonts; any other math fonts used in the
document remain unaffected.

Numbers and punctuation The normal behav-
ior of the eulervm package is to take the digits,
the comma and the period in math mode from the
default text font family. Text fonts are, however, not
always suitable for typesetting math: The digit “1”
may not be distinguishable clearly enough from the
letter “l”, or the style of the digits may not mesh well
with the Euler letters. Furthermore, most text fonts
are scaled linearly, so that the digits may become too
thin when used in super- or subscripts.

As a workaround the eulervm package provides
the option euler-digits, which makes the digits, the
comma and the period come from Euler Roman in
math mode. Since the Euler fonts are available with
designs sizes of 10 pt, 7 pt and 5 pt, no problems are
to be expected in super- and subscripts! The option
should be used with care, because the input $1.23$
will then yield a different result than 1.23, and thus
one will in each case have to decide whether an input
fragment is a mathematical or a non-mathematical
entity. The example shown as figure 1 was created
using this option.

Availability

The Euler fonts are supplied with all modern TEX
systems, both in METAFONT and in Type 1 (Post-
Script) format. Most likely, also the virtual Euler-
VM fonts, the package eulervm, and the related docu-
mentation are already part of your TEX distribution.
On CTAN, they are available from the directory
fonts/eulervm/.
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Rambutan: Literate programming in Java

Prasenjit Saha

Introduction. Rambutan is a literate program-
ming system for Java with TEX, closely resembling
CWEB and the original WEB system.* I developed it
using Norman Ramsey’s Spidery WEB.

This article is also the manual, as well as an
example of a Rambutan literate program; that
is to say, the file Manual.w consists of code and
documentation written together in the Rambutan

idiom. From this common source, the Rambutan

system does two things:

javatangle Manual

extracts a compilable Java applet to compute the
first N primes, and

javaweave Manual

produces a TEX file laying out code and documen-
tation together, including these words.

Actually, the above is a slight oversimplification:
Manual.w could have contained the whole source,
but in fact I have distributed the source between
Manual.w, Primes.w, and Manual.ch, in order to
illustrate multiple source files—but more on that
later.

The example code follows this preamble, and
introduces the main ideas of literate programming,
as relevant to Rambutan. (The reader is assumed
to be reasonably familiar with Java and TEX.) After
the program there are short explanations of all of
Rambutan’s features. The important features are
few and simple and explained first; the arcana for
literate-programming experts come later. A brief
annotated bibliography concludes.

1. Computing primes. This is a Java applet
that takes two numbers N1 ,N2 and prints out the
N1 -th prime to the N2 -th prime.

Like all literate programs, this one consists of
a series of numbered sections. We are currently
in section 1. (Any material before section 1 is

* In other words, what you would expect to be called JavaWEB.
But since JavaWEB sounds too much like a Sun trademark and is a
clumsy word anyway, the system as a whole is called Rambutan.
But inside Rambutan the usual naming conventions apply: the
preprocessors are called javatangle and javaweave and the TEX
macro file is called javaweb.tex. (A rambutan, by the way, is a
delicious fruit, not unlike a lychee, widely enjoyed in Java and
elsewhere.)
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called limbo; in this case, the introduction.) Most
sections consist of a short text part followed by a
short code part. Some sections (such as this one)
contain only text, some others contain only code.

Section 1 is always a starred section. That just
means it has a title: ‘Computing primes’ in this
case. The title is supposed to describe a large group
of consecutive sections, and gets printed at the start
and on the page headline. Long programs have
many starred sections, which behave like chapter
headings.

The source for this section begins

@* Computing primes. This is...

In the source, @* begins a starred section, and any
text up to the first period makes up the title.

2. This is an ordinary (i.e., unstarred) section,
and its source begins

@ This is an ordinary...

In the source, @ followed by space or tab or newline
begins an ordinary section.

In the next section things get more interesting.

3. 〈 Imported packages 3 〉 ≡
import java .applet .∗;
import java .awt .∗;
import java .awt .event .∗;
import java .util .∗;

This code is used in section 5.

4. The source for section 3 begins
@ @<Imported packages@>=

import java.applet...

The result is to make @<Imported packages@> an
abbreviation for four Java statements—note the =

in the source.
The bit 〈 Imported packages 3 〉 is called the

section name, not to be confused with the title
of a starred section. Notice how Rambutan has
attached the number 3 and inserted a forward
reference to section 5.

5. Now we have a whole Java class in abbreviated
form. The section 〈 Imported packages 3 〉 is used
here, as promised; so are other sections that haven’t
been defined yet.

(Primes.java 5) ≡
〈 Imported packages 3 〉
public class Primes extends Applet

implements ActionListener

{ 〈Fields 12 〉
〈Code for initializing 13 〉



〈The event handler 18 〉
}

6. The source for section 5 is
@ Now we have...

@(Primes.java@>=

@<Imported packages@>

public class Primes extends Applet

implements ActionListener

{ @<Fields@>

@<Code for initializing@>

@<The event handler@>

}

Note the left parenthesis in (Primes.java 5), in
contrast with the angle brackets used for other
section names. The source for the section name
(Primes.java 5) is

@(Primes.java@>=

rather than
@<Primes.java@>=

Because of this, section 5 is an output sec-

tion: its expansion is output to the specified file,
Primes.java.

7. That’s it for the really essential features of a
literate programming system: javatangle collects
the code fragments into a compilable program
and javaweave cross-references the sections. The
remaining features of Rambutan are basically
refinements. This example will illustrate a few
more features, but the full list can wait till the next
chapter of this manual. Meanwhile we’ll get on with
explaining the program.

8. The algorithmic job of this program is to
produce a list of primes, which it does inductively.

First, note that testing p for primeness is easy
if we know all the primes < p. We set pmul [j]
to consecutive odd multiples of prime [j] and check
whether we ever hit p. It is enough to try multiples
of primes ≤ √p.

〈Set factor ← true if p is a multiple of a
prime 8 〉 ≡

for (int j ← 2; psqr [j] ≤ p; j++)

{ while (pmul [j] < p) pmul [j]
+← 2 ∗ prime [j];

if (pmul [j] ≡ p) factor ← true;
}

This code is used in section 9.

9. Now suppose we have found prime [1] through
prime [k − 1]. We then try successive odd numbers
p > prime [k − 1] until we find a prime p.

〈Compute prime [k] 9 〉 ≡
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if (k ≡ 1) prime [k]← 2;
else if (k ≡ 2) prime [k]← 3;
else

for (int p← prime [k − 1] + 2; ; p
+← 2)

{ boolean factor ← false;
〈Set factor ← true if p is a multiple of a

prime 8 〉
if (¬factor )
{ prime [k]← p; break;
}

}
pmul [k]← prime [k];
psqr [k]← prime [k] ∗ prime [k];

This code is used in section 20.

10. 〈Arrays for computing primes 10 〉 ≡
int[ ] prime ← new int[N2 + 1];
int[ ] pmul ← new int[N2 + 1];
int[ ] psqr ← new int[N2 + 1];

This code is used in section 20.

11. When we use the code from section 8 in
section 9, the source actually gives the section name
as

@<Set |factor=true| if...@>=

with the three dots. Once a section name has
appeared in the source Rambutan can complete it
from this kind of three-dot shorthand. (And by the
way, Rambutan sensibly collapses extra spaces or
newlines in section names.)

Another feature is the usage |factor=true|

which tells javaweave to typeset the enclosed text
in code-style.

12. The rest of this program is the GUI. Here are
the elements for it. (We restrict ourselves to Java
1.1, which more people’s browsers will interpret
than Java 2.)

The code here includes some comments; literate
programs usually need comparatively few com-
ments. Rambutan knows about the // comment
syntax in Java but not about /*...*/ comments.

If you need to include strings in the .java file that
Rambutan can’t parse, enclose them in @=...@>.
A @=/** javadoc comment */@> can be inserted
in this way.

〈Fields 12 〉 ≡
int N1 ← 0,N2 ← 0; TextField N1 txt ,N2 txt ;
Button run ; Panel panel ; . . . for input
TextArea disp ; . . . for output

This code is used in section 5.

13. This method makes a labelled TextField and
attaches it to panel .



〈Code for initializing 13 〉 ≡
TextField new tf (String str , int n)
{ Panel p← new Panel ();

TextField t← new TextField (n);
p.add (new Label (str ,Label .CENTER));
p.add (t);
p.add (new Label (" ",Label .CENTER));
panel .add (p);
return t;

}

See also section 15.

This code is used in section 5.

14. Section 15 has the same section name as
section 13. When two or more sections have the
same name, Rambutan automatically concatenates
them. Note the forward reference in section 13 and
the continuation mark ‘+ ≡ ’ in section 15.

15. The applet’s init () method. Because disp

here is Center in a BorderLayout , it will take up
any spare space.

〈Code for initializing 13 〉+ ≡
public void init ()
{ panel ← new Panel ();

N1 txt ← new tf ("N1", 4);
N2 txt ← new tf ("N2", 4);
run ← new Button ("run");
panel .add (run );
run .addActionListener (this);
disp ← new TextArea ();
disp .setEditable (false);
setLayout (new BorderLayout ());
add ("North", panel ); add ("Center", disp);

}

16. Some (very rare) sections have a definitions

part.

define intN (i) ≡
Integer .parseInt ( N@& i@& txt .getText () )

17. In section 16 we have a macro. The @&

removes any space between its neighbors in the
java file. Accordingly, intN (1) will do something
with the variable N1 txt , and so on.

18. 〈The event handler 18 〉 ≡
public void actionPerformed (ActionEvent event )
{ run .setEnabled (false);

try

{ int n1 ← intN (1); int n2 ← intN (2);
if (n1 ≥ 1 ∧ n2 ≥ n1 )
{ N1 ← n1 ; N2 ← n2 ;
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〈Compute and display primes 20 〉
}

else

{ 〈Restore old values of N1 ,N2 19 〉
}

}
catch (NumberFormatException ex )
{ 〈Restore old values of N1 ,N2 19 〉
}

run .setEnabled (true);
}

This code is used in section 5.

19. 〈Restore old values of N1 ,N2 19 〉 ≡
if (N1 ≡ 0)
{ N1 txt .setText (""); N1 txt .setText ("");
}

else

{ N1 txt .setText (Integer .toString (N1 ));
N2 txt .setText (Integer .toString (N2 ));

}

This code is used in section 18.

20. 〈Compute and display primes 20 〉 ≡

〈 If too extravagant return 21
† 〉

StringBuffer lyne ← new StringBuffer ();
disp .setText ("");
〈Arrays for computing primes 10 〉
for (int k ← 1; k ≤ N2 ; k++)
{ 〈Compute prime [k] 9 〉

String num ←
new String (Integer .toString (prime [k])+
" ");

if (k ≥ N1 )
{ lyne .append (num );

if (lyne .length () < 64)
disp .append (num );

else

{ disp .append ("\n" + num );
lyne ← new StringBuffer (num );
}

}
}

This code is used in section 18.

21†. 〈 If too extravagant return 21
† 〉 ≡

if (N2 −N1 ≥ 2000)
{ disp .setText ("Printing more than ");

disp .append ("2000 primes ");
disp .append ("is too boring\n");
disp .append ("Try increasing N1");
run .setEnabled (true);
return;
}



This code is used in section 20.

22†. The source of this program is actually in the
file Primes.w, while Manual.w says

@i Primes.w

to include that file.

If you look in Primes.w, you will find that it
considers printing > 1000 primes as already too
boring, rather than > 2000 primes. The relevant
lines of code have been overridden by the change

file Manual.ch. This last file contains
@x

if (N2−N1 >= 1000)

{ disp.setText("Printing more than ");

{ disp.setText("1000 primes ");

@y

if (N2−N1 >= 2000)

{ disp.setText("Printing more than ");

{ disp.setText("2000 primes ");

@z

and continues with a similar construction containing
this section. The section numbers 21 and 22 have
daggers attached to indicate that a change file is
involved.

A change file consists of constructions of the type
@x

〈Lines quoted from the source file〉
@y

〈Replacement lines〉
@z

The change-file name is an optional second input
parameter on the command line. Thus

javatangle Manual.w Manual.ch

or simply

javatangle Manual Manual

and similarly for javaweave.

23. Control codes. Following are the complete
set of control codes understood by Rambutan.
Only the first two sections are really important.

24. Basic controls. These cover the essentials of a
literate programming system.

@〈space 〉 Begins a new section. (A tab or newline
is also read as space here.)

@*〈group title 〉. Begins a starred section.

@<〈section name 〉@>= Section definition, which is
really the code-part definition. A section can
have at most one such definition. The code can
be continued in later sections (see examples in
sections 13 and 15).
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@<〈section name 〉@> Code-part of the named sec-
tion used. A section can have any number of
these.

After a section name has first appeared (whether
as definition or use) it can be abbreviated using
three trailing dots. (See example in section 11).

@(〈filename 〉@>= Output-section definition. Writ-
ten to the named file.

This feature allows javatangle to write multiple
.java files from a single source, which is useful if
you have many short public classes. javaweave still
generates a single .tex file.

@u “Unnamed” output-section; the filename is
inferred by replacing the main source file’s extension
with java. For this program, that default file would
be Manual.java (but it is not in fact used).

In WEB and CWEB a feature analogous to @u is the
only way to output code, but in Rambutan @u is
less important.

25. File controls. These are for using multiple
Rambutan source files:

@i 〈filename 〉 Includes the file. Must be followed
by a newline.

@x〈. . . 〉@y〈. . . 〉@z Valid only in change files. The
control codes @x, @y, @z, must appear at the
beginning of a line, and the rest of such a line
is ignored. Any material outside the blocks
@x〈. . . 〉@y〈. . . 〉@z is also ignored.

26. Special tangle controls. These are for getting
special effects in the output java file. We have met
the first three in the prime-numbers example.

@d 〈name 〉 = 〈defn 〉 Defines a macro. [@D is
equivalent.]

〈token1 〉 @& 〈token2 〉 javatangle outputs the two
tokens without intervening space.

@=〈code text 〉@> javatangle passes the 〈code text 〉
verbatim into the java file.

@’〈digits 〉 An octal constant (must be positive).
For example, @’100 tangles to 64 and weaves to
1́00 .

@"〈digits 〉 A hexadecimal constant. For example,
@"D0D0 tangles to 53456 and weaves to ˝D0D0.

27. Special weave controls. These are for fine-
tuning the typesetting. We have met the first one
in the prime-numbers example.



|〈code fragment 〉| Used in text, or section names,
to format a code fragment in code-style. The
〈code fragment 〉 must not contain section names.
[This is the only Rambutan control code not
involving @.]

@t〈text 〉@> The 〈text 〉 is put into a TEX \hbox.
For example, |size < @t$2^{15}$@>| produces
size < 215. The 〈text 〉 must not contain newlines.

@f 〈id1 〉 〈id2 〉 Format definition; an optional
comment enclosed in braces can follow. [@F is
equivalent.] Makes javaweave treat 〈id1 〉 as it
currently treats 〈id2 〉. Format definitions appear
between the text part and the code part of a section,
together with @d macros (in any order).

@/ Produces a line break. [Should not be used
inside expressions.]

@# Like @/ but adds some extra vertical space.

@− Like @/ but indents the next line, to show that
it is a continuation line.

@| Recommends a line break, but does not force
one. [Can be used inside expressions.]

@+ Cancels a line break that might otherwise be
inserted by javaweave.

@, A thin space.

@; Formats code as if there were a semicolon there.

@@ javaweave outputs a single @. This cannot
be used inside @<〈text 〉@> or similar contexts. An
alternative is \AT! in text.

28. Index controls. These are for fine-tuning the
index, and ignored by javatangle.

A reserved word or an identifier of length one will
not be indexed except for underlined entries.

@^〈text 〉@> The 〈text 〉 will appear in the index in
roman type.

@.〈text 〉@> The 〈text 〉 will appear in the index in
typewriter type.

@:〈text 〉@> In the index, the TEX file will have
\9{〈text 〉} and the user can define \9 freely in TEX.

@!〈token 〉 In the index entry for 〈token 〉 the
section number will be underlined.

29. Other information. The input syntax for
javatangle is

javatangle 〈source file 〉 〈change file 〉 −I〈path 〉
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The 〈source file 〉 has default extension .w while the
optional 〈change file 〉 has default extension .ch and
the default 〈path 〉 is the current directory.

The input syntax for javaweave is similar:

javaweave 〈source file 〉 〈change file 〉 −x −I〈path 〉

The additional −x option omits the index.
Both programs also implement the −−version

and −−help options.

30. If you use pdftex on the output of javaweave,
section-number cross-references will be clickable.
Using \LP{〈section number 〉} in text will also give
you a clickable link.

31†. TEX macros are in javaweb.tex, which is
based on the original webmac.tex but considerably
modified and reorganized. The default format is a
standalone Plain TEX document, but if you want
to use LATEX, or embed within a larger document
(such as this article in TUGboat style) minimal
changes are necessary.

32. To get a table of contents (listing the starred
sections), put

\contents

at the very top of the input file. Unlike in WEB and
CWEB, the table of contents comes first. So you will
have to run TEX twice to get an up-to-date list.

If you use pdftex the contents will also appear
as bookmarks.

33. If you are using a change file and want to
view only the changed sections, put

\let\maybe\iffalse

in the source file or the change file, in the limbo
part.

Using this option with pdftex will generally
produce a lot of clickable links to absent sections,
but such links will still behave sensibly.

34. Bibliography. The basic introductory refer-
ence on literate programming in general is Knuth’s
article:

Literate Programming, in The Computer Journal

27, 97-111 (1984).
which is also reprinted in Knuth’s anthology of the
same title. (The prime-numbers example in this
manual is adapted from the Knuth article.)

For reviews and links on all aspects of literate pro-
gramming, see Daniel Mall’s literate programming
web site:
www.literateprogramming.com

http://www.literateprogramming.com


Normal Ramsey’s Spidery WEB (a generator for
tangle and weave programs) is described in:

Literate programming: Weaving a language-

independent WEB, Communications of the ACM,

32, 1051–1055 (1989)
and archived on CTAN. I made a few modifications
(such as adding hyperlinks) to the Spidery WEB

system itself; such modifications are through change
files, so Ramsey’s original code is untouched.
The change files are included in the Rambutan

distribution. Ramsey himself now deprecates
Spidery WEB and favors the simpler noweb system:

Literate programming simplified, IEEE Software,

11, 97–105 (1994)
which is language independent but sacrifices many
features, including automatic cross-referencing. See
also Ramsey’s web site:
www.eecs.harvard.edu/~nr

I use noweb too, but I think Spidery WEB still has a
place.

Finally, the Rambutan distribution is available
from my web site:
ankh-morpork.maths.qmul.ac.uk/~saha

and is also archived on CTAN.

I thank Karl Berry for several improvements to
this article.

⋄ Prasenjit Saha

Astronomy Unit

Queen Mary and Westfield College

University of London

London E1 4NS

United Kingdom

p.saha@qmul.ac.uk
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Eukleides: A geometry drawing language

Christian Obrecht

As a mathematics teacher in a French high school,
I have to compose a rather large number of doc-
uments for my students, containing both text and
formulas. In my point of view, LATEX is the best

Editor’s note: This article is a reiteration of the article by

the same title in TUGboat 22:4, pp. 334-337. Unfortunately,

owing to an editorial glitch, the figures in that version were

not properly displayed. We regret the mixup.

tool in such a situation, combining efficiency and
high quality. Very often, these documents should be
illustrated with geometric figures. I first used the
excellent PSTricks package to draw them. I didn’t
want to use WYSIWYG software instead, because I
wanted to keep following LATEX’s philosophy, that is:
What You Mean Is What You Get. Unfortunately,
PSTricks isn’t designed for geometry at all and is
rather inappropriate in many situations.

One night, I wanted to draw a triangle with
an inscribed circle, so I had to compute by hand
the coordinates of the center and the radius of this
circle, which is quite boring. During these calcula-
tions, I realized that they could easily be done by a
computer, and that gave me the idea to create Eu-
kleides, a geometry drawing language. My goal was
to make it as close as possible to what mathemat-
ics teachers would say to describe geometric figures.
For instance, the former problem, written as an ex-
ercise, could be:

Let ABC be a triangle and I its inscribed
circle. Draw ABC and I.

In Eukleides, it gives:

A B C triangle

I = incircle(A,B,C)

draw(A,B,C) ; draw(I)

Which leads to the following graphical result:

Once the design of the language was done, I
wrote eukleides,1 a compiler which translates Eu-
kleides code into PSTricks macros. This program
can run as a filter. That is, it can take a LATEX
source containing Eukleides code, and replace this
code with PSTricks macros, producing a ready-to-
TEX file.

There’s also a graphical interface to the lan-
guage, with additional interactive features, named

1 It was formerly named euklides, but this name was

already given to other geometry software.
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xeukleides. It was first meant for classroom pre-
sentations, but it can also be seen as a tool to com-
pose and tune some Eukleides code for later inclu-
sion in a LATEX source.

Both programs are released under the GNU

Public License. They were developed on a GNU/
Linux system, and were ported to several operating
systems: NetBSD, FreeBSD, Mac OS X, MS Win-
dows. Their source code is available from CTAN

2 or
the Eukleides home page3 (which also offers GNU/
Linux and Win32 executables).

Around Morley’s triangle

As a first introduction to the Eukleides language,
we’ll study the source code which gives the following
figure. It illustrates Morley’s theorem: The points

of intersection of the adjacent trisectors of the an-

gles of any triangle are the vertices of an equilateral

triangle.

Here is the corresponding code4.

1 A B C triangle

2 a = angle(B,A,C)

3 b = angle(C,B,A)

4 c = angle(A,C,B)

5 ab = angle(vector(A,B))

6 bc = angle(vector(B,C))

7 ca = angle(vector(C,A))

8 l1 = line(A,(ab + a/3):)

9 l2 = line(A,(ab + 2*a/3):)

10 l3 = line(B,(bc + b/3):)

11 l4 = line(B,(bc + 2*b/3):)

12 l5 = line(C,(ca + c/3):)

13 l6 = line(C,(ca + 2*c/3):)

14 D = intersection(l1,l4)

15 E = intersection(l3,l6)

2 In /tex-archive/support/eukleides/.
3 At http://perso.wanadoo.fr/obrecht/.
4 The numbers at the beginning of each line are not part

of it.

16 F = intersection(l2,l5)

17 color(lightgray)

18 draw(l1) ; draw(l2)

19 draw(l3) ; draw(l4)

20 draw(l5) ; draw(l6)

21 color(black)

22 draw(A,B,C) ; draw(D,E,F)

In Eukleides source code, a line can contain
several commands (in that case, they have to be
separated by semicolons). Commands are of two
kinds: variable assignments and graphical com-
mands. Among variable assignments are single as-
signments (see lines 2–16) and multiple assignments
(line 1). A variable can store a wide variety of ob-
jects used in elementary geometry: numbers, vec-
tors, points, lines, segments, circles, conics.

Multiple assignments are used for definitions of
polygons and for some intersection determinations.
The statement in line 1 defines an optimal scalene
triangle such that segment AB is horizontal and 6
cm long. All these characteristics can be modified
by adding some optional parameters to the keyword
‘triangle’. For instance ‘A B C triangle(4,5,6)’
would define a triangle ABC such that AB = 4 cm,
BC = 5 cm and AC = 6 cm.

If the desired triangle has to be of a specific
kind, the simplest way is to replace ‘triangle’ with
‘right’, ‘isosceles’ or ‘equilateral’. For in-
stance ‘A B C right(5,30:,10:)’ would define a
triangle ABC with an angle of 30◦ in A, a right an-
gle in B and such that segment AB measures 5 cm
and makes an angle of 10◦ with the horizontal di-
rection. The colon character is used to distinguish
angular parameters from others (like lengths).

On lines 2–7, one can see two possible usages
of the function ‘angle’. In the first case (lines 2–4),
it simply gives the measures of the angles in trian-
gle ABC. In the second case (lines 5–7), it gives
the argument of some vectors. As with many func-
tions in Eukleides, ‘angle’ can handle several kinds
of arguments.

On lines 8–13 are the definitions of the trisec-
tors of the triangle ABC. Since trisectors (unlike
bisectors) aren’t very common objects, there’s no
built-in function to define them. The function ‘line’
is used instead. Here, the second argument is the an-
gle that the line makes with the horizontal direction.
This is not the only way to define a line: the second
argument could have been a point or a vector.

Graphical commands are of two kinds: setting
commands (see lines 17 and 21) and drawing com-
mands (see lines 18–20 and 22). To draw an object,
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one simply has to use the function ‘draw’. This func-
tion can take additional arguments in order to mod-
ify the aspect of the drawn object (such as ‘dotted’
or ‘dashed’ for lines). On line 22, the arguments
of ‘draw’ are a list of points: it’s the way to draw
polygons. Since polygons are not considered as spe-
cific objects in Eukleides, there’s no need to declare
DEF as a triangle before drawing it.

More graphical commands

Usually, a geometric figure doesn’t contain only
straight and curved lines, but also letters and some
conventional marks (used to make some properties
obvious). Below is a classical example of such a fig-
ure representing a parallelogram.

�

A B

CD

Here is the corresponding code.

1 A B C D parallelogram(5,4,105:)

2 O = barycenter(A,B,C,D)

3 frame(-2,-1,6,4.5)

4 draw(A,B,C,D) ; draw(O)

5 draw("$A$",A,-130:)

6 draw("$B$",B,-30:)

7 draw("$C$",C,50:)

8 draw("$D$",D,130:)

9 draw(segment(A,C),dotted)

10 draw(segment(B,D),dotted)

11 mark(segment(A,O))

12 mark(segment(O,C))

13 mark(segment(B,O),cross)

14 mark(segment(O,D),cross)

15 mark(B,A,D)

16 mark(D,C,B)

17 mark(C,B,A,double)

18 mark(A,D,C,double)

Since this figure is rather simple (from a ge-
ometrical point of view) only two assignments are
needed. On line 1 is a multiple assignment which de-
fines a parallelogram ABCD such that AB = 5 cm,

AD = 4 cm and B̂AD = 105◦. On line 2, a single

assignment defines O as the center of parallelogram
ABCD.

Even though Eukleides is designed in order to
use as few coordinates as possible, the internal rep-
resentation of the geometrical objects is based on
them. By default, figures are drawn in a frame such
that the lower left corner has coordinates (−2 ; −2)
and the upper right corner (8 ; 6). The function
‘frame’ enables one to change these settings.

As one can see on line 4, the function ‘draw’ is
useful to represent single points (the default shape
is a dot, but it can also be a square or a cross). This
function can also be used to give names to points,5 as
in lines 5–8. Here, the first argument is a string, the
second a point and the third an angular argument
specifying the position of the label. This string can
contain TEX code6 such as mathematical formulas.

On lines 11–18 are the marking commands. It
is possible to mark, in various ways, either segments
(lines 11–14) or angles (lines 15–18).

A classical locus problem

In some situations, a computer screen can be very
useful to teach geometry. For instance, a locus prob-
lem becomes much easier if one can see several states
of the figure. The program xeukleides has been
developed for this. At startup, it appears as a text
editor. If you type the lines below:

1 x interactive(2,.1,0,6,"A",right)

2 A M I equilateral(x)

3 M B J equilateral(6-x)

4 color(lightgray)

5 draw(segment(I,J))

6 color(black)

7 draw(A,M,I) ; draw(M,B,J)

8 draw(barycenter(I,J))

and press the escape key, the text area will be re-
placed by a graphical area containing the following
figure:

✁

5 Or to put any kind of text in a specific place.
6 This code will only be interpreted if you run eukleides

and latex. With xeukleides it is displayed verbatim.
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If you now press the right arrow key, you’ll see
the left triangle becoming bigger and the right one
smaller. Pressing the left arrow key performs the
opposite transformation. Pressing the escape key
again switches back to the text editor.

On line 1 of the source code is an interactive
assignment: it allows to modify the value of the nu-
merical variable x (and consequently the figure) by
pressing the arrow keys. The first argument is the
initial value of x, the second the increment which is
added to (subtracted from) x every time the right
(left) arrow key is pressed. The third and fourth are
the optional lower and upper bound. The fifth ar-
gument has to be a string containing a single letter.
It indicates the key that has to be pressed before
modifying the variable.7 This is useful when more
than two variables have to be bound to the key-
board. The sixth argument is either ‘right’ or ‘up’.
It indicates which pair of arrow keys (right/left or
up/down) is bound to the variable.

In an interactive assignment, the initial value
can be modified while viewing. If you press the F1
key, the program replaces the original initial value
in the source code by the last value of the variable
and switches back to the text editor.

The first multiple assignment on line 2 defines
an equilateral triangle AMI such that segment AM

is horizontal and x cm long. The second assignment
defines an equilateral triangle MBJ such that seg-
ment MB is horizontal and 6−x cm long. A specific
feature of polygonal assignments is used here: if the
first variable is already in use (and contains a point)
its content remains the same (if not, the variable is
set to the origin). This implies that segment AB

has a constant length of 6 cm and that M belongs
to AB.

Drawing curves

In elementary geometry, the most usual curves are
conics. Eukleides provides a large number of func-
tion to define and handle these objects. For less
common curves, there’s the ‘trace’ command. For
instance, the figure below illustrates the geometri-
cal definition of a cubic curve known as the Witch

of Agnesi.

7 Since the program starts viewing in state “A”, there’s

no need here to press this key.

✂

This curve is obtained by drawing a line from
the origin through the dashed circle, then picking
the point with the x coordinate of the intersection
whith the dashed line and the y coordinate of the in-
tersection with the circle. Here is the corresponding
code:

1 frame(-4,-1,4,3)

2 O = point(0,0)

3 c = circle(point(0,1),1)

4 l = line(point(0,2),0:)

5 trace(t,.1,179.9){

6 L = line(O,t:)

7 O M intersection(L,c)

8 P = intersection(L,l)

9 point(abscissa(P),ordinate(M))}

10 t = 50

11 L = line(O,t:)

12 O M intersection(L,c)

13 P = intersection(L,l)

14 N = point(abscissa(P),ordinate(M))

15 draw(O)

16 style(dotted)

17 draw(segment(M,N))

18 draw(segment(P,N))

19 draw(L)

20 thickness(.5) ; style(dashed)

21 draw(c) ; draw(l)

On lines 2–4 we create the objects which are
needed to define the curve. Lines 5–9 are related
to the ‘trace’ command. They are based on the
geometrical definition above. Line 5 tells variable
t to scan the numbers between8 0.1 and 179.9. A
line-circle intersection can lead to two points, hence
in Eukleides a multiple assignment (like the one at
line 7) is used to obtain these points. Since lines
are implicitly directed, in the present case the first
assigned point will always be O and the second, the
wanted point. The last line (line 9) contains a point

8 These bounds are chosen in order to avoid 0 and 180,

which are invalid and may cause spurious lines to appear.
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valued expression. This is the point which will be
drawn for each value of t.

To draw this curve, it would also be possible
to use parametric representation. Nevertheless, in
the present case the geometrical definition is more
appropriate because the same piece of code can be
used again (in lines 11–14) to produce an example
of the construction.

The last part (lines 15–21) contains the drawing
commands. The setting command ‘style’ changes
the default aspect of drawn objects. This may some-
times shorten the code.

Conclusion

In my humble opinion, Eukleides is now mature
enough to be considered by TEX users as an effective
way to create geometric figures. As a matter of fact,
the language is sufficiently powerful to describe al-
most any figure which can be seen in an elementary
geometry textbook.

My aim is now to enhance Eukleides with fea-
tures such as tests, loops, and user-defined func-
tions. Since I did not anticipate this when I started
the project, I’ll have to rewrite large parts of the pro-
grams. This is a long-term undertaking, so I’ll soon
stop working on the present versions of eukleides

and xeukleides.

⋄ Christian Obrecht

Le Monsard

71960 Bussieres

France

christian.obrecht@wanadoo.fr

http://perso.wanadoo.fr/

obrecht/

METATEX

Ramón Casares

Abstract

METATEX is a set of plain TEX and METAFONT

macros that you can use to define both the text
and the figures in a single source file. Because
METATEX sets up two way communication, from
TEX to METAFONT and back from METAFONT to
TEX, drawing dimensions can be controlled by TEX
and labels can be located by METAFONT. Only
standard features of TEX and METAFONT are used,
but two runs of TEX and one of METAFONT are
needed.

TUGboat, olume (2002), No.

Overview

Together, TEX and METAFONT define the page
layout to the pixel. This means that nothing more
is needed, not even a means of including figures in
a TEX document. To prove this is the aim of this
paper.

To split the typesetting process in two parts,
one to define and draw the characters and the other
to arrange the characters in paragraphs and pages,
is surely the best way to reduce the complexity of
the typesetting task, provided it needs simplification
(see Figure 1). But this method makes it difficult,
for example, to integrate labels with graphics in
figures, because while TEX is best suited to typeset
the labels, METAFONT is the appropriate tool to
draw the graphics. And, of course, labels should be
located in accordance with the graphics.

Therefore, the true successor of TEX has to
include in a single program both the capabilities of
TEX and METAFONT. Then the typesetting engine
would include a powerful graphic tool, a grid in
which to typeset if required, and it could take into
account the shapes of the characters to determine,
for example, kernings or italic corrections. The
other way around is also possible. It could be seen
as a graphic engine with a powerful typesetting
tool. From this point of view, the page would be
a graphic object that could contain paragraphs of
different shapes requested from the typesetting tool.

METATEX, although it does not fulfill the re-
quirements of such a successor, can be seen as an
early sign of its possibilities. For the moment,
METATEX takes advantage of METAFONT’s equa-
tion solving capabilities to locate objects, including
the labels, which are typeset by TEX. The cost of
this nice feature is that two TEX passes are required.

During the first TEX pass a METAFONT file is
written. As it is TEX itself who writes the META-
FONT file, any dimension controlled by TEX can be
used and incorporated in METAFONT’s calculations.
For example, the label sizes, as they will be typeset
by TEX, are made known to METAFONT.

After the first TEX pass, METAFONT draws the
graphic figures and writes the label locations in its
log file. So it is METAFONT’s responsibility to locate
the labels. Note that, depending on the style of
METAFONT programming, this can be completely
determined from TEX. In other words, you can
relate the label location to the location and size of
other METAFONT objects, or not.

When TEX executes its second pass, it takes
the graphics from the new font, reads the location



of labels from the METAFONT log file, and then
everything is complete.

Because labels are just \hboxes typeset by TEX,
every macro currently defined for text automatically
applies also to figures. For example, if a macro
\person is defined to write its argument in a small
caps font and save it to an index file, the same
happens whenever it is used inside a figure label.

Methods

METATEX allows the source file to include, in
addition to the customary TEX macros to control
the text, other commands to generate figures with
METAFONT.

Steps. In order to use METATEX the following
three steps are to be executed:

1. The METATEX file, suppose it is filename.ext,
is first processed by TEX, with the plain for-
mat, during which a METAFONT file named
auxiliar.mf is created. This METAFONT file
contains information provided by TEX concern-
ing the size of the labels, so the MF program can
delete this area from the figure if requested.
If the output file filename.dvi were typeset
now, it would have blanks in place of the fig-
ures, but otherwise be the same as the final
document.

2. Then MF, with the plain base, is run on aux-

iliar.mf. As a result, information specifying
where to typeset the labels is written in the log
file, auxiliar.log. In addition, the metric file,
auxiliar.tfm, and the generic format bitmap
font, auxiliar.329gf, are created. On my
system I have to process this gf file to get a
pk file that my drivers can read, so I execute
the program GFtoPK on it, getting the packed
bitmap font auxiliar.329pk. Please note
three points. i) The number 329, referring to
the resolution, varies according to the META-
FONT mode. ii) The tfm and pk files must
be in or moved to directories where programs
can find them. iii) METATEX sets the META-
FONT mode to localfont, thus assuming that
localfont is assigned the appropriate name.

3. Lastly, filename.ext is again run through
TEX. During this second run, both the font
auxiliar containing the figures and the infor-
mation explaining where to locate the labels
are available, so the document is complete.

The figures fill exactly the same area in both
the first and second TEX program runs, so indices,
tables of contents, and other references that also
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need two passes to be resolved can take advantage
of the two runs needed by METATEX.

Use. To use the METATEX macros, they must be
imported by writing in the source file:

\input metatex

This has to be written after \mag has been given its
final value. When metatex.tex is read, METATEX
checks whether the file auxiliar.mf exists. If
it does not exist, then things are set up for the
first pass; for example, auxiliar.mf is opened for
writing. If it does exist, then things are set for the
second pass; for example, auxiliar.log is opened
for reading. This means that if auxiliar.mf is not
deleted, then step 3, the second TEX program pass,
is executed directly. This saves time when only the
text in file filename.ext, but not the figures, were
modified.

User macros. The METATEX user macros are:

• \MTbeginchar(wd,ht,dp); states that a figure
sized as given (width wd, height ht, depth dp)
will be created. These values should be known
both by TEX and by METAFONT, so for example
12pt, 6cm, \the\hsize or \the\dimen0, always
without #, are allowed. During the first pass,
TEX writes in auxiliar.mf the METAFONT

macro beginchar assigning character codes
sequentially, and box \MTbox is made empty
but sized as specified by the arguments of this
macro. During the second pass, TEX puts the
corresponding character of the font auxiliar

in box \MTbox. The size of \MTbox is that
specified and not affected by the character
dimensions.

• \MTendchar; finishes the figure definition.
During the first pass, TEX writes the META-
FONT macro endchar; in file auxiliar.mf.
During the second pass, box \MTbox contains
the complete figure, including labels. Some-
thing like \box\MTbox is used to typeset the
figure.

• \MTlabel*(s)cc"Text"; adds a label to the
current figure. The parameter between quotes,
Text in the example, is the label content;
it will be put inside an \hbox and therefore
could be anything that TEX allows inside an
\hbox. The optional asterisk after \MTlabel

instructs METATEX to erase the area of the
figure already drawn that it is under the label.

The label will be located at METAFONT

point z.s, where s is the parameter between
parentheses. The reference point is further
specified by the optional parameter after the



right parenthesis, cc in the example. This
parameter is composed of exactly two letters:
the first can be t meaning top, c meaning
center or b meaning bottom; and the second
letter can be l meaning left, c meaning center
or r meaning right. So, for example, tl means
that the label reference point is its top left
corner. The default value for the reference
point is cc, that is, its center.

\MTlabel should only be used between
\MTbeginchar and \MTendchar. During the
first pass, it writes the following three elements
in auxiliar.mf: i) the METAFONT macros
which in turn cause MF to write the label
reference point location to its log file, aux-

iliar.log; ii) the four label sides, which are
by this means made available to the following
METAFONT code for the figure, notated as
y.s.t for the top side, y.s.b for the bottom
side, x.s.l for the left side and x.s.r for
the right side; and iii) the code to delete, if
requested, the figure area already drawn that
is under the rectangle occupied by the label.
During the second pass, it adds the label to
the box \MTbox in the place that reads from
file auxiliar.log, making no modification to
the dimensions of \MTbox, even if the label is
typeset outside the box.

There are three more macros for passing infor-
mation to METAFONT, that is, for writing general
text in auxiliar.mf: \MT:, \MTcode and \MTline.
This happens only during the first pass; during the
second pass, these macros do nothing.

• \MT: writes in file auxiliar.mf everything till
the end of line. It writes verbatim except for
the character \, which keeps its normal TEX
\catcode of 0. Spaces are not ignored after
macros. The sequence \\ writes a single \ in
file auxiliar.mf.

• \MTcode writes in file auxiliar.mf everything
until it finds a line equal (including \catcodes)
to the current value of \MTendmark. By default,
this is a blank line, thus, \def\MTendmark{}.
As with \MT:, it writes verbatim except for
\, which still operates as an escape character.
The control sequence \\ writes a single \ in file
auxiliar.mf.

• \MTline{text} writes its parameter to aux-

iliar.mf, text in the example. It does not
change the \catcodes in the argument, so it
does not perform verbatim writing. But all
plain special characters can be written prefix-
ing them by the escape character \. The plain
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Figure 1: One column diagram

special characters are (not including the first
colon nor the final period): \{}$&#^_~%. For
example, \# results in #.

When defining TEX macros that write to aux-

iliar.mf, \MTline should generally be used in
preference to \MT: or \MTcode, because the latter
two use the end of line in a special way that is not
usually available when TEX is reading a macro.

TEX dimensions can be included using any
of these three writing macros. For example,
\the\hsize will be expanded to 225.0pt (for the
present article), and written as such to the META-
FONT file auxiliar.mf. Note that the character
\ keeps its escape \catcode in all three writing
macros. In the case of \MTline, braces {} also
keep their \catcodes and therefore macros with
parameters can be used normally.

Examples

Diagram. First a typical example of METATEX
usage, showing the file formats, programs, and their
relationships. The figure width is exactly \hsize,
but what is more important is that the same code
will adapt itself to any value for the measure. Well,
of course, not to any width but to any width
between, let’s say, 8 cm and 25 cm.

Figure 1 is the one column version, and Figure 2
(above the appendix) is the two column version,
generated by the same source.

Shadowing. Both TEX and METAFONT are ill
suited to creating shadows. In TEX, one straight-
forward technique is double use of \leaders, but
in practice this results in huge dvi files. In META-
FONT, drawing lots of tiny points easily exceeds
the capacity of the program. The solution is to
coordinate the work of both programs.



To create a large rectangular shadow we divide
it into an array of n ×m smaller rectangles. The
smaller rectangles are all identical, so it is enough
for METAFONT to draw one shadow character and
then for TEX to typeset a solid area repeating it.

To simplify the tasks of both TEX and META-
FONT, the size of the shadow character should
be similar to that of normal characters, because
neither program was designed to work well with
extraordinarily large (or small) characters. So a
good approach is to make the shadow character as
big as possible but never wider nor higher than
16 pt.

For METATEX, each figure is a character.
This causes problems with METAFONT when the
figure is big and the resolution is high, because it
cannot draw areas bigger than 4095 × 4095 pixels.
This is not usually a problem working at 300 dpi.
(It is never a problem with METAPOST, see the
following section on PostScript. Another advantage
of using PostScript is that you get a shadow simply
by drawing a grey rule, and none of the above
machinations are necessary.)

Keys. After the following METATEX macros:

1. \MTcode

2. def keybox =

3. pickup pencircle scaled 0.8pt;

4. x1 = x3 = 1pt;

5. x2 = x4 = w - 1pt;

6. x5 = 0; x6 = w;

7. y1 = y2 = -d;

8. y3 = y4 = h;

9. y5 = y6 = (h - d)/2;

10. draw z1 -- z2 .. z6{up} ..

11. z4 -- z3 .. z5{down} .. cycle;

12. z0 = (x1,0);

13. enddef;

14.

15. \def\defkey#1#2{\setbox0=\hbox{\sf#2}%

16. \dimen0=\wd0\advance\dimen0 by 2pt

17. \dimen2=\ht0\advance\dimen2 by 1pt

18. \dimen4=\dp0\advance\dimen4 by 1pt

19. \MTbeginchar(\the\dimen0,%

20. \the\dimen2,%

21. \the\dimen4);%

22. \MTline{keybox;}%

23. \MTlabel(0)bl"\sf #2";%

24. \MTendchar;%

25. \expandafter\newbox

26. \csname\string#1box\endcsname

27. \expandafter\setbox

28. \csname\string#1box\endcsname

29. =\vtop{\unvbox\MTbox}%
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30. \def#1{\expandafter\copy

31. \csname\string#1box\endcsname}}

32.

33. \def\makekey#1{\expandafter\defkey%

34. \csname#1\endcsname{#1}}

Then, we can declare \makekey{Alt} to typeset
Alt simply via \Alt. It is also possible to declare
\defkey\escape{\tt\char92} and then \escape

results in \ .

Baroque tables. Baroque periods are the result
of new technical achievements providing unexplored
possibilities and hence the urgent need to exper-
iment with them, frequently far away from what
discretion might recommend. This explains the
time of baroque software that we live in, and in-
creases the value of METATEX, because it provides
the means to easily draw baroque tables. I am not
a baroque man, so my baroque table example is not
baroque but, and this is the point, it is at least not
built with straight lines.

This is not a straight table
but it’s only an example
and therefore not so ample
of what’s METATEX-able!

Ornate paragraphs. Only if you are truly
baroque can you get the most from METATEX.
If, for example, you like ornate paragraphs, you
are in your element. Just put the material in
a \vbox to get the height and the depth, and
pass these dimensions to METAFONT to draw
a right sized embellishment. Ah!, but be aware
that Computer Modern is a neoclassical font,
so it won’t mix well with your elaborations.

Exercise.* Take three equal bars and build as
shown. Ask Roger Penrose if you don’t find the
solution.

* The real exercise is to fill the rest of the page
with tribars. A clue: let TEX to calculate how many
are needed, so you can concentrate your efforts in
drawing the figure.



PostScript

By taking advantage of METAPOST, we can make
PostScript versions of the METATEX files. Sim-
ply execute mpost &plain auxiliar.mf instead of
METAFONT and, after TEX’s second pass, execute
dvips (METATEX uses dvips specials). This works
because auxiliar.mf is valid code for both META-
FONT and METAPOST, and because, in the second
TEX pass, METATEX checks which one was used
and adapts itself to the situation.

And thanks to PDFTEX and the ConTEXt files
supp-mis.tex and supp-pdf.tex, it is also possible
to get PDF output. Just execute PDFTEX twice,
instead of TEX, and once METAPOST, instead of
METAFONT. (In practice, METATEX uses its own
macro file mptopdf.tex for this, instead of the
ConTEXt files. I extracted all that METATEX needs
from the ConTEXt files into mptopdf.tex.)

This works because, if METATEX determines
that METAPOST was employed to draw the figures,
it then checks which program, TEX or PDFTEX,
is executing. If TEX, then it includes the files
produced by METAPOST using the dvips specials.
If PDFTEX, it translates from ps to pdf.

Therefore, the same METATEX source file gen-
erates at will any of the three output formats—dvi,
ps, or pdf—just by running the appropriate pro-
grams. In the appendix, as an example, there is
a DOS batch file that shows how to get the pdf

version of a file filename.ext.

Other graphical tools

There are other tools to include pictures in a TEX
document. LATEX’s picture environment, PICTEX,
and mfpic, are three of them. METATEX is similar
to mfpic, in that both use METAFONT to draw.

The aim of mfpic is to overcome the difficulties
of LATEX’s picture environment and of PICTEX.
LATEX’s picture environment uses four pre-cooked
special fonts, and its drawings are just compositions
of these characters (as well as TEX’s builtin \hrules
and \vrules). PICTEX only uses a tiny point to
compose the pictures, so it is more general. But
letting TEX to draw the figures setting point after
point is painful, as noted above. The mfpic solution
uses a better tool for drawing: METAFONT.

With these origins, for mfpic, METAFONT is a
hidden back-end processor, and mfpic imposes only
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two requirements on its users: to know TEX, and
to know mfpic. On the other hand, METATEX’s
approach is minimalist, at the cost of being more
demanding with its users. A METATEX user has to
know TEX, METAFONT, and METATEX —although
this last requirement is small, because METATEX
only builds the necessary bridges to use TEX and
METAFONT in a cooperative way.

A feature that shows the different strategies
employed in designing mfpic and METATEX is label
positioning. METATEX labels are located by META-
FONT, so TEX has to read the METAFONT log file
to learn where to typeset them. For mfpic, TEX
itself locates the labels, but by doing so mfpic has
to give up some nice METAFONT characteristics,
such as its equation solving capabilities.

In summary, mfpic’s aim is to draw pictures in
TEX documents in a better way than using LATEX’s
picture environment or PICTEX; while METATEX’s
intention is to coordinate the work of TEX and
METAFONT. In this way, METATEX provides the
full raw power of TEX and METAFONT, and it is up
to you to harness them.

Final remarks

I have been using METATEX for some years. The
first version was dated 1994, but it has been used
only for personal purposes. For this reason, it is
not truly a straightforward end-user tool, as for
example LATEX packages should be. It has to be
used knowledgeably and with care. And though
most tasks can be automated, by chaining TEX
and METAFONT errors are even more difficult to
pinpoint than in TEX or METAFONT alone.

Nevertheless, METATEX serves to validate the
feasibility of a closer collaboration between TEX
and METAFONT and to appraise the interest of such
a collaboration. And, of course, if you dare, you
can get lots of fun, and at least an equal amount of
frustration, using METATEX. Try it!

The METATEX package is available from CTAN

in CTAN:/macros/plain/contrib/metatex.
Happy METATEXing!

⋄ Ramón Casares

Telefónica de España

r.casares@computer.org
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Figure 2: Two-column diagram

Appendix: Pseudo-batch example

This is an example based on DOS batch files that can be adapted for other operating systems. It processes
the file filename.ext, generating filename.pdf. We will comment each line of pseudo-code.

1. We go to the directory where our working files are.

cd c:\dir\subdir\mydir

2. We set environment variables (if necessary). In this case we are using a web2c system, so it is enough
to set one. In web2c, by default, all programs look for files in the current dir, “.”, and that is enough
for us.

set TEXMFCNF=c:\tex\texmf.local\web2c;c:\tex\texmf\web2c;d:\texmf\web2c

3. We tell the operating system where to find the programs.

path=$path$;c:\tex\bin\dos

4. After the settings, we force the first TEX pass.

if exist auxiliar.mf del auxiliar.mf

5. Then, we execute the first TEX pass (in this case, it is PDFTEX).

pdftex &plain filename.ext

6. If METATEX was not used, and no auxiliar.mf was written, then we are done.

if not exist auxiliar.mf goto end

7. Otherwise we run METAPOST with its &plain memory (format), also known as &mpost.

mpost &plain auxiliar.mf

8. Finally, we execute the second TEX pass.

pdftex &plain filename.ext

9. We now have the complete filename.pdf file.

:end
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The Treasure Chest

Packages posted to CTAN

Did you know that CTAN has two different pack-
ages for balancing columns? (At least two: balance
in .../other/preprint and flushend.sty in
.../sttools.) That there are packages for drawing
graphical clock faces and dice? (clock and dice3d

in fonts/dice.) That there is a tool for determining
if all files needed by a given package are installed?
(Appropriately enough, named diagnose.) That
there is a package for typesetting exams, along with
their answer keys? (examdesign) Or that there is
even a “toolbox” of macros “for various tasks often
needed in TEX programming”? (toolbox of course.)
A veritable “Treasure Chest”, no?

This is a list of packages posted to CTAN from
July 2001 through June 2002, with descriptive text
pulled from the announcement or researched at need
and edited for brevity. All errors are ours.

Each month’s list of packages are in alphabetic
order; a package is only listed in the last month in
which it was updated. Leading slashes are omitted
from URLs, since the prefix will depend on the par-
ticular CTAN server you use. To save space, we have
omitted the directory name macros/latex/contrib
for packages residing there (a large proportion), and
those in subdirectories of that branch are denoted
by ...; for example, url.sty (in macros/latex/

contrib/misc) would be shown as being in .../

misc. Furthermore, when we list an entire direc-
tory, we don’t repeat the directory name.

This edition of Treasure Chest was split be-
tween the authors: Mark wrote the entries for July –
December 2001, and Will for January– June 2002.
Will is bowing out as of this column— a big thank
you from the editors. Mark will continue for future
installments.

Hopefully this column and those which follow
will help to make CTAN a more accessible resource
to the TEX community.

July 2001

2in1 in .../misc

LATEX style file for printing two pages on a single
landscape page.

alphanum in biblio/bibtex/contrib

Bibliography style that omits the year, and uses a
number instead of a letter.

ascelike Unofficial LATEX class and bibliography style-
files for ASCE documents (American Society of
Civil Engineers).

bibfind in biblio/bibtex/utils

Reads a .bib file and prints those references match-
ing a search string. It works a bit like grep, only it
prints the whole reference (paragraph) and not just
the line that matches.

comprehensive in info/symbols

This is a major update to the Comprehensive LATEX
Symbol List. Not only does it contain hundreds
of new symbols, but the symbol tables have been
reordered into a more logical structure; the docu-
ment begins with a“frequently requested symbols”
list, and there is a new, quick reference table for
Latin 1. The result is that LATEX symbols should
be easier to find than ever before.

esvect Write vectors with an arrow different than the
Computer Modern one.

gellmu in support

LATEX-like markup for writing XML documents.

hypernat Allows use of hyperref and natbib.

iahyphen in language/hyphenation

Hyphenation patterns for Interlingua.

jadetex Processes the output from Jade/OpenJade in
TEX (-t) mode. Development has moved to http:

//jadetex.sourceforge.net.

latable in support

A near-WYSIWYG editor for LATEX tables.

lineno Adds line numbers to selected paragraphs with
references possible via the standard LATEX \ref and
\pageref cross reference mechanism.

MiKTeX-WinEdt-TrueType-Anleitung in info/german

German information about MiKTEX, WinEdt, and
TrueType.

mpattern in graphics/metapost/macros

Patterns in METAPOST.

neuron in bibliography/bibtex/contrib

A bibliography style for use in submitting manu-
scripts to the journal Neuron (www.neuron.org).

pdfcrypt.sty in .../oberdiek

Allows the setting of PDF encryption options for
pdfTEX and VTEX.

pkfix in support

Replace pk fonts with Type 1 in PostScript files.

SIunits Typeset physical units following the rules of
the International System of Units (SI).

t-angles Draws tangles, trees, Hopf algebra operations,
and other pictures.

August 2001

amstex in macros

AMSTEX version 2.2.

arraymaker in support

This Tcl/Tk program is designed to take some of
the tedium out of constructing arrays, diagrams
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and tables. LATEX code is entered into an array of
blank boxes and arrows can be added with a mouse
click. The program then outputs an array that can
be pasted into a LATEX file.

binhex in macros/generic/kastrup

Convert numbers into binary, octal and hex.

bitfield Draws bitfield diagrams.

biocon Aids typesetting of biological species names, and
of taxa below the species level.

booklet Provides some aids for printing simple booklets
or signatures for longer books.

bundledoc in support

This post-processor for the snapshot package bun-
dles together all the classes, packages, and files for
building a given LATEX document.

As an added bonus, this distribution includes a
small script called arlatex, a LATEX-specific archiv-
ing program that combines a bunch of files into a
single .tex file. When the .tex file is run through
latex, all of the original files are recreated and the
LATEX document is built.

crossreference Cross-referencing package to help pro-
vide traceability for technical documents, especially
Software Requirements Specifications.

dashbox Draws dashed boxes.

datenumber Provides commands to convert a date into
a number and vice versa.

ebezier An extension of the (old) package bezier.sty

which is currently part of LATEX2ε. It defines lin-
ear and cubic Bernstein polynomials together with
some plotting macros for arcs.

examples in info/metapost

A few hundred example pictures drawn with META-
POST, ranging from very simple (lines and circles)
to rather intricate (uncommon geometric transfor-
mations, fractals, bitmaps, etc.).

filecontents The environments filecontents and
filecontents* enable a LATEX source file to gen-
erate external files as it runs. However, these envi-
ronments have two limitations: they refuse to over-
write existing files; and they can be used only be-
fore the \documentclass declaration. This package
removes these limitations.

float Improves the interface for defining floating ob-
jects, such as figures and tables. Introduces the
boxed float, the ruled float, and the plaintop float.

framed in .../misc

Creates framed or shaded regions that can break
across pages.

greenpoint in fonts

METAFONT implementation of the logo commonly
known as “Der Gruene Punkt” (“The Green
Point”). In Austria, it can be found on nearly every
bottle. It should not be confused with the “Recy-
cle” logo, implemented by Ian Green.

musixps in fonts/musixtex/ps-type1

This package provides PostScript (Type 1) fonts
(PFB format), and dvips and dvipdfm map files for
MusiXTEX.

ps2eps in support

A tool to produce EPS/EPSF files from typical one-
paged PostScript documents. Requirements: Perl,
Ghostscript and an ANSI C compiler if your plat-
form is not Linux, Solaris, Digital UNIX or Win-
dows 2000/9x/NT (binaries included).

revtex Includes styles for the journals of the Ameri-
can Physical Society, American Institute of Physics,
and Optical Society of America.

ruhyphen in language/hyphenation

Updates to this package for Russian hyphenation.

slideshow This is a set of METAPOST macros which
simplify creating a PDF presentation using META-
POST and Ghostscript.

uiucthesis University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
thesis style.

warning This package provides a command that gener-
ates a list of warnings that are printed out at the
very end of the logfile. This is useful for notes such
as “Rerun for this or that reason” or “This is draft,
change this before the final run”.

xl2latex in support

Convert Excel (97 and above) tables to LATEX.

September 2001

boites Defines environments that allow page breaks in-
side framed boxes. A few examples are included
(shaded box, box with a wavy line on its side, etc.).

brushcr in fonts

This Type 1 font, named BrushScriptX-Italic, sim-
ulates hand-written characters.

circuit macros in graphics

A set of macros for drawing high-quality electric
circuit diagrams containing fundamental elements,
amplifiers, transistors, and basic logic gates to in-
clude in TEX, LATEX, or similar documents. Some
tools and examples for other types of diagrams also
included.

combine The combine class lets you bundle individual
documents into a single document, such as when
preparing a conference proceedings.

frankenbundle in support

Allows an author to maintain and distribute a bun-
dle of one or more LATEX packages, classes, BibTEX
bibliography styles, documentation, etc.

frankenstein A collection of LATEX/BibTEX macros.

ifvtex.sty in .../oberdiek

Looks for VTEX, defining the conditionals \ifvtex,
\ifvtex<mode>, and \ifvtexgex.

JavaBib in biblio/bibtex/utils

A BibTEX reference manager written in Java.

register Typesets the programmable elements in digi-
tal hardware, i.e., registers.
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TkTeXCAD in graphics

A Tk-Python script which provides a graphical user
interface to the picture environment.

October 2001

belleek in fonts

The Belleek fonts described in Richard Kinch’s pa-
per at TUG’98.

bibweb in biblio/bibtex/utils

A utility for automatically retrieving bibliograph-
ical information from the American Mathematical
Society’s MathSciNet program.

clock Provides various graphical and textual clocks for
TEX and LATEX2ε. Renamed from texclock.

cm-super in fonts/ps-type1

Update to the huge CM-Super font package.

eps2pdf in support

Converts EPS files to PDF files.

euro Converts arbitrary national currency amounts us-
ing the Euro as a base unit.

frenchle in language/french

Better support for hyperref and pdfscreen.

hitec This document class for technical papers in the
“hi-tec” industry aims to escape from the academic
look of the well-known LATEX document classes.

mathtimepro in .../psnfssx

For using Y&Y’s new math font set MathTimePro-
fessional with LATEX.

montexiv in language/mongolian

MonTEX Implementation Level IV offers vertical
texts in Mongolian and Manju, intermixed with
Latin texts.

onlyamsmath This package inhibits the usage of plain
TEX and standard LATEX math environments. Use-
ful for class writers who want to force clients to use
the environments provided by the amsmath package.

pdftricks Support for pstricks in pdfTEX.

psgo in graphics/pstricks/contrib/psgo

Draws Go diagrams with LATEX.

repeatindex Repeats item of an index if a page or col-
umn break occurs within a list of subitems.

swline in macros/generic/swrule.sty

Typesets swelled rules: lines that are thicker in the
middle than at the ends.

technics For writing technical documents. Uses the
fancyhdr package to build headers containing doc-
ument name, prepared by, approved by, etc.

TeXnicCenter in systems/win32

An integrated development environment (IDE) for
developing LATEX documents on Windows.

tipa in fonts/tipa

Updates for Concrete, Palatino, CM Bright, and
CM Type 1 TIPA (TEX International Phonetic As-
sociation) fonts.

tmmath in .../psnfssx

LATEX packages for using MicroPress’s TM-Math
fonts.

tt2001 in fonts/ps-type1

This is a TEX .pfb font collection that contains al-
most all the EC (European Computer Modern) and
TC (Text Companion) fonts in all possible design
sizes, all the AMS fonts in all possible design sizes,
plus some more.

underscore Package update adds a [nohyphen] option
and compatibility with babel’s active characters.

November 2001

adrconv Converts BibTEX databases of addresses to the
address format used in scrletter and akletter. It
includes a TEX file to print the addresses in different
layouts.

anysize A simple package that can be used to set up
the margins of a document. This package is obso-
lete. Use the package typearea to define your mar-
gins typographically. Use the geometry or vmargin
package for everything else.

coordsys Provides commands for typesetting number
lines (coordinate axes) and coordinate systems in
the picture environment.

em in .../psnfssx

The PSNFSS support files for the “European Mod-
ern” (EM) fonts.

findhyph A Perl program to find all words hyphenated
by TEX in a document.

flshort in info/lshort/french

French translation of “The Not Short Introduction
to LATEX2ε”.

frenchpro in nonfree/languages/french

Update to French Pro.

ithyph in languages/hyphenation

Update of the hyphenation patterns for Italian.

jkthesis Just another LATEX document class for for-
matting your thesis.

lahyph in languages/hyphenation

Update of the hyphenation patterns for Latin.

latexmk in support

Given the source files for a document, latexmk is-
sues the appropriate sequence of commands to gen-
erate a .dvi, .ps, .pdf or hardcopy.

minutes Package for writing minutes of meetings.

mxd in language/mongolian

Package for typesetting Xewtee Dorwoljin, a Mon-
golian script conceived in the 17th century.

ocherokee in languages/cherokee

For typesetting the Cherokee language, including a
PostScript version of the official Cherokee font.

pdfcprot A package to activate pdfTEX’s character pro-
truding feature.

pdftex for oztex in nonfree/systems/mac/pdftex

pdfTEX for OzTEX is a shareware package. This up-
date brings the pdfTEX programs to the 20010806
source code.

pictex2 An extension to standard PiCTEX.
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preview A standalone LATEX style to extract selected
elements from a LATEX source into separate pages
of a DVI file.

psfixbb in support

A program which sets or fixes the bounding box
of a PostScript file, using Ghostscript, pnmfile and
pnmcrop. This version handles files which have no
showpage command, landscape files, and files pro-
duced on a Mac.

spie SPIE Proceedings format.

timetable in macros/plain/contrib/timetable

A TEX macro for generating timetables.

usergrps in usergrps

HTML pages for TEX usergroups.

December 2001

bold-extra in .../misc

Makes NFSS tables for the fonts/cm/mf-extra/

bold fonts (bold cmtt and cmcsc).

bpchem docstrip-documented package for chemical type-
setting.

epstopdf in support

Converts EPS files to encapsulated PDF files for use
with pdfLATEX.

invoice For writing invoices. Supports English, Ger-
man, Dutch and French.

keystroke For typesetting the graphical representation
of the keys on a computer keyboard.

latex2man in support

Translates UNIX manual pages written with LATEX
into a format understood by the UNIX man(1) com-
mand. HTML, Texinfo, or LATEX code can be pro-
duced too.

LaTeX-Pack in support

Macros written in the NEdit scripting language to
turn NEdit, the Nirvana text editor, into an ad-
vanced LATEX editor. NEdit version 5.2 or later is
required.

mattens Vector, matrix and tensor symbols.

metre Provides classicists with some of the tools needed
to typeset scholarly publications dealing with Greek
and Latin texts; special emphasis on Greek verse.

parskip in .../misc

Simply changing \parskip and \parindent leaves
a layout that is untidy; this package helps alleviate
this untidiness.

printlen in .../misc

Print LATEX lengths in a variety of units.

venn in graphics/metapost/contrib/macros

Macros for Venn diagrams with METAPOST.

January 2002

acroread new in support

(V.1.0) A Perl script to run Acroread under a dif-
ferent name, allowing several instances to be run
independently.

antt in fonts/psfonts/polish

Antykwa Toruńska, a traditional Polish typeface.

bahyph in language/basque Hyphenation patterns for
the Basque language. Compatible with the support
for Basque in Babel 3.7.

cd in .../other

Print CD covers, featuring easy batch printing with
crop marks, automatic track numbering and more.

cd-cover in .../other

Class for typesetting various forms of CD covers.
V.1.4 adds automatic printing in landscape mode.
Some minor documentation changes.

ctie in web/c_cpp

A CWEB-aware variant of TIE.

dk-bib in biblio/bibtex/contrib

A translation of the four standard BibTEX style
files (abbrv, alpha, plain and unsrt) into Danish.
From the Norwegian translation by Dag Langmyhr
extended with ISBN and ISSN fields.

epsfx.tex in macros/generic/TeX-PS

A TEX macro package for including EPS graphics.

eurosans (V.3.0) Supports scaling of the Adobe Euro
symbol fonts.

frhyph.tex in language/hyphenation

(V.2.11) Corrects the hyphenation of some words
like cognitive, ignifuger, ignition, inexpugnable, etc.

gatech-thesis Georgia Institute of Technology theses.

LaTeX WIDE in nonfree/systems/win32 A demonstra-
tion version (1.3) of an integrated editor and shell
for TEX is free for noncommercial use, but without
registration customization is disabled.

makor in language/hebrew

Fonts and macros to typeset Hebrew in a natural
manner with a software switch to turn vowels off or
on, and examples.

nath Natural math notation, a style to separate pre-
sentation and content in mathematical typogra-
phy. Delivers a particular context-dependent pre-
sentation on the basis of a rather coarse context-
independent notation — aims for producing tradi-
tional math typography.

polynom Implements macros for manipulating polyno-
mials, for example it can typeset long polynomial
divisions. V.0.14 adds a new style=C.

procIAGssymp Package for the preparation of a paper in
the style of the proceeding of symposia sponsored
by the International Association of Geodesy (IAG)
published by Springer-Verlag.

qfonts in fonts/psfonts/polish

A collection of fonts based on URW’s clones in the
QX encoding layout.

rectopma Allows the reuse of the main content of
\title and \author anywhere in the docu-
ment. Includes TestTitle.tex (combination man-
ual/example of use).
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scientificviewer in nonfree/systems/win32

Scientific Viewer 4.0 is a free program for reading
and printing (read-only) documents created with
Scientific Notebook, Scientific Word or Scientific
WorkPlace by MacKichan Software, Inc. Scientific
Viewer can also be used to view many native LATEX
documents.

sihyph22.tex in language/slovene

Corrected Slovenian hyphenation patterns, as
found on ftp://sizif.mf.uni-lj.si/pub/i18n/

tex. Made by Matjaz Vrecko in 1990, maintained
mostly by Leon Zlajpah in the ’90s and uploaded
on behalf of of Primoz Peterlin.

srcltx Inserts source specials in .dvi files, enabling
switching from a particular point in a previewer
which supports them (e.g., Yap or xdvi-22.38) to the
matching source in an editor which supports exter-
nal direction to a specific point. Updated with a
simpler implementation of input file tracking, us-
ing macro expansion instead of a stack. LATEX’s
\input{...} command is now overloaded as well.

stack This class implements a stack mechanism with-
out using TEX’s stack, so that your stacks are not
related to the TEX-grouping mechanism (useful for
package developers). stack.dtx also defines a class
relinput which implements a chdir-like mecha-
nism so that \input can be done relative to the
directory of any file.

tables in macros/generic/tables

An easy TEX macro package for typesetting com-
plex tables.

vtex in systems

Release 7.530 of MicroPress’s TEX for OS/2 and
Linux (x86). Supports PDF security options and
xpdf source specials.

February 2002

AcroTeX in .../webeq

Formerly the Web/Exerquiz Packages, now bundled
together as the “AcroTEX Education Bundle.” A
series of packages for the creation of dynamic and
interactive education (or other) materials in PDF

format. Includes a library of JavaScript functions.

AlProTex.sty in web/protex

Minor modifications to this literate programming
system, for compatibility with TeX4ht.

bibtool in biblio/bibtex/utils

Manipulation of BibTEX files including: sorting and
merging, pretty-printing, syntax checks with error
recovery, semantic checks, generation of uniform
reference keys, controlled rewriting with regular ex-
pressions, collection of statistics, and more. In-
cludes documentation. C source only (no binary).

cropbox.sty in .../ncctools

Crop marks with customizable parameters.

cropmark.sty in .../ncctools

Produces a crop box around the page text area.

dcounter.dtx in .../ncctools

Dynamic counters.

desclist.sty in .../ncctools

An improved description list environment.

dcpic in macros/generic/diagrams

Macros for drawing Commutative Diagrams in a
TEX (including LATEX and ConTEXt) document.

draftcopy Print the (translatable) word ‘DRAFT’ on
selected pages.

dvispell-dvistats in support

A Linux or MSDOS/djgpp version of dvispell (no
longer limited to 8.3 file names). A comprehensive
set of dictionaries is included.

eqlist Allows description-like lists to have equal inden-
tation. Requires eqparbox.

esint Provides several alternate integral symbols (like
\oiint) using the Computer Modern font.

extdash.dtx in .../ncctools

Flexible hyphenation of compound words; can con-
form to Russian typesetting conventions.

g-brief (V.3.0) A document class for LATEX2ε for form-
less letters in German or English.

guitar (LA)TEX package for typesetting guitar chords
over song texts. c.f. gchords.sty to typeset the
chords graphically (not only by name). With refer-
ences to other related packages. Requires toolbox.

labels.sty in .../labels

Provides a new package option newdimens which
allows more flexible specification of the label layout.

latex4wp in info

A guide for word processor users designed to help
convert knowledge and techniques of word process-
ing into the LATEX environment.

manyfoot.sty in .../ncctools

Adds footnote levels to the standard footnote mech-
anism includes an option for run-in paragraph foot-
notes (useful for critical editions).

moresize in .../taupin

Provides three larger font sizes: ‘giant’, ‘Giant’ and
‘GIANT’.

nth.sty in .../generic

Ordinal numbering style: 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th, . . .

nccbbb.sty in .../ncctools

Implementation of poor Black Board Bold symbols.
Not needed with contemporary LATEX systems.

nccboxes.sty in .../ncctools

Adjustable boxes useful for setting tables.

nccfancyhdr.sty in .../ncctools

New implementation of the functionality of the
fancyhdr package for NCC-LATEX.

nccfoots.sty in .../ncctools

Commands for generating footnotes with manual
marks. For example, the command to mark a foot-
note with an asterisk is \Footnote{*} {text}.
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nccmath.sty in .../ncctools

Extension of the amsmath package to combine its
typesetting of display equations with NCC-LATEX,
especially for arrays.

nccsect.sty in .../ncctools

Extension of LATEX’s section, caption, and toc-
entries generation technique. Improvements in-
clude: simple declaring of sections of any level,
user-controlled typeout, customizing of section
or caption tag, simple declaring of toc-entries,
\numberline command never overlaps the following
text, automatic calculation of right margin in ta-
ble of contents, different captions for different float
types and simplified handling of new types of floats.

nccthm.sty in .../ncctools

Extension to the \newtheorem command. Four
properties of theorems are used: numbering mode,
theorem type, indent style and break mode. Easy
customization including spacing and commands in-
serted after headers.

osa.bst in biblio/bibtex/contrib

BibTEX style file for Optical Society of America
(OSA) journals.

rotfloat This package bridges the float and rotating

packages, extending them with rotated versions of
new floats.

rotpages Allows pages to be rotated by 180 degrees and
rearranged, so that they can be read by turning the
printed copy upside-down.

smallcap in .../taupin

Make small caps a font family rather than a shape,
thus allowing bold and slanted small caps.

smartref Expand capabilities of \label and \ref by
adding commands similar to \pageref and other
references to user-chosen counters. V.1.9 fixes a bug
where equation labels were not used with AMS-
LATEX, and makes \smartref robust.

TeX4ht in support

An enhanced version of a system for translating
(LA)TEX sources into hypertext. Annual upgrade.

tif2eps in support/pstools

A PostScript program for converting TIFF to EPS.

titling Provides control over the typesetting of the
\maketitle command, and makes the \title,
\author and \date information permanently avail-
able. New examples added to the documentation.

tocenter.sty in .../ncctools

Provides commands \ToCenter and \FromMargins,
which simplify the customization of page layout,
either by specifying text element area dimensions,
or by setting margins from the left, right, top, and
bottom.

toolbox A package for (LA)TeX which provides some
macros which are convenient for writing indices,
glossaries, or other macros. V.4.2 keeps ‘#’ in cer-
tain arguments unexpanded (as pointed out and
solved by David Kastrup).

txt2latex in support

Perl script to facilitate batch conversion of largely
unformatted ASCII text for use with LATEX. Its
sole purpose is to escape special characters and to
fix single and double quotation marks.

varsects.sty in taupin

Redefines \chapter, \section, \subsection etc.
with optional parameters changing vertical space
before and after the title, and the font size, series,
shape or family.

watermark.sty in .../ncctools

Provides watermarks, with options for left and right
pages, temporary, \thiswatermark for current page
only.

webomints in fonts

Provides support files for the border and ornament
font Web-O-Mints freely available from Galapagos
Design. Created by George Ryan, Web-O-Mints
contains a rich assortment of typographic decora-
tions inspired by historical sources.

york-thesis A LATEX2ε thesis class definition for York
University (Toronto, Canada).

March 2002

ama.bst in biblio/bibtex/contrib

A modification of the IEEE BibTEX style file to
conform to the American Medical Association Style

Guide guidelines for references. This is the style re-
quired by numerous biomedical journals (including
JAMA, Cancer, NEJM).

bangtex in language

Font and class files for typesetting in Bangla (Ben-
gali) and Assamese. Includes sample files, which
and manual.

biblio in support

(V.1.2) A perl program for preprocessing your bib-
liographic references. After preprocessing the input
tex file it creates an output file with references in-
cluded according to user-specified formatting.

bmeps in support

A program to convert from PNG, TIFF, JPEG,
NetPBM to EPS. V.1.0.2 fixes a bug related to mal-
formed DSC comments.

CWEBbin in web/c_cpp

(V.3.64 [p20]) A set of change files (to be ap-
plied with TIE) that make the original sources us-
able with ANSI-C/C++ compilers on UNIX/Linux,
MS Windows, and Amiga. Additional functionality,
like macros, and macros for international documen-
tation of CWEB programs, is introduced.

dvpn in language/devanagari/contrib/fonts

PostScript Type 1 renderings of Frans Velthuis’ De-
vanagari METAFONT fonts for TEX.

easy A collection of “easy” to use macros, including
macros for writing tables, matrices, vectors, equa-
tions and custom bibliographies.
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emTeXTDS in systems/os2/emtex-contrib

(Fixpak 8) The emTEX/TDS distribution for OS/2,
featuring the latest releases of LATEX, AMS-LATEX
and other packages, as well as several bug fixes.

eulervm in fonts

This is a set of virtual math fonts, based on Euler
and CM. Included is a LATEX package, which makes
them easy to use, particularly in conjunction with
Type 1 PostScript text fonts. V.2.8 now works with
sans serif text fonts.

icomma in .../was

An ‘intelligent’ comma, which yields proper spac-
ing in decimal numbers as well as in mathemati-
cal expressions which does not depend on a specific
encoding, and works with decimal numbers of ar-
bitrary length. V.2.0 changes the behavior of the
comma in math mode, so that the comma can be
used both as a punctuation character and as a dec-
imal separator.

iTeXMac in systems/mac

All in one Cocoa application for TEX on Mac OSX.

javadvi in dviware

A dvi viewer and printer coded in Java. Needs Java
RTE 1.3.

lettrine (V.1.2) Package designed to typeset various
sorts of dropped capitals. Corrects a bug due to
incorrect handling of rubber lengths; the bug oc-
curred with seminar.cls for instance.

ly1-min.zip in .../psnfssx/ly1

A minimum set of support files for using the LY1

encoding with LATEX. Fixes texnansi.enc, which
had a wrong glyph name for the Euro symbol.

mathdots.sty in generic

Provides the command \iddots for diagonal dots
(slanting the opposite of \ddots). Also modifies
the \ddots and \vdots so that they change size
with LATEX’s size changing commands and in sub-
and superscripts.

memoir Peter Wilson’s flexible LATEX documentclass for
typesetting of books such as novels, biographies,
histories, etc., with options for trim marks, draft
appearance, various sizes and much more. V.1.1
adds bug fixes, native support for subfigures, addi-
tional facilities for verse typesetting, experimental
marginpar-like extensions, and a new edition of the
user manual.

ncclatex The NCC class and NCCLATEX package. It
works together with NCCTOOLS, release 2.03 or
later. Has many customization features and service
commands making it more powerful than standard
LATEX classes.

newlfm For creating letters, faxes and memos; integrates
the letter class with fancyhdr and geometry and
includes support for an address database, lan-
guages, Avery labels and has full documentation.

paralist This style file provides some new list envi-
ronments. Itemized and enumerated lists can be

typeset within paragraphs, as paragraphs and in a
compact version. Most environments have optional
arguments to format the labels. Additionally, the
LATEX environments itemize and enumerate can
be extended to use a similar optional argument.
V.2.3b fixes bugs in \setdefaultenum caused by
changes made in V.2.3a (which provided improved
documentation and bug fixes).

s2latex-win32.exe in support/s2latex/win32

An MS-Windows (Win32) executable for s2latex, a
utility which converts Scribe documents to LATEX.

sffms For formatting science fiction and fantasy manu-
scripts in the format standard for the genre —12pt
monospaced font with double spacing, etc. It is
based on a previous style file called sfms. Full doc-
umentation is provided.

snapshot Provides a snapshot of the external depen-
dencies of a document insofar as they can be de-
termined from inside LATEX. V.1.13 gives suitable
warnings for files listed in an \RequireVersions

statement or that do not appear in \@filelist,
and adds a test option.

texaide in support

A special version of Design Science’s MathType
Equation Editor that generates TEX and LATEX.

TeXmacs in systems/unix

(V.0.3.5.11) A text editor inspired by the popu-
lar TEX typesetting system and the Emacs editor.
Runs on PCs under Linux and on Sun computers:
“It is reasonable to expect that it will run on most
UNIX/X-Windows systems in the near future.”

texshade (V.1.6) For typesetting nucleotide and protein
alignments in LATEX.

TrueTypeToType42 in fonts/utilities

Creates a PostScript Type 42 font file from a True-
Type font file.

verse Aids in typesetting simple verse (poems). Up-
date adds optional numbering, repeating patterns,
\\ as a linebreaking command and fixes \label

when used with the first line of a poem.

webfiles in web

Improved documentation and code for PDF links.

yhmath in fonts

Type 1 font for the yhmath package.

April 2002

captcont Retain a figure or table number across several
float environments—usually over several pages. It
also allows control over the contents of the List of
Figures and the List of Tables pages.

ccaption Provides: continuation captions, unnumbered
captions and legends, captions outside float envi-
ronments, bilingual captions, etc. It also enables
the definition of new float environments and their
captions. V.3.1a changes the subfigure option to
support version 2.1.2 of the subfigure package.
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checkend.sty in .../bezos

Improves LATEX’s error messages for unclosed envi-
ronments to make it easier to fix “\end occurred

inside a group at level N .”

curve A class for making curriculum vitæ (in distinct
versions). Provides commands to create rubrics,
entries in these rubrics, etc. V.1.2. adds: more
translations, a starred form for the \entry macro,
with a simplified syntax, and most important, sup-
port for standard bibliography inclusion.

datetime Changes format of \today. Provides com-
mands for current time (12 or 24 hour forms), print-
ing ordinal number forms (e.g., 3rd), and as a string
(e.g., \numberstring{3} would print three).

dtk (V.1.6) Document class and style for Die TEXnische

Komoedie, the communications of Dante e.V., the
German speaking TEX users’ group.

feyn in fonts

Can produce relatively simple Feynman diagrams
within equations or text in a LATEX document.

figsize Dynamic and automatic sizing of graphics and
other elements relative to page.

fixme Provides insertion of “fixme” notes in draft doc-
uments, either in the margin of the document, as
index entries, in the log file and/or as warnings on
stdout or to summarize them in a list. Has support
for AUC-TEX. V.2.0 has many new features, includ-
ing: a new layout option (inline), notes counters,
a usage summary at the end of processing, more
translations, and most important, three additional
macros for including non-critical notes of different
importance levels.

gauss Package for typesetting matrix operations, now
compatible with AMS-TEX.

gloss Allows creation of glossaries via BibTEX.

jurabib Supports various forms of short and long ci-
tations; now does Oxford-style formatting and in-
cludes support for Spanish. Many other changes
and improvements.

kerkis in fonts/greek

The first freely available Type 1 font to fully sup-
port Greek (polytonic included) through Babel. An
extension of the Bookman Old Style design. Also
supports the Latin alphabet very well, with support
for OT1 and T1 encodings as well as many missing
ligatures and true small caps.

lettre (V.2.345) Designed to write letters with LATEX
in French, German, English. The letter aspect is
entirely configurable, through a number of dimen-
sions and macros, that can be put also in a so-called
“institute package” called at initialization. Includes
documentation and examples in all three languages.

mathabx in fonts

Large series of mathematical symbols. Initial re-
lease, “merely for evaluation”.

msc Draws Message Sequence Charts. Version 1.10 is a
major update since the previous version, support-
ing the ITU standard MSC2000.

oztex in nonfree/systems/mac

V.5 of a shareware implementation of TEX and as-
sociated programs for Apple Macintosh systems.

pdfpages Package to enable the inclusion of pages of
external PDF documents. V.0.2d adds a fitpaper

option; V.0.2g the option addtotoc which adds en-
tries to the Table of Contents (e.g., for putting to-
gether conference proceedings).

plates Configurable float environment that is gath-
ered to end of the document for special printing
(e.g., plates, photos, color diagrams)

preview-latex A system for displaying inline images
of selected parts of a file in Emacs source buffers.
The style file is independently useful for extraction
of selected text elements as images.

protocol Typeset meeting protocols (in German).

purifyeps in support

Makes .eps files work with both dvips and pdflatex

by converting PostScript code into the “stylized for-
mat that METAPOST outputs.”

rcsinfo Use RCS (Revision Control System) informa-
tion in a LATEX document. For LATEX2HTML users,
rcsinfo.perl adds the functionality to that tool.
With V.1.9, the initial \$ of \$Id may be omitted.

shorttoc Adds the macro \anothertableofcontents

(or \anothertoc) to import and display the table of
contents of another document. It can also import
and display the list of figures (or similar things)
from another document.

showlabels Puts the names of \labels (or other macro
arguments) into the margins of a draft document.
V.1.4 adds an [inline] option and is more com-
patible with wrapfig.

skull in fonts

METAFONT version of a skull-and-crossbones sym-
bol, with LATEX bindings.

songbook (V.4.0) An all-purpose songbook style. Al-
lows for three types of output from a single in-
put file: words and chords books for musicians to
play from, words-only songbooks for a congregation
to sing from, and overhead transparency masters.
Will also print a table of contents, an index sorted
by title and first line, and an index sorted by key. It
attempts to handle songs in multiple keys, as well
as songs in multiple languages.

subfigure Package for providing support for the inclu-
sion of small, ‘sub’, figures and tables. It simpli-
fies the positioning, captioning and labeling of them
within a single figure or table environment. In ad-
dition, this package allows such subcaptions to be
written to the List of Figures or List of Tables if de-
sired. V.2.1.3 fixes an incompatibility with several
packages including the tocloft and the ccaption

packages when used with the hyperref package and
2.1 includes bug fixes, second optional argument
to allow control over the list-of-figures entry sep-
arately from the subcaption, a tight option for a
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more compact arrangement, a \subref command to
allow references to the subfigure, new raggedright

option for the subcaption, and font formatting op-
tions only affect the label portion of the subcaption.

textpos Places boxes (containing text, or graphics, or a
table, etc.) at absolute positions on the page. V.1.2
adds [verbose] and [quiet] options.

textopo Plots topology data of membrane proteins de-
rived from PHD predictions, SwissProt database
files, or manually entered data; and transmembrane
domains as seen from above or beneath the cell
membrane. Fully compatible with TeXshade— this
allows calculated shading based on sequence conser-
vation and functional aspects of the residue side-
chains. V.1.3 introduces two more helical wheel
styles and the indication of the hydrophobic mo-
ment. Further, the dvips driver is not mandatory
anymore as is rotating.sty.

titlesec Essentially a replacement — partial or total—
for the LATEX macros related to sections; namely,
titles, headers, and contents (upgrade to V.2.5).
Now calc-savvy, shorthand in lengths now accepts
non-integer numbers and the unit is not hardcoded,
more meaningful error messages, bug fixes.

tocbibind A package to add document elements like a
bibliography or an index to the Table of Contents.
The “List of . . . ” headings can also be put into
the ToC. V.1.5c fixes a problem with \tocchapter

in non-chaptered documents and a problem with
\tocetcmark.

urlbst in biblio/bibtex/contrib

Perl script to adds a ‘webpage’ entry type, and sup-
port for general ‘url’ and ‘lastchecked’ fields, to ar-
bitrary BibTEX style files.

WinShell in systems/win32

(V.2.2) A graphical user interface for easily working
with TEX. It is not a TEX system so requires a
system such as MikTEX or TEX Live.

wp2latex in support

Conversion from Wordperfect 6–8 into LATEX. Up-
date adds many new features: support for style
epsfig.sty, fixed problem with filenames, work-
ing RTF parser, small attempt to do handle raster
images, Windows GUI, ability to read WP3.x Mac-
intosh files, etc.

May 2002

BSR2dvi in dviware

Alpha release. Utility for extraction of a standard
.dvi file from Textures’ “all-in-one” file format.

cases.sty in .../other/misc

(V.2.5) Fixes formatting of over-full displays.
cmbright in fonts

Updates the CM Bright typefaces to V1.1.0g; cor-
rects the fonts metrics of the text companion fonts,
and improved documentation of the macro package.
License changed to LPPL making possible the cre-
ation of “scalable vectorized versions. . . including
Adobe Type 1.”

catdvi in dviware

The program is a .dvi-to-plain text translator ca-
pable of generating ASCII, Latin-1 and UTF-8 (Uni-
code) output. It aims to become a superior replace-
ment for the dvi2tty utility. The current version is
quite usable for previewing (on character-cell dis-
plays) .dvi files that contain mostly linear text.
V.0.13 adds new or improved TEX font encodings,
European currency symbol support, improved math
layout, usability enhancements and fixes.

crop The package provides different forms of cropmarks
for trimming paper stacks, for camera alignment,
and for visualizing the page dimensions, as well as
options for reflecting and inverting the whole doc-
ument. V.1.7 adds new options, the ability to set
paper dimensions explicitly, and to suppress marks
when printing duplex and improved compatibility.

cite Sync with TEX Live; improve babel support.

dtxtut in info

“How to Package Your LATEX Package”—a tutorial
for advanced LATEX2ε users who want to learn how
to create .dtx and .ins files for distributing their
homebrewed classes and style files.

euro-ce in fonts

(V.3.0) METAFONT source of the official Euro cur-
rency symbol and CE logo including variants, in
both solid and outline.

eurosym in fonts

METAFONT source for the official Euro currency
symbol and CE logo including variants, in both
solid and outline with a LATEX style to access it.
V.1.3 adds Type 1 fonts generated by textrace and
modified by pfaedit.

fontinst-prerelease in fonts/utilities

Update for the font installation package which in-
cludes up-to-date 8y.etx and 8r.etx files, with the
Euro symbol.

gradback A small addition to pstricks to generate gra-
dient backgrounds.

jasthesis Conforms to thesis requirements of the Uni-
versity of Bristol, UK. It also approximates the
BS4821:1990 standard.

logfilter in nonfree/support

A Java program that monitors the logfiles produced
during a typesetting run and presents them in an
interactive environment with the option when en-
countering an error in a file to open that file in an
editor at the proper point in the file.

lshort in info/lshort/slovak

A translation of lshort (The Not So Short Intro-

duction to LATEX2ε) into Slovak.

manuscript Package for recreating the appearance of a
typewritten (monospaced with double linespacing)
article manuscript.

mathpazo in fonts

Package (fonts and LATEX style file) for mathemati-
cal typesetting with the Palatino fonts. V.1.003 for
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use with version 9 of PSNFSS; also fills out Math
Blackboard Bold, re-designed \Phi, \varsigma, \xi
and \zeta.

mn2eguide in nonfree/macros/latex/contrib/mnras

A guide for authors who are preparing papers for
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society

(MNRAS), together with a sample article.

multicap Formatting captions inside multicols.

mwcls Standard LATEX classes, tailored to Polish print-
ing customs.

ntheorem (V.1.203) Extensions for handling theorem-
like environments.

piechartMP in graphics/metapost/macros

Enables even users with not much experience to
draw their pie-charts with MetaPost. It supports
basic 2D pie-charts as well pie-charts in 3D projec-
tion. The chief purpose for the piechartMP devel-
opment was the support for presentations. The user
can make segments invisible or hide a segment com-
pletely, in order to draw multiple different charts
from one data-set.

platex (V.1.2.3) A set of tools for typesetting in Pol-
ish. Some of its general purpose macros are used
in other packages hence the present location (with
a link from the old languages/polish/platex).

proof in support

A Bash (Bourne Again Shell) based complement to
an ordinary word processing program, able to co-
ordinate the processing and viewing of TEX, LATEX,
METAFONT and METAPOST-sources.

psnfss in macros/latex/required

Version 9 of the PSNFSS system, supporting the use
of the base 35 PostScript fonts and the Charter,
Utopia and Pazo fonts with LATEX. The TeXBase1

encoding now includes the Euro symbol, \hbar in
mathptmx.sty improved, missing scriptratio re-
definitions added. Documentation updated.

psnfss-source in fonts/psfonts

Sources of the latest PSNFSS version 9.

soul Provides flexible, hyphenatable letterspacing, un-
derlining, overstriking, and highlighting. Now al-
lows natural input syntax for accents, dashes etc.,
font switching commands in the argument, bug
fixes, provides some additional features: highlight-
ing, \sloppyword, improved documentation and
programming interface. V.2.3 allows natural input
syntax for accents, dashes etc., font switching com-
mands in the argument, bug fixes, provides some
additional features: highlighting, \sloppyword, im-
proved documentation and programming interface.
Compatible with ccfonts.sty, beton.sty, and
cmbright.sty.

SQLTeX in support

A well documented Perl preprocessor to enable the
use of SQL statements in LATEX. V.1.4 adds an op-
tion to replace values in the database results using
configurable replace files.

swimgraph Produces color graphs of a swimmer’s perfor-
mances, from data recorded in a text file, specified
by arguments for the desired date range. Records
and qualifying times may be included.

ttf2tex in support

Bash script to create all files necessary to use True-
Type fonts with teTEX. V.0.5 has preliminary sup-
port for OpenType fonts (TT based only), support
for real small caps, oldstyle figures, support for -n

and -N switches of ttf2tfm, an option to disable hy-
phenation, more robust and flexible and an updated
and extended manual, and more.

ziffer Formats numbers according to the conventions
used in Germany and some other countries (even in
math mode). Update adds a switch to disable con-
version of -- for compatibility with newer versions
of amsmath.

June 2002

astro in fonts

(V.2.00) METAFONT source for astronomical and
astrological symbols: planets, signs of the Zodiac,
and others, all with variant shapes, in three styles,
plus six symbols for the phases of the moon.

bakoma in systems/win32

Upgrade of BaKoMa TEX system to V.4.60.

CJK in language/chinese

(V.4.5.1) LATEX support for Asian scripts: Chinese
(both traditional and simplified), Japanese, Korean
and Thai, in many encodings (including Unicode).
Adds support for BG5+ and GBK character sets,
Thai support for Babel, multifile documents, and
much more.

ctable in biblio/bibtex/contrib

Provides commands to easily typeset centered table
and (multiple-)figure floats, with footnotes.

decsci.bst in biblio/bibtex/contrib

Style for the journal Decision Sciences for use with
the natbib package (author-year format citations).

EPIX in graphics

Command-driven (non-GUI) preprocessor for cre-
ating flexible, mathematically accurate line figures
containing mathematical typography. Should run
on any UNIX-like operating system; a C++ com-
piler and GNU Bash are required.

koma-script Reimplementation of the LATEX classes
(article, report, book, letter), “implement-
ing European rules of typography and paper for-
mats as documented in Tschichold (Selected Pa-

pers on Book Design and Typography). New ver-
sion includes a completely rewritten letter class
(scrlttr2), enhanced control over captions, sup-
port for date and time in Dutch and Croatian, and
new developer interface for styling text elements.

layouts Enables display of various elements of a doc-
ument’s layout including: the general page layout;
disposition of floats; layouts of paragraphs, lists,
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footnotes, table of contents, and sectional headings;
font boxes. Facilities are provided for document de-
signers to experiment with the layout parameters.
V.2.6 adds expanded page layout options.

memoir Peter Wilson’s flexible LATEX documentclass for
typesetting of books such as novels, biographies,
histories, etc., with options for trim marks, draft
appearance, various sizes and much more. V.1.1
adds bug fixes, native support for subfigures, addi-
tional facilities for verse typesetting, experimental
marginpar-like extensions, and a new edition of the
user manual.

mpp in web/noweb/kostas

A multilingual pretty-printer for noweb.

newfile Provides convenient user level commands for
reading and writing new files during a LATEX run.

oletex in systems/win32

Allows embedding of pictures and other OLE ob-
jects into LATEX.

placeins.sty in .../misc

(V.2.0) Now prevents floats from floating up past a
\FloatBarrier, with an option to restore the orig-
inal behavior.

poemscol Numbers lines of verse, makes separate end-
note sections for emendations, collations, and ex-
planatory notes, with notes tied to the line num-
bers, marks cases where stanza breaks fall on page
breaks. Provides most of the features necessary for
a critical edition of a poet’s works, such as described
by the MLA Committee on Scholarly Editions.

skak in fonts

Package for typesetting chess. V.1.0 has bug fixes
and updated documentation: a short user guide, an
example and a reference manual listing all available
commands and the package options.

subfiles Allows individual typesetting of files that are
\input and of the main file without making any
changes to them.

thumbpdf in support

The package provides support for thumbnails with
pdfTEX, and plain/LATEX formats. Requirements:
Perl5, Ghostscript, pdfTEX. V.3.0 adds: sup-
port for ghostscript anti-alias parameters, VTEX’s
PostScript mode, option --greek for Greek style
mode and signal handlers added for cleanup.

tocloft Provides control over the typography of the Ta-
ble of Contents, List of Figures, List of Tables and
user defined “List of ...” lists. Version 2.3 is com-
patible with the koma classes and adds control over
the page style.

uk-tex-faq in help

Updated version also available via the Web at http:
//www.tex.ac.uk/faq. Includes a new answer from
David Kastrup summarizing recent work on the
TEX document preparation environment.

xmltex in macros

xmltex is a system for typesetting XML files with

TEX. It may be used on its own or in conjunc-
tion with another TEX format (LATEX is assumed
for most examples). Update to sync with the en-
hanced version bundled with passiveTEX.

⋄ Mark LaPlante
109 Turnbrook Drive
Huntsville, AL 35824
laplante@mac.com

⋄ William F. Adams
75 Utley Drive, Ste. 110
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
willadams@aol.com
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Tutorials

Introduction to pdfTEX∗

Thomas Feuerstack

Abstract

The following article is aimed at beginners and/or
those interested in quickly creating PDF documents
using pdfTEX, without having to work intensively to
gain background knowledge.

We will point out problems that frequently oc-
cur while creating PDF documents, as well as their
solutions — of course, we don’t claim to solve every-
thing.

1 Introduction

If you look around in TEX newsgroups or discussion
lists, you will quickly see that a large number of the
questions posed deal with bringing together TEX and
Adobe’s Portable Document Format (PDF).

Beginners in particular seem to get caught on
the same rough edges with amazing regularity. Of-
ten the first problem is just how, for example, you
can convert a TEX document into PDF. Once this
hurdle is jumped, there is likely to be difficulties
with using graphics, and fonts in particular.

∗ This article originally appeared in Die TEXnische Ko-

mödie 2/2001, in German, with the title “Einführung in
pdfTEX”; it was translated by Steve Peter, and is published
here with permission.
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Figure 1: Even if not all roads lead to PDF, at
least there are several.

In brief: most of these “rough edges” are easy
to master with simple techniques — as long as you
know what to do. This article is for those who aren’t
(yet) in the know.

2 From TEX/LATEX to PDF

It is well-known that all roads lead to Rome, nothing
is impossible, and only you can make yourself happy.
It therefore shouldn’t be surprising that there isn’t
just one way to put your TEX file on the road to
PDF, but more than a half dozen ways, given a bit
of creativity; Figure 1 gives a roadmap.

In principle, we can differentiate roughly the
two following ways.

The classic way: The document is TEXed as usual
and converted to PDF with the aid of a special
driver (e.g., dvipdfm) or via PostScript (dvips
followed by ps2pdf or Distiller).

The elegant way: pdfTEX creates the PDF format
you want directly from your document— and
without further detours.

Since the second alternative is usually not only
faster to describe, but also in fact faster to use, let’s
concentrate on it.

3 12 characters to make your document
“portable”

Simply put \pdfoutput=1 in the preamble of your
document, and instead of the usual DVI file, you’ll
get PDF. If however, you get neither PDF nor DVI,

Figure 2: The result of the hyperref package.

but an error message on your screen: Undefined

control sequence..., then you’ve tried to run (as
you previously did) latex instead of pdflatex. You
should change this right away.

Just by adding \pdfoutput=1 you got the de-
sired effect; you can find the whole set of specific
pdfTEX sequences in [6]. With just a little more ef-
fort (29 characters to be exact) you can drastically
increase the effectiveness of your PDF output.

Including \usepackage[pdftex]{hyperref}

as the last package in the preamble of your TEX file
not only causes PDF output, but also gives you the
following functionality for free:

• All tables, such as table of contents, table of
figures, etc., will automatically be linked to the
text. Clickable text is shown surrounded by a
colored frame.

• A list of PDF bookmarks is created from the
structure of the table of contents. Using these
bookmarks in a manner similar to the table of
contents itself, you can quickly navigate to var-
ious parts of the text.

• Cross references within the text, like footnotes,
indices, etc., are hyperlinked to the text.

If you now load your freshly-made PDF docu-
ment into Adobe Reader (or any other PDF reader,
for that matter), it might already look like Figure 2.

4 Of course hyperref can do much more

By using a selective set of hyperref options you can
tweak the appearance of your PDF document to al-
most the smallest detail. The options, as is usual in
declaring LATEX packages, are given in square brack-
ets before the actual package name. We can distin-
guish between parameters that are simply passed
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in (as in the example above with the parameter
pdftex), and those where the parameter requires
a value, such as pdfstartview=Fit.

Thus, a typical declaration of hyperref might
look like the following.

\documentclass{article}

...

\usepackage[pdftex,a5paper,%

pdftitle={The Ducks},%

pdfauthor={Mother Goose},%

colorlinks=true,%

linkcolor=blue%

]{hyperref}

...

\begin{document}

...

The complete range of all specifiable options
can be found in the documentation by Sebastian
Rahtz [5], with a somewhat more complete descrip-
tion in [4]. The possibilities described in the manu-
als may seem to be impossibly many, and often just
as hard to understand. Therefore, let’s now look at
a few commonly used options more closely.

4.1 General options

The ‘backend driver’, in our case pdftex, informs
the hyperref package how you want to create your
PDF document. If, in spite of this article, you choose
some other way to create PDFs (cf. Figure 1), you
will need to change this option correspondingly.

Since there may be other LATEX packages in the
document that depend on a backend driver, for ex-
ample the graphicx package, you can specify the
driver as an option to \documentclass; the option is
then passed to all packages that need it, and doesn’t
have to be given each time you call \usepackage.

The paper size is set to a4paper by default,
but you can change it to a5paper, b5paper, letter-
paper, legalpaper or executivepaper.

The two options draft and debug play a spe-
cial role. While draft turns off all hyperref func-
tionality, debug places into your log file additional
diagnostic information.

4.2 Screen display and document

information

Normally your document will be displayed by Acro-
bat Reader as in Figure 2. You can change this with
the help of the following options:

pdfpagemode determines how Acrobat Reader
is opened. Possible values are UseOutlines (de-
fault), to show the bookmarks in the left frame;
UseThumbs, to show the individual pages as thumb-

nails in the left frame; None and FullScreen (syn-
onyms), to show the document without menubar,
bookmarks, thumbnails, or a left frame in general.

The zoom factor of the document can further-
more be configured by the following:

pdfstartview sets the size of the page first dis-
played (normally page 1, but that can be changed
with pdfstartpage). Possible values are Fit, to
show the whole page; FitH, to fit the width of the
page in the window; or FitB, to fit the width of the
contents to the window.

pdfview determines the viewing size of a page
that is opened via hyperlink. The possible values
are the same as those for pdfstartview; by default
it is the same viewing size as the previous page.

The additional information about the docu-
ment, accessed in Acrobat Reader with the menu
command File – Document Properties – Summary,
typically includes the document title, the author’s
name, as well as keywords to enable automated
searches.

You can set these values with options such as
pdftitle, pdfauthor, pdfkeywords, . . . Our list of
options is getting slowly but surely longer.

\documentclass{article}

...

\usepackage[pdftex,a5paper,%

pdftitle={The Ducks},%

pdfauthor={Mother Goose},%

pdfkeywords={Ducks Fowl},%

pdfpagemode=FullScreen,%

pdfstartview=FitB%

]{hyperref}

...

\begin{document}

...

4.3 Configuring bookmarks

You can turn off automatic creation of bookmarks
with bookmarks=false, which (as you learned in the
last section) means that the option pdfpagemode is
set to None.

Only top level bookmarks are typically shown;
to see lower bookmarks, you have to manually “ex-
pand” the hierarchy. You can change that with the
bookmarksopen=true option, which will cause the
entire bookmark tree to be displayed.

If the bookmarks become a bit too prominent
when you do that, you can reach a usable compro-
mise with the bookmarksopenlevel option.
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4.4 Colors

As you will quickly see, links created by hyperref

are colored. Links are colored differently depend-
ing on the type of reference — for example, internal
links (like in the table of contents) are red, blue for
web links or email addresses, green for links to the
bibliography, and so forth.

The options citebordercolor (bibliography),
linkbordercolor (“normal” links), urlborderco-

lor (web links and email), etc., override the default
color values. You enter the color you want as three
RGB values, which must be 0 ≤ RGB ≤ 1. For ex-
ample, linkbordercolor={0 0 1} will change the
standard red of “normal” links to blue.

The width and style of the link box can be con-
figured via pdfborder, which also requires a numeric
triplet. pdfborder={0 0 5} changes the line from
1 point to 5 points, with the result that you can
hardly see the text.

Especially interesting effects can be achieved
by adding an optional parameter to the numeric
triplet. For instance, pdfborder={0 0 1 [3]} cre-
ates a box with a 1 point border that is broken —
the higher the value of the optional parameter, the
longer the breaks in the line.

colorlinks=true removes the box around the
link (which pdfborder={0 0 0} will also do), but
the text of the link is now colored. The color scheme
for boxes is also valid for colored text links, and can
be changed with the options linkcolor, citecolor,
urlcolor, etc.

What’s good about this is that for changing col-
ors used for text, you can use the color names in the
color package; in other words, a declaration such
as linkcolor=blue works just fine.

What’s not so nice about this is that when you
print, colored text is of course printed in color, which
means the table of contents is red, or gray on a black-
and-white printer.

4.5 Global settings

Settings that are the same for several documents
need not be entered each time via the \usepackage

declaration. They can instead be placed into a sys-
temwide hyperref.cfg file.

For example, if all of our documents use color-
links and the “normal” link color should be blue,
the following will accomplish it:

%% hyperref.cfg: Global Settings

\hypersetup{colorlinks=true,%

linkcolor=blue,%

pdfproducer={Birds-of-a-Feather},%

pdfstartview=FitB}

Then the list of options for the hyperref pack-
age can be reduced to only those needed just for this
document.

\documentclass{article}

...

\usepackage[pdftex,a5paper,%

pdftitle={The Ducks},%

pdfauthor={Mother Goose},%

pdfkeywords={Ducks Fowl}%

]{hyperref}

...

\begin{document}

...

Options passed in the \usepackage declaration
override options from the hyperref.cfg file that
have the same name.

5 Your own links

Although the hyperref package already automati-
cally links for you almost everything in a TEX docu-
ment that ought to be, you may actually want to add
your own links to it. Links to URLs (i.e., to Web or
email addresses) and document-internal links should
be differentiated.

Links to URLs can be made quite simply with
the command \href.

A new day dawns in

\href{http://www.fburg.com}{Featherburg},

home of the richest

\href{mailto:d.duck@fburg.com}{duck}

in the world.

In the example above, the words Featherburg
and duck are colored according to the setting given
by colorlinks. By clicking on Featherburg we
will probably land on the home page of the city; by
clicking on duck you can send D. Duck an email —
but don’t bother asking for money!

For hyperlinks within a document you need to
specify both the \hypertarget and \hyperlink.
With \hypertarget you define a jump location (also
known as an anchor), which \hyperlink will then
target.

In order to protect his financial

interests D. Duck has lived in a

\hypertarget{trove}{safe}for decades.

...

‘‘Let’s go’’, the safecrackers shouted,

‘‘Today it’s the

\hyperlink{trove}{tightwad}’s turn!".

In this example, the word tightwad is made
clickable — using the mouse button will send us di-
rectly to the safe. The connection between link and
target is made by the freely-chosen word trove.
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6 Inclusion of graphics

Conventional wisdom has it that a picture is worth
a thousand words — which has lead many an author
to the conclusion that the value of their work would
increase according to the number of graphics it con-
tained.

The most complicated graphic that a pdfTEX
user puts into their document is generally the first
one. So let’s start at the beginning.

If you have aready put graphics into your “nor-
mal” LATEX documents, ideally you should find there
the following constructs:

\documentclass{article}

...

\usepackage{graphicx}

...

\begin{document}

...

If we want to use examples from the world

of comics, we can include pictures.

\begin{figure}

\includegraphics{entenhausen.eps}

\end{figure}

...

After you put your document on the road to
PDF by including the hyperref package, your first
\includegraphics command [1] will likely cause
an error. pdfTEX directly supports the inclusion of
JPEG, PDF and PNG graphic files — but not EPS!

I started a new paragraph here to allow you
some more time to let the shock sink in. For years,
you’ve struggled to get all the necessary graphics
into Encapsulated PostScript, and now this.

Not to try your patience further, but I want
to offer here an explanation of why this is, and not
unnecessarily; note quite simply that pdfTEX has
considerable difficulty (to put it kindly) with Post-
Script constructs of any sort, including the beloved
package pstricks.

But keep your chin up, and to close this section,
consider the following:

• In the future, you won’t have to spend any
more time converting to EPS, since most graph-
ics programs directly support the formats given
above.

• For those cases where you already have EPS
pictures included, but don’t have copies in any
of the above-mentioned formats, in most cases
the epstopdf converter, which ought to be in-
cluded in every TEX installation, will handle the
conversion.

7 Fonts and typefaces

Finally! You’re using the hyperref package, and
you’ve got it all configured just as you like it, all
your graphics are cleanly converted for pdfTEX, and
your document doesn’t have any errors when you
TEX it. We’re almost to the holy grail.

All too often though, you’re coming down the
home stretch, and then Acrobat Reader offers some-
thing frightful: the typeface looks as if instead of
the usual TEX fonts, the font Horror is being used.

If you didn’t really choose Horror as your base
font (thereby being quite happy with the typeface),
then the cause is probably the following:

TEX normally uses the so-called packed or bit-
map fonts (e.g., cmr10.pk), which cause Acrobat no
small amount of difficulty for screen display. pdfTEX
automatically avoids this issue, in that instead of
bitmaps, it uses outline-based PostScript varieties
of Computer Modern (fonts are the principal case
where the PDF needs the PostScript construct). You
can recognize this in the log file near the end of a
pdfTEX run when you see messages like:
...<cmr10.pfb><cmbx12.pfb>....

To come back to the chewed-up screen repre-
sentation of your document, the cause is usually in
the preamble of your document, more specifically in
the declaration

\usepackage[T1]{fontenc}

with which you want, among other things, to im-
prove hyphenation1, but instead of Computer Mod-
ern it embeds the EC fonts which are not included
in PostScript form in most TEX installations, by
default. A sure confirmation of this hypothesis is
when pdfTEX writes to the log file messages like
<...ecrm1000.pk>.

Considering the question of which is preferable,
better hyphenation or beautiful screen appearance,
the answer must of course be “both!” We have sev-
eral possibilities to choose from:2

• Instead of the usual TEX fonts, use the stan-
dard PostScript fonts (Times, Helvetica, etc.),
via \usepackage{times} for example. Possi-
bly also use the txfonts (Times) or pxfonts

(Palatino) to get companion symbols.

• If you (as I) are dependent on a typical TEX
layout, invest $150 (including shipping) and get
the European Modern Fonts from Y&Y.

1 This is useful for continental hyphenation, but is not

necessary for hyphenation in English.
2 Two other notable possibilities have been developed

since this article was originally written: The cm-super and

Latin Modern PostScript font collections.
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• If that’s a bit too rich for you (like one of the
frequently-occurring characters in this article),
get the (free) ae package and include that in
your document. With ae you get a modern font
encoding, but the actual glyphs come from the
Computer Modern PostScript fonts.

• Use the freely available Latin Modern or CM-
super font collections now available from CTAN.

8 Additional PostScript fonts

Even if using the standard PostScript fonts is quite
problem-free, including other, more exotic fonts can
present a very labor-intensive task. This may be
necessary since many firms and institutions, thanks
to corporate design, insist on typefaces such as Frut-
iger, Futura, Garamond, etc.

Including such Type 1 fonts, for the most part
commercially-sold, is certainly not trivial. However,
as is well-known, with TEX almost nothing is impos-
sible; consider the following:

• If you’ve purchased a PostScript font, its distri-
bution should include files with the extensions
.pfb, .afm, and/or .pfm.

• For use with pdfTEX you now still need the ac-
companying files with the extensions .vf, .tfm,
.map, and .fd, and it is quite useful to have a
style file to use the whole lot as a package in
your document.

As a rule, these files are not on the disk when
you buy fonts! With a bit of luck, you might
find them on CTAN in the fonts/psfonts di-
rectory.

• Look in the directory structure of your TEX in-
stallation, and try to find out where other font
packages place files with the above-named ex-
tensions. Play around with putting the new
font files in the same places.

• Look for the pdftex.cfg configuration file and
add your .map file to it. For example, for a
map file named newfont.map, you would add
the line map +newfont.map.

If you did everything correctly, the new fonts
should now be usable with pdfTEX. If you have dif-
ficulties, you might consult [2] and/or [3] for detailed
information.

If you want to know a bit more about what

you’ve just actually done, and what those files with
the weird extension names are good for, I have a tip
for you.

Come to the next meeting of Dante and ask
Walter Schmidt, or better yet: come to one of Wal-
ter Schmidt’s talks.

The only thing I have left now is the →

9 Conclusion

← that will close this overly-long article. If this in-
troduction to pdfTEX still seems complicated, don’t
worry, just jump right in.

When creating new documents, using pdfTEX
directly causes no problems in general, since you
don’t have to do anything extra aside from calling
the hyperref package. Instead of the usual pre-
viewer or print driver, Acrobat Reader can be used
without difficulty for both tasks.

It can be somewhat more complicated to re-
purpose existing TEX files for pdfTEX. Especially in
cases where many (EPS) graphics need to be con-
verted, it is frequently more efficient to choose the
traditional way and use tools like pstopdf for PDF

creation.
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LaTEX

Constructing circuit diagrams with

pst-circ∗

Herbert Voß

Abstract

In this article the group of packages collectively
referred to as pstricks is extended with a package
which adds the ability to generate electronic circuit
diagrams. These diagrams follow standard conven-
tions in engineering and can be particularly handy
when it comes to simple construction of circuit di-
agrams for publication, without having to come to
grips with vector drawing programs.

1 The basic concept

The package pst-circ described here is in principle
based on pst-node in which a graphical object is
placed between reference points or “nodes” (Fig-
ure 1), while the underlying details of the object
per se are secondary.

One can define such a coordinate pair two ways:

resistor(-1.5,0)(+1.5,0){$R$}

or

\pnode(-1.5,0){A}

\pnode(1.5,0){B}

resistor(A)(B){$R$}

where, in the second case, the location of A and B
has been defined separately. When there is no need
to explicitly to define a coordinate pair as a node,
you can simply use the (x, y)-form.

-2 -1 0 1 2

-1

0

1

A B

R

-2 -1 0 1 2

-1

0

1

A

BR

Figure 1: Example displays

The text labels are displayed horizontally by
default but can be rotated by invoking a specific pa-
rameter. Listing 1 illustrates the coding for Figure 1
(without the code which generated the coordinate
axes and labels on the nodes).

Listing 1: Coding for example displays

1 \begin{pspicture}(-2,-1)(2,1)

∗ Translated from Die TEXnische Komödie 3/2003, p. 33-
49, with permission. Translation by Douglas Waud.

2 \pnode(-1.5,0){A}

3 \pnode(1.5,0){B}

4 \resistor(A)(B){$R$}

5 \end{pspicture}\hspace{0.5cm}

6 \begin{pspicture}(-2,-1)(2,1)

7 \pnode(-1.5,-0.75)

8 \pnode(1.5,0.75){B}

9 \resistor(A)(B){$R$}

10 \end{pspicture}

2 Circuit components

Tables 1 through 3 give summaries of the circuit
components presently available (version 1.2). For
purposes of description these are divided into

Dipoles: Two terminal circuit elements.

Multidipoles: Combinations of two terminal cir-
cuit elements.

Tripoles: Three terminal circuit elements.

Quadrupoles: Four terminal circuit elements.

So the tables can focus on the key features,
possible options are not included. These are covered
later in this article. Macros are called generally in
the format

\<Object name>(<node 1>)(<node 2>)

... (<Label>)

The last argument (Label) can be empty. Some
of the tripoles do not make this argument available,
so a label must be generated separately.

2.1 Two terminal circuit elements

See Table 1 for the dipole elements available. Here
we have the greatest number of available objects.
All but \wire can have a label specified.

The symbol \circledipole can be used, in partic-

ular, for display of current and voltage sources as varia-

tions on the battery symbol. With the \labeloffset=0

option, one can place the label in the center of the circle

as, for example, in Figure 11.

2.2 Multidipole

This is nothing more than a linear chain of dipoles which

can lead to a simplification of the coding. Thus one

can, for example, represent a real inductance simply by

defining a new macro as a multipole as in Figure 2.

Listing 2: Code for the multidipole of figure 2

1 \begin{pspicture}(-2.75,-0.5)(2.75,1)

2 \pnode(-2.75,0){A}

3 \pnode(2.75,0){B}

4 \multidipole(A)(B)%

5 \coil{$L$}%

6 \resistor{$R$}.

7 \end{pspicture}
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Table 1: Predefined two terminal circuit elements

Name Macro Output

Battery \battery
UB

Voltage
source

\Ucc
U

Current
source

\Icc
I

Resis-
tance

\resistor
R

Capaci-
tance

\capacitor
C

Induc-
tance

\coil
L

Diode \diode
D

Zener-
Diode

\Zener
D

LED \LED
D

Lamp \lamp

Switch \switch
C

Wire \wire

Arrow \tension

u

Circle \circledipole

Note that the period at the end of line 6 ends the
definition of the multipole. The number of dipoles has
no hard limit. The size of the drawing space presents
the practical limit.

2.3 Three terminal circuit elements

In Table 2 the three terminals have the names of the
labels added to the sample displays. This makes it
clearer what the order of the (A), (B) and (C) calls in the
coding refers to. A label is available only for switches.

L R

Figure 2: Code defining a multidipole and the
result

For the other two, one must use the \uput command
(see Listing 1).

Table 2: Predefined three terminal circuit elements

Name Macro Graphic

Op Amp \OA

A

B

C−

+
∞

pnp Transistor \transistor
A

B

C

Potentiometer \potentiometer
P

A B

C

SPDT switch \Tswitch A B

C

S

2.4 Four terminal circuit elements

In Table 3 the names of the nodes are again super-
imposed on the example diagrams as (A), (B), (C),
and (D) to facilitate matching the coding. The order
of these nodes is meaningful since the calls all involve
(A)(B)(C)(D) in a specific order.

3 Options

The package pst-circ itself has no options of any kind;
in contrast, the macros have a considerable number,
including options for color displays which will be par-
ticularly useful in PDF output.

3.1 Circuit direction arrows

Each object can be provided with an arrow indicating
direction of current. The example in Figure 3 illustrates
use of all the available options for the characterization
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Table 3: Predefined four terminal circuit element

Name Macro Graphic

Trans-
former

\transformer

A

B

C

DT

Opto-
coupler

\optoCoupler

A

B

C

D
T

of the arrow. The default values for these options can
be obtained from the pst-circ documentation.

The direction of current is determined by the order
of the nodes— in the previous example of coding, from
(A) towards (B). This can, however, be changed with
the option \directconvention=false.

R
i(t)

1 \begin{pspicture}(-2,-1)(2,1)

2 \pnode(-1.5,0){A}

3 \pnode(1.5,0){B}

4 \resistor[%

5 intensity=true,%

6 intensitycolor=red,%

7 intensitylabel=i(t),%

8 intensitylabelcolor=red,%

9 intensitylabeloffset=0.3,%

10 intensitywidth=2pt](A)(B){$R$}

11 \end{pspicture}

Figure 3: Indicating current direction

3.2 Arrows indicating potential differences

Analogous to an arrow showing current direction, each
object can have an arrow to indicate a potential differ-
ence. The example in Figure 4 illustrates use of all the
available options for the characterization of the arrow.
The default values for these options can be obtained from
the pst-circ documentation. The listing shows only the
options for the potential difference arrow; those for the
current arrow would be the same as in the preceding
example.

This example also shows that the label, “C”, which
normally appears above the object, can also appear
below. Furthermore the default direction of the arrow

C

i(t)
u(t)

1 \begin{pspicture}(-2,-1)(2,1.5)

2 \pnode(-1.5,0){A}

3 \pnode(1.5,0){B}

4 \capacitor[%

5 labeloffset=-0.75,%

6 tension=true,%

7 tensioncolor=green,%

8 tensionoffset=0.75,%

9 tensionlabel=u(t),%

10 tensionlabelcolor=green,%

11 tensionlabeloffset=1,%

12 tensionwidth=\pslinewidth](A)(B){$C$}

13 \end{pspicture}

Figure 4: Displaying a potential difference

indicating potential is, like that for current, directed
from B to A.

If, for example, an alternative convention is desired,
arrows can be easily reversed with the options

dipoleconvention=generator|receptor

where load is the default. Also both arrows can be
jointly reversed with the option

directconvention=false|true

3.3 Parallel circuits

This case comes up frequently, for example, in the equiv-
alent circuit for a real capacitor, so pst-circ provides
extra options for it. Figure 5 shows a simple example
with all the options including those in the preceding
examples (but without repetition of the code already
presented).

The idea is that both objects themselves have
nodes but one of the two, with the option parallel,
is placed above or below the other. A negative value for
parallelarm would place the object under the other;
for example, with the specific value −2, the separation
would be 2 units. Similarly, parallel connections with
three objects are possible.

3.4 Alternative display forms

Different conventions for presentation frequently exist,
particularly between European and American symbols.
Most can be handled by the options summarized in
Table 4.

3.5 Variable elements

With the option variable=true, diagonal arrows are
added to indicate the component (resistor, inductance,
or capacitor) is variable, as illustrated in Figure 6:
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R
i1

u2

C

i2

u2

1 \begin{pspicture}(-2,-1)(2,3)

2 \pnode(-2,0){A}

3 \pnode(2,0){B}

4 \resistor[%

5 labeloffset=0,%

6 [ ... ]

7 tensionwidth=1pt](A)(B){$R$}

8 \capacitor[%

9 labeloffset=0,%

10 parallel=true,%

11 parallelnode=true,%

12 parallelsep=0.2,%

13 parallelarm=1.5,%

14 [ ... ]

15 tensionwidth=\pslinewidth](A)(B){$C$}

16 \end{pspicture}

Figure 5: A parallel circuit

R L C

Figure 6: Adjustable objects

3.6 Transistors

The transistor in Table 1 was presented in bare-bones
fashion. Figure 7 shows further options.

• The boolean option Transistorinvert reverses the
emitter and collector connections.

• The higher-level option intensity=true sets all
three current arrows for base/emitter/collector to
true.

• The colors for the current arrows can be set globally
with the option intensitycolor, and for labels
with intensitylabelcolor.

3.7 Operational amplifier

Table 1 illustrated a standard operational amplifier with
infinite gain. Figure 8 illustrates some of the possible
options. Here, as with the transistor, one can simplify
coding with the higher level option intensity to control
all three current arrows.

With the option tripolestyle=french one can
also invoke the alternative presentation illustrated in
Figure 9.

Table 4: Alternative formats

Macro dipolestyle=...
Graphic

\resistor –
R

zigzag
R

\coil –
L

rectangle
L

curved
L

elektor
L

elektorcurved
L

\capacitor –
C

chemical
C

elektor
C

elektorchemical
C

\diode –
D

thyristor
T

GTO
GTO

triac
Triac

A final option, OAinvert, makes it possible to
reverse the connections of the two inputs.

3.8 Transformers

Finally Figure 10 illustrates the options available for
display of transformers. Again the labels on the current
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iB

iC

iE

1 \begin{pspicture}(4,3)

2 \pnode(0,1.5){A}\uput[-45](A){A}

3 \pnode(4,3){B}\uput[-135](B){B}

4 \pnode(4,0){C}\uput[135](C){C}

5 \transistor[%

6 transistorcircle=false,%

7 transistortype=NPN,%

8 transistoribase=true,%

9 transistoricollector=true,%

10 transistoriemitter=true,%

11 transistoribaselabel={\red $i_B$},%

12 transistoricollectorlabel=$i_C$,%

13 transistoriemitterlabel=$i_E$,%

14 intensitycolor=red,%

15 intensitylabelcolor=red](A)(B)(C)

16 \end{pspicture}

Figure 7: Transistor options

−

+

iM

iP
iA

1 \begin{pspicture}(4,3.5)

2 \pnode(0,3){A}

3 \pnode(0,0){B}

4 \pnode(4,1.5){C}

5 \OA[%

6 OAperfect=false,%

7 OAiplus=true,%

8 OAiminus=true,%

9 OAiout=true,%

10 OAipluslabel=$i_P$,%

11 OAiminuslabel=$i_M$,%

12 OAioutlabel=$i_A$,%

13 intensitycolor=red,%

14 intensitylabelcolor=red](A

)(B)(C)

15 \end{pspicture}

Figure 8: Operational amplifier options

arrows can be controlled jointly with the higher level op-

tion intensity. Furthermore, the German convention of

using rectangles for the windings can be chosen with the

option dipole-style=rectangle to match the parallel

usage shown earlier with inductances.

4 Example of use for a complex diagram

With pst-circ one cannot readily design extremely

complex circuits. Still one can easily display small

circuits or equivalent circuits for real devices if one works

in the framework of a coordinate system such as that

−

+
∞

1 \begin{pspicture}(4,3.5)

2 \pnode(0,3){A}

3 \pnode(0,0){B}

4 \pnode(4,1.5){C}

5 \OA[tripolestyle=french](A)(B)(C)

6 \end{pspicture}

Figure 9: Alternative format for an operational
amplifier

iin iout

Prim. Sec.

T

1 \begin{pspicture}(4,4)

2 \pnode(0,3){A}

3 \pnode(0,0){B}

4 \pnode(4,3){C}

5 \pnode(4,0){D}

6 \transformer[%

7 dipolestyle=rectangle,%

8 primarylabel={Prim.},%

9 secondarylabel={Sec.},%

10 transformeriprimary=true,%

11 transformerisecondary=true,%

12 transformeriprimarylabel=$i_{in}$,%

13 transformerisecondarylabel=$i_{out}$,%

14 intensitycolor=red,%

15 intensitylabelcolor=red](A)(B)(C)(D){$T$}

16 \end{pspicture}

Figure 10: Transformer options

provided by psgrid. Figure 11 displays the equivalent

circuit for a constant current generator as produced by

the code in Listing 3.

Listing 3: Code for Figure 11

1 \psset{intensitycolor=red,%

2 intensitylabelcolor=red,%

3 tensioncolor=green,%

4 tensionlabelcolor=green,%

5 intensitywidth=3pt}%

6 \begin{pspicture}(-1.5,-0.2)(13.5,9)
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Figure 11: Example of capabilities of pst-circ

7 \psgrid[griddots=5,gridlabels=7pt,subgriddiv=0]

8 \circledipole[

9 tension,%

10 tensionlabel=$U_0$,%

11 tensionoffset=0.75,%

12 labeloffset=0](0,0)(0,6){\LARGE\textbf{=}}

13 \wire[intensity,intensitylabel=$i_0$](0,6)

(2.5,6)

14 \diode[dipolestyle=thyristor](2.5,6)(4.5,6){$T

_1$}

15 \wire[intensity,intensitylabel=$i_1$](4.5,6)

(6.5,6)

16 \multidipole(6.5,7.5)(2.5,7.5)%

17 \coil[dipolestyle=rectangle,labeloffset

=-0.75]{$L_5$}%

18 \diode[labeloffset=-0.75]{$D_5$}.

19 \wire[intensity,intensitylabel=$i_5$](6.5,6)

(6.5,7.5)

20 \wire(2.5,7.5)(2.5,3)

21 \wire[intensity,intensitylabel=$i_c$](2.5,4.5)

(2.5,6)

22 \qdisk(2.5,6){2pt}\qdisk(6.5,6){2pt}

23 \diode[dipolestyle=thyristor](2.5,4.5)(4.5,4.5)

{$T_2$}

24 \wire[intensity,intensitylabel=$i_2$](4.5,4.5)

(6.5,4.5)

25 \capacitor[tension,tensionlabel=$u_c$,%

26 tensionoffset=-0.75,tensionlabeloffset

=-1](6.5,4.5)(6.5,6){$C_k$}

27 \qdisk(2.5,4.5){2pt}\qdisk(6.5,4.5){2pt}

28 \wire[intensity,intensitylabel=$i_3$](6.5,4.5)

(6.5,3)

29 \multidipole(6.5,3)(2.5,3)%

30 \coil[dipolestyle=rectangle,labeloffset

=-0.75]{$L_3$}%

31 \diode[labeloffset=-0.75]{$D_3$}.

32 \wire(6.5,6)(9,6)\qdisk(9,6){2pt}

33 \diode(9,0)(9,6){$D_4$}

34 \wire[intensity,intensitylabel=$i_4$](9,3.25)

(9,6)

35 \wire[intensity,intensitylabel=$i_a$](9,6)(11,6)

36 \multidipole(11,6)(11,0)%

37 \resistor{$R_L$}

38 \coil[dipolestyle=rectangle]{$L_L$}%

39 \circledipole[labeloffset=0,%

40 tension,tensionoffset=0.7,%

41 tensionlabel=$U_B$]{\LARGE\textbf{=}}.

42 \wire(0,0)(11,0)\qdisk(9,0){2pt}

43 \tension(12.5,5.5)(12.5,0.5){$u_a$}

44 \end{pspicture}

The package pst-circ is a great help with switch-
ing circuit diagrams of reasonable complexity, in the
same way as noted earlier with equivalent circuits.

5 PDF output

Since the package pst-circ [1] is based on PostScript
[3] (like all pstricks [8] packages), it cannot be used
directly with pdfTEX. However, there are a number of
alternative ways to get PDF output:

• The pdftricks package [7]; unfortunately, this very
frequently, because of the use of PostScript, leads
to problems with bounding boxes.

• The ps4pdf package [5, 6], which requires installa-
tion of the LATEX package preview [2].

• The program VTEX[4] (free for Linux and OS/2).

• The program ps2pdf with the sequential conver-
sions dvi → ps → pdf.

ps4pdf also offers the possibility of storing figures
generated with pstricks in a single PDF or EPS file.

6 Summary

This article describes most of the common features of the
pst-circ package. Features not mentioned, for example
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crossing of connections and use of switches, can be found
in the package documentation.
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Absolute positioning with textpos

Norman Gray

Abstract

I describe the textpos package, which allows you to
place blocks of text at arbitrary positions on the
page. I give an overview of its functionality, and
discuss a few points of TEXnical interest.

1 Introduction

TEX has many wonderful features, but the one most
often, and most forcefully, advanced to potential
converts is that they need no longer fret about
layout. ‘Concentrate on the text; the layout is
not your concern’, we say, ‘Produce your deathless
text in a golden stream and let LATEX handle the
minutiae of fonts and linebreaking and spacing’.

This is true, but in those few cases where the
layout actually is part of the point— this block of
text must go here, the logo just there —authors
find themselves embroiled in an unseemly struggle
with an application which suddenly seems officious
rather than helpful, resorting to increasingly shrill
demands (‘\newline damnit!’), and more or less
desperate hackery. This is where textpos can help.

In 1998 I was involved in just such a strug-
gle with LATEX, laying out text on an A0 sheet
to produce a conference poster. The package I
produced I released as textpos, and it has become
a common way to achieve this sort of position-
ing control. The package is available from CTAN,
at macros/latex/contrib/textpos, and also from
the textpos home page, http://www.astro.gla.

ac.uk/users/norman/distrib/latex/.
In this article I’ll give a quick overview of

the functionality of textpos. Then I’ll make a few
observations on the way that textpos is implemented,
and on its relationship with the everyshi package.

2 Using textpos

The textpos package is not a complicated one, since
in outline it consists of only a single environment,
plus a starred variant and a few configuration pa-
rameters. The manual distributed with the pack-
age [1] gives the details; I need only outline the
principles here.

The package defines an environment textblock
which contains the text (or other material) which
is to be placed in a block, and takes parameters
which specify the width of the block and its position
relative to a reference point. The syntax is as
follows:

\begin{textblock}{〈width〉}[〈hx 〉,〈hy〉](〈x 〉,〈y〉)
...

\end{textblock}

The 〈width〉 gives the width the block is to have, and
the 〈x 〉 and 〈y〉 parameters give the position of the
block’s ‘handle’ relative to the ‘reference point’. The
handle is by default the top-left corner of the block,
but may be moved using the optional argument (in
square brackets as usual); the reference point I will
return to in a moment. Notice that the position-
ing arguments for the textblock environment—
the coordinates (〈x 〉,〈y〉) —are in parentheses rather
than curly braces, in slight imitation of the picture
environment.

The salient features of this syntax and its effects
are illustrated in figure 1. In this illustration, the
rules around the boxes are there because I included
the [showboxes] option when I loaded the textpos

package at the beginning of this article — this is
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In my beginning

\begin{textblock}{2.5}(0.5,2)

\raggedright

Work is of two kinds: first, altering

the position of matter at or near the

earth’s surface relatively to other such

matter; second, telling other people

to do so.

\end{textblock}

\begin{textblock}{2}[0.5,0.5](4,2)

\raggedleft

The first kind is unpleasant and ill paid;

the second is pleasant and highly paid

\emph{[Russell]}.

\end{textblock}

is my end.

In my beginning

Work is of two kinds:
first, altering the position
of matter at or near the
earth’s surface relatively
to other such matter;
second, telling other
people to do so.

The first kind is
unpleasant and ill
paid; the second is

pleasant and highly
paid [Russell].

is my end.

Figure 1: An example of using the textblock

environment.

useful when laying out the boxes, but it is off by
default.

In a textblock environment, you specify the
widths of the textblocks, but not their heights,
which are as large as they have to be to enclose their
content.

Here, I have shown the content as simple text,
but the contents can be anything which can go into
a \vbox.

The positioning parameters specify the position
of a notional handle, which by default is located
at the top left corner of the block. However, you
can move this handle to any part of the block by
using the arguments [〈hx 〉,〈hy〉], as I did in the
second block in figure 1. The coordinates of the
handle are given as multiples of the horizontal and
(final) vertical size of the block, so that [0,0] is the
top left (the default), [1,0] is the top right, and
[0.5,0.5] is the centre. The fractions don’t have
to be restricted to the range 0 ≤ f ≤ 1.

Each of the environments takes up zero space,
so that the ‘reference point’— the point relative

to which the boxes are positioned— is the same
for each of the environments, as long as there is
no material between them (or more precisely, no
material with a vertical extent greater than 0 pt).
This is why the text ‘is my end’ appears close to
the text in the top left; observe, however, that they
are not immediately adjacent, and the presence of
the textblock environments has inserted a single
paragraph break. If a textblock appears when TEX
is typesetting the text of a paragraph (that is, it
is in horizontal mode), then the environment ends
the paragraph, as if you had typed \par at that
point, or inserted a blank line. While I’m talking
about spacing, note that there is nothing inhibiting
you from (or defending you against!) overlapping
the text of the boxes, so that there is necessarily
an element of visual layout involved in using the
environment.

2.1 Lengths

The widths and positions which are arguments to
the textblock environment are given in units of
\TPHorizModule for the horizontal lengths, and
\TPVertModule for the vertical ones. These are
TEX 〈dimen〉s, so you can set their values in the
usual way, with \setlength. You usually will want
to do this, since the default values, of 1/16 of the
\paperwidth and \paperheight respectively, are
not likely to be particularly useful. For example,
the figures above were preceded by

\setlength{\TPHorizModule}{\columnwidth}

\divide\TPHorizModule by 5

\setlength{\TPVertModule}{\baselineskip}

to adapt the positioning to the typographical en-
vironment. Alternatively, you could use the calc
package and write this more straightforwardly as

\setlength{\TPHorizModule}{\columnwidth/5}

textpos is compatible with calc, thanks to code from
Rolf Niepraschk. You can also use these dimen-
sions directly, in \hspace {2 \TPHorizModule} for
example, if that helps to give your document more
consistency.

Using these modules makes your arrangement
of blocks easily rescalable, and it helps fit the blocks
neatly into a larger structure; however, they can
also help your layout look better. Although you can
give fractional positions (as I illustrated in figure 1),
your layout will tend to look more coherent if you
pick a suitable module and try to restrict yourself to
integer multiples of it. This can make the difference
between a layout which looks busy and cluttered,
and one which is elegantly restrained.
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If your layout requirements are more specific
than this, then you may want to use the starred vari-
ant of the textblock environment. This is just like
the unstarred version, except that the block width
and positioning parameters are given as absolute
lengths, in any TEX units such as pt or em, rather
than as multiples of the horizontal and vertical mod-
ules (the optional arguments remain relative to the
size of the final block).

2.2 Absolute positioning

As I explained above, the position arguments are by
default relative to a reference point which is iden-
tified as the ‘current position’ on the page, which
is unchanged by the presence of the textblock. For
some applications, such as laying out a conference
poster, it is most useful if the reference point can
be guaranteed to be in a particular location, and
guaranteed not to move, and it is for this reason
that textpos also has an ‘absolute’ mode.

You put textpos in this mode with

\usepackage[absolute]{textpos}

after which all textblocks are positioned relative
to a single origin on the page, irrespective of any
material that separates them. This origin is by
default located at the top left corner of the paper
(that is, 25.4 mm (ahem!) leftwards and upwards
of TEX’s usual nominal reference point), but you
can adjust it with the \textblockorigin{〈x 〉}{〈y〉}
command, which takes two arguments, giving the
horizontal and vertical position of the origin, relative
to the top left corner of the paper. The dimensions
〈x 〉 and 〈y〉 must have units; they are not multiples
of any module.

The command

\TPGrid[〈bh〉,〈bv〉]{〈nh〉}{〈nv〉}

is an alternative way of setting the \TPHorizModule
and \TPVertModule lengths, particularly useful in
absolute mode. This firstly sets the modules so that

〈nh〉 × \TPHorizModule + 2〈bh〉 = \paperwidth

〈nv〉 × \TPVertModule + 2〈bv〉 = \paperheight

and secondly calls \textblockorigin{〈bh〉}{〈bv〉},
so that the modules form a 〈nh〉 × 〈nv〉 grid on
the paper, with a border 〈bh〉 wide and 〈bv〉 deep
around it. If the optional border argument is absent,
it defaults to [0pt,0pt]. The \textblockorigin

command is available only in ‘absolute’ mode, but
the \TPGrid command is available in relative mode
also.

For other hints on formatting posters, see [2].
There are a few other textpos details, to do with

colouring in boxes, and overlaying them or not; for
those, see the textpos documentation.

ref
hello!

0.5cm

\hskip3cm

\hss

Figure 2: Positioning text in and out of boxes.

3 Implementation

The textpos package is not a complicated one, and
is at heart a wrapper round two simple but powerful
techniques, namely positioning with glue and boxes,
and hooking into the output routine using everyshi.
I will describe these here, in case they are of wider
TEXnical interest.

3.1 The basics of positioning

At one level, a TEX page is no more than a sequence
of boxes, glue, and a few more exotic things that
need not concern us here. Each box has a height, a
depth, a width, and at this level nothing else. The
material inside these boxes, consisting of characters,
rules, and other boxes, is what we ultimately wish
to see on the page, but there is no requirement for
this material to lie strictly within the boundaries of
the box it is associated with; furthermore, glue can
be negative in extent as well as positive, and these
two observations together give us a technique for
positioning things.

Consider the TEX box

\hbox to 0.5cm{\hskip 3cm hello!\hss}

which is illustrated in figure 2. That creates an
\hbox which is exactly 0.5 cm wide, and puts into
it a skip and some text which are together substan-
tially larger than the box. This would create an
overfull \hbox were it not for the ‘infinitely shrink-
able glue’, the \hss, at the end. This inserts what-
ever glue is required to make the whole construction
have zero badness. The end result is that we have
placed the text ‘hello!’ at a point 3 cm to the right
of the reference point of the \hbox which, as far
as TEX is concerned, is only 0.5 cm wide. We can
do exactly the same thing with \vboxes and \vss

glue and, putting these together, get the result in
figure 3.

That —plus a little bit of syntactic sugar1 and
some spacing magic— is textpos.

3.2 Absolute positioning and \shipout

Well, almost all there is to it. While the technique
in the last section is enough for the default ‘relative’

1 The fact that textpos.sty has ended up over 250 lines

long, shows that sugar can be very fattening indeed.
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I am here

\vbox to 0pt{%

\vskip 1cm

\hbox to 0pt{\hskip 2cm In my beginning.\hss}%

\vss}Or there, or elsewhere.

I am here

In my beginning.

Or there, or elsewhere.

Figure 3: Boxes in boxes: how textpos works.

mode of textpos, it does not address the problem of
pinning the reference point for absolute mode to a
fixed position on the page. The most elegant way
to do this was suggested by Olaf Maibaum, using
Martin Schröder’s everyshi package (also at CTAN,
of course).

The ‘shipout’ is the very final stage of TEX’s
handling of a page. When it has found an optimal
page break, TEX puts the page contents into the
special box register \box255 and calls the \output

routine. That routine’s job is to do the final assem-
bly of a page, handling footnotes, marginal notes,
and the rest, and when it is finished, it wraps it
all up into a final box which it passes to the TEX
primitive \shipout. The everyshi package gives you
a last chance to tinker with the output, by letting
you register a sequence of commands which will be
invoked at precisely this point, with the contents of
\shipout’s argument available in \box255 (though
this is almost certainly not the same \box255 which
was originally prepared for the \output routine). It
is the content of this box after you’ve made any ad-
justments that is passed to the primitive \shipout.
This is a tremendously powerful mechanism.

In absolute mode, textpos converts each text
block into a zero-height \vbox as usual (in fact, into
the temporary \box0), but instead of contributing
them to the current page, it accumulates them in a
holding box:

\global\setbox\TP@holdbox=\vbox{%

\box0

\unvbox\TP@holdbox}

However, in this mode textpos has also registered
some commands with the everyshi hook:

\EveryShipout{%

\global\setbox255=\vbox{%

\unvbox\TP@holdbox

\unvbox255}}

Thus, whenever the output routine is called, either
because a page has filled up or because the input file
has come to an end, it constructs its final box and

calls \shipout. At this last moment this fragment
of code prepends the textpos hold box to the everyshi

\box255 and lets this enlarged box be the one
shipped out.

3.3 So . . .

textpos has pulled off the rather un-TEX-like trick
of supporting the non-automatic layout of text, and
it has done so without outrageous trickery, by sim-
ply exploiting the core functionality of TEX’s page-
layout algorithm— constrained gluing together of
boxes of given sizes— in an unexpected way. As a
result, understanding textpos requires, or prompts,
an understanding of that algorithm, with its pa-
rameters \baselineskip, \prevdepth and friends,
and this, together with the use of other common
techniques such as TEX arithmetic and token lists,
means that it manages simultaneously to solve a
non-trivial problem usefully, and to be instructive.

And that’s a good position to be in.
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Multilingual bibliographies: Using and

extending the babelbib package

Harald Harders

1 Introduction

When generating bibliographies using BibTEX, style
files (file extension .bst) are used to determine the
appearance of the bibliographies. Most of the avail-
able BibTEX styles are hardcoded to a specific lan-
guage, often English. This is unsatisfactory in many
cases. If you, for example, write a German docu-
ment and use one of the standard bst files, English
keywords as “edition”, “page”, etc. are used instead
of their German translations »Auflage«, »Seite« etc.
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Another limitation of most BibTEX styles is the
fact that even small changes of the bibliography’s
layout are not possible without creating a new bst

file. Since the syntax of bst files is completely dif-
ferent from that of LATEX this is difficult for most
LATEX users.

The package babelbib provides solutions for
both problems. It is available from the CTAN

network in the directory CTAN:biblio/bibtex/

contrib/babelbib/.

2 Multilingual bibliographies

2.1 Available packages

The restriction to one bibliography language is avoi-
ded by the packages bibgerm and babelbib. Both use
following approach: Their BibTEX styles use TEX
macros instead of hardcoded strings, e.g., the com-
mand \btxeditorlong instead of the string “editor”.
These commands are defined within the packages
for different languages differently, e.g., “editor” in
English, »Herausgeber« in German, or «editore» in
Italian.

bibgerm [4] is the older package and has served
as basis for babelbib. It is restricted to English and
German and works together with the babel [1], ger-

man, and ngerman [3] packages. bibgerm works both
with plain TEX and LATEX. It does not provide com-
mands to change the typography of bibliographies.

babelbib [2] has been developed in order to be
extendable to more languages in cooperation with
the babel package. Thus, it needs the babel package
to be loaded, too. Version 0.40 of the package ba-

belbib supports Afrikaans, Danish, Dutch, English,
French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Swedish, and
Spanish.1 The author would be grateful for any of-
fers of assistance with adding more languages. How
this can be done is described in section 4. The
current version only runs with LATEX2ε. babelbib

provides commands to change the typography of a
bibliography within the LATEX source, described in
section 3.2.

With babelbib, replacements for the standard
BibTEX styles (bababbrv, babalpha, babplain, and
babunsrt) as well as a replacement for the AMS

BibTEX style amsplain (babamspl) are shipped. In
addition, two styles bababbr3 and babplai3 are in-
cluded that convert a list of more than three au-
thors to “first author et al.”. All styles have mul-
tilingual support, include additional field types (de-

1 In some languages, all names for other languages are not
yet present. For instance, the French name for new-norwegian
(Nynorsk) is not defined.

scribed in section 3.1), and allow easy layout changes
(section 3.2).

2.2 Different approaches for multilingual

bibliographies

Two approaches are possible for bibliographies with
flexible languages:

Each citation can use the language of the cited
document. Then, the keywords vary within one bib-
liography. This approach is used by bibgerm. The
following example shows this behaviour:

References

[1] Beitz, W. und K.-H. Küttner (Heraus-
geber): Dubbel – Taschenbuch für den

Maschinenbau, Kapitel Werkstofftechnik,
Seiten E 1–E 120. Springer-Verlag, Ber-
lin, 17. Auflage, 1990, ISBN 3-540-52381-
2.

[2] Dieter, George E. et al. (editors): Ma-

terials Selection and Design, volume 20
of ASM Handbook, chapter Effects of
Composition, Processing, and Structure
on Properties of Engineering Plastics,
pages 434–456. ASM International, 1997,
ISBN 0-87170-386-6.

The second approach uses the document’s main
language for the whole bibliography. Thus, the key-
words are uniform. This means for example, that
the “edition” of a cited document in a German text
is named »Auflage«, even if the cited document is
not German. Nevertheless, the data fields (title,
authors, etc.) are typeset in the citation language
given for the cited document in order to use the cor-
rect hyphenation patterns. For example, the above
bibliography looks in an English text like this:

References

[1] Beitz, W. and K.-H. Küttner (editors):
Dubbel – Taschenbuch für den Maschi-

nenbau, chapter Werkstofftechnik, pages
E 1–E 120. Springer-Verlag, Berlin,
17. edition, 1990, ISBN 3-540-52381-2.

[2] Dieter, George E. et al. (editors): Ma-

terials Selection and Design, volume 20
of ASM Handbook, chapter Effects of
Composition, Processing, and Structure
on Properties of Engineering Plastics,
pages 434–456. ASM International, 1997,
ISBN 0-87170-386-6.

And in a German text like this:
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Literatur

[1] Beitz, W. und K.-H. Küttner (Heraus-
geber): Dubbel – Taschenbuch für den

Maschinenbau, Kapitel Werkstofftechnik,
Seiten E 1–E 120. Springer-Verlag, Ber-
lin, 17. Auflage, 1990, ISBN 3-540-52381-
2.

[2] Dieter, George E. et al. (Herausgeber):
Materials Selection and Design, Band 20
der Reihe ASM Handbook, Kapitel Effects
of Composition, Processing, and Struc-
ture on Properties of Engineering Plas-
tics, Seiten 434–456. ASM International,
1997, ISBN 0-87170-386-6.

Both approaches can be typeset with babelbib,
described in the following sections.

2.3 Using the babelbib package

To use the features of babelbib, first load it with:

\usepackage{babelbib}

The default behaviour is to change the language set-
tings depending on the cited document (first ap-
proach in section 2.2). If you want a unique lan-
guage over the whole bibliography, use the option
fixlanguage:

\usepackage[fixlanguage]{babelbib}

Then, the language is fixed to the main document
language. If you want to use another language, you
may change it by

\selectbiblanguage{〈language〉}

The following BibTEX styles are available for
babelbib: bababbr3, bababbrv, babalpha, babamspl,
babplai3, babplain, and babunsrt. You select one of
them by using:

\bibliographystyle{〈style〉}

If you use babamspl, you have to load the package
with the option languagenames because the AMS

BibTEX styles typeset the language of the cited doc-
ument and babelbib then has to define the names of
the languages. This is not done by default to save
memory.

You can also use the BibTEX styles of the pack-
age bibgerm (gerabbrv, geralpha, gerapali, gerplain,
gerunsrt) but with fixed typography.

2.4 BibTEX database files (*.bib)

The BibTEX database files (extension .bib) for us-
age with babelbib don’t differ much from standard
files. All document types have the additional field
language which should be given for each cited doc-
ument. The examples, given above, were generated
using following bib file:

@InBook{dubbel1990a,

editor = {Beitz, W. and K"uttner, K.-H.},

title = {Dubbel~-- Taschenbuch f"ur den

Maschinenbau},

chapter = {Werkstofftechnik},

publisher = {Springer"=Verlag},

year = 1990,

address = {Berlin},

edition = {17.},

pages = {E~1--E~120},

isbn = {3-540-52381-2},

language = {ngerman}

}

@InBook{dieter1997a,

editor = {Dieter, George~E. and others},

title = {Materials Selection and Design},

chapter = {Effects of Composition,

Processing, and Structure on

Properties of Engineering

Plastics},

publisher = {\acro{ASM} International},

year = 1997,

volume = 20,

series = {\acro{ASM} Handbook},

pages = {434--456},

isbn = {0-87170-386-6},

language = {english}

}

Note that all extensions and shortcuts provided
by babel for the different languages, e.g., "u instead
of \"u for “ü” in German items, can be used in the
fields of a document, if { and } are used as delimiters
in the bib file.

If you leave out the specification of the language
for a citation item this item is typeset in the doc-
ument’s main language, when you use one of the
bab*.bst styles. In addition, a warning is generated
for an omitted language field. If you use a bibgerm

style (ger*.bst), no warning is produced, and—
what is more important—the new item is typeset
in the language of the preceding citation in the bib-
liography which may not be wanted.

3 Other extensions

The babelbib package as well as the associated bst

files contain additional extensions that don’t con-
cern the multilingual support.

3.1 More data fields supported by the bst

files

The bab*.bst styles support three additional fields
for most of the document types.

You are able to specify the ISBN resp. ISSN of
the documents, using fields of the same names, as
can be seen in the example above.
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Element Fields Default value
bababbr3, bababbrv babamspl

babalpha, babplai3
babplain, babunsrt

name authors, editors
title title, series \emph \emph

etal “et al.” \emph

journal journal title
volume volume (journal) \textbf

ISBN ISBN \MakeUppercase \MakeUppercase

ISSN ISSN \MakeUppercase \MakeUppercase

url net address \url \url

Table 1: Default values of the fonts in bibliographies. A missing value means that the standard font of
the document is used.

Using the field url, URLs can be given. If the
command \url is available, e.g., by loading url.sty

or hyperref.sty, they are printed using it. If not,
babelbib defines a \url command that produces an
error message when using the field URL.

3.2 Flexible typography of the

bibliography

The standard bst files have a fixed typography of
the bibliography. Even small changes (e.g., chang-
ing the font for author names to small caps) need
to change the bst file. To avoid that, the bab*.bst

files use user definable font commands for some ele-
ments of the bibliography.

The approach works as follows: If the user does
not specify the font for an element of the bibliogra-
phy, the BibTEX style includes a default font that
it uses. If, in contrast, the user specifies a font, this
value is taken instead of the default.

Fonts of the bibliography are changed with the
command:

\setbibliographyfont{〈element〉}{〈font command〉}

The possible elements and font commands are listed
in Table 1.

The font command has to be a LATEX command
with exactly one argument, e.g., \emph, \textbf,
and \textsc. You can also use commands as \mbox,
that do not change a font but, for example, inhibit
line breaks within one element. This can be useful
for ISBN and ISSN.

If you want to switch to a font for which no
command is available that accords to the above rule,
you have to define a new command, e.g.,

\newcommand\textitbf[1]{%

{\bfseries\itshape #1\/}}%

\setbibliographyfont{title}{\textitbf}%

In the argument of \setbibliographyfont, the
font command is given without an argument, as
shown in this example.

If you try to define a font for an element not
listed in Table 1, an error message is generated. To
define a font for a new element that is not known
by babelbib, e.g., for a custom BibTEX style, the
\setbibliographyfont* command is available.

Internally, the \setbibliographyfont and
\setbibliographyfont* commands define a com-
mand with a name built by \btx〈element〉font, e.g.,
\btxtitlefont for titles. This command can be
used by the bst files.

The strings “ISBN” and “ISSN” are generated by
the commands \btxISBN and \btxISSN. They don’t
take an argument. By default, these commands just
write the corresponding strings without a change of
the font. In this article, they have been changed as
follows:

\renewcommand\btxISBN{\acro{ISBN}}

\renewcommand\btxISSN{\acro{ISSN}}

where \acro prints the text slightly smaller. An-
other possibility could be to use small caps:

\renewcommand\btxISBN{\textsc{isbn}}

\renewcommand\btxISSN{\textsc{issn}}

3.3 Changing keywords

If you don’t like some of the keywords provided
by babelbib you are able to change them using
\declarebtxcommands. For example, it is possible
to call Ph.D. theses »Dissertation« or »Doktorar-
beit« in German, where the first name is used by
babelbib, as follows:

\declarebtxcommands{german}{%

\def\btxphdthesis#1{%

\foreignlanguage{german}{Doktorarbeit}}%

}
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As it can be seen in the example, the command
changes the keyword for the language specified
in the first argument, while the second argument
gives the (re)definition of the command. You may
change more than one command within one call of
\declarebtxcommands, but you have to avoid the
insertion of unwanted spaces. Which \btx. . . com-
mand you have to change can be determined by
searching for the unwanted keyword in the language-
dependent bdf file (see the next section).

\declarebtxcommands can also be used to add
new keyword commands, e.g., for newly developed
BibTEX styles.

4 Adding new languages to babelbib

The package babelbib includes a list of known lan-
guages. It determines automatically which of these
have been loaded by babel. It then defines the bibli-
ographic keywords for them. This is done by loading
special files (extension .bdf) that provide the key-
word definitions, similarly to the language definition
files (extension .ldf) of babel.

If the user defines a new bdf file the package
babelbib does not know about it and thus cannot
load it automatically. Thus, the user has to specify
it as option when loading babelbib. For instance,
say you have provided norsk.bdf. Then you have
to load babelbib as follows:

\usepackage[norsk]{babelbib}

If you have generated a new bdf file or if you
have extended one of the other files, please email
them to me so I can include your changes into the
distribution.

4.1 Writing new bdf files

The bdf files do two things. First, they provide the
commands that contain the keywords for bibliogra-
phies. And second, they append the call of these
commands to the \extras〈language〉 command of
the loaded languages, if the option fixlanguage is not
used. In the further text, the organization of bdf

files is described for the example of english.bdf.
The commands for the bibliographic keywords

are called \btx〈keyword〉 for keywords in the mid-
dle of a sentence (often starting with lowercase let-
ters) resp. \Btx〈keyword〉 for keywords at the be-
ginning of a sentence (starting with uppercase let-
ters). Many of these commands provide a long
and a short (abbreviated) version, for which long

resp. short is appended to the command name, e.g.,
\btxeditorlong for “editor” and \btxeditorshort

for “ed”.

The keyword definitions are put into a com-
mand \bibs〈language〉, e.g., \bibsenglish, which
is called when the document language is changed
by \selectlanguage, if fixlanguage is not set, or at
\begin{document}, if fixlanguage is set.

A part of the command \bibsenglish looks
like this:

\newcommand\bibsenglish[1][english]{%

\def\biblanguagename{#1}%

\def\btxetalshort##1{%

\foreignlanguage{#1}{et~al##1{}}}%
...

\def\btxeditorshort##1{%

\foreignlanguage{#1}{ed##1{}}}%

\def\btxeditorlong##1{%

\foreignlanguage{#1}{editor}}%

\def\btxeditorsshort##1{%

\foreignlanguage{#1}{eds##1{}}}%

\def\btxeditorslong##1{%

\foreignlanguage{#1}{editors}}%
...

\def\Btxeditorshort##1{%

\foreignlanguage{#1}{Ed##1{}}}%

\def\Btxeditorlong##1{%

\foreignlanguage{#1}{Editor}}%
...

\ifbbbblanguagenames

\def\btxlanguagenameamerican{%

\foreignlanguage{#1}{english}}%

\def\btxlanguagenameaustrian{%

\foreignlanguage{#1}{german}}%
...

\def\btxlanguagenamefrenchb{%

\foreignlanguage{#1}{french}}%

\def\btxlanguagenamegerman{%

\foreignlanguage{#1}{german}}%
...

\def\btxlanguagenameUKenglish{%

\foreignlanguage{#1}{english}}%

\def\btxlanguagenameUSenglish{%

\foreignlanguage{#1}{english}}%

\fi

}

The \btxlanguagename. . . commands typeset dif-
ferent language names in the keyword language of ci-
tations. This is necessary if the BibTEX style writes
the language of the citation into the bibliography,
as babamspl does. In order to save memory, the lan-
guage names are only defined if the option langua-

genames is set when loading the babelbib package.
The \bibsenglish command takes one op-

tional argument which specifies the language of the
keywords. By default, it is english. This optional
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argument is useful for defining English dialects that
mostly use the same keywords. For example, Amer-
ican is defined like this:

\newcommand\bibsamerican{%

\bibsenglish[american]}

\bibsamerican simply calls \bibsenglish with the
keyword language changed to american. If, for ex-
ample, there was an English dialect “myengl” where
a Master’s thesis was called “Diploma thesis”, the
definition could look like this:

\newcommand\bibsmyengl{%

\bibsenglish[myengl]%

\def\btxmastthesis##1{%

\foreignlanguage{myengl}{Diploma thesis}}%

}

This first would set \btxmastthesis to “Master’s
thesis” and then redefine it to “Diploma thesis”. This
approach wastes some time, but it avoids repeating
identical entries in the source code.

All commands defined by \bibsenglish take
one argument ##1, whose content is appended to
the keyword text in some cases. This can be used
by the bst files to append the dot for abbrevia-
tions. For uniformity, all commands take this ar-
gument even if they don’t need it.2 All \btx. . . and
\Btx. . . commands switch to the keyword language
using \foreignlanguage and typeset the keyword
as specified. Thus, the keywords are hyphenated
correctly.

The second part of the bdf file appends the
macro \bibs〈language〉 to the \extras〈language〉
command for all languages that are loaded by ba-

bel, if fixlanguage is not used. This is done by the
command \bbbbaddto{〈language〉} which is called
at \begin{document} for all dialects defined in
the bdf file (which are American, British, Cana-
dian, English, UK English, and US English3 for
english.bdf):

\AtBeginDocument{%

\ifbbbbfixlanguage

\else

\bbbbaddto{american}{bibsamerican}

\bbbbaddto{british}{bibsbritish}

\bbbbaddto{canadian}{bibscanadian}

\bbbbaddto{english}{bibsenglish}

\bbbbaddto{UKenglish}{bibsUKenglish}

\bbbbaddto{USenglish}{bibsUSenglish}

\fi

\bbbbaddto{american}{btxifchangecaseon}

2 This is due to the fact that bibgerm does it this way.
The two packages are intended to stay compatible to some
extent.

3 For some dialects, different names are available (e.g.,
American and US English), since babel also supports different
names for some dialects.

\bbbbaddto{british}{btxifchangecaseon}

\bbbbaddto{canadian}{btxifchangecaseon}

\bbbbaddto{english}{btxifchangecaseon}

\bbbbaddto{UKenglish}{btxifchangecaseon}

\bbbbaddto{USenglish}{btxifchangecaseon}

}

The switch \ifbbbbfixlanguage ensures that this
is only done if fixlanguage is not set.

The second part of this code snippet, af-
ter the \fi, is necessary, because the case of ti-
tles is changed in some languages and preserved
in others. For example, in English, titles are
printed lowercase, while in German, titles are
printed as given. This is achieved via the fol-
lowing approach: The BibTEX style prints the ti-
tle twice as arguments of the \btxifcasechange

commands. The first one is lowercase, the sec-
ond with preserved case. The LATEX code then de-
cides based on the language which version is type-
set. There are two commands \btxifchangecaseon
and \btxifchangecaseoff that switch between the
two behaviours. Since in all English dialects the
case of titles is changed, \btxifchangecaseon is
appended to \extras〈language〉. If a language
does not change the case, you have to append
\btxifchangecaseoff instead.

Finally, if you want to create a bdf file for
a new language, you should copy an existing one
to a new file and then change it. To test the
new language, babelbib.sty does not have to be
changed; instead, specify the name of the new
bdf file without extension as an option to the
\usepackage[〈filename〉]{babelbib} command.

4.2 Extending the babelbib package

The package file babelbib.sty provides the com-
mon commands for all languages and loads the nec-
essary bdf files. Therefore, it contains a list of all
known languages and dialects. babelbib version 0.40
knows about the following languages and dialects:
afrikaans, american, austrian, brazil, brazilian, british,
canadian, canadien, danish, dutch, english, franceis,
french, frenchb, german, germanb, italian, mexican,
naustrian, ngerman, portuges, portuguese, UKenglish,
USenglish, spanish, and swedish.

The language definitions are loaded by the com-
mand

\inputbdf{〈language〉}{〈filename〉},

where 〈language〉 is the dialect and 〈filename〉 is the
name of the bdf file without the extension. If you
add a new language, just add a new line containing
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an \inputbdf command to the list of \inputbdf

commands.4

5 Adapting other BibTEX styles to babelbib

Using amsplain.bst as an example, we show how
other BibTEX styles can be adapted to babelbib.
(The resulting bst file is included in the babelbib

distribution as babamspl.bst.)
In the source code snippets, newly inserted,

changed, and important lines are marked by “←”.

5.1 Multilingual support

The AMS BibTEX styles are different from the stan-
dard styles in one aspect: They print the language
of the citation for some document types. Thus, they
already have the BibTEX field language. This can
be seen in the list of supported fields:

ENTRY

{ address
...

key

language ←

month
...

year

}

{}

{ label bysame }

If the field language is missing from a particular
BibTEX style, it must be inserted.

As described in section 4.1, bst files print ti-
tles twice—with changed case and with preserved
case—in order to enable the LATEX code to de-
cide which version will be typeset, using the macro
\btxifcasechange. This is done by the function
language.change.case:

FUNCTION {language.change.case} ←

{ ←

’change.temp := ←

’t := ←

"\btxifchangecase{" ←

t change.temp change.case$ * ←

"}{" * ←

t * ←

"}" * ←

} ←

In order for this to work, the string variables
have to be defined beforehand. Therefore, the line
STRINGS { s t } in the original is changed to

STRINGS { s t language.state ←

change.temp } ←

4 If you do this, you have to rename your style file.

At the beginning of each citation, the language
has to be switched to the citation language, if it
is different from the preceding citation. There-
fore, some code is integrated into the function
output.bibitem:

FUNCTION {output.bibitem}

{ newline$

language empty$ ←

{ "empty language in " cite$ * warning$ ←

language.state "nolanguage" = ←

’skip$ ←

{ ←

"\expandafter\btxselectlanguage" ←

"\expandafter{" * ←

"\btxfallbacklanguage}" * write$ ←

newline$ ←

} ←

if$ ←

"nolanguage" ’language.state := ←

} ←

{ language.state language = ←

’skip$ ←

{ "\btxselectlanguage{" ←

language * "}" * ←

write$ newline$ ←

} ←

if$ ←

language ’language.state := ←

} ←

if$ ←

"\bibitem{" write$

cite$ write$

"}" write$

newline$

""

before.all ’output.state :=

}

This function also generates a warning if the lan-
guage is omitted. In addition, the language is
changed to a fall-back language which is the doc-
ument’s main language.

Since this BibTEX style prints the citation lan-
guage, a function format.language is defined that
typesets the language name in brackets. Many
styles don’t need this function. Since it would
not be good if non-English texts used the English
names of languages, e.g., “german” and “french” in-
stead of »deutsch« and »französisch« in a German
text, LATEX macros are used instead of the language
names of babel. These macros print the language
name in the correct language. Therefore, the func-
tion format.language is used:

FUNCTION {format.language}

{ language empty$

{ "" }

{ " (\btxlanguagename{" ←
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language * "})" * } ←

if$

}

The command \btxlanguagename prints the lan-
guage name using the keyword language of the cita-
tion. This only works if the option languagenames is
used when loading babelbib:

\usepackage[languagenames]{babelbib}

If a language name is not available, an error message
is generated and the name in the source code is used
instead.

Since the change of case is only used in some
languages, the call of change.case$ has to be re-
placed by language.change.case, e.g.,

FUNCTION {format.title}

{ title empty$

{ "" }

{ title "t" language.change.case ←

emphasize } ←

if$

}

This has to be done for all occurrences.

5.2 Flexible typography

In this section, we describe how the typography of
BibTEX styles is made flexible.

Some functions are defined to allow switch-
ing fonts easily. They are similar to the existing
emphasize function:

FUNCTION {emphasize}

{ duplicate$ empty$

{ pop$ "" }

{ "\emph{" swap$ * "}" * }

if$

}

FUNCTION {namefont} ←

{ duplicate$ empty$ ←

{ pop$ "" } ←

{ "\btxnamefont{" swap$ * "}" * } ←

if$ ←

} ←

←

FUNCTION {titlefont} ←

{ duplicate$ empty$ ←

{ pop$ "" } ←

{ "\btxtitlefont{" swap$ * "}" * } ←

if$ ←

} ←

←

FUNCTION {journalfont} ←

{ duplicate$ empty$ ←

{ pop$ "" } ←

{ "\btxjournalfont{" swap$ * "}" * } ←

if$ ←

} ←

←

FUNCTION {volumefont} ←

{ duplicate$ empty$ ←

{ pop$ "" } ←

{ "\btxvolumefont{" swap$ * "}" * } ←

if$ ←

} ←

←

FUNCTION {etalfont} ←

{ duplicate$ empty$ ←

{ pop$ "" } ←

{ "\btxetalfont{" swap$ * "}" * } ←

if$ ←

} ←

More font-switching commands can be
defined analogously. Since babelbib would
not know about such, however, you must
call \setbibliographyfont* instead of
\setbibliographyfont in the LATEX file, to
make use of them. Also, the bst file has to
use \providebibliographyfont* instead of
\providebibliographyfont, as described below.
(Please tell me if you add a new font command, so
I can add it to the package.)

The font functions are called in later functions
in the bst file. For example, names (authors, edi-
tors) are typeset by format.names, which is defined
as follows:

FUNCTION {format.names}

{ ’s :=

#1 ’nameptr :=

s num.names$ ’numnames :=

numnames ’namesleft :=

{ namesleft #0 > }

{ s nameptr "{ff~}{vv~}{ll}{, jj}"

format.name$ ’t :=

nameptr #1 >

{ namesleft #1 >

{ ", " * t namefont * } ←

{ numnames #2 >

{ "\btxandcomma{}" * } ←

’skip$

if$

t "others" =

{ " " * "\btxetalshort{.}" ←

etalfont * } ←

{ " \btxandlong{} " * ←

t namefont * } ←

if$

}

if$

}

{ t nameptr "{ff~}{vv~}{ll}{, jj}" ←

format.name$ namefont } ←

if$

nameptr #1 + ’nameptr :=

namesleft #1 - ’namesleft :=
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}

while$

}

Additionally, the LATEX macros \btxandcomma,
\btxetalshort, and \btxandlong have been
added, to print language-dependent keywords.

For titles, emphasize is replaced by titlefont:

FUNCTION {format.title}

{ title empty$

{ "" }

{ title "t" language.change.case ←

titlefont } ←

if$

}

Similarly the title and volume of journals:

FUNCTION {format.journal.vol.year}

{ journal empty$

{ "journal name" missing.warning ""}

{ journal journalfont } ←

if$

volume empty$

’skip$

{ " " * volume volumefont * } ←

if$

year empty$

{ "year" missing.warning }

{ " (" * year * ")" * }

if$

}

In format.incoll.inproc.crossref, the origi-
nal use of \emph is replaced by titlefont; in
format.article.crossref, journalfont is added.

As shown for format.names, the hardcoded
keywords have to be replaced by the corresponding
LATEX macros. Table 2 shows important replace-
ments. Sometimes, identical keywords have to be
replaced by different macros, depending on the con-
text.

If you want to use new keywords that are
not included in the existing bdf files, you have
to define them in the LATEX document using
\declarebtxcommands, as described in section 3.3.

The fonts used for the data fields have to be ini-
tialized at the beginning of the bibliography. This is
done by the \providebibliographyfont command,
that only does an initialization if the author has not
done it before. Since the function begin.bib starts
the bibliography, the initializations are added here
(a few lines are omitted):

FUNCTION {begin.bib}

{ preamble$ empty$

’skip$

{ preamble$ write$ newline$ }

if$

"\providecommand{\bysame}{\leavevmode\hbox "

Text Macro

and \btxandlong{}

ch. \btxchaptershort{.}

ed. \btxeditorshort{.}

ed. \btxeditionshort{.}

eds. \btxeditorsshort{.}

et al. \btxetalshort{.}

in \btxinlong{}

in \btxinserieslong{}

Master’s thesis \btxmastthesis{}

no. \btxnumbershort{.}

of \btxofserieslong{}

p. \btxpageshort{.}

Ph.D. thesis \btxphdthesis{}

pp. \btxpagesshort{.}

Tech. Report \Btxtechrepshort{.}

vol. \btxvolumeshort{.}

January \btxmonjanlong{}

February \btxmonfeblong{}
...

...

Table 2: Replacements for BibTEX styles.

"to3em{\hrulefill}\thinspace}" *

write$ newline$
...

"\providecommand{\href}2{#2}"

write$ newline$

"\begin{thebibliography}{"

longest.label * "}" *

write$ newline$

" \providebibliographyfont{name}{}%" ←

write$ newline$ ←

" \providebibliographyfont{title}{" ←

"\emph}%" * ←

write$ newline$ ←

" \providebibliographyfont{journal}{}%" ←

write$ newline$ ←

" \providebibliographyfont{etal}{}%" ←

write$ newline$ ←

" \providebibliographyfont{volume}{" ←

"\textbf}%" * ←

write$ newline$ ←

" \providebibliographyfont{ISBN}{" ←

"\MakeUppercase}%" * ←

write$ newline$ ←

" \providebibliographyfont{ISSN}{" ←

"\MakeUppercase}%" * ←

write$ newline$ ←

" \providebibliographyfont{url}{\url}%" ←

write$ newline$ ←

}
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The lines containing \providebibliographyfont

are output as the first lines of the thebibliography
environment by the BibTEX style file in-
stead of defining them in the definition of the
thebibliography environment for two reasons:
first, it is then possible to use different default fonts
with different BibTEX styles; second, other packages
may redefine the thebibliography environment
without problems.

5.3 Additional data fields

As mentioned earlier, the babelbib BibTEX styles
support the additional data fields isbn, issn, and
url. Now, we add them to the new bst file.

Like the field language, the names isbn, issn,
and url have to be added to the ENTRY definition at
the beginning of the bst file (see section 5.1).

The new fields are formatted by the following
functions:

FUNCTION {format.edition}

{ edition empty$

{ "" }

{ output.state mid.sentence =

{ edition "l" language.change.case "

\btxeditionshort{.}" * }

{ edition "t" language.change.case "

\btxeditionshort{.}" * }

if$

}

if$

}

FUNCTION {format.isbn} ←

{ isbn empty$ ←

{ "" } ←

{ "\btxISBN~\btxISBNfont{" isbn * ←

"}" * } ←

if$ ←

} ←

←

FUNCTION {format.issn} ←

{ issn empty$ ←

{ "" } ←

{ "\btxISSN~\btxISSNfont{" issn * ←

"}" * } ←

if$ ←

} ←

←

FUNCTION {format.url} ←

{ url empty$ ←

{ "" } ←

{ "\btxurlfont{" url * "}" * } ←

if$ ←

} ←

The new fields have to be printed for all cita-
tions, where they are useful. For example, for books,
an ISBN and maybe a URL is useful, while an ISSN

is senseless. Thus, the function book looks like this:

FUNCTION {book}

{ output.bibitem
...

format.date "year" output.check

format.isbn output ←

format.url output ←

format.language *

note output

fin.entry

}

In a similar way, we extend the functions booklet,
inbook, incollection, inproceedings, manual,
masterthesis, misc, phdthesis, proceedings,
techreport, and unpublished.

6 Conclusion

This article has described how the babelbib pack-
age can be used to generate multilingual and flexi-
ble bibliographies. In addition, it has shown how the
babelbib system can be extended to more languages
and BibTEX styles.

Since the package is still young, the number of
supported languages and BibTEX styles is somewhat
limited. Thus, there are two main future topics:
Both the number of languages and BibTEX styles
has to be increased. But I need help for both tasks.

I hope the package is already useful for gener-
ating bibliographies in many multilingual environ-
ments.
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Abstracts

Les Cahiers GUTenberg

Contents of Thematic Issue 41
(November 2001)

Pierre Fournier, Éditorial : METAPOST le
sessin sous TEX/LATEX [Editorial: METAPOST,
designing with TEX/LATEX]; pp. 3–4

After presenting PSTricks as a set of tools designed to
help integrate graphics into LATEX documents, a subject
explored in Cahier issue no. 16, the editor introduces the
current Cahier with a similar object, METAPOST.

This issue of the Cahiers includes not only a trans-
lation (done in collaboration with Jean-Côme Charpen-
tier) of the original METAPOST manual, but also two ad-
ditional contributions, one philosophical, the other prac-
tical. To better appreciate its value, Denis Roegel has
a short piece which positions METAPOST in the more
general context of graphic design software. The graph

package, an extension to METAPOST, is also presented.
The translations for the texts on both METAPOST and
graph were authorised by John Hobby, the creator of
METAPOST. The last article, by Fabrice Popineau, is
a hands-on demonstration of METAPOST in action in a
LATEX document, complete with verbatim code samples.

The editor hopes that the flow of the articles,
from theory to application, will allow users to begin
incorporating METAPOST into their own documents.
Further information and help, along with real samples,
can be found on various websites. Two such are cited:

http://www.math.jussieu.fr/∼zoonek/LaTeX/

Metapost/metapost.html

http://melusine.eu.org/syracuse/metapost

Indeed, the editor suggests that the end of the year
provides an excellent excuse to apply METAPOST to
one’s greeting cards!

Denis Roegel, METAPOST, l’intelligence
graphique [METAPOST, graphical intelligence];
pp. 5–16

In this article, we position METAPOST with re-
spect to various types of drawings. We argue in favor
of a text-based format and we develop the concept
of “graphical intelligence.” We illustrate how this
intelligence appears in an example constructing a
graph. [Author’s abstract (edited)]

John Hobby, Un manuel de l’utilisateur pour
METAPOST [A User’s manual for METAPOST];
pp. 17–139

The METAPOST system implements a picture-
drawing language very much like Knuth’s META-
FONT except that it outputs PostScript commands
instead of run-length-encoded bitmaps. METAPOST

is a powerful language for producing figures for
documents to be printed on PostScript printers. It
provides easy access to all the features of PostScript
and its facilities for integrating text and graphics.

This document serves as an introductory user’s
manual.1 It does not require knowledge of META-
FONT or access to The METAFONTbook, but both
are beneficial. An appendix explains the differences
between METAPOST and METAFONT.

[Author’s abstract (edited)]

John Hobby, Tracer les graphes avec METAPOST

[Drawing graphs with METAPOST]; pp. 140–166
This paper2 describes a graph-drawing package

that has been implemented as an extension to the
METAPOST graphics language. METAPOST has
a powerful macro facility for implementing such
extensions. There are also some new language
features that support the graph macros. Existing
features for generating and manipulating pictures
allow the user to do things that would be difficult
to achieve in a standalone graph package.

[Author’s abstract]

Fabrice Popineau, METAPOST pratique
[METAPOST, a practical exercise]; pp. 167–175

In this article, I will explain how to use META-
POST in practice. This program is very different
from the usual drawing programs, but it fits very
well into a TEX-based typesetting system.

[Author’s abstract (edited)]

−− ∗ −−

Articles from Cahiers issues can be found in PDF

format at the following site:

http://www.gutenberg.eu.org/pub/gut/

publications

[Compiled by Christina Thiele]

1 This manual originally appeared in English, A User’s

manual for METAPOST. The French translation was done

by Pierre Fournier and Jean-Côme Charpentier.
2 This document originally appeared in English, Drawing

Graphs With METAPOST. The French translation was done

by Pierre Fournier and Jean-Côme Charpentier.

http://www.math.jussieu.fr/~zoonek/LaTeX/
http://melusine.eu.org/syracuse/metapost
http://www.gutenberg.eu.org/pub/gut/publications
http://www.gutenberg.eu.org/pub/gut/publications


2003

Apr 2 – 4 DANTE 2003, 28th meeting, Universität
Bremen, Germany. For information, visit
http://www.dante.de/dante2003/.

May 1 – 3 BachoTEX 2003, 11th annual meeting of
the Polish TEX Users’ Group (GUST),
Bachotek, Brodnica Lake District,
Poland. For information, visit http://

www.gust.org.pl/BachoTeX/2003/.

May 22 NTG 31st meeting, Hogeschool Helicon,
Zeist, Netherlands. For information, visit
http://www.ntg.nl/bijeen/bijeen31.html.

May 28 – 30 Society for Scholarly

Publishing, 25th annual
meeting, “Navigating Change”,
Baltimore, Maryland. For information,
visit http://www.sspnet.org.

May 29 –
Jun 2

ACH/ALLC 2003: Joint International
Conference of the Association for
Computers and the Humanities, and
Association for Literary and Linguistic
Computing, “Web X: A Decade of the
World Wide Web”, University of Georgia,
Athens, Georgia. For information, visit
http://www.english.uga.edu/webx/

or the organization web site at
http://www.ach.org.

Jun 11 – 13 Seybold Seminars PDF Summit,
Amsterdam, Netherlands.
For information, visit
http://www.seybold365.com/

pdf_summit/.

Jun 24 – 27 EuroTEX 2003, “Back to Typography”,
Brest (Brittany), France.
For information, visit
http://omega.enstb.org/eurotex2003/.
(The EuroTEX 2003 proceedings will be
published in TUGboat.)
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Jul 7 –
Aug 8

Rare Book School Summer Session,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville,
Virginia. A series of one-week
courses on topics concerning rare
books, manuscripts, the history of
books and printing, and special
collections. For information, visit
http://www.virginia.edu/oldbooks.

TUG 2003

Outrigger Waikoloa Beach Resort,

Big Island, Hawai‘i.

Jul 15 – 18 Beginning/Intermediate LATEX,
at the University of Hawaii at Hilo.
For information, visit
http://www.tug.org/tug2003/

latexclass.html.

Jul 20 – 24 The 24th annual meeting of the TEX
Users Group, “Silver Anniversary — 25
years! — of TEX”. For information, visit
http://www.tug.org/tug2003/.

Jul 17 – 20 TypeCon2003, “Counter Culture”,
Minneapolis, Minnesota. For information,
visit http://www.typecon2003.com/.

Jul 27 –
Aug 1

SIGGRAPH 2003, San Diego,
California. For information, visit
http://www.siggraph.org/calendar/.

Aug 3 Web Document Analysis workshop,
Edinburgh, Scotland, UK.
For information, visit
http://www.csc.liv.ac.uk/~wda2003.

Aug 3 – 6 ICDAR 2003, International Conference on
Document Analysis and Recognition,
Edinburgh, Scotland, UK.
For information, visit http://

www.essex.ac.uk/ese/icdar2003/.

Aug 4 – 8 Extreme Markup Languages 2003,
Montréal, Québec, Canada.
For information, visit
http://www.extrememarkup.com/extreme/.

Status as of 1 December 2003

For additional information on TUG-sponsored events listed here, contact the TUG office
(+1 503 223-9994, fax: +1 503 223-3960, e-mail: office@tug.org). For events sponsored
by other organizations, please use the contact address provided.

An updated version of this calendar is online at http://www.tug.org/calendar/.
Additional type-related events are listed in the Typophile calendar, at

http://www.icalx.com/html/typophile/month.php?cal=Typophile.
Owing to the lateness of this issue, please consider that events shown for 2003 are

included only “for the record”.



Sep 3 – 5 IUC24, The 24th Internationalization
and Unicode Conference: “Unicode,
Internationalization, the Web:
Powering Global Business”, Atlanta,
Georgia. For information, visit
http://www.unicode.org/iuc/iuc24/.

Sep 8 – 9 DANTE 29th meeting, Universität
Giessen, Germany. For information, visit
http://www.dante.de/events/.

Sep 8 – 12 Seybold San Francisco, San Francisco,
California. For information, visit
http://www.seybold365.com/sf2003/.

Sep 11 – 12 Journées GUTenberg,
Mâcon, France. For information,
visit http://www.gutenberg.eu.org/

manifestations/gut2003/.

Sep 25 – 26 EGUTH 2003, CervanTEX meeting,
Universidad de Murcia, Murcia, Spain.
For information, visit http://

www.latex.um.es/CervanTeX/eguth03/.

Sep 25 – 29 Association Typographique Internationale
(ATypI) annual conference, “Between
Text and Reader”, Vancouver, Canada.
For information, visit
http://www.atypi.org/40_conferences.

Oct 20 – 21 Second Annual St. Bride Conference,
“Hidden Typography”, London, England.
For information, visit http://

www.stbride.org/conference2003/.

Nov 9 NTG program on Open
Standards and Open Source
Software, Utrecht, Netherlands.
For information, visit http://

www.ntg.nl/bijeen/bijeenOSOSS.html.

Nov 22 UKTUG Autumn meeting, Nottingham
University. For information, visit
http://uk.tug.org/.

Nov 13 NTG 32nd meeting, Arnhem,
Netherlands. For information, visit
http://www.ntg.nl/bijeen/bijeen32.html.

Nov 20 – 22 ACM Symposium on Document
Engineering, Grenoble, France.
For information, visit
http://www.documentengineering.org.

Nov 24 – 26 6e Colloque International sur

le Document Électronique,
Caen, France. For information, visit
http://infodoc.unicaen.fr/cide/cide.6/.

Dec 7 – 12 XML 2003, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
For information, visit
http://www.idealliance.org/

events_upcoming.asp.
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Dec 10 – 12 The Printing Press and its Variants,
International Conference on Bibliography
and the History of the Book,
Florence, Italy. For information, visit
http://web.uniud.it/poliphilo/.

2004

Jan 5 – 6 Printing and the worlds of learning,
Colloquium organized by the
Printing Historical Society,
Cambridge, UK. For information, visit
http://www.printinghistoricalsociety

.org.uk/phs.html.

Jan 5 – 9 Rare Book School, University
of Virginia, Charlottesville,
Virginia. Several one-week courses
on topics concerning typography,
bookbinding, book illustration and
electronic texts. For information, visit
http://www.virginia.edu/oldbooks.

Jan 16 –
Mar 5

In Flight: A traveling juried exhibition of
books by members of the Guild of
Book Workers. University of
Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah. Sites
and dates are listed at http://

palimpsest.stanford.edu/byorg/gbw.

Mar 3 – 5 DANTE 2004, 30th meeting, “15 Jahre
DANTE”, Technisches Universität
Darmstadt, Germany. For information,
visit http://www.dante.de/dante2004/.

Mar 22 –
May 7

In Flight: A traveling juried exhibition of
books by members of the Guild of
Book Workers. University of
Washington, Seattle, Washington.
Sites and dates are listed at http://

palimpsest.stanford.edu/byorg/gbw.

Mar 31 –
Apr 2

IUC25, The 25th Internationalization and
Unicode Conference: “Unicode in
Government: Building a Multilingual
Infrastructure”, Washington,
DC. For information, visit
http://www.unicode.org/iuc/iuc25/.

Apr 5 – 8 Book History Workshop,
Institute d’histoire du livre,
Lyon, France. For information, visit
http://ihl.enssib.fr/.

Apr 19 – 21 Seybold Seminars Amsterdam 2004,
Netherlands. For information, visit
http://www.seybold365.com/ams2004/.



Apr 30 –
May 3

BachoTEX 2004, 12th annual meeting of
the Polish TEX Users’ Group (GUST),
Bachotek, Brodnica Lake District,
Poland. For information, visit http://

www.gust.org.pl/BachoTeX/2004/.
Proposals for papers are due by
16 February 2004.

Jun 11 – 16 ALLC/ACH-2004, Joint International
Conference of the Association for
Computers and the Humanities,
and Association for Literary and
Linguistic Computing, “Computing
and Multilingual, Multicultural
Heritage”, Göteborg University,
Sweden. For information, visit
http://www.hum.gu.se/allcach2004/

or the organization web site at
http://www.ach.org.

Jun 24 – 29 2nd International Conference on
Typography and Visual Communication:
Communication and new technologies,
Thessaloniki, Greece. For information,
visit http://www.uom.gr/uompress/.
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Jul 20 – 24 SHARP Conference (Society
for the History of Authorship,
Reading and Publishing),
Lyon, France For information, visit
http://sharpweb.org/.

Jul 22 – 25 TypeCon2004, “Type High”, San
Francisco, California. For information,
visit http://www.typecon2004.com/.

Aug 8 – 12 SIGGRAPH 2004, Los Angeles,
California. For information, visit
http://www.siggraph.org/calendar/.

TUG 2004

Democritus University of Thrace,

Xanthi, Greece.

Aug 30 –
Sep 3

The 25th annual meeting of the TEX
Users Group, “XML and Digital
Typography”. For information, visit
http://www.tug.org/tug2004/.

Oct 18 – 19 Third Annual St. Bride Conference,
“Bad Type”, London, England.
For information, visit http://

www.stbride.org/conference.html.

Institutional

Members

American Mathematical Society,
Providence, Rhode Island

Banca d’Italia,
Roma, Italy

Center for Computing Science,
Bowie, Maryland

Cessna Aircraft Company,
Wichita, Kansas

The Clarinda Company,
Clarinda, Iowa

CNRS - IDRIS,
Orsay, France

CSTUG, Praha, Czech Republic

Florida State University,
School of Computational Science
and Information Technology,
Tallahassee, Florida

IBM Corporation,
T J Watson Research Center,
Yorktown, New York

Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton, New Jersey

Institute for Defense Analyses,
Center for Communications
Research, Princeton, New Jersey

Kluwer Academic Publishers,
Dordrecht, The Netherlands

KTH Royal Institute of
Technology, Stockholm, Sweden

Masaryk University,
Faculty of Informatics,
Brno, Czechoslovakia

Max Planck Institut
für Mathematik,
Bonn, Germany

New York University,
Academic Computing Facility,
New York, New York

Princeton University,
Department of Mathematics,
Princeton, New Jersey

Siemens Corporate Research,
Princeton, New Jersey

Springer-Verlag Heidelberg,
Heidelberg, Germany

Stanford Linear Accelerator
Center (SLAC),
Stanford, California

Stanford University,
Computer Science Department,
Stanford, California

Stockholm University,
Department of Mathematics,
Stockholm, Sweden

University College, Cork,
Computer Centre,
Cork, Ireland

University of Delaware,
Computing and Network Services,
Newark, Delaware

University of Oslo,
Institute of Informatics,
Blindern, Oslo, Norway

Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, Tennessee



Workshops and Presentations on

LATEX, TEX, and AMS-LATEX

Practical TEX 2004:

Training and Techniques

Holiday Inn Fisherman’s Wharf

San Francisco, California

July 19–22, 2004

http://tug.org/practicaltex2004
conferences@tug.org

Who should attend?

Mathematicians University & corporate (LA)TEX documentation staff
Students Publishing company production staff
Scientists Researchers

. . . and anyone who uses or is considering using the LATEX and TEX technical
documentation system.

Further information

This three-day conference will have user-oriented presentations and workshops
on LATEX, TEX, AMS-LATEX, ConTEXt and their use in document production.
Parallel tracks will be offered to accommodate a wide range of users, from
beginning to advanced. Expert speakers and lecturers will present experiences
and techniques useful to all.

Conference attendees will enjoy an opening night reception and a Chinatown
banquet. Coffee and lunch will be served each day of the meeting. Located
in the Fisherman’s Wharf area, with easy access to many of San Francisco’s
colorful sights.

Post-conference workshops

On the fourth day, July 22, courses will be offered focusing on specific areas,
such as Intermediate and Advanced LATEX training, and AMS-LATEX techniques
for mathematicians.

Contact: conferences@tug.org

If you would like to present a paper or hold a workshop, please email us.
Registration information and hotel reservations will be available soon through
the web site.

Hope to see you there!

(Sponsored by the TEX Users Group.)



TEX Collection
TEX Live + CTAN

2CDs+DVD

Edition 9/2003

DANTE e.V.

Postfach 10 18 40

69008 Heidelberg

dante@dante.de

www.dante.de

AsTEX – CervanTEX – CSTUG – CTUG – CyrTUG – DK-TUG – Estonian User Group – εφτ – GUit – GUST –

GUTenberg – GUTpt – ITALIC – KTUG – Lietuvos TEX’o Vartotojų Grupė – MaTEX – Nordic TEX Group –

NTG – TEXCeH – TEX México – Tirant lo TEX – TUG – TUGIndia – TUG-Philippines – UK TUG – ViêtTUG

Editor of TEX Live: Sebastian Rahtz – http://www.tug.org/texlive
Editor of CTAN snapshot: Manfred Lotz – http://www.ctan.org

The latest TEX Live software distribution was produced in September 2003.
It’s available by joining TUG (see membership application in this issue, or
http://tug.org/join.html), or by separate purchase from the TUG store
(http://tug.org/store). Most other TEX user groups also make it available
to their members. The TEX Live home page is http://tug.org/texlive.
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Late-Breaking News

Production Notes

Mimi Burbank

This is the final issue of 2002, and represents a
double issue. We are slowly making progress toward
catching up, but we still need articles.

Some new members have joined the TUGboat

production team —Karl Berry, our new President,
and William Adams, who is the editor of the 2003
conference proceedings.

Karl and Robin Laakso have been soliciting ar-
ticles and we have had a wonderful response from the
TEX community. Thanks to all of you who have re-
sponded to the call for articles; we hope many more
step up and submit papers. For more information
about how to do this, please refer to the TUGboat

web page: http://www.tug.org/TUGboat.

Output The final camera copy was prepared at
CSIT on a Debian Linux computer, using the TEX

Live 2003 setup, i386-linux, which is based on
Web2C implementation of TEX, version 7.5.2.

One curiosity occurred with production of the
Beccari article on Typesetting classical Greek philol-
ogy (p. 276). TEX’s output routine insisted on pro-
ducing the running heads in Greek— until I realized
that I could achieve the same output if I forced a
page break where I needed it, and the running heads
reverted to the usual roman. Whew.

All of the articles contained in this issue were
generated as PDF files, many by PDFTEX or ps2pdf.
We also used ConTEXt macros to overlay multiple
pages, where one article ends and another begins on
the same page; these were kindly provided by Hans
Hagen. This is the first time our printer has not had
to strip pages for us. Thank you Hans!

Coming Next Volume Coming in 2003 will be
the proceedings of the 24th annual meeting of the
TEX Users Group, held at the Outrigger Waikoloa
Beach Resort on the Kohala Coast of the Big Is-
land, Hawaii. Also in 2003, we plan on providing
the proceedings of EuroTEX2003, thanks to Yannis
Haralambous.

⋄ Mimi Burbank

CSIT

Florida State University

Tallahassee, FL 32306 – 4120

mimi@csit.fsu.edu
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TUG Business

Report: TUG 2003 Election

The number of candidates nominated for the open
offices in the 2003 TUG election fell short of the
number which would require a ballot.

The office of President was open, as were up
to 13 positions on the Board of Directors. There
was one candidate for President, Karl Berry, and
10 candidates for the Board: Barbara Beeton, Kaja
Christiansen, Susan DeMeritt, Stephanie Hogue,
Ross Moore, Cheryl Ponchin, Samuel Rhoads and
Philip Taylor. (Arthur Ogawa and Michael Sofka
are continuing board members, whose terms expire
in 2005.)

According to the TUG Election Procedures,
when the number of candidates is fewer than
the number of open positions, all candidates who
have met the qualifications are declared elected by
acclamation. The term of the President expires as
of the annual meeting in 2005; the terms of Board
members in this class expire at the meeting in 2007.

Since no ballots were mailed, TUG members
have not had the opportunity to read the biogra-
phies and personal statements of the candidates.
Without this information it is difficult to know each
candidate’s particular interests, and their vision for
the future of TUG. The information which would
have accompanied the ballot follows this report, to
introduce these individuals to the membership.

Since the election date, the President has
exercised his prerogative and appointed two
additional candidates who were not already on
the Board to assume office immediately: James
Hefferon and Gerree Pecht. Information from these
two directors is included below, although technically
it would not have appeared on the ballot.

The Committee acknowledges the diligent work
of our office manager, Robin Laakso, in receiving,
organizing, and validating membership of nominees
and their respective nominators.

Arthur Ogawa
for the Elections Committee



New Members of the TUG Board

Barbara Beeton

Biography:
TEX Users Group: charter member of TUG;

charter member of TUG Board of Directors;
TUGboat production staff since 1980, Editor since
1983; committees: publications, bylaws, elections;
chair, Technical Working Group on Extended Math
Font Encoding; liaison from Board to Knuth
Scholarship Committee 1991–1992.

Employed by American Mathematical Society:
Staff Specialist for Composition Systems; involved
with typesetting of mathematical texts since 1973;
assisted in initial installation of TEX at AMS in
1979; implemented the first AMS document styles;
created the map and ligature structure for AMS

cyrillic fonts.
Standards organizations: active 1986–1997 in:

ANSI X3V1 (Text processing: Office & publishing
systems), ISO/IEC JTC1/SC18/WG8 (Document
description and processing languages); develop-
ing the standard ISO/IEC 9541:1991 Information
technology— Font information interchange.

AFII (Association for Font Information Inter-
change): Board of Directors, Secretary 1988–1996.

STIX representative to the Unicode Technical
Committee for adoption of additional math symbols.

Personal statement:
TUG has changed over the years, with its

transition from an appointed to an elected Board.
Those charged with shaping its future direction
have tried to do so in a way that encourages
participation by all members, not just a few.
Similarly, the typographic landscape has changed
as well, and though the object that is our focus —
TEX —is still a tool of undeniable utility, it is just
part of a growing pool of text processing software,
some of it borrowing from the features that first
attracted us to TEX. I maintain my commitment
to Don Knuth’s original goals for this tool: high
typographic quality and portability. Within this
framework, my goal is to continue working for
unconstrained communication among TEX users, to
encourage exploration of techniques consistent with
the typographic excellence we have come to expect,
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and to act as a historian of the TEX community
when that is appropriate.

I expect to retire from the AMS in about four
years, so this will probably be my final candidacy
for the TUG Board.

Karl Berry

Biography:
First contact in 1982. Subsequently, many

installations at many organizations (not to mention
many readings of the TEXbook and METAFONT

book). Co-author of TEX for the Impatient (now
freely available), one of the first comprehensive
non-Knuthian books on TEX.

I was the maintainer of the Unix port of
TEX (i.e., Web2c) for several years in the 1990’s.
Along with Web2c, I developed Kpathsea, a
freely redistributable library for path searching and
variants of three DVI drivers that use it; Eplain, a
macro package that extends plain TEX; modes.mf,
a collection of METAFONT modes and adaptations;
a list of short font names for portable use within
TEX across platforms; and assorted minor projects.
I am also the maintainer and primary developer for
GNU Texinfo, a TEX-based documentation format.

Besides such programming tasks, I’ve also
produced the usual books, articles, collections,
and ephemera, studied typeface design, and co-
written several articles on reading research and
mathematical analysis of type.

For TUG, I serve on the technical council and
various committees, co-sponsored the creation of
the TEX Development Fund this year (2002), and
act as one of the system administrators for the
tug.org server. I was a TUG board member for
two terms before deciding to run for president this
year.

Personal statement:
I believe TUG can best serve the TEX

community by working as an organization in
partnership with the other user groups worldwide,
and sponsoring worthwhile technical projects that
will increase interest in TEX in the larger computing
world.



Kaja P. Christiansen

Biography:
I was born in Warsaw, Poland. After obtaining

an MSc in Mathematics at the University of Warsaw,
I eventually moved to Denmark. I came to love my
new country, where I have now lived and worked for
more than 20 years.

My job at the Department of Computer
Science of the University of Aarhus involves system
administration, and software support, including the
responsibility for all aspects of a well-functioning
TEX & friends: local styles, in-house classes and
(very) frequent user support, and maintainance.
The department has about 550 students, 80
employees, a large number of active research groups,
and close ties to the BRICS Research Centre.

I heard about TEX for the first time in fall of
1979. In Palo Alto at the time, I wanted to audit
courses at Stanford; my top priority was lectures
by Prof. Donald Knuth but that, I was told, was
not possible as Prof. Knuth was on leave due to
work on a text processing project . . . This project
was TEX! Back home, it didn’t take long till we
had a runnable system and thus introduced an early
version of TEX in Denmark.

Personal statement:
I have served as the chair of TUG’s Technical

Council since 1997 and co-sponsored the creation
of the TEX Development Fund. I share system
administrator’s responsibilities for the TUG server
(whose access to the Internet is currently facilitated
by my Department). In my rôle as a member of the
board, my special interests have been projects of
immediate value to the TEX community: TEX Live,
TUGboat and TUG’s web site.

Since September 2002, I have served as the
president of the Danish TEX Users Group (DK-

TUG).
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Susan DeMeritt

Biography:
My name is Susan DeMeritt, I live in Lakeside,

CA (just outside San Diego).
I am employed by the Center for Communica-

tions Research, La Jolla, in San Diego, California
for almost 14 years doing technical typing in the
Publications Department. I started the position
learning TEX and working up to LATEX2ε. I enjoy
using LATEX2εto typeset mathematical and scientific
papers.

I have been a member of the TEX Users Group
since 1989. I have been a member of the Board of
Directors since March of 1998, and Secretary since
2001. I really enjoy being part of the Board of
Directors of the TEX Users Group and I hope my
participation has been helpful.

I have successfully taught (along with Cheryl
Ponchin) two LATEX classes, one at Duke University
and one at the University of Delaware.

Jim Hefferon

Biography:
I got a PhD in Mathematics in 1986 and soon

after I got interested in writing an undergraduate
textbook in Linear Algebra, (which I have made
available on the web with the LATEX source). I
spent many hours fussing with the symbols and was
unable to make it look right. I figured that I needed
a program that knows how to make the stuff as
readable as possible, and obviously that led me to
TEX.

In the course of using the system I became
incredibly impressed by the community. I wanted
to help out, so when Robin (Fairbairns) complained
one day about the lack of USA CTAN mirrors, I
offered to set one up. I eventually took over the
main American node of CTAN, one of the core
servers. I’m enjoying that work a great deal.



Stephanie Hogue

Biography:
Stephanie Hogue has been a member of TUG

since 1991. She has over twenty years experience
in typesetting mathematical documents. During
her fifteen years with the Wharton School at the
University of Pennsylvania, she typeset research and
class materials and provided TEX and LATEX support
for the faculty of the Finance Department. After
leaving the Wharton School, Stephanie freelanced
for five years as “The TypeWright,” offering TEX
and LATEX typesetting services.

In 2001, she accepted a position with Alpha-
Simplex Group, a quantitative asset management
company located in Cambridge, Massachusetts. In
her current position as Data Archivist, she is
responsible for supporting the use of LATEX by the
research group at AlphaSimplex.

Stephanie served on the Conference Committee
for TEX NE (held in New York in Spring 1998)
and as the Co-Chair of the Program Committee for
TUG 1999 (Vancouver) and TUG 2001 (Delaware).
She joined the Board of Directors in 1999 and is
presently on the Program Committee for TUG 2003
(Hawaii).

Personal statement:
One of the major accomplishments of the

outgoing President and Board was the IRS

reclassification of TUG as a non-profit organization.
TUG faces a number of challenges, and the non-
profit status should give a welcome boost to our
fund-raising efforts.

Some of the areas on which I would like to
focus are:

• developing support mechanisms to assist users
with the numerous TEX-based systems and
hundreds of related packages;

• utilizing the web and other electronic technolo-
gies for both support and education; and

• integrating our efforts more closely with the
international community of local TEX user
groups.
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Gerree Pecht

Biography:
My name is Gerree P. Pecht. I’m a Technical

Research Publications Specialist in the Mathematics
department at Princeton University.

I joined Princeton University in 1975 as
a Technical Research Secretary I. Eventually
graduating to the highest title (at the time)
Technical Research Secretary IV. I was introduced
to my first computer by Professor Jeff Ullman (now
at Stanford); I type(set) his book (with Al Aho of
Bell Labs) around 1978. . . . the process was called
Phototypesetting . . .

I taught myself the necessary macro packages
(ms macros: designed by a scientist at Bell Labs —
nroff, troff) necessary for document preparation . . .

the file was transferred to a role of film on Kodak
printer . . . the printer processed it the old-fashioned
way . . . developing took place in a dark room . . .

pages were hung to dry and then Xeroxed . . .

. . . the start of camera-ready-copies?
I was introduced to LATEX by Professor

Sedgewick (he was Chair of the CS department and
was typesetting his own book in LATEX at the time)
while working in the Computer Science department
in the mid-1980’s.

I started using LATEX right from the beginning
. . . (I wasn’t aware that there was such a thing
as “plain TEX” . . . ) I’m self-taught (LATEX

(L. Lamport), A Guide to LATEX2ε (K. Daly),
LATEX Graphics Companion (Goossens, Rahtz,
Mittelbach), Math into LATEX (Gratzer), TEX for

the Impatient (Abrahams) . . .) In my constant
search for latest developments in the TEX world, I
came across a book by George Gratzer called Math

into TEX: a Simple Introduction to AMS-LATEX . . ..
I’m known for bundling many packages including
all of the above . . . as each package contain some
unique conventions, commands, declarations, etc.,
each useful when producing a customized book,
manuscript, slides, graphics, etc.

I very frequently design (special/highly tech-
nical) macros to accommodate the project at
hand in the preparation of all aspects of lectures,
transparancies (using SliTEX program-highlighting
certain formulas and words in color). And combin-
ing graphics with many formulas is commonplace in
my position as a Technical Research Publications
Specialist in the department.

I willingly and unconditionally “share” my
many customized templates with faculty/staff/
students throughtout the University(s) and am
eager to help one-on-one. I don’t know how I



became the “in-house” technical typesetter for the
faculty . . . typesetting many complicated Math
books, but I’m proud to be referred to as the LATEX
“guru” and the department’s resource for graduate
students (who are required to typeset their Ph.D.
thesis in some form of TEX).

I just completed typesetting two highly
technical Mathematics texts for Professor Elias M.
Stein. The books were done in LATEX (graphics,
tables, figures, everything!!) and even if I have
to say so myself . . . they turned out absolutely
elegant!!!

Up until the summer of 2001, I worked on a
Unix platform. Since then, the system was changed
to Linux platform.

Not so long ago . . . someone mentioned to
me that “LATEX” (TEX-formatting) . . . “is dead.”
. . .. So why then are universities and the
technical/scientific (including government) agencies
using it? Seems to me it’s alive and well . . .

all-around . . . I’m a great promoter for the TUG

organization.
I have met quite a few wonderful TEXies

through attending TUG conferences and via
telephone/email . . .. I look forward to this “new”
relationship with TUG.

My credo: LATEX it! LATEX it! AMS-LATEX it!
AMS-TEX it! TEX it!!! Use SliTEX packages as well
as the graphics packages . . .. as the Princeton Tiger
would say . . .. it’s Grrreat!!

Cheryl Ponchin

Biography:
My name is Cheryl Ponchin, I live in Princeton,

New Jersey.
I am employed by the Center for Communica-

tions Research in Princeton. I have been a technical
typist for almost 20 years. I started with TEX
and I am now using LATEX2ε as well as many
of the different packages available. I enjoy using
this software to typeset mathematical and scientific
papers.

I have been a member of the TEX Users Group
since 1989. I have been a member of the TUG

Board of Directors since March of 1998. I really
enjoy being part of the TUG group.

I have taught (with Sue DeMerritt) two LATEX
classes for TUG (the University of Delaware and
Duke University). We will also be teaching another
class at the University of Hawaii at Hilo in July. I
am also teaching classes at Princeton University. I
have also reviewed A Guide to LATEX2ε, which was
very interesting and rewarding for me.
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Samuel E. Rhoads

Biography:
I hold a bachelors, a masters and a doctor of

arts degree in mathematics. I took a job teaching
math at the University of Guam in 1973 and
came to Hawai‘i from Guam in 1981. I’ve been
teaching math and computer science since the early
’60s. I am now a professor in the Information
and Computer Science department at Honolulu
Community College in Honolulu, Hawai‘i.

My interest in TEX began in the ’80s. In
the late ’80s I decided that I wanted to write a
textbook for the beginning computer science class —
I thought I could write a better book than the books
that were available — and I decided to try to do it
in TEX so I could retain control of how the book
appeared. I later came to understand that I didn’t
know enough about publishing to really design my
own book, but it was fun to be able to do it anyway.
I prepared a short paper describing the experience
and presented that paper at TUG 91 (“Authors new
to TEX publish a textbook with a publisher new to
TEX,” TUGboat 12(3), pages 387–393).

Wm. C. Brown Publishers published the book
in 1990. A textbook for the second course in
computer science was also completed and published
in 1992. I also wrote and published (in TEX) a
book of Star Charts for the night sky as seen from
Hawai‘i. That book is published by the Bishop
Museum Press, and is now in its third edition.

I use TEX (actually LATEX) in much of what
I do. In particular, whenever I do something
mathematical and want the output to look “right,”
I use TEX. I always use TEX to prepare exams for
the math classes that I teach, but I use a word
processor for routine correspondence and other
printed material— like this biography— when it’s
too much trouble to use TEX. If I were able to, I’d
design a word processor that made TEX easier to
use. If I could use it as easily as I use MS Word, I
would use TEXfor everything I print.



Philip Taylor

Biography:
Philip Taylor has been a TEX devotee ever since

a visit (many years ago) to British Petroleum where
he saw equipment identical to that which he was
using (a Digital VAX, with Digital LN03 printer)
producing output infinitely better than anything
he could manage. Having found that BP were
accomplishing this using TEX, he immediately took
a copy on magnetic tape, and has never looked
back.

Although he now spends more time on
electronic publishing than on typesetting per se,
he is still a staunch advocate of TEX, and is
a member of the TUG Board, Chairman of the
TUG Bursary Committee, a past Chairman of the
UK TEX Users’ Group, Programme Committee
Chairman for EuroTEX’99, and Technical Director
of the NTS project. He sees his rôle within the
Board as representing the interests of “the ordinary
member,” and tries to ensure that Board decisions
afford equal opportunities and rights to all members.
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Financial statements for 2001 and 2002

Robin Laakso

For purposes of comparison, this financial report
covers both of the years 2001 and 2002. Also, due
to an oversight, our annual financial report was not
included in any TUGboat 2001 issue, so this serves
to remedy that. As always, the accounts have been
reviewed by TUG’s accountant but have not been
audited.

In 2001 and for most of 2002, the TEX Users
Group was a not-for-profit corporation under section
501(c)(6) the Internal Revenue code. The IRS de-
termined TUG would be exempt from federal income
tax as described in section 501(c)(3) as of September
10, 2002. TUG notified members about the change
in U.S. income tax status shortly after we were no-
tified on February 27, 2003. The principal bene-
fit of being classified 501(c)(3) is that contributions
to TUG are now generally tax-deductible (less any
value received), at least in the United States.

TUG is funded primarily by annual dues from
members. Unfortunately, we had a drop in member-
ship from 2001 to 2002, from approximately 1900 to
1800 members; however, this resulted in only a slight
drop in membership revenue. Because of write offs
(non-renewing institutional and subscriber member-
ships) and other irregularities, such as joint mem-
bership dues paid after the membership year, the
“Membership Dues” figure (as seen on the Profit
& Loss statement) only approximately reflects dues
activity each year.

TUG’s largest annual expense items are payroll,
TUGboat production and mailing, and software pro-
duction and mailing. Because the last three issues
of TUGboat Volume 21 (2000) are included along
with Volume 22 (2001), the “TUGboat Production/
Mailing” P&L line item in 2001 is inflated by about
$25,000. Had Volume 21 been accounted for in the
year the expense should have occurred (as is the case
in 2002 and later), net income in 2001 would be a
gain of about $10,500 instead of the reported loss of
$14,507.

This verbal portion of the report is intended to
highlight major features contained in the financial
statements, but obviously does not include the detail
necessary to explain activities within each account.
If you would like to learn more about TUG’s finances
or have a particular comment or question, please
contact the TUG office.

⋄ Robin Laakso

TUG Executive Director

office@tug.org
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 TeX Users Group

 Balance Sheet Prev Year Comparison
 As of December 31, 2002

Dec 31, 02 Dec 31, 01

ASSETS

Current Assets

Checking/Savings

OregonTelco CD 80144 128,258.16 0.00

BofA Maximizer 21203-18374 51,779.66 100,160.66

BoA Maximizer 21208-18966 0.00 16,847.69

BOA CD - 21202-09486 0.00 37,856.10

BOA Checking - 21203-10859 5,729.83 -1,393.08

BOA Money Mkt Bursry 2120411698 1,330.11 2,934.43

Petty Cash 10.00 15.41

Total Checking/Savings 187,107.76 156,421.21

Accounts Receivable

Accounts Receivable 7,270.00 5,362.12

Total Accounts Receivable 7,270.00 5,362.12

Other Current Assets

Employee Advances 0.00 -1,500.00

Total Other Current Assets 0.00 -1,500.00

Total Current Assets 194,377.76 160,283.33

Fixed Assets

Fixed Assets 7,059.12 8,030.91

Total Fixed Assets 7,059.12 8,030.91

TOTAL ASSETS 201,436.88 168,314.24

LIABILITIES & EQUITY

Liabilities

Current Liabilities

Accounts Payable 40,124.01 44,540.12

Total Accounts Payable 40,124.01 44,540.12

Other Current Liabilities

Deferred conference donations 610.00 0.00

Deferred conference income 7,360.00 0.00

Deferred contributions 1,500.00 0.00

Deferred member income 21,175.00 0.00

AMS Prepaid Memberships 1,800.00 1,800.00

Payroll Liabilities 1,211.58 1,498.01

Total Other Current Liabilities 33,656.58 3,298.01

Total Current Liabilities 73,780.59 47,838.13

Total Liabilities 73,780.59 47,838.13

Equity

Restricted Bursary as of 12/31 1,330.11 3,029.43

Restricted LaTeX as of 12/31 167.50 687.50

Unrestricted as of 1/1 118,978.50 131,491.53

Current Yr Chg in Restrict Acct 0.00 -225.00

Net Income 7,180.18 -14,507.35

Total Equity 127,656.29 120,476.11

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 201,436.88 168,314.24

 TeX Users Group

 Profit & Loss Prev Year Comparison
 January through December 2002

Jan - Dec 02 Jan - Dec 01

Ordinary Income/Expense

Income

Membership Dues 125,215 126,614

Product Sales 3,050 1,372

Contributions Income 5,065 5,259

Annual Conference -1,088

Annual Regional Conference -363

Annual Pre-conf Class -314 -1,580

Interest Income 5,130 6,166

Advertising Income 1,345 1,045

Bursary 301 983

LaTeX 3 -520 -780

2003 Annual Conference -411

Total Income 138,498 137,991

Cost of Goods Sold

TUGboat Prod/Mailing 24,189 54,213

Software Production/Mailing 13,659 13,250

Postage/Delivery - Members 4,184 4,636

Conf Expense, office + overhead 4,588

Member Renewal 420 517

Copy/Printing for members 60 316

Total COGS 42,512 77,520

Gross Profit 95,986 60,471

Expense

Contributions made by TUG 5,942 4,000

Office Overhead 8,021 7,518

Payroll Exp 60,460 56,272

Contract Labor 375 90

Professional Fees 14,886 1,203

Credit card/Bank charges 3,137 3,231

Depreciation Expense 2,786 2,665

Interest Expense 3

Total Expense 95,610 74,979

Net Ordinary Income 376 -14,508

Other Income/Expense

Other Income

Prior year adjust (01-02) 6,806

Total Other Income 6,806

Net Other Income 6,806

Net Income 7,182 -14,508
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Bugs in Computers & Typesetting

6 July 2003

This is a list of all substantial corrections made to Computers & Typesetting since the publi-
cation of the Millennium Edition at the close of the year 2000. (More precisely, it lists errors
corrected since the 16th printing of Volume A, the 7th printing of Volume B, the 6th printing of
Volume C, the 4th printing of Volume D, and the 5th printing of Volume E.) Corrections made
to the softcover version of The TEXbook are the same as corrections to Volume A. Corrections to
the softcover version of The 89:;<=>:book are the same as corrections to Volume C. Changes
to the mini-indexes and master indexes of Volumes B, D, and E are not shown here unless they
are not obviously derivable from what has been shown. Some (or all) of these errors have been
corrected in the most recent printings.

Page A16, line 7 from the bottom (6/30/01)

Ten-point type is different from magnified five-point type.

Page A17, line 7 (6/30/01)

fications that grow in geometric ratios—something like equal-tempered tuning

Page A51, lines 18–20 (6/30/01)

ff yields ff ; fi yields fi ; fl yields fl ; ffi yields ffi ; ffl yields ffl ;

‘‘ yields“ ; ’’ yields ” ; !‘ yields ¡ ; ?‘ yields ¿ ;

-- yields – ; --- yields — .

Page A52, line 7 from the bottom (6/30/01)

\ae,\AE æ, Æ (Latin ligature and Scandinavian letter AE)

Page A71, line 15 (6/30/01)

One of the interesting things that can happen when glue stretches and

Page A180, line 20 (6/30/01)

Challenge number 5: k = 1.38065 × 10−16 erg K−1.

Page A254, line 12 from the bottom becomes two lines (4/09/01)

\output={\unvbox255

\ifnum\outputpenalty<10000 \penalty\outputpenalty\fi}

Page A292, lines 13–16 (6/30/01)

\mathchoice〈filler〉{〈math mode material〉}〈filler〉{〈math mode material〉}
〈filler〉{〈math mode material〉} 〈filler〉{〈math mode material〉}. Four math lists, which
are defined as in the second alternative of a 〈math field〉, are recorded in a “choice
item” that is appended to the current list.

Page A306, line 7 (6/30/01)

instead of a shelfful. In fact, the latter idea—to insert an italic correction—is prefer-
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Page A308, lines 25 and 26 (6/17/02)

\def\appendroman#1#2#3{\expandafter\def\expandafter#1\expandafter

{\csname\expandafter\gobble\string#2\romannumeral#3\endcsname}}

Page A311, line 14 (12/2/02)

\def\\{\if\space\next\ % assume that \next is unexpandable

Page A323, line 12 from the bottom (6/30/01)

18.31. $k=1.38065\times10^{-16}\rm\,erg\,K^{-1}$.

Page A364, lines 12–15 from the bottom (01/21/03)

\def\loggingall{\tracingcommands=2 \tracingstats=2

\tracingpages=1 \tracingoutput=1 \tracinglostchars=1

\tracingmacros=2 \tracingparagraphs=1 \tracingrestores=1

\showboxbreadth=\maxdimen \showboxdepth=\maxdimen \errorstopmode}

\def\tracingall{\tracingonline=1 \loggingall}

Page A364, line 5 from the bottom (01/21/03)

\def\fmtversion{3.14159265} % identifies the current format

Page A450, lines 14–16 from the bottom (12/19/02)

s1tic 1exp x3p pi3a 2i1a i2al 2id 1do 1ci 2io ou2 2us

(where subscripts that aren’t shown are zero), and this yields

.0s0u1p0e0r1c0a0l1i0f0r0a0g1i0l4i0s1t2i0c1e0x3p2i3a0l2i1d0o1c2i0o2u2s0.

Page A451, line 15 (1/30/01)

Connecticut Yankee come out with only nine or ten bad hyphens:

Page A451, line 23 (1/30/01)

mo-er-der-mohren-mut-ter-mar-mor-mon-u-menten-macher.

Page A454, lines 23–30 (6/30/01)

�� If a suitable starting letter is found, let it be in font f . Hyphenation is aban-
doned unless the \hyphenchar of f is a number between 0 and 255, inclu-

sive. If this test is passed, TEX continues to scan forward until coming to some-
thing that’s not one of the following three “admissible items”: (1) a charac-
ter in font f whose \lccode is nonzero; (2) a ligature formed entirely from charac-
ters of type (1); (3) an implicit kern. The first inadmissible item terminates this part
of the process; the trial word consists of all the letters found in admissible items. No-
tice that all of these letters are in font f .

Page A461, right column (7/08/01)

*\char, 43–45, 76, 86, 155, 283, 286,

Page A466, left column (7/09/01)

*\floatingpenalty, 123–124, 272, 281, 363.

Page A470, left column (1/21/03)

\loggingall, 364.

Page A473, left column (6/30/01)

orphans, see widow words.
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Page Bvii, bottom two lines (12/20/02)

all of those changes. I now believe that the final bug was discovered and removed on 20 De-
cember 2002. The finder’s fee has converged to $327.68.

Page B2, line 10 from the bottom (12/20/02)

define banner ≡ ´This is TeX, Version 3.141592´ {printed when TEX starts }

Page B3, new paragraph to follow line 9 (12/20/02)

Incidentally, Pascal’s standard round function can be problematical, because it disagrees with
the IEEE floating-point standard. Many implementors have therefore chosen to substitute their
own home-grown rounding procedure.

Page B8, line 2 (5/04/01)

statements will be meaningful. We insert the label ‘exit ’ just before the ‘end’ of a procedure in

Page B30, line −4 (5/04/01)

begin update terminal ; {now the user sees the prompt for sure }

Page B84, lines 22 and 27 (5/04/01)

ignore = 9 { characters to ignore ( ^^@ ) }
active char = 13 { characters that invoke macros ( ~ ) }

Page B139, line 20 (12/19/02)

begin while (state = token list ) ∧ (loc = null ) ∧ (token type 6= v template ) do

end token list ; { conserve stack space }

Page B206, line 14 (10/30/02)

used input files like webmac.tex.

Page B206, new paragraph to follow line 22 (12/20/02)

The following procedures don’t allow spaces to be part of file names; but some users seem to
like names that are spaced-out. System-dependent changes to allow such things should probably
be made with reluctance, and only when an entire file name that includes spaces is “quoted”
somehow.

Page B256, line 25 (12/20/02)

cur glue : real ; { glue seen so far }
cur g : scaled ; { rounded equivalent of cur glue times the glue ratio }

begin cur g ← 0; cur glue ← float constant (0);
this box ← temp ptr ; g order ← glue order (this box ); g sign ← glue sign (this box );

Page B258, line 5 from the bottom (12/20/02)

begin g ← glue ptr (p); rule wd ← width (g)− cur g ;

Page B258, bottom line (12/20/02)

begin cur glue ← cur glue + stretch (g); vet glue (float (glue set (this box )) ∗ cur glue );
cur g ← round (glue temp);
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Page B259, line 4 (12/20/02)

begin cur glue ← cur glue − shrink (g); vet glue (float (glue set (this box )) ∗ cur glue );
cur g ← round (glue temp);

Page B259, new line to precede old line 7 (12/20/02)

rule wd ← rule wd + cur g ;

Page B260, line 21 (12/19/02)

else begin lx ← lr div (lq + 1);

Page B261, line 9 (12/20/02)

cur glue : real ; { glue seen so far }
cur g : scaled ; { rounded equivalent of cur glue times the glue ratio }

begin cur g ← 0; cur glue ← float constant (0);
this box ← temp ptr ; g order ← glue order (this box ); g sign ← glue sign (this box );

Page B262, line 10 from the bottom (12/20/02)

begin g ← glue ptr (p); rule ht ← width (g)− cur g ;

Page B262, line 6 from the bottom (12/20/02)

begin cur glue ← cur glue + stretch (g); vet glue (float (glue set (this box )) ∗ cur glue );
cur g ← round (glue temp);

Page B262, line 2 from the bottom (12/20/02)

begin cur glue ← cur glue − shrink (g); vet glue (float (glue set (this box )) ∗ cur glue );
cur g ← round (glue temp);

Page B263, new line to precede old line 2 (12/20/02)

rule ht ← rule ht + cur g ;

Page B264, line 10 (12/19/02)

else begin lx ← lr div (lq + 1);

Page B280, lines 23 and 24 (4/08/01)

or unset nodes; in particular, each mlist item appears in the variable-size part of mem , so the
type field is always present.

Page B299, line 9 (12/20/02)

if type (r) = kern node then {unneeded italic correction }

Page B332, line 6 (12/19/02)

is being scanned, or when no alignment preamble is active.

Page B332, line 8 (12/19/02)

begin if (scanner status = aligning ) ∨ (cur align = null ) then

Page B382, line 6 (1/01/01)

between ‘fl’ and ‘y’, then m = 2, t = 2, and y1 will be a ligature node for ‘fl’ followed by an
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Page B386, line 11 (4/08/01)

qi (2), qi (6): begin cur r ← rem byte (q); { |=:, |=:> }

Page B472, new paragraph to follow line 10 (12/20/02)

A devious user might force an endv command to occur just about anywhere; we must defeat
such hacks.

Page B472, replacement for what used to be line 13 (12/20/02)

begin base ptr ← input ptr ; input stack [base ptr ]← cur input ;
while (input stack [base ptr ].index field 6= v template ) ∧

(input stack [base ptr ].loc field = null ) ∧
(input stack [base ptr ].state field = token list ) do decr (base ptr );

if (input stack [base ptr ].index field 6= v template ) ∨
(input stack [base ptr ].loc field 6= null ) ∨
(input stack [base ptr ].state field 6= token list ) then

fatal error (´(interwoven alignment preambles are not allowed)´);
if cur group = align group then

Page B475, line 12 (7/01/01)

end; {now we are in vertical mode, working on the list that will contain the display }

Page C11, line 11 (10/11/01)

the area below the bar to the area above it equal to (
√

5 + 1)/2 ≈ 1.61803, the

Page C29, illustration for exercise 4.11 (9/09/01)

[points 2 and 5 should not be labeled twice]

Page C156, line 15 from the bottom (9/09/01)

be the values they had upon entry to the group.)

Page C171, line 16 from the bottom (6/18/02)

〈loop〉 −→ 〈loop header〉:〈loop text〉 endfor

Page C179, line 7 from the bottom (9/09/01)

next time hijklmnj gets to the end of an input line, it will stop reading from the

Page C204, line 3 from the bottom (7/08/01)

slightly. If autorounding > 1, you get even more changes: Paths are perturbed slightly

Page C238, lines 9 and 8 from the bottom (7/08/01)

tance is length(z4 − z1). But there’s a slicker solution: Just calculate

abs ypart((z1 − z2) rotated−angle(z3 − z2)).

Page C286, line 25 (9/09/01)

problem; it would simply have put ENDFOR into the replacement text of asts, because
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Page C289, line 7 (9/09/01)

if if pair x: x>(0,0) else: false fi: A else: B fi.

Page C292, line 10 from the bottom (9/09/01)

be known by saying ‘if known p− q: p = q else: false fi’; transforms could be handled

Page C313, bottom line (6/30/01)

— LA ROCHEFOUCAULD, Maximes (1665)

Page C346, left column (6/18/02)

*:, 169, 171, 317–319.

Page C346, right column (7/09/01)

*angle, 29, 67, 72, 107, 135, 211, 238.

Page C352, left column (6/30/01)

La Rochefoucauld, François VI, 313.

Page C357, right column (7/08/01)

*true, 55, 64–65, 170, 210.

Page Dvii, bottom two lines (12/21/02)

corporates all of those changes. I now believe that the final bug was discovered on 22 January
2001, and removed in version 2.71828. The finder’s fee has converged to $327.68.

Page D2, line −17 (12/21/02)

define banner ≡ ´This is METAFONT, Version 2.71828´ {printed when hijklmnj starts }

Page D2, lines 4 and 5 from the bottom (12/23/02)

types; there are no ‘var’ parameters, except in the case of files or in the system-dependent
paint row procedure; there are no tag fields on variant records; there are no real variables; no
procedures are declared local to other procedures.)

Page D8, line 2 (5/04/01)

statements will be meaningful. We insert the label ‘exit ’ just before the ‘end’ of a procedure in

Page D28, line −8 (5/04/01)

begin update terminal ; {now the user sees the prompt for sure }

Page D42, replacement for lines 8–13 (12/23/02)

Notice that if 64-bit integer arithmetic were available, we could simply compute (229 ∗ p + q)
div (2 ∗ q). But when we are restricted to Pascal’s 32-bit arithmetic we must either resort to
multiple-precision maneuvering or use a simple but slow iteration. The multiple-precision tech-
nique would be about three times faster than the code adopted here, but it would be comparatively
long and tricky, involving about sixteen additional multiplications and divisions.
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Page D43, line 20 (12/23/02)

language or 64-bit substitute is advisable.

Page D44, lines 24–26 (12/23/02)

Once again it is a good idea to use 64-bit arithmetic if possible; otherwise take_scaled will
use more than 2% of the running time when the Computer Modern fonts are being generated.

Page D101, line 21 (7/08/01)

define subscr head loc(#) ≡ # + 1 {where value , subscr head , and attr head are }

Page D180, lines 22 and 23 (1/26/01)

(y,−x) will appear in node p. Similarly, a fourth-octant transformation will have been applied
after the transition, so we will have x coord (q) = −x and y coord (q) = y.

Page D184, line 18 (12/21/02)

chopped : integer ; {positive if data truncated, negative if data dangerously large }

Page D184, line 25 (12/21/02)

if (internal [autorounding ] > 0) ∧ (chopped = 0) then xy round ;

Page D184, line 27 (12/21/02)

if (internal [autorounding ] > unity ) ∧ (chopped = 0) then diag round ;

Page D184, line 32 (12/21/02)

if (internal [autorounding ] ≤ 0) ∨ (chopped 6= 0) then print spec(", after subdivision")

Page D185, lines 15–19 (12/21/02)

define procrustes (#) ≡ if abs (#) ≥ dmax then

if abs (#) > max allowed then

begin chopped ← 1;
if # > 0 then #← max allowed else #← −max allowed ;
end

else if chopped = 0 then chopped ← −1

Page D185, old line 22 (12/21/02)

p← cur spec ; k ← 1; chopped ← 0; dmax ← half (max allowed );

Page D185, old line 28 (12/21/02)

if chopped > 0 then

Page D196, lines 7 and 8 (1/26/01)

where x′(t) ≥ 0 we have right type = first octant or right type = eighth octant ; in regions where
x′(t) ≤ 0, we have right type = fifth octant or right type = fourth octant .

Page D511, line 17 (7/03/01)

from appearing again.
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Page E7, line 11 (12/21/02)

hair , vair , stem , curve , ess , flare , dot size , bar , slab ,

Page E7, line 11 (12/21/02)

crisp , tiny , fine ;

and thin join should not be less than fine .

Page E9, line 9 (7/03/01)

[92] [123] [124]) ) )

Page E19, line 19 (11/7/01)

cap notch cut 46/36 31/36 25/36 24/36 22/36 25/36

Page E41, line 8 (12/21/02)

extra endchar ← extra endchar & "charcode:=charcode+code offset;";

Page E53, line 7 (12/21/02)

numeric mid thickness ; mid thickness = Vround 1/3[vair , stem ];

Page E377, lines 3 and 4 from the bottom (12/22/02)

path p ; p = z$$l{z@1 − z$$l} . . . darkness [z@1, .5[z@2, z$$l]] . . . z@2

- - - z$l - - z$r - - z@0 - - z$$r - - cycle;
if (y$$ > y$) 6= (ypartprecontrol 1of p > ypartpostcontrol 1 of p ):

p = z$$l{z@1 − z$$l} . . . darkness [z@1, .5[z@2, z$$l]]
- - - z$l - - z$r - - z@0 - - z$$r - - cycle; fi

filldraw p ; % arm and beak

Page E577, right column (12/23/02)

padded, 103–111, 117–121, 549.
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